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The editors would like to thank, first and foremost, the authors of this book for
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and all their efforts during the peer-reviewing process. We are also grateful for the
insightful suggestions made by an anonymous reviewer in the post-submission
phase. Without their dedication, this volume would not have been possible.

We also want to express our gratitude to the authors and all other participants
for attending #BreMM19: Fourth Bremen Conference on Multimodality: Empirical
Inroads on 25–27 September 2019 in Bremen, Germany. The exciting talks and en-
gaging discussions held at the conference painted a lively and colorful picture of a
research field ‘on themove’. They demonstrated precisely howmuch can be gained
when we keep aiming for (even) more objective research designs, (even) more
systematic frameworks for reliable analyses, and (even) more careful checking of
how well our findings match the questions we seek to answer.

Achieving amore solid empirical grounding ofmultimodality research requires
following these core tenets of empirical research — objectivity, reliability, and
validity. This allows for making new discoveries and for revisiting old ones. Finally,
the conference also showed oncemore that conducting empirical research typically
is a laborious task that demands pooling the expertise and resources from various
disciplines, research fields, and institutions all around the globe. We gratefully
acknowledge Carman Ng’s invaluable help in organizing and running BreMM19,
and her contributions to preparing its proceedings.

With the present volume, we not only seek to document the most recent ad-
vancements in empirical multimodality research as presented at BreMM19, but
also look to capture the spirit of a general move towards empirical multimodality
research. We hope that this book will contribute to this exciting development and
inspire future empirical work.

The Bremen Conferences on Multimodality have become a staple within multi-
modality research. BreMM14, which took place in 2014, was dedicated to building
bridges between variousmultimodality-ready disciplines.BreMM15 continuedwith
theoretical and methodological explorations in 2015, and paved the way for dis-
cussing and promoting multimodality’s disciplinary status at BreMM17. Focussing
on empirical inroads into multimodality research — the theme of BreMM19 and the
present volume — proved one of the next steps to take in advancing our research
field with regard to its status as a discipline, and far beyond. In 2020/21, the tradi-
tion of regular meetings continues as The Bremen-Groningen Online Workshops on
Multimodality. We hope to be able to keep this high level of continuity and fruitful
exchange in one form or another and push multimodality’s development further.
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Jana Pflaeging, John A. Bateman, and Janina Wildfeuer
Empirical Multimodality Research: The State
of Play

Abstract:Multimodality research has always shown a strong reliance on data. How-
ever, the field has primarily developed around more exploratory, descriptive, and
interpretative work on smaller data sets — as suggested by results we present from
a meta-study of contributions to three multimodality-close international journals
(Social Semiotics, Visual Communication,Multimodal Communication). Framed by
a discussion of the qualitative-quantitative dichotomy and a deliberately broad
working definition of empirical, we argue that it is not sample size or quantitative
methods alone that support a more solid empirical grounding of multimodality
research, but rather an explicit orientation to just how theory and analysis make
contact with data. To this end, we propose five quality criteria of empirical practice,
that is, completing the empirical feedback loop: from theory to data and back,
ensuring objectivity, reliability, and validity in research, and acknowledging the
inherent tentativeness of results. We thereby seek to chart paths for an appropriate
and productive application of various empirical methods to novel (and supposedly
familiar) forms of meaning-making in order to further strengthen the development
of theory and methods in multimodality, and to encourage an even more intense
exchange among the diverse communities of multimodalists.

Keywords: empirical multimodality research, data, qualitative, quantitative, qual-
ity criteria

1 Introduction and the Aims of this Volume

As a research endeavor first and foremost borne out of the practical observation
that all meaning making naturally involves a multitude of forms of expression,
multimodality research has always been driven by data. When we look more at
the kinds of explicitly ‘empirical’ work that have preoccupied multimodalists of
many stripes over the past 25 years, however, it is fair to say that multimodality
research locates itself mainly towards the smaller-scale and more qualitative poles
of the empirical continuum. Inmany respects, this is understandable: driven by the
challenges of engaging with new kinds of increasingly complex research objects,
the field has developed around more exploratory, descriptive, and interpretative
work undertaken with respect to smaller sets of data.

https://doi.org/10.1515/9783110725001-001
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Nevertheless, as research objects continue to diversify, the interest of neigh-
boring disciplines increases, and the field shows signs of becoming a stand-alone
discipline in its own right (see Wildfeuer et al. 2019), the need for solid empiri-
cal grounding is also becoming ever more apparent. In fact, diverse scholars in
multimodality have been pointing for some time, and often quite independently
of one another, to the usefulness of ‘large n’ empirical investigations (see, e.g.,
Stöckl 1997; Bateman et al. 2004; Gu 2006; Carter & Adolphs 2008; Nakano &
Rehm 2009; Bednarek 2015; Hiippala 2015; Pederson & Cohn 2016; Bezemer &
Cowan 2021). Furthermore, scholars are increasingly stressing the shortcomings of
exclusively broad-brushed orientations (e.g., Jewitt 2017; Kohrs 2018). Multimodal-
ity research as a whole thus seems poised at a particular point of development
where exploratory studies can beneficially be complemented by further kinds of
empirical work bringing the potential of a productive interaction across the entire
empirical continuum into view.

This development requires careful consideration, however, and a certain ‘hes-
itation to scale-up’ is still common. There are several reasons for this, ranging on
the one hand from work indeed being so experimental in nature that larger-scale
studies might well be premature, to on the other hand, lack of knowledge and
experience concerning just how such larger-scale studies might be conceived and
conducted. In many institutions where approaches to multimodality are taught,
methodologies for larger-scale studies are not prominent on the curriculum. More-
over, addressing this concern is not just a question of applying well-established
techniques from elsewhere: there are also significant theoretical issues revolving
around just how empirical methods can be productively applied to novel forms of
meaning-making. It is often by no means clear how best to proceed and further
methodological guidance — or: “greater rigor and investment of effort in develop-
ing robust conceptual frameworks and reliable methods” (Thomas 2019: 86) — is
urgently required.

This challenging situation constitutes the overall context for the current vol-
ume. As larger multimodal corpora become available and computer-based tools are
developed to assist the processing of greater quantities of multimodal data, schol-
ars, often collaborating in teams across national, disciplinary, and methodological
borders, increasingly seek a more solid empirical grounding for multimodality
research. Some of these endeavors are documented in the contributions to this
volume, where our goal has been to demonstrate a range of engagements with
multimodality research that exhibits a strong empirical orientation. The various
chapters in the book consequently include both example analyses where this is
done and some of the methodological and theoretical concerns that such work
raises. In addition, the need tomake approaches tomultimodally complex artifacts
and performances more receptive to empirical grounding requires both more foun-
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dational work on methods and the adaption of relevant empirical methods from
other research areas as well. Several chapters of the book address these concerns
specifically.

One of the essential preconditions for making appropriate and productive con-
tact with data is to complete the empirical ‘feedback loop’ from theory to data and
back to theory. Without this loop, research in multimodality will continue to lack
the solid empirical grounding that now appears necessary for progress. Establish-
ing how this can be done in a methodologically appropriate fashion is, in our view,
just as important as increasing sample sizes. It also legitimizes smaller-scale work
whenever attention is paid to core tenets of conducting empirical research— that is,
it is not sample size alone, or quantitative methods, that make the difference, but
rather an explicit orientation to just how theory and analysis engagewith data. Any
turn to the empirical in multimodality research is therefore also in need of a more
critical and thorough reflection on how this connecting of theory with data and
vice versa is to be achieved. This is a dimension of empirical investigation that has
long been taken for granted and is only recently beginning to receive the attention
it requires withinmultimodality research. Deepening this discussion is then amain
aim of this book, reflecting carefully on quality criteria for conducting empirical
research with data-sensitive/-responsive concepts and frameworks suitable for the
review and renewal of research practices and hypotheses.

For the purposes of framing the contributions collected in the volume and
of positioning the view of empirical multimodality research we envisage more
productively, we organize the discussion around the following three factors:
– Methods. The volume presents methods for investigating a broad variety of

multimodal artefacts (corporate logos, advertisements, news texts, posters,
films, video games) and performances (e.g., political TV interviews, face-to-
face teaching, oral narrative), in which theoretical frameworks in multimodal-
ity research of rather different kinds are carefully applied to — typically —
larger data sets.

– Evaluations. The case studies presented also support critical evaluations of
existing theoretical and methodological frameworks. The book consequently
includes several contributions that deal more exclusively with questions of
moving from ‘theory to empirical inroads’ and which thereby evaluate current
practices of applying theory to data.

– Implications. The contributions also reflect on the implications of their find-
ings — be they of theoretical, methodological or analytical nature — and make
concrete suggestions for the adaption and expansion of existing practices and
the design of future research projects with an empirical slant.
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We see these perspectives as offering particular insights on the process of con-
ducting empirical research. However, before proceeding to the contributions them-
selves, we provide in this introduction a brief overarching characterization both
of the nature of empirical research and its current state within the field of mul-
timodality — we mentioned an ‘empirical continuum’ above, but just what does
this entail? Providing more detail here will help anchor the various directions
which the contributions to the volume illustrate against the backdrop of a growing
orientation to empirical work in multimodality more broadly.

First, then, we address the traditional dichotomy of qualitative versus quanti-
tative and relate it to the notion of empirical. This is important as a preliminary
stage in bringing together formerly rather disjoint sets of methods adopted for mul-
timodality research. Second, we ask just how empirical the field of multimodality
has in fact already become. To answer this question, we present results generated
in a quantitative study of publication output of three prominent international
journals in the field: Social Semiotics, Visual Communication, and Multimodal
Communication. Third, on the basis of our survey, we argue that promoting an
‘empirical turn’ in multimodality research is now justifiable and beneficial and, to
encourage such work, we propose a list of five quality criteria that can be drawn
on to shape empirical practice. Finally, we preview the contributions to the book
from the perspectives outlined and draw out some broader implications for our
understanding and practice of empirical multimodality research.

2 The Qualitative-Quantitative Dichotomy and the
Notion of Empirical

Historical Roots. A look at some of the earliest endeavors in research reveals how
scholars have always naturally conducted work that can be considered ‘empirical’
to generate knowledge.Amore solid empirical groundingofmultimodality research
is thus by nomeans a daring newmove, but rather a reorientation towards the close
connectionbetweena research interest in real-world phenomenaand their in-depth
study to generate answers. This realization also points to a common denominator
in qualitative and quantitative approaches, whose dichotomous relationship results
from historical convention rather than some inherent difference in nature.

To show this it is revealing to consider historical precedents. Up until the end
of the Middle Ages, for example, a world view had been cultivated that was deeply
entrenched by superstitious belief. The Scientific Revolution of the 16th century
then opened up an eagerness to explore the natural world by means of controlled
experiments and the invention of tools and instruments to pursue them (Kevles
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1992: 12). This development saw the natural world as separate from the perceiving
individual — a principal tenet of an epistemology glossed as positivism by Auguste
Comte in the 19th century. In this view, an objective truth ismade accessible through
observation and testing of cause-effect relations, which in turn prepares the ground
for unbiased explanation, generalization, and the establishment of universal laws
(Bhattacharya 2008: n.pag.; Sousa 2014: 211; see also Kirk & Miller 1986: 14).

The Early Modern Period then witnessed the strengthening of alternative ap-
proaches to knowledge generation, such as hermeneutics, which is practiced by
interpreting the written and spoken word, originally primarily biblical texts. A
growing emphasis on intuitive processes of understanding lead Dilthey to postu-
late around 1900 what he perceived to be the main difference between the natural
sciences and the humanities: while the former explain the world, the latter seek
to understand it (Bühler 2003: 4). This epistemological development continued
throughout the 20thcentury, perpetuating (supposedly) different practices of re-
search and debate, as well as different attitudes and perceptions of one another
(cf. Yanow & Schwartz-Shea 2015: xiii).

Research Paradigms. Research in the natural sciences is consequently interested
in generating objective facts and revealing universal regularities. Typically, by
convention, scholars investigate larger quantities of data that have been represen-
tatively sampled (to account for natural variation), and pursue approaches that
involve controlled measurement procedures; their methodological orientation is
thus quantitative. Equally interested in revealing regularities and patterns, the
related branch of (empirical) sociology draws on the possibility of quantification
as well, but pursues essentially qualitative approaches, and thus crosses the (sup-
posed) border between quantitative and qualitative research (see Kromrey 2002).
By tradition, the humanities in contrast show a strong leaning towards using in-
trospection, interpretation, and subjective perspectives to achieve an in-depth
understanding of the ‘nature’ or quality of things (Kirk & Miller 1986: 9).

Unfortunately, these traditions and conventions have tended to push human-
istic scholarship into the position of a clear counter-player to natural scientific
research, resulting in misconceptions such as “[i]f statistics and ‘large n’ studies
[. . . ] were to be understood as quantitative analysis, then ‘small n’ studies using
nonstatistical methods [. . . ] must be ‘qualitative’ analysis” (Yanow & Schwartz-
Shea 2015: xiii; see also Riesenhuber 2009: 7). Such assumptions about sample
sizes are inherently problematic because they suggest that qualitative humanis-
tic research must conform to just those validity standards adopted for ‘objective’
quantitative natural science research for that scholarship to be considered worth-
while (cf. Bollnow 1974: 1; Sousa 2014: 212). In a similar fashion, some humanities
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8 | Jana Pflaeging et al.

scholars come to the counter-view that “the search for patterns, regularities, or
laws has no place in the Humanities” (van Peer et al. 2007: 7).

Since the mid-20th century, such ‘two-fold taxonomies’ (Yanow & Schwartz-
Shea 2015: xiii) of quantitative vs. qualitative and natural science vs. humanities
have been subject to increasing critique. This is not least documented in C.P. Snow’s
well-known Rede lecture of 1959, in which he describes two separate ‘cultures’ of
scholars, the natural scientists and the ‘literary intellectuals’ (Snow 2001 [1959]:
2–4). While being “comparable in intelligence”, Snow had noticed that they had
“almost ceased to communicate at all” and urged his audience to understand the
“practical and intellectual and creative loss” because “we are letting some of our
best chances [for discovery, JP/JB/JW] go by default” (Snow 2001 [1959]: 2–4, 11, 16).
More recently, a growing appreciation has developed of the productive synergies
that more integrative and collaborative approaches can support (Brannen 1992).
In this context, scholars of ‘both trades’ engage in extensive discussions about the
fallacies of their own paradigms. In particular, quantitative research, and the posi-
tivist or reductionist paradigms it has traditionally been associated with (Bollnow
1974: 2), is now commonly described as being equally based on theorization, and
its questions and interpretations as socially derived (Bhattacharya 2008). Qual-
itative research, in turn, has been accused of relying too much on intuition and
speculative reasoning (Sampson 2002: 2; van Peer et al. 2007: 7 both in reference
to linguistics), and of cultivating a habit of generalizing their arguments despite a
noticeable ‘gap in evidence’ (Piper 2016: 5–6, in reference to cultural studies).

Many of these broader social currents play out in microcosm in linguistics,
which itself also has a considerable tradition in conducting empirical research
dating back to the 18th century. Sub-fields such as computational and corpus lin-
guistics, applied linguistics, phonetics, psycho- or sociolinguistics (and much
interdisciplinary work) have long cultivated the use of empirical methods, with a
pronounced emphasis on quantitative methods and experimentation (cf. Wasow
& Arnold 2005: 1485). While scholars have acknowledged that linguistics “strad-
dles the humanities/science borderline” (Sampson 2005: 17) and that there are
valid areas of linguistics where the empirical quantitative methods do not apply
(Sampson 2005: 17), they have also urged that there is still much room for further
productive development bridging these perspectives (Sampson 2002: 1).

Consequently, scholars in linguistics and beyond have been reflecting upon
what original contributions to knowledge generation theymightmake. Researchers
with a leaning towards qualitative approaches, for instance, have begun to acknowl-
edge and embrace the particular contributions made possible by their viewpoints.
Arguments are made for their adequacy in generating valid scientific knowledge
(Sousa 2014: 212) even if this challenges traditional notions of ‘truth’ and ‘evidence’
(Bhattacharya 2008). Although there is still a “need for clear criteria governing
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. . . monitoring, rigour, and quality assessment” (Sousa 2014: 212), a more explicit
legitimization of qualitative approaches grants them a secure position in more
complex research procedures, for instance when developing hypotheses, which
are then made testable through quantitative research (Riesenhuber 2009: 6, 7).

Empirical — A First Approximation. These considerations make any subscrip-
tion to particular research paradigms a matter ofmore/less rather than either/or.
Indeed, a raised awareness of methodological diversity within both paradigms
(Benoit & Holbert 2008: 622) blurs the traditional distinction between quantitative
and qualitative forms of inquiry and has revealed a core interest that both the
humanities and the natural sciences share: conducting empirical research.

In the widest sense, then, empirical research simply means seeking to an-
swer research questions about real-world phenomena by means of studying inter-
subjectively observable data (be they real/authentic, manipulated in experimental
settings, or even intuition-deduced), whose results are utilized to reassess pre-
vious knowledge structures and associated hypotheses (cf. Bateman & Hiippala,
this volume). The question of how to accomplish the move from theoretical/hypo-
thetical assumptions to data description and back, therefore, lies at the heart of
empirical research, and so needs to be considered and reported on thoroughly.
Contrary to the prevalent but misleading assumption introduced above that has
tended to label methods according to the size of data samples, this also means
that if the connection between theory and data is sound, the label empirical is not
solely reserved for quantitative ‘large n’ studies and can apply equally to ‘more
qualitative’ work, even when smaller in scale (cf. Benoit & Holbert 2008: 615).

This notion of empirical research will be expanded on in Section 4.1 below
specifically for the multimodality case. This will allow us to set up a view of empir-
ical multimodality research that is part of, and contributes to, other branches and
directions of multimodality rather than being a disjoint ‘school of thought’. This
then furthers our main aims of encouraging productive dialogue and exchange
between multimodality approaches that are small-scale, qualitative, and perhaps
exploratory on the one hand, and approaches that are larger-scalewith quantitative
support on the other.

3 The State of Empirical Work in Multimodality
Research

When multimodality research slowly came into its own back in the 1990s, we al-
ready find research that explicitly labels its approach or the data ‘multimodal’, i.e.,
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as being characterized by a particular combination of modes, while also adopt-
ing explicitly ‘empirical’ orientations. There are, for example, clear overlaps in
questions and, increasingly, in methods from work within human-computer inter-
action (HCI), multimodal document design, multimodal interaction and extended
conversation analytic perspectives.

Among these approaches there is already a long tradition of applying diverse
ranges of empirical methods. Such methods include eye-tracking (e.g., Bold &
Herranz 1992; Thorisson et al. 1992; Koons et al. 1993), behavioral user studies
(e.g., Giard & Peronnet 1999), and later also neurocognitive studies. There has
also been work aimed at providing large-scale corpus analyses across genres or
from a diachronic perspective that generally adopts a more quantitatively oriented,
data-driven perspective. Now this form of empirical work is increasingly overlap-
ping with approaches in which transcription has always been a substantial first
step in analysis, but now commonly extended to the description of ‘additional’
interactional resources, such as gaze (e.g., Goodwin 1980) or gestures (e.g., Streeck
1983). Many of the challenges here are consequently common across both mul-
timodal corpus linguistics and multimodal transcription (Thibault 2000; Norris
2002; Baldry & Thibault 2005, 2006). Many of the investigations in these contexts
present the most detailed approaches to the combination of modes to date and so
constitute indispensable resources for future empirical research.

30 years after the beginnings of such empirical work, we wanted to probe
the question of how empiricalmultimodality research has in general become. For
this, we undertook a systematic overview of empirical work as documented in
contributions to several international journals clearly devoted to the study of
multimodality. Our goal was to see if there has been any change over the past
three decades concerning how articles present themselves along the qualitative-
quantitative continuum. To obtain a view of a field and to get us closest to a
blueprint of the scholarly debate (see Engels et al. 2018: 594–595), international
journals offered a suitable object of study, enjoying quality control, a much wider
distribution than monographs or handbooks, and easy accessibility.

The data for our survey was consequently sampled from three international
journals that we take to be prominent for the broad ‘communities’ engaging in
multimodality research: Social Semiotics (which commenced publishing in 1991),
Visual Communication (2002–), andMultimodal Communication (2014–). For pur-
poses of comparison across journals, we limited the articles from Social Semiotics
to the time after 2000. Publications were then considered up to and including 2020.
All data was gathered from the journals’ respective online archives and search
engines. Since the total number of contributions did not appear to be directly
queryable, we used a search for the term ‘communication’ as a proxy as we ex-
pected this to occur in most contributions. The resulting totals for Social Semiotics,
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Visual Communication, andMultimodal Communication were 682, 461, and 86 re-
spectively. All references to total numbers of publications in the following draw on
these values.

Each of the journals showed a different pattern concerning the number of
published articles per year. Social Semiotics showed a slight but steady increase
up until 2015 (from around 20 a year in 2000 to around 35 in 2015), while Visual
Communication remained approximately constant at 25 over the same period. Then,
after 2015, both journals showed a marked increase due to the transition to ‘online
first’ publishing practices and backlogs in the publication queue being processed
(with Social Semiotics reaching 60-80 articles in 2019-2020 and Visual Commu-
nication over 45). The trend for Multimodal Communication for the time period
from its original appearance was quite different, however, with a slight decrease
in published articles starting at around 18 per year and ending at around 10; the
number is now increasing again. Our specific goal for this chapter was then to
explore to what extent articles have been explicitly identifying themselves as more
or less empirical in orientation. Subsequently, on the basis of this selection, we
investigated the distribution of methods and sizes of data sets among those articles.

The first step in this procedure was to find articles that (even implicitly) ‘self-
identified’ as being empirical in the loose sense of showing a concernwith data. For
this, we retrieved all papers that contained occurrences of keywords that we took to
be particularly likely to indicate an empirical orientation. The keywords used were
‘empirical’, ‘statistical’, and ‘calculate’, each with morphological variations for
tense, adverbial usage, etc. accounted for. Again for current purposes, we restricted
hits to those papers where the keywords in any morphological form occurred in
the main bodies of the articles, excluding occurrences only in the abstracts or the
references.

Each article that was logged matching these search criteria was examined
to rule out cases where the keywords had been used but the article did not, in
fact, exhibit any empirical orientation. For the articles remaining we recorded the
journal in which they appeared, the year of publication, the numbers of authors,
and three further categories identifying the kinds of empirical work done. These
were: (a) the type of empiricalmethods employed, either ‘qualitative’, ‘quantitative’,
or ‘mixed’ (i.e., triangulating qualitative and quantitative methods), (b) the size of
the data sets employed, coded as ‘small’, ‘medium’, or ‘large’, and, if applicable,
(c) the types of statistical procedures employed, i.e. simple ‘counting’, ‘descriptive’,
or ‘inferential’. We give further details on the criteria used for these categories in
our results below. The data were first collected in an Excel spreadsheet, with rows
for each article and columns for each coding category, and then imported into R
and R Studio (R Core Team 2016) for actual processing and visualization; graphing
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Fig. 1: Proportion of articles logged as broadly ‘empirical’ in the sense of being concerned
with data. Each graph shows the number of articles logged per year for each journal and a
fitted linear trendline with standard error indicated by shading (graphed with R ‘ggplot2’). The
trendline simply places a straight line approximating the data (see Bateman & Hiippala, this
volume) to show broad relationships between proportions of empirical papers and years.

and visualization here is done with the R package ‘ggplot2’ throughout (Wickham
2016).

An initial question was to compare the number of articles retrieved and classi-
fied as empirical to the overall number of publications for the journal for each year.
The purpose of this was to see whether the proportion of articles self-identifying as
empirical had undergone any changes over time. The results are shown in Figure 1,
which sets out for each year and for each journal the number of articles judged to
be empirical in orientation expressed as a percentage of the total number of articles
that appeared in that year. The results for all three journals seem to indicate that it
is becoming more common for articles to explicitly frame their work as engaging
with data and data analysis. For both Social Semiotics and Visual Communication,
however, the earliest values are surprisingly low and so this may indicate that the
articles before 2005 should be examined more carefully to see if they are formulat-
ing their engagement with data using words other than our adopted keywords. In
the case ofMultimodal Communication, we see, in sharp contrast, that the number
of articles retrieved is a very high proportion of the total journal output, although
again showing a marked upward trend over time.

We then turned to the kinds of empirical methods and the scale of the data
employed in the articles retrieved and classified as empirical. The results of this
part of our study are visualised in Figure 2. In this diagram, the first row sets out
the proportions of logged papers that were classified according to the empirical
approach adopted: qualitative, quantitative, or mixed. Each bar in the graphs
shows how the logged papers divide up over those categories for that year — when
the graphs are all one color, then there was only type of approach used in that year;
when there are two colors, then the size of the colored regions shows the respective
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Fig. 2: Distribution of empirical methods and scale of data sets per year for each journal ex-
pressed as a proportion of the total number of articles tagged as broadly empirical each year.
The grayed out areas are years where the journal in question did not appear or which lay out-
side our dataset. (Graphed with R ‘ggplot2’.)

proportions out of the total logged papers for that year; and so on. We can see,
therefore, that for the rightmost graph in the top row, for the journalMultimodal
Communication, the proportions change quite dramatically over the years sampled,
with the papers using mixed methods taking large proportions in two of the years
towards the end of the sample. The situation for Visual Communication, shown in
the middle of the row, is more evenly distributed with the proportions for mixed
methods remaining broadly the same from around 2008 onward. Nevertheless,
there is an increase in the proportion of quantitative papers as well. The lower row
of the diagram is read in a similar way, but in this case the proportions shown are
for the size of the data sets analyzed, divided into small, medium, and large. For
current purposes we set the cut-off values for these categories as ‘small’ being less
than 20 analysis items, ‘medium’ between 21 and 60, and ‘large’ as more than 60.

Here we can see that for the majority of the time sampled, the vast majority of
articles were qualitative and small scale. Particularly for Visual Communication,
however, the proportion of larger scale studies has increased to a considerable
degree,with theproportionof small scale studies fallingbelow50%of the empirical
articles from 2015 onward.¹

1 A somewhat similar study also partly focusing on the methods employed in studies presented in
Visual Communication between 2002 and 2019 has been conducted by Thomson (2021). The results
of the study report that the journal published 276 articles using 23 separate methods with “about
89 percent of these [. . . ] empirical and about 11 percent [. . . ] non-empirical”. ‘Empirical’ here
mostly refers to the use of data in any form, and the author mentions both “discourse analyses,
textual analyses, content analyses, historical approaches and case studies” as covering 65.15% as
well as “interviews, experiments, observations, surveys, autoethnographic approaches, photo
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A similar pattern can be seen forMultimodal Communication, although with
considerable variation. Social Semiotics has stayed predominantly small scale
and qualitative throughout — showing if anything a slight increase in small-scale
studies over time, although this impression may be artificially induced by the
oddly high number of large- and medium-scale articles appearing in 2009–2010.
It is interesting to note for all the journals both that the proportion of articles
that adopt ‘mixed’ methods is generally far higher and more frequent than those
simply reporting on quantitative results and also that larger scale studies are more
prominent than ‘medium’ scale studies. The reasons for this would need further
study, but it may be influenced by researchers, if they are using empirical methods
at all, attempting to increase the size of their data sets. This would clearly be in
the spirit of the move towards more empirical work that we are promoting here.

Finally, we investigated whether or to what extent there had been a change in
the kinds of statistical methods employed. For this we contrasted articles where
the quantitative treatment of the data included simple counts of items, where it
included basic descriptive statistics such as means and standard deviations, and
where it included standard inferential statistics, such as tests of significance of
various kinds. We made a general distinction between counting and descriptive
statistics, since even themost basic engagementswith datamay indicate howmany
cases were being examined without considering further quantitative properties. In
addition, we were quite broad in our interpretation of ‘inferential’, including cases
where, for example, corpus annotation accuracy had been verified with inter-coder
reliability tests, and so on. The three-way distinction can therefore best be seen
as a general indication of the sophistication of the statistical methods employed;
finer-grained characterizations could certainly be pursued in the future. The results
of our current classification are visualized in Figure 3; this shows the distributions
in a slightly different way to that of the preceding graphs. In this figure, the three
graphs show the breakdown of logged papers according to the selected categories
of types of ‘statistical’ approaches similarly to before, but now they are not made
to sum to 100% because we simply omit the remaining articles where no statistical
methods were identified. These articles are not shown in the counts of the graphs
in order to leave the pattern clearer among those articles that did use some forms

voice approaches, participatory methods, and the focus group and Q-Method” as the remaining
34.85% of empirical methods. 10.49% of all articles that were annotated as ‘empirical’ were seen as
quantitative approaches (see Thomson 2021). Focusing on geographical information as well as the
visuals used in the papers, the study did not address trends or developments in the use of specific
methods over the years. However, it becomes clear that, similar to our own study, the number
of more quantitatively oriented approaches, such as experiments and participatory methods, is
rather small (approx. 10%) in comparison to more qualitatively oriented approaches.
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Fig. 3: Distribution of statistical methods per year for each journal, expressed as a proportion
of the total number of articles logged as broadly empirical per year. The numbers at the bases
of each column show the total number of quantitative papers per year. The numbers above each
column show the total number of logged papers per year as were visible in Figure 1 above. The
grayed out areas are years either where the journal in question did not appear or which lay
outside our sample period. (Again all graphs were produced with R ‘ggplot2’.)

of measurement. The figure then gives a better impression of the extent to which
statistical measures of some kind are used with respect to the entire logged output
for the journal for each year.

The actual numbers of articles using any of the three statistical methods are
also shown in white in the graph and positioned at the bottom of the respective
bars for each year. This shows that the absolute numbers we are talking about here
are often very small; we thus avoid perhaps artificially inflating their apparent
contribution by scaling their internal proportion dimensions to 100%. In addition,
since the bars show proportions with respect to the total number of logged articles
for each year (which varies), their heights do not correspond directly to absolute
counts either. For example, if we examine the two leftmost bars for Visual Commu-
nication (middle graph), we see first a bar showing exclusive use of ‘counting’ and
then a bar showing exclusive use of ‘descriptive’ measures. These are the same
height, indicating that they constitute the same proportions of the total logged
output of that journal for those respective years (around 26%), but they correspond
to different absolute numbers (2 and 1 respectively as shown in the graph) — from
this we can see that the total number of logged articles for that journal for the first
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year was half of the total for the next year; this can also be read directly from the
row of counts across the top of the graphs (6 and 3 respectively) as well as from
the middle graph of Figure 1 above.

Taking all of the results togetherwe can see, perhaps aswouldbe expected, that
the earlier articles all tended to offer either no numeric information or basic counts
concerning the data. As time goes on there has been an overall increase in the use
of inferential statistics among the papers identifying as empirical, particularly for
Visual Communication andMultimodal Communication. Social Semiotics remains
the journal where the least use is made of any statistical reporting beyond counts.
As the figures in the graphs show, we are dealing with rather small numbers of
absolute cases throughout and so any conclusions must be treated with caution.
Nevertheless, we do seem to see a general, slow increase across the past two
decades in the kinds and scales of empirical work being reported on in these
journals. We take this as moderate support for our initial contention that the field
of multimodality is, indeed, becoming more open towards empirically-relevant
work and so it is, as a consequence, certainly worthwhile now considering in more
detail just how that move can be best supported without losing contact with work
that is not so inclined.

4 Promoting an Empirical Turn in Multimodality

As we have now shown, multimodality research, as represented in key journals of
the field, has generally seen a steady increase in empirical work, including a more
recent strengthening of the larger-scale quantitative line of research. Moreover, as
we noted above, areas such as multimodal conversation analysis (Deppermann
2013), interaction studies (Mondada 2007, 2016), and others (see Section 3) have in
any case pursuedmore quantitative approaches from early on. Nevertheless, as our
study suggests, the field still shows a preference for qualitative, that is explorative,
descriptive and interpretative, work on comparably small data sets.

As argued above (see also Bateman 2016: 37), such work is not, of course,
any less revealing per se because of its qualitative nature. However, if left unad-
dressed, conceptual vagueness that may result from integrating frameworks from
the various ‘corners’ of this highly interdisciplinary field may certainly restrict
the explanatory ‘reach’ of such contributions. Indeed, there seems to be a general
“lack of appropriate methodological guidance” in the field (Bateman 2016: 37, also
in reference to Halliday 1994 and Forceville 2007); explicit discussions of how
precisely to move ‘from theory to data’ are rare (Bateman 2016: 37). Referring to
cultural studies, Piper (2016: 6) describes this situation as “The Theory Gap”. Fur-
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thermore, although ‘small n’ qualitative research is not a weakness of a disciplines’
empirical dimension in itself, it can become problematic if judgement continues
to be led by untested intuition alone, particularly if we give in to the “temptation
to generalize, to scale-up the nature of one’s argument” (Piper 2016: 4) even when
those generalizations are not founded on a sufficient number of data points; Piper
(2016: 4) calls this “The Evidence Gap”. Finally, there seems to be only a weak
tradition of “documenting and theorizing our practices more extensively” (Piper
2016: 8, glossed as ‘The Self-Reflexive Gap’), especially when it comes to disclosing
the details of methodological procedures of data collection and analysis.

It has to be emphasized, of course,that pursuing empirical approaches is “not
a simple recipe for an unrealistically ‘clean’ structure of knowledge” (Sampson
2002: 5). In fact, empirical research usually leads to “a more puzzling picture”
(van Peer et al. 2007: 21) since it makes us aware of the complexities of real-world
data, or “[s]ometimes, nothing happens” (Piper 2016: 6), a negative result that
may cause frustration. Both of these phenomena must be considered as gains
rather than losses, because ‘a more puzzling picture’ may be precisely what we
need to get us closer to the communicative reality we seek to understand; even
‘negative results’ are revealing and should be considered “as important as the novel
insight of something previously unseen” (Piper 2016: 6). If we begin to close the
Theory Gap, we are likely to produce more objective and reproducible descriptions
of individual materials; if we start to close the Evidence Gap, we will be able to
generalize our descriptions more reliably; and if we can close the Self-Reflexive
Gap, we begin to mark out more clearly the “terrain of what one knows [. . . ]” (Piper
2016: 8).

4.1 Quality Criteria in Other Empirical Fields
and Their Transferability

Research communities with a more pronounced emphasis on empirical work have
naturally engaged in discussions of how the quality of their research can be criti-
cally assessed. In psychology, for instance, it is common practice to evaluate the
quality of empirical, often experimental, research designs on the basis of several
criteria. Three primary criteria are: objectivity, reliability, and validity (see, e.g., Rost
2004; Himme 2009; Moosbrugger & Kelava 2014). There are also several secondary
criteria: for instance, scalability, test economy, practicability, and fairness (see
Himme 2009; Moosbrugger & Kelava 2014). The primary criteria, in particular, have
important points of reference for other research fields with an interest in human
behaviour, e.g., empirical social science research (see Kromrey 2002: 390–392),
and so will also become relevant for multimodality research.
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Objectivity is achieved if the test procedure (including the materials, the
actual testing, and the generation and interpretation of results) is independent of
any influences other than participant-specific factors, that is, independent of the
researcher conducting the test, and the place and time at which the test is carried
out (Rost 2004; Himme 2009; Moosbrugger & Kelava 2014; see also Krippendorff
2004). Objectivity can generally be imposed through standardization, e.g., by
using a test manual with detailed instructions (Moosbrugger & Kelava 2014: 10).
Reliability is smaller in scope, and zooms in on a test’smeasuring instruments and
their capacity to produce the same results again and again upon repeating the test
— independently of what the test is supposed to measure. Reliability is achieved
when a test procedure produces highly correlating values across those variables
that are assumed not to influence the test results and is typically assessed through
retesting or parallel tests (Rost 2004; Himme 2009; Moosbrugger & Kelava 2014; see
also Krippendorff 2004). Finally, validity concerns the content-related fit between
what a test measures and what it is supposed to measure in light of the research
questions. In that sense, it allows for estimating the meaningfulness of test results
(Rost 2004; Himme 2009; Moosbrugger & Kelava 2014; see also Krippendorff 2004).

These three criteria are logically related to one another (Rost 2004: 33). Objec-
tivity is a prerequisite for reliability because an accurate measuring instrument is
useless if the reliable results it produced are not evaluated objectively (Rost 2004:
39). Also, objectivity and reliability may generally allow for a high accuracy of the
measurements but the results are meaningless if they actually do not ‘respond’ to
the research questions posed (Moosbrugger & Kelava 2014: 13).

Qualitatively-oriented research fields, to which many corners of current multi-
modality research are arguably closer, have engaged in extensive discussions of
the transferability of these criteria for their own concerns. As a result, scholars
have moved in different directions: those pursuing an extrinsic approach support
importing criteria from quantitative research paradigms, and those pursuing an
intrinsic approach suggest designing criteria exclusively for the qualitative context
in which they are put to use (Sousa 2014: 213). It is important to note here that no
approach is per se better than the other. After all, the quality of research needs to
be assessed in relation to the research field framing it, its core interests, paradigms,
and epistemology (cf. Sousa 2014: 212). Such a view grants qualitative fields that
value an “on-site flexibility and less stepwise research design” (Yanow & Schwartz-
Shea 2015: xix) the freedom to conduct case studies and practice “contexualized
(‘thick’) description” (Bhattacharya 2008).

Multimodality research, in contrast, has always shown a strong interest in find-
ing regularities and patterns in communicative behavior, not least due to its strong
ties to linguistics, semiotics, and communication studies. An urge to theorize, to
construct typologies and taxonomies, often leads multimodalists to abstract away
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from the singular and particular — and thus requires a corresponding approach for
undertaking empirical research to support this. Such an approach would, ideally,
on the one hand, aim to integrate qualitative perspectives productively. Such per-
spectives are still particularly relevant to empirical multimodality research at its
current stage of development. They are “invaluable tools for thinking semiotically
and can support useful conjectures, new conceptual arrangements, and are always
ready to address new phenomena” (Bateman 2019: 315). On the other hand, due
to our clear interest in finding productive generalizations, doing empirical multi-
modality research needs also to rely on quantitative methods to a greater extent,
while paying more attention to making the move from theory to data (and back)
explicit.

4.2 Five Criteria for Good Empirical Multimodality Research

The following five criteria are intended to describe quite explicitly what exactly
makes certain research empirical in our understanding. At the same time, we hope
thereby to provide some guidance as to what to consider when designing and
conducting empirical research in multimodality. Similar to the quality criteria
established in other fields, the five main criteria we foreground are:
1. The Feedback Loop: From Theory to Data and Back
2. Objectivity
3. Reliability
4. Validity
5. Tentativeness of Results

In addition, we also extend this list with several indicators for good empirical prac-
tice: explicitness, transparency (see, e.g., the open science movement), replicability
& replication, generalizability, and triangulation. As can be seen below, we have
positioned these criteria in relation to the main ones. For reasons of space, further
criteria, such as fairness, practicability, or sustainability, are not addressed here,
but are equally important and demand consideration whenever empirical research
projects are being designed. At the end of this section, we then also give a short on
note on the data needed for empirical analysis.

4.2.1 The Feedback-Loop: From Theory to Data and Back

From Theory to Data. The first half of the loop requires a detailed operationaliza-
tion of broader theoretical constructs in order to make them “reliably recoverable”
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(Bateman 2019: 303) and thereby to ensure descriptions of those phenomena they
are supposed to describe. Within Legitimation Code Theory (Maton & Chen 2016),
several useful mechanisms have been described for these purposes: Data instru-
ments provide methodological recommendations as to how abstract theoretical
concepts suggest “foci for data collection and questions for analysis” (Maton &
Chen 2016: 30).Mediating languages constitute typologies of categories that serve
to make theoretical concepts more sensitive to the particularities of actual data.
And translation devices operate at a low level of abstraction and are sensitive
to the context of a particular study (Maton & Chen 2016: 31). Employing these
mechanisms, and being explicit about how they were employed, ensures that
the connection between theory and data can be made in a reliable fashion, and
their data-sensitiveness helps enforcing preconceived theoretical concepts (see
Bateman 2019: 301).

From Data to Theory. The second half of the loop is concerned with process-
ing the annotated data and relating the results back to theory. This can be done
efficiently by a search for patterns and regularities, typically accomplished in a
top-down (theory-driven) or bottom-up (data-driven) fashion (see Bateman & Hi-
ippala, this volume). Such methods involve quantification and an exploration of
correlations across various kinds of descriptions (Bateman 2014: 252). Statistical
processing is not at all limited to numerical descriptions; all it takes to involve
category-based annotations is a statistical model fit to process them (see also
Bateman & Hiippala, this volume).

Statistical approaches typically require larger quantities of data to produce
meaningful results. Thus, statements about the general validity of smaller-scale
studies need to bemadewith appropriate caution. Even if annotations produced on
the basis of a single text suggest a mismatch between previous theory and features
of actual data, this indication remains weak until backed up with further results.
Thus, corpus work needs to become larger in scale, which, in turn, means relying
more than before on (semi-)automated analyses and visualization methods (cf.
O’Halloran et al. 2011; Bateman 2014: 252; Kohrs 2018). Our community needs to
continueworking towardsmaking suchmethodsmore accessible to fellow scholars,
while promoting the pooling of our various skill sets in broader research teams.

4.2.2 Objectivity

Our investigations of multimodal artifacts or performances may be classified as
objective to the extent that our frameworks can be applied without any more partic-
ular knowledge beyondwhat is specified in a testmanual. Ideally, then, any analyst
can apply the framework, at any place, or time with similar outcomes. Objectivity
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can thus be achieved if we are sufficiently explicit about previous assumptions or
knowledge necessary for data collection and analysis (explicitness). One technique
commonly used for this, particularly in content analysis (cf. Schreier 2012), is to
produce a so-called code book where one can document previous assumptions,
methodological recommendations (data instruments), and typologies of analytical
categories (mediating languages and translation devices).

It is increasingly seen as good practice in many fields to be transparent by
making such code books publicly available, together with the actual data, all docu-
mentation regarding the research questions/hypotheses, the choice of methods,
the annotation process, and even further processing steps (including code for
statistics software such as R). All such considerations become ever more important
when engaging with interdisciplinary work (see Yanow & Schwartz-Shea 2015: xv;
see also Sousa 2014: 216).

If justice is done to the quality criterion of objectivity, a multimodal study not
only becomes repeatable by other researchers (replicability), it also allows them
to challenge previous research designs, to correct them, or to build on them (see
Piper 2016: 7 on “The Self-Reflexivity Gap”).

4.2.3 Reliability

Much of contemporary non-experimental multimodality research accomplishes
the description of data through applying conceptual categories. In this context,
reliability refers to whether a concept and its associated definition is capable of
producing the same categorizations repeatedly when used to describe the same
phenomena in similar data sets.² A high degree of reliability can be achieved
by working out in detail how theoretical concepts are to be operationalized in
their application to data, for example in the form of a code book as mentioned
above. Training sessions in which coders annotate smaller data sets can be used
to assess the reliability of an annotation scheme through inter-coder reliability
checks (Krippendorff 2004: 215). Also, researchers can test if the same results are
generated upon repeating a study (testing for intertemporal stability). This also
provides an opportunity to revisit decisions made in designing and conducting a
study.

2 Evidently, analytical work in multimodality extends beyond the application of coding schemes.
Thus, analytical tools are not only categorical but include, e.g., rulers used to measure layout
spaces, color pickers used to determine saturation measures, or eye-trackers used to record gaze
saccades. Since the use of such measuring tools can typically be made highly reliable, we do not
discuss them further at this point.
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Benoit & Holbert (2008: 615–616) argue that, while repeating a study is com-
mon practice in the natural or empirical social sciences, replication still has to gain
traction in communication studies and other humanities(-related) research fields.
Making research in multimodality more reliable requires explicit documentation
(objectivity), even if this entails taking up ‘valuable journal space’ (Benoit & Hol-
bert 2008: 616). And even prior to publishing a study’s results, this can require
considerable resources to conduct tests of the intersubjective stability of any coding
used.

This may well be beyond the scope of individual research projects, particularly
at graduate level, and so our recommendations here are straightforward. Even if
the limited size of a research project makes it difficult to pursue ‘double-coding’,
this goal should nevertheless be borne inmind as an ‘ideal’ that one is, for perfectly
justifiable reasons, perhaps not achieving in some particular case. If one designs a
project as far as possible so that double-coding could have been done, then the
resulting design will be more likely to satisfy the other criteria more fully as well.
We should generally re-think multimodality research as a ‘team effort’ even when
the team remains unrealized. In any case, one should report whether reliability
tests were conducted and, if not, indicate what made that difficult or impossible;
sometimes researchmight simply be too exploratory to warrant reliability checking.
Explicitness concerning this point is always preferable.

4.2.4 Validity

As in empirical testing, achieving validity in an empirical multimodal study hinges
on howwell our research project scores with respect to the criteria of objectivity and
reliability. Even if the descriptive categories correspond to the research question,
the findings are unusable if they turn out to be too vague to produce reliable
categorizations. Likewise, if a coder lacks a solid grasp of the coding scheme (even
if it would have afforded reliability), and their annotations are thus skewed by a
subjective ‘interpretation’ of the concepts, the study will not afford valid results.
Paying close attention to carrying out a research project objectively and using
reliable tools therefore forms a solid basis for achieving validity.

Validity can be ensured if researchers are explicit (explicitness, objectivity)
about their research questions and hypotheses, while making ample reference to
existing knowledge in whatever area of investigation is at issue (construct validity,
Moosbrugger & Kelava 2014: 16, see also Krippendorff 2004: 315). On this basis,
researchers should then seek to compile annotation schemes in such a way that
the phenomena under investigation are adequately represented. An estimation of
adequacy, in this context, is difficult tomeasure and thus derived froman ‘informed
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judgement’ based on the knowledge shared within a research community (content
validity, Moosbrugger & Kelava 2014: 15, see also Krippendorff 2004: 315).

4.2.5 Tentativeness of Results

The quality criterion seems simple since it is a presupposition of the idea ofworking
scientifically. Upon closer scrutiny, however, both the idea and its consequences are
far from trivial: the results we generate through empirical (multimodality) research
are always tentative in nature, and may need to be replaced at some point (see
Sampson 2005: 4; Sousa 2014: 217). This ties in with Peirce’s notion of pragmatism
and is also a necessary consequence of his concept of abduction, the process of
forming explanatory hypotheses (Peirce 1931–1958: 5.172). The tentativeness of
results is at the very heart of empirical research — a constant invitation to travel
along the path of the feedback loop, and be more ‘knowledgeable’ every time one
comes round full circle.

4.2.6 A Final Note on Data

In addition to being intersubjectively accessible, the data for multimodal studies
should be selected in view of the research question or hypotheses so that it affords
providing answers to the questions posed (see Bateman & Hiippala, this volume).
Once the type of data has been decided on, it is usually collected into a corpus
(Bateman 2014: 239)³; many examples are given in the chapters of this book.

When conducting empirical research projects, researchers face the (vexed)
question of how much data they will need in order to make any valid claims. The
amount of data that one needs to find an effect depends onhow frequently the effect

3 A corpus is a collection of data specifically selected and further structured in view of a given
research question or hypothesis, whereas data is a more general expression typically used to
denote any kinds of materials that are studied as part of empirical work. Data is also sometimes
used to describe a selection of measurements/values gained through the empirical study of a
given corpus or obtained in experimental studies. The further processing of corpora is usually
done with the help of corpus tools. While there is a plethora of tools available for annotating and
analysing linguistic corpora, multimodality research faces difficulties with many fewer and only
rather specific tools available (Bateman 2013). These need to cater for multi-level annotations that
provide information concerning various facets of thematerials under study, ranging from technical
features, to transcriptions of selected perspectives on the data, to results of experimental studies,
to hypotheses about category attributions to individual segments or units, and the relationships
between them (Bateman 2014: 251).
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occurs: if it occurs very often, then obviously it is more likely that some collection
of data will include sufficient examples to draw conclusions. The amount of data
required also depends on just how ‘strong’ an effect is – if it is a strong effect, then,
again, less data will be necessary to show it at work. In any case, the data gathered
needs to include at least data exhibiting the range of variations and phenomena
that are the target of the research questions. For example, if one is probing the
different use of multimodal resources made by contrasting groups of sign-users,
then the data needs to include sufficient examples from those groups, and so on.
There is no point probing data for variation that the data does not include.

5 Overview of Contributions

The particular view and methodological requirements of empirical multimodality
research that we have laid out in this introduction are meant to provide a more
general thematic frame in which to place the typically much more specific dis-
cussions and case studies presented in the remainder of this book. Following on
the present chapter, which makes up Part I — Introduction, the book continues
with two further parts: Part II — Charting Paths for Empirical Research: Theoretical
and Methodological Reflections (Chapters 1–4) and Part III — Empirical Inroads:
Case Studies and Results (Chapters 5–10). Part II provides insights in theoretical
thoughts andmethodological discussions of recent contributions to the field of em-
pirical multimodality research; Part III provides some rich empirical case studies of
multimodal artefacts and performances to illustrate state-of-the-art empirical work
in the field and to identify persisting research gaps and suggest future avenues for
research. In this section, we survey the contributions briefly and position them in
relation to the argumentation presented above.

Part II — Charting Paths for Empirical Research: Theoretical
and Methodological Reflections.

In his chapter entitledDimensions of Materiality, JohnA. Bateman’s starting point
is the long-standing tradition of attributingmateriality a central role inmultimodal-
ity research. The development of an empirically robust account of materiality is
then central. To this end, he argues that ‘external languages of description’ (cf.
Maton & Chen 2016) are needed for securing and organizing proper analytical
‘access’ to data. On the basis of previous work in Bateman et al. (2017), the chapter
construes materiality as such as an external language of description, and intro-
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duces temporality, space, role, and transcience as its central characteristics. This
extended view of materiality is finally related to the semiotic purposes of commu-
nication in the broad framework of multimodality adopted and illustrated by the
example of three different communicative situations and their comparison with
regard to theirmaterial canvases. Thus, the chapter provides a systematic approach
to materiality as a “reliably recoverable” (Bateman 2019: 303; see above) theoreti-
cal construct. The author’s contribution is thus an important step toward robust
empirical methodologies and to achieving a close connection between theory and
data.

Pursuing similar aims, John A. Bateman and Tuomo Hiippala’s chapter,
From Data to Patterns, sheds light on the concept and practice of modeling in
empirical research. With the aim of crossing the disciplinary boundaries in multi-
modality research, the authors suggest an understanding of models as specifically
structured descriptions of patterns and regularities from a semiotically oriented
perspective on iconicity, following Peirce. On this theoretical basis, the empirical
procedure of moving from theory to models to data and back is further discussed
and exemplified by a critical evaluation of certain types of modeling procedures
and techniques for formulating and evaluating models.

The following two chapters then combine theoretical discussions with more
extensive practical work.Barbara Tversky andAngela Kessell’s chapter, entitled
Thinking in Action, focuses on the mapping of thoughts to non-verbal and verbal
expressive resources. Based on their empirical work, the authors demonstrate that
gestures and marks on a sheet of paper have many important properties in com-
mon. They furthermore bring out that gesture supports direct (iconic) expression
of actions. This engagement of the embodied perception of action as well as of
the visual offers considerable benefits in relation to language alone. The authors
consequently argue for a combined network of gesture, action, the designed world,
and abstraction, which they call ‘spraction’. Despite being a reprint of a previously
published journal article (2014), the contribution offers invaluable insights which
are as topical today as then, particularly in the context of current multimodality
discussions.

Finally in Part II, Ralph Ewerth, Christian Otto, and Eric Müller-Budack’s
chapter, Computational Approaches for the Interpretation of Image-Text Relations,
discusses and demonstrates computational approaches to the processing and
interpretation of text-image relations from a computer science perspective. Based
on previous work on the classification of text-image relations, and taking into
account approaches from linguistics and communication studies as well, the
authors define computable dimensions for different types of relations, namely
cross-modal mutual information, semantic correlation, and status relation, and
use these to draw out eight image-text classes and their relation to existing tax-
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onomies. The chapter furthermore reports on experimental results generated
through an automatic classification of these text-image relations applying deep
learning approaches and presents a more differentiated model for the dimension
of cross-modal information for image-text pairs in news. The approaches devel-
oped contribute to the expansion of tried-and-tested empirical methodologies
for multimodality research that utilize automated computer-based processing to
bridge the ‘semantic gap’ between text and image.

Part III — Empirical Inroads: Case Studies and Results.

In his chapter “I can’t see why you’re laughing”: Multimodal Analysis of Emotion-
alized Political Debate, Andreas Rothenhöfer places an extract from a UK TV
news programme showing a short interaction between a politician and a news
anchor under the analytic microscope. This extract received considerable pub-
lic attention due to the politician’s supposedly controversial smirk-like reaction.
To understand the interaction and its take-up in more detail, Rothenhöfer pur-
sues a mixed-methods approach to facial expression analysis in combination
with a qualitative pragmatic perspective with the aim of analysing the reception,
co-construction, and reframing of the short interview sequence as presented on
Twitter. By using the computational platform iMOTIONS and the analytical software
Affectiva, the author demonstrates the usefulness and applicability of biometric
analysis to reconstruct and distinguish behavioral interaction chains from more
general mood or attitude aspects, and to support or contradict the perception of
such interactions in public discourse. The study thus also contributes to a further
exploration of software-based tools and their productive complementation with
qualitative approaches.

In their chapter entitledACorpus-basedApproach to Color, Shape, and Typogra-
phy in Logos, Christian Mosbæk Johannessen,Mads Lomholt Tvede, Kristof-
fer Claussen Boesen, and Tuomo Hiippala then present a data-driven corpus
study of color, shape, and typography in corporate logos. With the aim of ad-
dressing the ‘social style’ of logos as representations of brands and branding, the
authors operationalize their analysis of the graphic canvases of 50 logos from the
oil industry and non-governmental environmental organizations by analyzing the
dimensions of shape, color, and typography. The analytical framework reflects
14 types of material properties, and positions them as variables whose values
represent stylistic choices in logo design. For an evaluation of the interaction of
these variables, the authors employ Principal Component Analysis (PCA) as an
inferential statistical method to exhibit patterns of variation in the corpus. Re-
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sults show that certain groups of logos show statistically significant differences in
their specific uses of shapes, color, for example, and suggest that that variation is
dependent on the organization/industrial sector they are used to represent.

In the following contribution, entitled Pixel Surgery and the Doctored Im-
age, Hartmut Stöckl draws on a corpus of 232 print advertisements from Lürzer’s
Archive in order to investigate the function of computer-generated images when
used to construct multimodal arguments. Combining scholarship in pictorial the-
ory, visual rhetoric, and multimodal argumentation, the author develops an exten-
sive typologyofmanipulations of visual structure (‘designoperations’), investigates
the rhetorical potential they bear, their relational propositions and, ultimately, the
argument types they support. Stöckl’s contribution features a detailed code book
which noticeably increases the study’s degree of objectivity. The relative frequen-
cies of occurrences of the annotated categories are then interpreted as prototypical
and functionally effective image design and multimodal argumentation strategies
pursued in advertising.

Next, Jiaping Kang and Zhanhao Jiang’s chapter, entitledMultimodal Dis-
course Analysis Based on the GeMModel, presents a thorough application of the
Genre and Multimodality-framework (originally designed for analyzing page-based
documents: cf. Bateman 2008) to a small corpus of 10 U.S.-American and Chi-
nese environmental protection posters. With the help of XML-coding to annotate
the posters’ basic compositional unity, their layout and rhetorical structure, and
utilizing the GeM-Tools developed for further processing by Hiippala (2015), the
authors provide a contrastive analysis of the semiotic resources used in both sets
of posters. The results show, for example, that the distribution of verbal and visual
units in the two cultures is very similar, but that there is variation in the use of
language and typography. Despite its comparably small sample size and leaning
towards qualitative empirical research, the study clearly illustrates the gains of a
detailedmulti-layer analysis that seeks to tie lower-level data-sensitive annotations
to higher-level analytical concepts, such as rhetorical relations, and so stands well
as a motivation for potentially larger-scale studies.

Adopting a quite different theoretical approach, Loli Kim and Jieun Kiaer
draw in their chapter, Conventions in How Korean Films Mean, on the framework of
Segmented FilmDiscourse Representation Structures (Wildfeuer 2014) to conduct a
pilot study of the nature and content of ‘final goodbye’-events in the contemporary
South Korean films Old Boy (2003), Sympathy for Lady Vengeance (2005), and The
Man fromNowhere (2010). By formally specifyingdiscourse segments anddiscourse
relations in several relevant film scenes, the authors identify reoccurring patterns
of filmic configurations that can be assumed to function as conventions among
the three films analyzed. The results show that such empirically-supported testing
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of existing methodological frameworks adds considerable detail and precision to
the understanding of how meaning in film is constructed.

Finally, Dušan Stamenković and Janina Wildfeuer’s contribution, entitled
An Empirical Multimodal Approach to Open-World Video Games, reports on a case
study analysis of the video game Grand Theft Auto V (Rockstar North 2013). The au-
thors present their extensive annotation work with regard to all 80 main missions
of the game, and draw out a comprehensive semiotic inventory of the game’s basic
semiotic elements used in these missions. These elements are further analysed
with regard to their frequency of occurrence in the game to show statistically at-
testable associations between variables (correlations). On this basis, Stamenković
and Wildfeuer demonstrate how a diversity of combined features structure the
experience of playing the game, and guide and instruct players within an essen-
tially open game world. They also show how sufficient empirical evidence for
specific semiotic elements in complex multimodal artefacts establishes a more
stable ground for investigating hypotheses of meaning-making in these artefacts.

6 Framing Conclusions

Despite the natural interest of empiricalmultimodality research in conducting data-
based research, the approach is certainly still far from realizing its full potential. In
this introduction, we have discussed the gradual implementation of an increasing
range of quantitative work as well as larger-scale studies and have argued that this
now constitutes an important avenue to pursue for the advancement of the field.
At the same time, however, this must be done while still granting more exploratory
work a permanent and prominent position in the overarching research agenda.
Given the breadth of multimodality concerns, there will always be a need for
exploration: what we suggest, however, is that even exploration can be undertaken
with an eye to subsequent, less exploratory investigations in depth.

Consequently, we also argued further that, in order to ultimately achieve a
more robust empirical grounding for multimodality research across the board,
both qualitatively- and quantitatively-oriented studies would benefit from allow-
ing themselves to be guided by five core quality criteria for good empirical practice
— namely completing the feedback-loop (from theory to data and back), implement-
ing the principles of objectivity, reliability, and validity, and acknowledging that
the results generated will necessarily remain tentative in nature. We believe that
following these principles in future research is essential if we are to continue our
productive investigations of increasingly complex artefacts and performances, to
further strengthen our theoretical and methodological frameworks, and to ulti-
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mately encourage an even more intense exchange among the diverse communities
within our emerging discipline, and beyond. Particular examples and directions
for these developments are evident in all of the individual contributions to the
volume.
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John A. Bateman
Dimensions of Materiality
Towards an External Language of Description for Empirical
Multimodality Research

Abstract: The field of multimodality currently faces a double challenge: first, the
datasets drawn on for bolstering argumentation need to grow in order to better
support empirical investigation; and second, the communicative situations and
artifacts addressed by the field are themselves becoming ever more complex. These
demands raise a multitude of issues with methodological consequences for the
everyday practice of analysingmultimodal phenomena. In this chapter, it is argued
that a thorough semiotic re-engagement with the nature of materiality and the
distinct kinds of traces that materialities can support offers a powerful analytic
technique for securing access to data regardless of how multimodally complex
such data become. The chapter construes its account of materiality as an ‘exter-
nal language of description’ in the sense of Legitimation Code Theory, by which
analysis of multimodal data can proceed without presupposing the very theo-
retical categories for which empirical support is being sought. Several examples
are discussed and the relevance of a more finely articulated notion of material-
ity for drawing connections between superficially quite different communicative
situations demonstrated.

Keywords:materiality, canvas, external language of description, Legitimation Code
Theory, semiotic traces, empirical methods

1 Introduction: The Material Turn

Over the past two decades most existing approaches to multimodality research
have come to accordmateriality a central role (cf. e.g., van Leeuwen 1999; Scollon
2001; Kress & van Leeuwen 2001; van Leeuwen 2009; Norris 2009; Iedema 2007;
Björkvall & Karlsson 2011; Streeck 2013; Pirini 2016; Johnson 2018; Bateman 2019b).
In this literature materiality is invoked not in the sense of physics, but rather as
part of a general re-appraisal of the importance of embodiment and engagement
with physical objects and their environments for almost all aspects of meaning-
making. This ‘material turn’ is by no means limited to multimodality studies (cf.
e.g., Gottdiener 1995; Mersch 2002; Hayles 2003; Latour 2005; Orlikowski 2007;
Drucker 2013; Elleström 2014;Mukerji 2015) and, indeed, has an even longer history
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in discussions of the materiality of communication and media. Proclamations of
rich entanglements between the neurocognitive, the social, and the material are
now commonplace.

The goal of this chapter will be to develop materiality further as an explicit
component of a robust empirical methodology for multimodality studies. This will
be pursued from two perspectives. First, focusing attention onmateriality naturally
brings into close relief those very ‘objects of analysis’ (construed quite literally) that
are of central concern formultimodality. It will consequently be argued that a better
understanding of materiality contributes directly to methodology in that knowing
more about materiality also supports more robust and well designed empirical
studies. Second, an appropriate account of materiality can also be productively
theorized at a considerably deeper methodological level as an answer to a basic
question facing any approach to empirical research: the question of how to secure
access to data at all. These perspectives, although clearly related, address rather
different concerns. Whereas the explicit account of materiality set out provides
specific guidance for conducting empirical multimodality research, the issue of
securing access to data contributes to a broader conceptualization of the entire
nature of multimodality as a field of inquiry.

The organization of the chapter will lead us through these two contributing
perspectives. First, the chapter will approach the general problem of securing
access to data from the position of Karl Maton and colleagues’ Legitimation Code
Theory (LCT: Maton 2014, 2016). According to LCT, empirical disciplines must
provide explicit accounts of how they go about securing access to data in order
to ground their research practices effectively. To achieve this, disciplines need to
define ‘external languages of description’ that mediate between theory and data.
Second, the chapter will build on the proposal made in Bateman (2019a) that the
classification of materiality set out by Bateman et al. (2017: 101–110) offers precisely
such an external language of description for multimodality research. By these
means, we will see how an appropriate articulation of material possibilities can be
mobilized as a powerful tool for organizing data prior to further study. The chapter
will then show this in operation with respect to several examples of multimodal
communication involving more or less complex materialities. In each case, it will
be argued that construing a characterization of materiality as an external language
of description provides critical guidance for subsequent empirical investigation. A
brief restatement then concludes the chapter.
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2 External Languages of Description and
Accessing Data

Arguably one of the most essential challenges facing the practices within any
discipline is how those practices can be made to serve an enabling function for
that discipline’s community’s construction of knowledge over time. To be effective,
strategies for best achieving this constructionmust bemade explicit and situations
that might hinder this diagnosed and corrected. In all empirical work, one needs to
be able to generalize across specific cases by applying analytic categoriesmotivated
by theory, but this is in itself a complex undertaking. In particular, it is important
to avoid the often inter-related methodological problems raised by what Bateman
et al. (2017: 231) term the ‘description trap’ and the ‘pseudotechnicality trap’. Here
analysis is replaced by detailed descriptions of data that simply employ the terms
given by theory. This reduces analysis to a labelling exercise which may give an
impression of technicality, but which can equally fail to reveal areas of phenomena
where the categories of the theory do not fit. Empirical methodologies need then to
be developed so that it is possible to see where theoretical constructs may actually
be being challenged by data.

Legitimation Code Theory, an account of the mechanisms of disciplinary
knowledge-building drawing on both the sociologist Basil Bernstein and the sociol-
ogist and philosopher Pierre Bourdieu, addressesmany of these concerns explicitly.
Two essential tasks are defined. First, appropriate organizational forms must be
found for the knowledge itself. And second, effective ways must be found for relat-
ing this knowledge to its objects of concern, whatever thosemay be. Concerning the
first task, Bernstein, and laterMatonwithin LCT, examined in detail several distinct
disciplinary forms of knowledge and knowledge-building activities, consequently
characterizing these as internal conceptual languages, or frameworks of knowl-
edge. These language are ‘internal’ in the sense that they specify precisely those
forms of knowledge constitutive of a discipline, i.e., the categories, structures, and
conceptual relationships with which theories within the discipline are expressed
and developed. Such organizations include both the specific terms and relations
between terms practiced in a discipline and any more generalized structuring sys-
tems (metaphors, paradigms, and so on) that provide a sense-making background
for those terms and relations. Bernstein argued subsequently that simply having a
sophisticated internal theoretical language for disciplinary reflection of this kind
is not enough for the effective development of knowledge. The internal language
must also engage with something ‘outside’ the theoretical descriptions produced.
In particular, the theoretical language must engage with the body of phenomena
about which a theory is intended to be a theory.
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Bernstein considered this second component of knowledge building as a task
in its own right that had not so far received adequate attention. Most disciplines
he examined had failed to thematize the mechanisms necessary and, as a conse-
quence, were “deaf to data” (Maton & Chen 2016: 29). Bernstein (2000: 29) char-
acterized this mismatch between powerful internal conceptual languages and
relatively weak descriptions of relevant data as a discursive gap and argued that
explicit engagement with the discursive gap is an essential precondition for effec-
tive knowledge-building. Whenever this is not done, disciplines have a tendency
to impose “theory onto data in a ‘cookie-cutter’ model which ignores the particu-
larities of objects of study” (Maton & Chen 2016: 29). It is telling that this is also
a rather exact characterization of several critiques that have now been brought
against certain branches of multimodality research (cf. e.g., Forceville 1999; Ledin
& Machin 2019).

Toovercome thediscursive gap,Bernstein articulated a furthermeta-theoretical
distinction between a discipline’s internal conceptual language and external ‘lan-
guages of description’ that serve precisely the purpose of organizing objects of
investigation, i.e., data, in ways that make those objects accessible to analysis.
Crucially, these external languages offer ways of characterizing data without
already enforcing internal theoretical distinctions on that data, since this may well
turn out on subsequent investigation to have been inappropriate or premature.
External languages of description are intended to address this problem directly
by allowing characterizations of data that can always go beyond what might be
predicted by a theory. Only in this way can the finding of counter-examples or
new phenomena be supported, which can in turn lead to a theory being forced to
accommodate new empirical results. In general, therefore, it falls to a discipline to
define such external languages of description to explicate the methodological and
practical steps that negotiate appropriate relations between theory and data. This
involves establishing relations that do not simply impose theoretical categories on
data, but which instead are open to the specificities of data without losing sight
of the more general conceptual goals and frameworks that a discipline or theory
is pursuing. In many respects, this can be seen simply as an attempt to be rather
more detailed about what it is to ‘apply’ a theory at all.

Here it is particularly important to emphasize that this definition of external
languages of description in no way assumes that data can be approached as if
the analysis is theory-free. Data will always be being viewed from a particular
disciplinary perspective and below, when we introduce the characterization of
materiality that we will employ, it will be seen that theoretical questions and the
particular conceptual organization of internal languages of description remain
the primary motivating orientation. The principal contribution to methodology
then lies in the relative reliability in application that any external classifications
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provide for organizing data and operationalizing theoretical distinctions. In certain
respects, preparing access to data in this way may be likened to the preparation
of corpus data in linguistics by employing relatively neutral, or low-level, annota-
tions upon which more theoretically developed characterizations can be built and
hypotheses tested. Just as even the most ‘neutral’ linguistic annotations are em-
bedded within a broad understanding of potentially useful linguistic distinctions,
this is the case for our account of materiality as well: the account remains strongly
semiotically motivated throughout.

3 Construing Materiality as an External Language
of Description for Multimodality

In the previous section it was explained how, according to the constructs developed
within LCT, an external language of descriptionmakes explicit howphenomena can
be organized most effectively for addressing particular theoretical concerns, but
without already assuming that the analytic categories of some theory or discipline
are fixed or unproblematic in their application. In the evocative phrasing of Gunther
Kress, the question addressed by this task is precisely that of how to turn ‘stuff’ —
thematerial and phenomenawithwhich one is directly confronted— into ‘data’— a
sensibly organized array supportive of systematic analysis (cf. e.g., Kress 2012: 252–
253). As indicated above, we have suggested elsewhere that the characterization
of materiality articulated by Bateman et al. (2017: 101–110) might fulfill precisely
this function and so serve as an appropriate external language of description for
multimodality research. This proposal will now be explored in detail.

Particularly in areas ofmore explorativemultimodality research, the sheer vari-
ability and richness of the phenomena at issue can readily overwhelm researchers,
particularly those who are newer to the field.Whereasmore established disciplines
or disciplinary areas, such as linguistics, already have strong methodological
guidelines concerning how to approach data, this is not the case for multimodal-
ity research. Researchers embarking on empirical analysis are then often left to
their own devices concerning just what might be relevant and what not. This chal-
lenge may even speak against attempting empirical analysis at all — if it is unclear
just what phenomena are relevant, then empirical analysis can readily appear
premature. Bateman et al. (2017: 213–221) argue that explicitly engaging with the
kind of materiality involved in any multimodal communicative situation under
investigation can help reduce the overall complexity of this problem by forcing
‘natural’ divisions on the objects of analysis. ‘Natural’ is meant here in the sense
that the materiality involved will itself reveal organizational structures that can
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beneficially guide analytic attention and support principled decisions concerning
just what must be included within analysis and what not.

3.1 The Initial Classification

The empirical methodology defined by Bateman et al. (2017: 230) sees the first
stage of analysis as one of organizing the object of investigation according to the
materiality involved, classifying that materiality along several dimensions. Four
of the basic dimensions of materiality are shown graphically in Figure 1: tempo-
rality, space, role, and transience. These dimensions should not in themselves be
particularly contentious as they echo several existing proposals for classifications
of material possibilities made in the literature, including both work in studies of
multimodality and theoretically distinct explorations of the nature of ‘medium’.
What is new here, however, is the explicit construal of these dimensions as an
external language of description for empirical multimodality research.

All of the dimensions and their further refinements discussed below are con-
cerned essentially with properties of the traces that materials are capable of sup-
porting when used for communication. This is what makes the account a semiotic
account rather than one that is simply classifying ‘material’ as such. What the
dimensions are intended to cover can be specified briefly in the following terms,
running left to right in the figure. First, the dimension of temporality captures
whether the traces supported by a material can themselves change over time (dy-
namic) or not (static). For example, a photograph can deploy only static traces,
whereas the material created by film supports traces that move of themselves. Sec-
ond, the dimension of space captures whether traces are either two-dimensional,
i.e., flat, or three-dimensional, i.e., extended in depth. This is independent of
what the material is being used for in any specific case: thus, for example, a flat
monitor display showing a three-dimensional building is still 2D, and so on. Third,
a material can either support an ‘observational’ role for any interpreter — i.e., the
interpreter is inherently ‘outside’ of what is being interpreted, as is the case with
a painting — or a ‘participatory’ role for any interpreter — i.e, the interpreter is
inside and, indeed, ‘part of’ the material being used. The latter is the case, for
example, in face-to-face natural conversation or in a virtual reality computer game.
Further discussion and examples of this dimension are given in Bateman et al.
(2017: 96–99). Lastly, the traced representations or depictions can vary with re-
spect to whether they are simply present and stable (‘permanent’), or whether
they appear and disappear, each potentially being replaced by the next (‘fleeting’).
Speech, for example, is fleeting in that each sound is immediately replaced by the
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next, whereas printed text is permanent. There are a range of more fine-grained
distinctions that can be made here which will be seen in more detail below.

When addressing any multimodal communicative situation, the proposed
methodology begins by attempting to find the most appropriate placement for
that situation according to the four dimensions defined. As a simple example, the
pages of a traditional comic book are static: they do not support representations
or traces that themselves move, in contrast to film or video, where representations
or depictions that themselves move are readily supported. Since this is a question
of the possibilities of the materiality at issue and not what is being done with that
materiality, it is of no consequence if a video happens not to include movement:
this is still a possibility of the material. Note here again that it is the material as
presented to and for perception that is crucial — that is, it is not the (in earlier
times) celluloid strip of semi-transparent material that constitutes the semiotically-
relevant physical reality of film but rather the (virtual) materiality of moving forms
of light and shade (and sound) constructed by such strips and their corresponding
machineries of projection. This then already includes features related to cutting,
editing, framing, etc. — i.e., technologically supported possibilities. Taking these
properties together results in a detailed characterization of the affordances of
the medium. The relevantmateriality is consequently what is made available for
perception as this is the sole source of semiotically significant distinctions.

Moreover, as Bateman et al. (2017: 218–220) illustrate, communicative situa-
tions can, and often do, exhibit highly complex material structures with distinct
levels of embedding, each of which then requires its own material classification. If
this complexity is not made explicit prior to commencing analysis, the most likely
result is confusion — both on the part of the analyst and the resulting ‘analyses’.
The act of classification itself can be used to guide this process: whenever the
analyst would otherwise be forced to apply mutually inconsistent classifications,
this is evidence that different levels, or ‘slices’, of analysis need to be assumed.
Indeed, whenever classification appears difficult, this is generally a strong indi-
cation that additional structure is necessary. As an example, a material cannot
be both two-dimensional and three-dimensional and, as a consequence, should
these distinctions appear to co-occur within some object of investigation, then
it can usually be postulated that the communicative situation must in fact be di-
vided into at least two slices: one exhibiting a three-dimensional materiality and
a further, often embedded, one exhibiting only two-dimensional materiality. A
straightforward case where the classification enforces slicing would be the multi-
modal situation of a caregiver reading out of a picturebook for a young child: the
situation overall is clearly three-dimensional, but within that there are the various
two-dimensional slices of the pages of the picturebook. The latter are embedded
within the former. Another example, rather more complex, is the situation where
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one might be analyzing a narrative film. Here one might ‘zoom out’ so that the
communicative situation at issue is the actual reception situation of a cinema with
an audience, seated in particular configurations and distances from a screen, with
particular lighting and sound conditions, and so on; or, wemight conversely ‘zoom
in’ so that it is ‘just’ the two-dimensional on-screen audiovisual depiction that is
the object of study.

Analysis can only proceed when it is made quite explicit with respect to which
slices questions are being addressed. Each analytic slice may bring different mate-
rialities, temporalities, and semiotic modes into consideration. On the one hand,
this encourages ‘activity’-based approaches to analysis as promoted for multi-
modal studies of interaction by Murphey (2005), Norris (2009), Bucher (2011), and
others. On the other hand, it also naturally includes a notion of ‘variable analytic
focus’ which allows the analyst to move freely between object and performance as
targets of analysis. For larger-scale empirical work, there is also a direct link to be
drawn between appropriate slicing and appropriate levels of corpus annotation:
since each slice may have different materialities (and hence different temporalities,
affordances, and accompanying semiotic modes), it may require distinct analytic
procedures and corresponding coding schemes.

3.2 Material Refinements

There are several interdependencies between the dimensions that need to be con-
sidered before proceeding: that is, it is not the case that situations can be positioned
with absolute freedom along each of the dimensions given. This is particularly
the case for any materialities semiotically engaging ongoing experience since this
demands a temporal unfolding within which the experiencing can take place.
Moreover, once there is experience, then this needs to be mediated by some per-
ceptual system(s). As a consequence, encountering materiality via the ‘participant’
pole of the role dimension is going to engage participants and materials in certain
specific ways, although the details of how distinct materialities do this may vary
for different semiotic modes. For example, for a musical performer using some
musical instrument there will be (at least) acoustic, haptic, and motoric engage-
ment. For someone watching and hearing the performance, the haptic and motoric
components will not be present, although if they are performers themselves there
may well be resonant neural responses. This latter phenomenon plays a crucial
role in many media but has probably been most extensively discussed in relation
to film (cf. Sobchack 1992; Barker 2009; Gallese & Guerra 2020).

In addition, the senses will be engaged, in a variety of combinations, via the
‘observer’-pole of the role dimension as well. In such cases, one is not participating
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in a situation involving the senses but examining/observing a materiality from a
distance, separate from that materiality. As long as the materiality is beingmanipu-
lated for semiotic purposes so that the distinctions in perception are being actively
shaped, then this is sufficient to motivate including it in a semiotically-inflected
view of materiality. A good example of use of an observer-oriented haptic material-
ity would be a tactile map for those with sight difficulties: the user of such artifacts
is not a ‘participant’ in the information communicated by the map. The same
can be said theoretically for the other senses as well, although these are clearly
very different in the ranges of deployment found: observer-oriented smell might
be considered in the context of perfumes, while observer-oriented taste might
potentially be invoked by a semiotics of food. Even though the ‘perceiver’ is evi-
dently participating in perception, this is not the locus of semiotic traces relevant
for constituting the communication and so is clearly observer-oriented; there are
also parallels to be drawn here with consumer/producer and performer/audience
relations. Figure 2 summarizes this refinement of the role dimension graphically.

The actual physical act of producing traces inmateriality can itself also provide
possibilities for semiotically-significant variation which consequently need to be
addressed in the model. For example, not only can materials ‘push back’ when
traces are inscribed in them, but differentmaterials will push back in differentways.
In the general case, each particular semioticmode requires its own particular kinds
of traces when realizing, or materializing, its technical features and, consequently,
not only do different materials push back differently, but they may also push back
differently depending on the particular kinds of traces that any given semiotic mode
needs to inscribe. This relies on the crucial distinction between a materiality ‘as
such’ and the particular subsets of material dimensions constituting the canvas,
to which we return below. As a purely physical analogy, for some particular use of
wood it may be sensible to ‘go with the grain’, so that breaks are avoided; but for
that very same material, for some other use it might be more appropriate precisely
to go against the grain, which would make very different properties of the same
materiality apparent. This is little more than the general statement that how a
material responds will depend on what you do with that material, but it is a crucial
distinction in order to pull apart materiality ‘as such’ and what happens when that
material is used semiotically.

This particular aspect of multimodality can almost be considered the ‘obverse’
of affordances and is now receiving attention from various perspectives, ranging
from attempts to characterize ‘touch’ within sociosemiotic accounts (e.g., Bezemer
& Kress 2014; Jewitt 2018) to the use of ‘force feedback’ in an increasingly diverse
range of human-computer interaction devices; Jewitt et al. (2020) overview recent
developments in the field, addressing potential social implications in particular.
The positive value of such feedback for meaning-making has been the subject of
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many empirical studies in human-computer interaction and, from the present
perspective, it is now clear that accounts of materiality must be sensitive to this
dimension of variation as well. The view ofmateriality being developed heremakes
this relatively straightforward because materiality is considered a site for ‘trace-
leaving’ in a completely general fashion. The radical multimodality of traces is
accepted as fundamental for any full account of multimodality. This does not then
distinguish between the kinds of ‘traces’ carried by haptic material regularities
and more traditional notions of traces as marks or sounds.

Resistance, or push-back, from materials is closely entwined with another of
our basic dimensions: the dimension of transience. We can, therefore, usefully
‘unfold’ this dimension further as well. (Im)permanence is not, after all, a simple
continuum. First, the manner of appearance of traces may vary: they might ap-
pear instantly or take time to appear; conversely, the manner of disappearance
of traces may similarly vary. For this reason, we can additionally characterize
the permanence-fleeting dimension in terms of variations in the rate and manner
of appearance-disappearance or, to adopt terms from music and sound design,
‘attack-decay’. If materialities support such variation, then the shapes of those
variations may well be taken up for semiotic purposes — that is, this variation will
be available for corresponding semiotic modes. Second, variation may also occur
at different granularities. For example, speech is highly transient and so is only
fleetingly available, whereas a slide show exhibits a far lower granularity: each
slide is shown for some period of time (during which the material may appear
permanent) and only then is replaced by the next slide. For the former case of
speech, the granularity involved is the continuous stream of sounds; for the latter
case, the granularity might be seen on a ‘per slide’-basis and the various options
for proceeding from slide to slide (e.g., sudden transitions vs. fades) correspond to
variations in attack-decay. And third, we must also consider an entirely different
kind of permanence or persistence that is supported by embodied perception: if,
for example, someone makes an upwards spiraling gesture in the air, the visual
trace disappears as it is beingmade (transient, high granularity), but there will gen-
erally still be a clear ‘motor memory’ of the gesture and its dynamic unfolding (cf.
Mittelberg 2017; Schüller et al. 2017; Tversky & Kessell 2021, this volume). A similar
phenomenon is evident in speakers’ of Japanese disambiguation of homophones
by ‘writing’ the corresponding character on the palm with a forefinger.

Such ‘traces-in-memory’, in all likelihood supported by an inherent linking of
perception and motor mechanisms, demand a more nuanced account than consid-
ering them simply as transient visual experiences would provide. This additional
route by which relative transience can be manipulated we term the ‘time-depth’
of the materiality. A greater time-depth often corresponds to the persistence of
spatial information concerning any traces formed— a property of (our engagement
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with) materiality that clearly plays an important role in sign languages, where
both movement and positions-in-space are highly semiotically charged and, often,
persistent beyond their bare performance. These three further refinements of the
transience dimension are summarized graphically in Figure 3.

The extensions to materiality captured by these refinements emphasize again
how materialities are always entangled with (embodied) perception. This signifi-
cantly changes the kinds of manipulations that are possible and suggests many
further intriguing theoretical questions. For example, might the material ‘persis-
tence’ of audial ‘space’ extend not only into the past but also into the future, such as
when continuations of note sequences or melodies are predicted? This wouldmake
triangulations with phenomenological studies particularly interesting. Alterna-
tively, moving in quite a different direction, Pirini uses varying degrees of material
transience in order to motivate a highly multimodal account of ‘intersubjective
materiality’ (Pirini 2016). In this framework, actions unfolding within nested mate-
rialities that exhibit ‘fleeting’, ‘adjustable’, or ‘durable’ degrees of transcience offer
a potential bridge from micro-scaled activities to more extended (and durable)
understandings of intersubjectively shared situations. There is evidently verymuch
more to consider here.

3.3 The Core Distinction Between Material and Canvas

Finally, for this initial characterization of the possibilities attributed to materiality,
we need to explicitly relate materiality to its more general anchoring within the
multimodality framework assumed. As noted at the outset, the characterization
of materiality pursued here is not that of physics but rather rests on active per-
ceivers’ embodied engagement with materials for semiotic purposes. We need in
addition, therefore, to say more about how the view of materiality and semiotic
purposes relate. That is: it needs always to be borne in mind that the distinctions
set out are anchored in the possible uses of material for semiotic purposes, i.e., for
communication in the very general sense assumed by multimodality.

The use of any materiality for semiotic purposes necessarily involves ‘inscrib-
ing’ or ‘shaping’ material-perceptual entanglements in particular ways. In the
model set out in Bateman et al. (2017: 86–87, 114), the entailed mutual relationship
between material, on the one hand, and the particular traces that a given semiotic
mode requires, on the other, is captured by the theoretical construct of the canvas.
The canvas of a semiotic mode is simply that semiotic mode’s materiality when
viewedwith respect to the specific forms of traces required by that semioticmode. The
notion of canvas consequently captures the inherent linking of form and material
that is definitional for each and every semiotic mode and also makes it clearer how
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‘single’ materialities may readily support multiple semiotic modes at the same time.
From a production or design perspective, the canvas is what the sign-maker has
to work with (or against: see above) when traces for a particular semiotic mode
are to be produced. Thus, alternatively expressed, the canvas designates the role
that material plays when mobilized at the lowest level of semiotic abstraction in
the overall tri-stratal model of semiotic modes developed in Bateman et al. (2017:
113–117).

The consideration of materiality ‘through the lens’ of its deployment as part
of a semiotic mode is then central to the definition of ‘canvas’. This distinction is
beneficial for several further related theoretical and descriptive challenges that
commonly come to hinder empirical research. It is also important when consid-
ering semiotic relationships across different materialities and media. Precisely
because the canvas of a semiotic mode characterizes just those material distinc-
tions or regularities that are necessary for that specific semiotic mode to operate,
one can productively view the canvas as an ‘abstract’ or ‘generalized’ materiality as
well (Bateman et al. 2017: 103). This means that, to the extent that any materiality
supports at least the material requirements given by the canvas of some specific
semioticmode, then thatmaterialitymay serve tomaterialize the technical features
of that semioticmode. Thematerial is then capable of supporting the traces that the
semiotic mode demands. This extends naturally to a reconstrual of transmediality,
i.e., the use of semiotic modes across different media. At one and the same time,
the model insists on the inseparability of semiotic modes and materiality and yet
still allows semiotic modes to occur with different materialities, such as paper and
screen. What must remain constant across the different materialities are the partic-
ular properties identified by the canvas. As long as different materialities can play
the same canvas role vis-à-vis the semiotic mode, the minimal material constraints
for the use of the semiotic mode are met, because the particular perceptual experi-
ences necessary for recognizing and using the semiotic mode are supported. Thus,
in short: canvas properties explain why it is equally possible to ‘read text’ on paper,
a screen, spray-painted on a wall, or carved in stone; however, canvas properties
do not (on their own) explain variants such as written and spoken language — for
this, more complex interrelationships are required both between materialities and
across other components of the semiotic modes employed.

To summarise, then, the dimensions that have nowbeen given are not intended
as characterizations of material as such, although clearly there are some dependen-
cies. It is not thematerial itself that is relevant, “but rather the semiotic construction
of access to that material" (Bateman et al. 2017: 101). The central concern of this
characterization of materiality has therefore been to provide a formal account of
how material properties, or affordances, have consequences for the ability of mate-
rials to carry ‘traces’. It is the traces (and, inseparably, their perception) that are
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key: practices of communication can only become conventionalized and develop as
semiotic modes via such perceptible traces, which themselves may simultaneously
span and engage any and all sensory channels. This means that, although we are
concerned with materiality only as it becomes accessible for semiotic purposes, it
is equally inappropriate to see this primarily in terms of sensory channels. In fact,
we see the focus of materiality as presented here as an important way of supersed-
ing earlier approaches working more directly in terms of sensory channels, such
as, for example, distinguishing between visually carried information and aurally
carried information. Such approaches generally fall foul very quickly of inherent
entanglements between materiality and that materiality’s semiotic use and, as
a consequence, come in any case to make additional distinctions on evidently
semiotic grounds. Even accounts that explicitly orient towards materiality and its
centrality have tended previously to fall into this conflation of the material and
the semiotic, making analysis and demarcation of data unnecessarily complex.

4 Examples of Different, but Related, Materialities
in Communication

The dimensions of materiality set out in the previous section are considered essen-
tial for relating any phenomena of interest to their systematic analysis. Moreover,
as an external language of description for multimodality, they need: (a) to be sup-
portive of analysis without assuming the theoretical constructs of that analysis
already hold; and (b) to be directly applicable to phenomena of interest in a man-
ner supportive of reliable application and operationalization. However, although
their characterization in the previous section is straightforward in principle, their
precise implications and manner of application to support concrete empirical anal-
ysis requires practice. In this section, therefore, this application of the account of
materiality as a link to data will be illustrated by means of a collection of different,
but nevertheless semiotically related, communicative situations. Examining the
situations from the perspective of materiality will be shown to suggest webs of
connections between traditionally rather different communicative situations as
well as making the situations themselves more amenable to analysis.

4.1 From Blackboards . . .

Let us assume as a starting point that we wish to analyze the use of blackboard and
chalk as a teaching aid in a classroom or lecture situation as is, in all likelihood,
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all too familiar. The first question to be asked is then how the materiality of this
situation is best to be placed within our overall framework. This has been argued
above to constitute an appropriate methodological step for preconfiguring the
kinds of semiotic modes that might be relevant in subsequent analysis.

To begin, a blackboard including its content is evidently two-dimensional as
the information it presents (assumed to be carried in the various forms inscribed
on the blackboard’s surface) is distributed around the blackboard in more or
less recognizable, i.e., segmentable, spatial regions. We might note that visually
there appears to be a possibility of varying color somewhat as marks may be
distinguishable in this respect and that usage may appear (only analysis will
confirm or deny this) not to be random. Marks made on the blackboard will be
static and we are clearly detached from it, i.e., we are external observers. So far
there is no particular difference between this material and, for example, the pages
of this book: we might then encounter similar semiotic modes and so empirical
results concerning those semiotic modes in one communicative situation might
be expected (or, better for empirical subsequent study, predicted) to apply to the
other.

Considering this further, however, there may well be aspects of the description
offered so far that can strike us as insufficient. Considering the dimension of
material permanence/transience, we might ask, for example, whether the marks
are really permanent, as they are in a printed book. Is it not the case that the chalk
marks might be erased? Is that not one of the motivations for using a blackboard
in the first place? Paying attention to this line of reasoning is not compatible with
the characterization given above and so we are forced to reconsider the exact
slice of the communicative situation and its materiality that is relevant. This is
precisely the function that we want for our account of materiality as an external
language of description: it should guide us to particular characterizations of the
communicative situation rather than others so that the basis for further analysis is
made more secure. In a genuine blackboard scenario, it is not the case that things
on the blackboard disappear by themselves; nor is it the case that the things on
the blackboard appear by themselves fully formed either — they are written on the
blackboard and, perhaps, subsequently erased, adapted or replaced by someone
writing on the blackboard. This situation is neither static nor two-dimensional and
so we have a first indication of the necessity of structuring our communicative
situation into further slices.

This means that we have a three-dimensional, dynamic situation in which
someone is making marks on a blackboard. This situation is transient but still ob-
served/external/detached. Situations of this kind support a range of quite different
semiotic modes, including, various movements of the writer — such as pointing,
waving, gaze, and other gestures thatmight not have been evident in the previously
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discussed slice at all — as well as, if we do not restrict ourselves to the visual sen-
sory channel, spoken language. In considering an extension of the materiality at
issue in this way, the question should always be whethermaterial traces are being
formed or shaped that show sufficient regularities to make semiotic interpretation
beneficial. This is not, therefore, simply extending the material circumstances
arbitrarily as occurs to us, but rather always an extension precisely because there
appears to be a shaping of material traces in the extended materiality that renders
semiotic interpretation likely to be productive.

Thus, for example, we might consider an analysis that takes the perspective of
the personwriting on the blackboard, thereby shifting from an observer materiality
to a participant materiality. This is analogous to any shift we make when analyzing
a semiotic activity from the performers’ perspectives rather than an observer’s.
Whether this is a useful thing to do itself depends on just how much meaningful
regularity and variation is being brought to that performance. Whereas, this may
have enormous weight when analyzing the semiotic practices of a dancer or the
actors in a theatre performance, it may not prove particularly revealing for the
blackboard situation — unless the person writing on the blackboard is bringing
particular performative flourishes to that activity! Discussion here is relevant for
considerations of the source of attributions of artistic contributions across media
such as theatre and film, such as Carroll’s (1996: 69) classification of theatre as a
performing art but film (or the moving image) not; Tseng (2017: 130) also discusses
this further.

More commonly, the situation of writing on the blackboard (possibly accompa-
nied by spoken language) is not used as an opportunity for artistic creativity and so
can be limited to two essential material shapings: one is the temporal shaping, seg-
mentation or ‘layouting’ that divides the stream of activity into temporal parts, the
other is the ‘semi-permanent’ visual trace on the blackboard. These are, because
of their common origin within the considered slice of materiality, intimately (and
formally) related. That is, although the two-dimensional traces on the blackboard
are themselves clearly static traces — they cannot move — they have a very specific
history of dynamic production and are, as a consequence, necessarily entangled
with that history. In short, the static traces on the blackboard may also be read as
an external record (index) of how they unfolded in time.

This is, in fact, often essential: most of us will be familiar with the state of a
blackboard after a lesson: the information on the blackboard might well appear
nothing short of chaotic, but when placed in the temporal context of its production
can be seen to have been developed in a logical and self-explanatory manner. It is
only when the traces on the blackboard are considered severed from their history
of production within the embedding communicative situation (and its materiality)
that that order collapses — or, rather, is no longer accessible.
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Writing on the blackboard thus shares semiotic features with a host of other
situations where the temporal unfolding of the production of external traces plays
a crucial role, ranging from giving someone verbal directions while drawing them
a map to architectural design, which may actively imagine space drawing freely
on visual traces, objects, language, and gesture (e.g., Murphey 2005). Again, these
material commonalities will suggest areas where similar semiotic modes, and the
results of those semiotic modes’ empirical study, may be applicable. Methodologi-
cally this can then play an important role in motivating and predicting extensions
and transfers of empirical results across quite diverse situations.

One can also explore variations in communicative situations more systemati-
cally to show where there may indeed be different semiotic modes involved. If we
were, for example, to consider instead a whiteboard and whiteboard markers, this
is very similar to the blackboard but still, nevertheless, exhibits a few differences
in materiality that could under certain circumstances have semiotic import. Marks
on the surface of the whiteboard can (in the ideal case) be erased with considerably
less effort than is the case for the blackboard. This may have consequences for the
kinds of uses made of the two materialities — use of the blackboard may avoid the
need to erase more than is the case for the whiteboard, resulting in a treatment of
the whiteboard situation as slightly more ‘transient’ than the chalk-on-blackboard
situation. The granularity of persistence would be broadly similar in both cases,
however.

4.2 . . . to PowerPoint Presentations . . .

Going further, if we were to change our target of analysis from writing on a black-
board or whiteboard to producing presentation slides with a presentation program
such as PowerPoint or Keynote, much more variation is evident: there are clearly
similarities in materiality (which would predict similarities in the semiotic modes
available) as well as significant differences. In this case, probably the clearest dif-
ference is that there is no longer any entanglement with the history of production:
this is no longer accessible and cannot be semiotically shaped to enrich the two-
dimensional material traces of the slides in any case. This places greater weight
on other techniques and material potentials to support interpretation of what is
shown —most particularly on the deployment of two-dimensional spatial layout
to guide reception, thus aligning again more with printed materials, generally
accompanied in actual situations of use by spoken language (and, if one can see
the presenter, gestures as well). The latter situations overlap with the blackboard
situation and so again share semiotic possibilities; the former may of course be
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employed on the blackboard as well, depending on how the writer chooses to
structure the visual traces, but is not necessarily present.

The materiality of the slide presentation also allows, however, a depiction of
the temporal unfolding of the blackboard case — in particular by successively in-
troducing traces onto the projected slide, changing those traces, and subsequently
removing them. This is not the same as the blackboard case, as the appearance
or disappearance of traces is not linked to an actual production situation: it is
instead part of the temporal constitution of the materiality of the slides themselves.
These are transient, but with a far lower ‘transience granularity’ than is the case,
for example, with speech. Indeed, one of the capabilities specifically of computa-
tionally supported media is a kind of generalized transience (Bateman et al. 2017:
100), where the ‘permanence’ or not of traces can be arbitrarily varied. There is
much to research here, but for present purposes a notion of semi-permanent, low
granularity transience will suffice, standing in the present case as a (metaphorical)
depiction of a production situation which serves the role of entangling (generally)
static visual traces with a history of production. This directs attention, guides inter-
pretation and may, for more complex presentations, serve precisely the additional
organizational role discussed for the blackboard case.

4.3 . . . to Sand

Our last related communicative situation turns to a very different body of multi-
modal practice, the audiovisual story-telling tradition of ‘sand stories’ prevalent
among speakers of the Arandic languages in Central Australia. In particular, the
focus here will be on Green’s (2014) detailed empirical analysis of this practice
from an explicitly multimodal perspective. The communicative situation of telling
sand stories generally consists of a story-teller seated on a sandy patch of ground
who narrates using spoken language, gesture, elements of sign language, small
movable objects such as twigs and leaves, and combinations of conventionalized
marks and iconic (diagrammatic) traces left in the sand. Much of the communica-
tion is then carried visuokinetically, where it is not only the product of the traces
left in the sand that is relevant but also their manner of beingmade as these unfold
in time.

To analyze these complex ensembles empirically, Green proceeds by making
multileveled corpus annotations of a collection of video recordings of sand stories
being ‘told’ in their natural environment. Green’s descriptions of both the theo-
retical decisions made and the practical challenges of annotating such a richly
structured semiotic ensemble are extremely valuable in their own right, demon-
strating well the issues that occur. Moreover, despite the considerable apparent
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differences between this communicative situation and those, no doubt more fa-
miliar, situations we have addressed in this chapter so far, significant overlaps in
the materialities involved reveal that most of the concerns that Green encountered
should also be seen to be of concern for these other situations as well. And, in
addition, of particular relevance is the reoccurring challenge faced by Green that
the signifying practices examined cut against many of the lines of demarcation
traditionally assumed in multimodality research.

Thus, gestures that begin as hand and arm movements in the air frequently
turn to movements that leave traces in the sand, continuing their formerly purely
‘virtual’ trajectories; similarly, movement traces in the sand can leave the ground
and continue their paths in the air. Story elements may be introduced verbally,
only to continue in the movement of objects across the sand. And there may even
be gestured spatial references to traces and objects that are no longer physically
present, having been erased previously by wiping the sand clean. This flexibility
led Green at the outset not to use the term ‘semiotic mode’ but instead to adopt a
broad notion of ‘semiotic resource’, which, in the multimodal tradition of Kress
& van Leeuwen (2006 [1996]: 9–11) and others is taken to emphasise semiosis as
a means of addressing communicative tasks rather than as being a rule-bound
deployment of more or less fixed sign inventories (cf. e.g., van Leeuwen 2005: 3–6,
285; O’Halloran 2009: 98; Kress 2010: 6–7).

Many uses of ‘semiotic mode’ in the multimodality literature are indeed un-
helpful for empirical analysis just as Green describes because they rest primarily
on open-ended lists of examples— e.g., writing, gesture, body, color, laughter, ‘and
so on’ — in lieu of definitions. This practice, criticized in some detail in Bateman
(2019a), is still very common in multimodality research and results in ‘semiotic
mode’ saying little more than is already covered by the term ‘semiotic resource’.
Green consequently reserves the term ‘multimodal’ for multisensorial communica-
tion, similarly to the approach of Fricke (2013) and many others.

As Green’s analysis proceeds, however, it is unclear whether the shift to talk-
ing of ‘semiotic resources’ so as to avoid the pitfalls of potentially inappropriate
boundaries between poorly defined ‘semiotic modes’ is effective. As Green at one
point in the discussion explains:

Somemoves leave amark on the ground, others are enacted in the air and others are deployed
in both media. My decision to codemoves according to the medium in which they are enacted
— on the earth, in the air or in a combination of both — forces us to look at visual data in a
new way. It does not presume that there is a clear-cut distinction between various semiotic
systems and provides a framework for comparing drawing and gesture which highlights both
their similarities and differences. [. . . ] there are times when a drawing movement becomes
airborne and hence from one perspective may be regarded as manual gesture. There are also
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times when gestural movements in the air contact the ground and leave a mark. (Green 2014:
79)

Considerable theoretical uncertainty therefore remains concerning just how poten-
tially ‘overlapping’ semiotic systems might best be approached, both theoretically
and practically during analysis. This is not helped by the fact that the notion of
‘semiotic resource’ is also intrinsically vague — anything that may serve a semiotic
purpose may be a resource: van Leeuwen even writes, for example, of ‘genre’ being
a semiotic resource (van Leeuwen 2005: 128). This does not provide support for
empirical analysis. Moreover, even Green’s use of ‘media’ in this quotation is clearly
reaching towards notions of materiality, but little guidance for driving the empiri-
cal analysis further is secured precisely because there is no formal characterization
of just where similarities and differences in such materialities might lie.

4.4 Building Connections

Crucial for the present discussion is then the fact that the issues that Green raises
with respect to the analysis of the sand stories are far from individual cases. In-
deed, as Green herself notes (Green 2014: 238–240), phenomena of these kinds are
widespread. We might well imagine someone ‘drawing’ a map to some destination
by tracing the path in the air; while a (albeit rather limited) set of in-air gestures
might well accompany chalk marks being made on a blackboard, probably adding
connotations of continuation, lack of boundaries, approximation, or emphasis.
Such constructions extend relatively straightforwardly to any communicative situ-
ation where there is a rich and manipulable environment available for semiotic
shaping and thereby make contact with formerly rather distinct areas of discus-
sion, such as the use of gesture in scientific discourse (e.g., Roth 2000) or closer
considerations of the relationship between gesture and diagrams more generally
(e.g., Engle 1998; Kang et al. 2015; Tversky & Kessell 2021, this volume).

A stronger basis for comparison and transfer of insights, results, and questions
across domains is offered by an appropriate characterization of materiality. It is not
the ‘medium’ distinction between a trace in sand (or on a blackboard) and a path
in the air that is criterial but rather the common canvas that these two facets of the
material situation share, or rather co-construct. Both sand (or blackboard) and air,
i.e., some visually accessible region of space, support dynamic, observer-oriented
traces and it is these traces that offer a single canvas for corresponding semiotic
modes capable of spanning the distinctmaterialities involved. Figure 4 summarizes
the discussion by showing three of the example situations discussed in this section
side-by-side. This illustrates both the commonalities in materialities and overlaps
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in potential semiotic modes that those materialities support as the communicative
situations become progressively more complex. The labels for potential semiotic
modes in the figure are, as always, to be read as abbreviations for ‘meaning-making
mechanisms’ making use of the identified resources: that is, meaning-making
with spoken language, meaning-making using sketches, menus or mouse-clicks,
and so on — whether such semiotic modes are actually operative is, as always, an
empirical question. Thinking about communicative situations in this way makes
it very clear just how explicit one needs to be about what one is focusing on. For
example, in the sand story situation the slices depicted in the figure concern, first,
the participating performer-and-audience slice, including body posture, gesture,
proximity, speech, and so on, and second, a strictly dependent slice that includes
observing just the traces being left in the sand. Similar distinctions are drawn out
for the other two situations shown as well.

There is considerably more to discuss here, particularly with reference to
the distinct kinds of relations that can hold between the distinct material ‘slices’
involved in each situation. In the figure each of the three communicative situations
is shown as involving two material slices with a corresponding relation holding
between them. The relations give rise to progressively more semiotic ‘distance’
between slices as wemove from left to right. In the sand story situation, the relation
is one of ‘enhancing’, where a material slice remains an integral component of a
larger slice but enhances that larger slice with the possibilities of a limited spatial
record. In theblackboardpresentation situation, the overall configuration is similar,
but the blackboard acts as a far more fine-grained addition capable of recording
utterances, spoken-about diagrams, and so on: here, consequently, the relationship
is seen as one of ‘projecting’. Lastly, in the situation of creating a PowerPoint
presentation, the relation is one of ‘designing’, where the activities of one slice give
rise not to another slice directly, but rather create an artifact that may function as,
or give rise to, a material slice for incorporation in a quite distinct communicative
situation (e.g., most commonly, a PowerPoint presentation). Thus, the sand stories
are relatively distinct from the other two cases since the 2D-space of the sand
is maintained as part of the overall performance space — reminiscent of what
Rosenberg (2008) refers to as ‘ideational drawing’ or a ‘thinking space’. Aspects
of this potential may be maintained in the blackboard situation due to the co-
presence of the material slices, but not, for example, in a PowerPoint presentation.
More information related to this topic can be found in the discussion of media
‘depiction’ in Bateman et al. (2017: 126–128), and there are also relationships to
be drawn with the ‘sites of engagement’ of mediated discourse analysis (cf. Jones
2005), although slices are present in all communicative situations.

This style of characterization can naturally be extended to a host of further
more or less complexmultimodal communication situations; in all cases, maintain-
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ing links of similarity and contrast as sketched here supports detailed analysis. The
kinds of inter-connections discussed in this section are, therefore, far from sporadic
or gratuitous. They arise necessarily (from an appropriate semiotic perspective) as
consequences of the similarities and differences in materiality deployed. Building
on the extended notion of materiality set out in this chapter thus naturally brings
out continuities across situations that previously might have been segmented quite
differently. In short, regardless of whether one’s internal language of description
talks of semiotic modes, semiotic resources, or semiotic systems, anchoring the
discussion in materiality may well guide research more effectively.

5 Conclusions and Outlook

In this chapter, it has been suggested that a detailed and semiotically-informed
account of materiality can be made to serve as an LCT-style external language of
description for the field ofmultimodality. To show this at work, several semiotically
relevant dimensions of materiality were introduced and their use for guiding empir-
ical analysis illustrated. The basic tenet of such an approach is that attending to the
fine articulation of the materiality of any object of study offers a robust initial step
for subsequent analysis, clarifying just which kinds of material distinctions are
available for any semiotic modes assumed to be operating and setting out material
boundaries that those semiotic modes may need to work to offset. Furthermore,
characterizing the material of any communicative situation in this way establishes
a method by which any data gained may be organized for subsequent analysis
without premature, and potentially circular, interpretation in terms of those very
theoretical categories that are targets of investigation.

Although it is something of a commonplace that accounts of multimodality
need to engage seriously with the materiality of multimodal phenomena, sys-
tematic treatments of that materiality when shaped and construed for semiotic
purposes remain sketchy. There is much discussion of the affordances of such
materialities as this is assumed to give strong indications concerning the kinds of
meanings that modes using those materialities can deploy but, in many of these
discussions, this leads to a certain tension. On the one hand, it is evident that
materialities do bring constraints to bear but, on the other hand, semiotic modes
appear in many cases quite able to overcome those limitations. For Kress (2010),
for example, a consideration of affordances gives rise to two ‘logics’ — that of space
and that of time. But this conflates material properties (e.g., whether an inscription
in a material can move or not, is accessible to the senses for inspection, etc.) with
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semiotic uses of those properties (e.g., the ‘logic’ of narrativization, etc.), thereby
weakening potential operationalizations.

Articulating a finer, independent characterization of materiality prior to inter-
pretation of this kind is then far more than an optional extra: without appropriate
access to the materiality of objects under investigation, the empirical enterprise as
such is weakened. To move on, more robust empirical methodologies capable of
securing access to rich and multiple structured multisensorial ensembles for the
purposes of analysis must be developed. The dimensions of materiality set out in
this chapter aim to provide further critical steps in this direction.
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John A. Bateman and Tuomo Hiippala
From Data to Patterns
On the Role of Models in Empirical Multimodality Research

Abstract:Most approaches to empirical multimodality research adopt the assump-
tion that communicative situations will give rise to distinctive patterns of phenom-
ena which may be captured by formulating appropriate models and frameworks.
While this assumption may be true in principle, detecting such patterns is far from
straightforward. Informative patterns are likely to be distributed both within and
across semiotic modes, be spread across various levels of abstraction, and exhibit
intrinsic internal variation. The highly elusive nature of patterns arising amidst
such complexity emphasizes the need for increased attention tomodeling, that is,
characterizing more closely the relationship between the theoretical constructs
defined and the phenomena under analysis. In this chapter, we relate the practice
of modeling to semiotic principles and introduce one of the current methods for
drawing patterns from data that is gaining increasing traction in empirical studies
across the board.

Keywords:modeling, Peirce, iconicity, statistical methods, multimodality

1 Introduction

Research, particularly empirical research, is about finding patterns that help us
understand and explain underlying processes or mechanisms. One might want
to show, for example, how certain grammatical patterns correlate with variations
in power and other social configurations, or how the spatial distribution of in-
formation across a news website correlates with news values, or how particular
body movements, gestures, and prosodic patterns may be considered indicative
of particular communicative intentions or situations. Van Leeuwen (2005a: 4-8)
suggests that one might begin research of this kind by making observations and
progressively organizing those observations into systematic classifications. Such
classifications are often developed in pilot studies and then extended as necessary
for any particular data under investigation. Van Leeuwen claims further that such
processes of extension generally involve adding or refining categories, but will
rarely require revision of what has been done before (van Leeuwen 2005a: 14). It is
unclear, however, why such classificatory infallibility should occur. More likely, at
least prima facie, would be that either interpretation is being distorted by confirma-
tion bias or the categories employed are sufficiently weak that they may be ‘bent’

https://doi.org/10.1515/9783110725001-003
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to fit data as necessary. Neither situation offers a particularly robust foundation
for further research.

At somepoint, therefore, onemust askwhether any categories or classifications
proposed are (a) sufficient in scope and (b) actually revealing of patterns observable
in the data. The word ‘revealing’ is intended here in a very specific sense: that is,
can the patterns identified be used predictively to reason about the phenomena at
issue? This requires us not to be satisfied simply with descriptions of data — one
can, after all, always label phenomena; we need also to be able to make effective
predictions about any patterns observed. This moves us from observations of data
to hypotheses of explanatory conditions that can tell us whether specified changes
in conditions are likely to give rise to observable changes in patterns, and vice versa.
Knowing this with some reliability is a prerequisite for designing interventions of
any kind and for generating further research questions.

Interest in asking and answering questions of this kind is already widespread
in multimodality research and constitutes a driving force behind a corresponding
growth in work that explicitly aims at being ‘empirical’ in orientation. This de-
velopment is not, however, proceeding as rapidly as it arguably should given the
goal of reliably relating patterns to conditions. One reason for this is the extreme
breadth of the study of multimodality — since the primary goal is to explain how
material of any kind may be used to communicate, or ‘signify’, the domain of study
turns out largely commensurate with that of semiotics as a whole (cf. Nöth 1995).
This naturally involves research from many disciplines spanning a rich variety of
focuses, goals, and methods (cf. Jewitt 2014).

A significant feature distinguishing multimodality research from semiotics
more broadly, however, is precisely its orientation to data. As a form of applied
semiotics, multimodality research of all kinds seeks to further its concerns by
paying close attention to observed instances of (multimodal) communication in
action.¹ Nevertheless, patterns are still generally observed and described in the
manner familiar to each tradition and this results in relatively little consensus
concerning how the aims of multimodality research can best be achieved over all.
Some approaches extend from forms of experimental methods, as widely practised
in psychology, whereas others draw on distribution-based data, which itself may
range from single case studies, to small sets of illustrative examples, to large-scale
‘corpus’ analyses. Others again are more sociocultural in orientation and rely on
broadly textual descriptions and explanations of any phenomena studied.Whereas

1 This does not preclude more theoretical, or philosophical, orientations within multimodality
research; such work would, however, then necessarily contribute to semiotics more broadly as
well.
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this diversity is, in principle, to bewelcomed, themethodological differences inplay
have also led to boundaries being drawn along more traditional disciplinary lines,
invoking distinctions such as empirical/hermeneutic, qualitative/quantitative,
social/cognitive, and so on. Such divisions can impede progress by preventing
distinct approaches and results from productively engaging with one another.

Despite some prominent calls for the application of pluralities of approaches
(e.g., van Leeuwen 2005b), multimodality researchers still far too often adopt the
theories and methods of the ‘home discipline’ within which they received their
primary training. Such methods may not, however, necessarily offer sufficient
leverage for dealing with the phenomena they target since those phenomena
may well lie outside the home discipline’s object of study. Our concern in this
chapter will therefore be to re-emphasize that, just as multimodality benefits
from its breadth of concerns, it can equally benefit from a broader application
of a diversity of methods across traditionally inherited disciplinary boundaries.
To support this development, we will consider the role of modeling as a central
contribution to effective empirical multimodality research. We begin by framing
the notion of models against the backdrop of Peircean semiotics to characterize
more precisely the kinds of insights and knowledge that models can help produce.
We then outline some illustrative procedures for empirical research that implement
productive dependency relations between theory, models, and data, casting this
from a semiotic perspective throughout.

2 Looking for Explanations: A Peircean View of
Models

Whatever kind of investigation of multimodality one is concerned with, one is
generally working towards explanations of some phenomena under observation.
This means that one has identified an area of interest where some regularities
appear to be at work, and one attempts to describe those regularities in a way that
allows predictions to be made about their behavior. Such descriptions clearly need
to exhibit certain properties of their own. Most importantly, they need to be able to
serve as tools for thinking about their objects of concern — that is, the descriptions
need to find echoes in what one is describing so that they can drive new ways of
understanding what is going on. We will refer to such descriptions asmodels. A
model of some phenomena is thus a systematically produced simplification of the
full complexity of those phenomena that can ‘stand in’ for that full complexity
for purposes of reasoning and explanation. Put differently, a model is a focusing
devicewhich deconstructs the full complexity by picking out entities, relationships,
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processes, and mechanisms that appear to be usefully ‘congruent’ in some respect
with what is being investigated.

Such focusing devices vary considerably in form: indeed, taking a multimodal
perspective on this, a model could be realized equally as, for example, physical
objects or sets ofmathematical equations. Inmuchmultimodality researchhitherto,
models have been couched in textually constructed configurations of interrelated
theoretical constructs,which together support informative ‘readings’ ofmultimodal
phenomena. Such models also vary considerably in scope: some seek to describe
the generic foundations underlying all forms of multimodal communication (e.g.,
Kress & van Leeuwen 2001; Norris 2016; Bateman et al. 2017), while others target
specific forms of expression, such as text and image (Martinec & Salway 2005) or
spoken language and gesture (Kendon 2004; Fricke 2012). Given this diversity, it is
natural that there is continuing discussion concerning how the notion of ‘model’
should best be defined.

Our mentioning of the notion of congruence above restricts the scope of poten-
tial solutions, however. Models must be seen as specifically structured descriptions
which by virtue of their structure allow new knowledge to be gained about their
target. This makes the task of definition significantly easier. In fact, the question:
‘What are models, no matter from which discipline?’ leads inevitably back to semi-
otics. Models pose an inherently semiotic question precisely because they are
(possibly abstract) artifacts that, for their interpreters, refer in certain respects
and through specific properties to something else — which is simply to reiterate
Peirce’s general definition of a sign (e.g., Peirce 1998 [1893–1913]: 478). Models
are therefore signs par excellence and cannot be anything but semiotic. Moreover,
models meet the requirements of one particular way of being a sign defined by
Peirce: that of ‘iconicity’.

Signs functioning iconically allow statements to be made about some object
by virtue of properties of the icon itself. If a sign does not perform this function (or
to the extent that it does not perform this function), then it is not functioning as
an icon. Iconicity exists, therefore, precisely when the ‘intrinsic’ properties of the
sign vehicle itself may be used to indicate properties of the sign’s object — as when
a picture of a tree might be used to tell an interpreter that the leaves are green
or that the branches are twice as long as the trunk. Although iconicity is often
thought of in terms of pictorial representations and visuals, Peirce’s definition is
in fact far broader: any use of one entity (the representamen or ‘sign vehicle’) to
give us information about another (the object) by virtue of properties inherent to
the first entity (i.e., the representamen) meets Peirce’s definition. In this chapter,
we will be referring to iconicity in this most general sense throughout. Connec-
tions between models and Peirce’s definitions of iconicity have been drawn by
several commentators — Kralemann & Lattmann (2013), for example, consider
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models within the digital humanities, while Ambrosio (2014) addresses models in
science more generally. The power of iconicity for conceptualizing models is made
particularly clear by Hookway:

The key of iconicity is not perceived resemblance between the sign and what it signifies but
rather the possibility of making new discoveries about the object of a sign through observing
features of the sign itself. Thus a mathematical model of a physical system is an iconic
representation because its use provides new information about the physical system. This is
the distinctive feature and value of iconic representation: a sign resembles its object if, and
only if, study of the sign can yield new information about the object. (Hookway 2000: 102)

This perspective needs to be taken instead of the far weaker (and long critiqued)
notions of iconicity as ‘likeness’.

Different types of models may be more or less well suited to particular kinds of
methodological approaches, or remain open to selecting those methods that best
match the research questions asked. The most open, or least restrictive, form of
model may be characterized as discursive: this means that the analyst produces a
description of the intended theoretical entities and those entities’ interrelation-
ships in the form of a piece of (usually) written verbal language (e.g., Kress & van
Leeuwen 2006 [1996]; Serafini & Reid 2019). The purpose of a description of this
kind is to provide construals for any particular phenomena under discussion in
terms that are given by the model. The descriptions constituting such models are
qualitative in the sense that the categories and relations used make qualitative
distinctions between situations or patterns. Examples of qualitative distinctions
are given/new, elaboration/circumstance, hard news/editorial, and so on. Qualita-
tive categories therefore group together collections of phenomena and make the
statement that, for the purposes of the category, the members of those collections
are to be treated as equivalent or similar to each other. These descriptions can also
offer (textual) explanations by stating that particular configurations may give rise
to, or be caused by, other configurations and so constitute an essential component
of generalizing beyond particular cases or instances. It is, nevertheless, up to the
analyst to specify how the constructs of the model relate to observable data, and
this can be done with greater or lesser precision (cf. the discussion in Bateman,
this volume).

The languages in which models are expressed may also have differing proper-
ties. Whereas a purely textually expressed model relies upon ‘textual’ logic, i.e.,
commonsense reasoning, to make its statements, models expressed in more for-
malised languages may support more specific patterns of inference. For example,
a model expressed in the predicate calculus supports the application of principles
of reasoning from formal logic. This can make it more straightforward to evaluate
whether the model has gaps or makes nonsensical predictions, even before being
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confronted with data. One might also have purely mathematical models where
the relationships between categories are expressed by mathematical relations and
structures of various kinds. Themore ‘generative’ a model becomes in its own right,
the more strongly inferences made following the logic of the model are simultane-
ously hypotheses and conjectures concerning expected patterns in the data. This
moves a characterization from being a description, that is, a system of labels for
phenomena, to a generative theory that predicts how phenomena will pattern,
even if those patterns have not yet been observed. As such, the resulting blend
of model and data may be described asmeaning-generating because patterns in
data are bound together with the model’s descriptions and explanations of those
patterns.

The nature of the relationship of models to the data that those models are
intended to characterize is therefore an important aspect of methodology. The
more closely that a theoretical language and its models are tied to data, the more
it is appropriate to consider the research as empirical. Here the blended nature
of data and descriptions moves centre stage: the model will generate hypotheses
concerning the data and, if the data is found to be incompatible with those hy-
potheses, then the model needs to adapt. This is the usual notion of the ‘empirical
cycle’, sometimes inaccurately associated with purely quantitative research but in
fact applicable to all investigations that consider data external to the theory itself.
In the empirical cycle, hypotheses or conjectures are generated from the model,
these statements are mapped to patterns in the data, and the data is examined to
see if those patterns occur; if they do, then the hypothesis is supported (or at least
not rejected) and if they do not, then evidently there is a problem. That problem
may lie in the model used or in the way of relating the model to the data. Address-
ing the problem is almost certainly guaranteed to improve understanding of the
phenomena at issue. It is worth emphasizing, therefore, that it is (almost) never
too soon to start considering the empirical cycle as a way of refining explanations
and theories. This can start with extremely broad qualitative categories that are
only successively made more precise — the crucial step for empirical research is to
begin.

A final aspect playing an important role for the use ofmodeling thatwewill con-
sider is the question of evaluating the extent to which amodel operates predictively:
that is, one wants to achieve situations in which the conjectures or hypotheses
generated by a model are reliable with respect to the corresponding patterns or
regularities found in the data. Whereas an empirical model is a model that is ex-
plicitly related to data, a good empirical model is one that exhibits a high degree of
predictivity with respect to the data. One might make all sorts of statements about
how some body of multimodal data is predicted to pattern, but if the connection
between those patterns and the model’s hypotheses is insufficiently reliable, then
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the empirical cycle cannot be used to progressively refine results. We need, there-
fore, to consider questions of reliability explicitly as well: in short, how well is a
model achieving its function as an icon of generating new knowledge?

3 Empirical Procedures: From Theory to Models to
Data and Back

As indicated above,most empirical approaches tomultimodality adopt the assump-
tion that communicative situations may be characterized by distinctive patterns
that leave ‘measurable’ traces; these patterns can then be captured by developing
models and frameworks appropriate for their analysis. While this assumption may
be true in principle, detecting patterns and validating their presence is challenging
because patterns are likely to be distributed bothwithin and across semioticmodes,
and in any case exhibit natural variation. The elusive nature of patterns emphasizes
the need to pay increased attention to the process of modeling: this involves not
only making the relationship between the theoretical constructs defined by some
model and the phenomena under analysis explicit, but also actually using those
models to derive patterns and evaluating the reliability of the results. For empirical
work, therefore, models should function as tools for probing which descriptions
and which interdependencies between concepts can best characterize some body
of data. In short, we need to find models that: (a) can ‘stand in’ reliably for actually
observed patterns of regularity in any data by predicting them (iconicity) and (b)
can render those patterns intelligible by offering explanatory re-descriptions of
the predictions in terms of the abstract concepts and mechanisms defined in the
models and corresponding theories. This means that models relate both to theory
and to data, mediating between them.

If we think of what predictions might be, then most abstractly we want to
be able to relate patterns in any data to conditions and circumstances such that
(specifiable) changes in conditions lead to, or correlate with, particular changes in
observable patterns. What we then consider a ‘good’ model will be a model that
reliably predicts how circumstances and patterns correlate. As models improve,
then their predictions should become finer, i.e., more discriminating with respect
to both conditions and outcomes, and more accurate. Modeling of this kind is
necessarily a process of continual refinement. As set out by Peirce and many
subsequent philosophers of science, any model is simply a current ‘best estimate’.
Alternatively, in terms of an adage attributed to Box (1979): “All models are wrong
but some are useful". Our goal must then be to find methodologies which can
support the development of classes of models that offer predictions of patterns in
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data and which thereby themselves constitute more abstract characterizations of
those patterns. Critically, such characterizations have little to do with notions of
‘objective truth’ or ‘certainty’, as sometimes alleged concerning empirical methods
– such nods to positivism are not compatible with the essentially Peircean position
we maintain throughout.

As a starting point, then, let us assume that we have somemore or less complex
qualitative theoretical framework that provides a way of interpreting phenomena
in some selectedmultimodal situation or artifact. This theorywill generally include
a range of terms linked to intended interpretations and back to instances of data:
that is, the theory allows observations to be ‘read’ in terms of the theory. We
propose that anyqualitative anddiscursively defined theory canbeused to generate
partial models that can be interrogated empirically. Such partial models may be
constructed by increasing the specificity of the general model in particular areas of
interest so that it becomes possible to formulate hypotheses in terms of predictions
of patterns in data. Performing this step will often already reveal aspects of the
original theory and its models that require more work, refinement or revision; this
is one additional motivation for carrying out this step in the first place.

Several basic methodological tasks can be defined to support the development
of such partial models. We sketch these first in terms of their relations to theories
and models and then, in a second cycle, illustrate some established methods by
which they can be performed in practice. Although these stages and methods for
conducting empirical work on a theory are well known in empirically-oriented
disciplines, they are still too often neglected in several prominent branches of mul-
timodality research. As suggested above, this is sometimes due to the disciplinary
boundaries involved, whereby the relationship between abstract qualitative the-
ories and models for which empirical methods are appropriate is misconstrued
as a methodological divide rather than an independent choice. In short, nothing
prevents the application of these methods across all forms of multimodality re-
search — which is not to say, of course, that all research activities must always use
all researchmethods! The following tasks, then, specifically characterize empirical
research:
– First, there needs to be some body of data that is thought relevant for the

theory being investigated, that is, the theory makes statements about data
of that kind. This is the essential ingredient of any work that considers itself
empirical. Note that the data considered can be either naturally occurring,
leading to corpus-based research, or specifically manipulated for experiment-
based research.

– Second, on the basis of the theory, any data considered needs to be seg-
mentable into units of some kind. These units can be of any scale, up to entire
texts andbeyond, but the criteria for recognizing unitsmust bemade as explicit
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and reliable as possible. Put differently, working with the criteria, different
analysts should make the same segmentation choices to a degree that is sig-
nificantly greater than chance (cf, Bateman et al. 2017: 198-204). This helps
‘operationalize’ the process of reading data through theory.

– Third, qualitative categories or measurements need to be formulated with
respect to what the theory suggests should be useful or relevant. These cate-
gories or measurements are then applied to each and every unit. This produces
a body of data in which each identified unit has received a collection of clas-
sifications or measurements describing that unit. As with the second step,
these classifications and measurements need to be made as reliable as possi-
ble. The result here is often an annotated corpus, in which the annotations
capture the technical features of a semiotic mode, or are assumed to lead to
the formulation of such technical features on the basis of theory and further
analysis.

– And fourth, the actual search for patterns must take place. This can proceed
both ‘bottom up’, by employing methods to see to what extent the annotations
allow that data to be grouped into clusters, and ‘top down’, by adopting or
generating further sets of categories from the theory that the theory suggests
may serve a conditioning role for the technical features or annotations estab-
lished in the third step. Patterns may be said to occur whenever the categories
of this fourth step correlate significantly with the categories of the third step.
In other words, collections of technical features (and the units they classify
or measure) are grouped into equivalence classes given by the conditioning
categories. This captures similarities and differences across the units in the
data: the organization of data employing features from this step can ‘stand in’
as qualitative descriptions of the data with respect to the patterning of their
technical features (third step).

The conditioning categories that serve as anchors for patterns may either be ‘exter-
nal’ to the data or be forms of further categories derived from the theory for the
description of units. External categories label aspects of the production situation
of the units in the data and so might include features related to geography, social
classes, medical conditions, time periods, positions on pages or screens, and so
on. In contrast, internal categories are more related to particular units in the data
and might include assumed conditioning factors such as genre, rhetorical rela-
tions, boundaries between units, degrees of visual modality, classes of text-image
relations, and so on. All such features are similar to the kinds of labels used in
content analysis and usually need to be mutually exclusive and exhaustive (cf.
Schreier 2012). Whenever correlations can be documented between the condition-
ing features and the technical features, the conditioning features can also be used
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predictively for the technical features. In fact, correlations can be sought among
any collections of classifying features. Thus one might predict that in a certain
genre, particular rhetorical relations or text-image relations might be more fre-
quent, or that within a particular degree of visual modality certain visual technical
features, such as hue and brightness, might receive certain ranges of values rather
than others, and so on. To the extent that such expectations, or hypotheses, are
not met, one is led back to consider revisions of the account. This constitutes an
abstract characterization of the empirical cycle.

4 Methods for Finding Meaningful Patterns

As mentioned above, disciplines that are already empirically oriented have a long
tradition of developingmethods for finding patterns, using those patterns as predic-
tions, and evaluating those predictions’ reliability. In this section, we argue for the
potential relevance of this tradition by considering a particular class of methods
and models that is currently gaining attention in several disciplines related to mul-
timodality research, but which remains rarely applied in multimodality research
itself. We show that these models can be applied equally to multimodal empirical
research and argue that adopting them more broadly would significantly improve
our ability to find meaningful patterns when building theory. Similar arguments
can be made for many such approaches from empirically-oriented disciplines.

In established empirical sciences,models are often seen inmathematical terms
because this makes it relatively clear how ‘predictions’ of quite complex patterns
can be formulated. They are thus strongly ‘generative’ in the sense introduced
earlier. This may previously have obscured the relevance of these methods for
multimodality research, which still, as noted, often constructs its conjectural qual-
itative models using textual descriptions. There is, however, no need to maintain
methodological boundaries between these complementary ways of pursuingmean-
ingful patterns. Instead, our characterization of models as semiotic constructs
bridges the gap between discursive multimodality research and empirically-based
model building. Theories and models, regardless of the languages in which they
are formulated, are inherently semiotic because they ‘stand in’ for the phenomena
under investigation. There is, therefore, no need to artificially restrict the kinds of
descriptive languages that we can employ when articulating these theories and
models — indeed, to do so is likely to make empirical work simultaneously more
difficult and less effective. To proceed, we focus specifically on the fourth task in
the list of tasks we set out in the previous section because the others have all re-
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ceived attention elsewhere (e.g., Bateman et al. 2017: Chap. 6; Bateman & Hiippala
2020). The fourth step, searching for patterns, has received far less attention.

4.1 Regression Models

As described above, the search for meaningful patterns can be construed as a
continual process of making predictions of distributions of observable properties
on the basis of conditions given by theory. For example, we might assume that
our theory predicts that a category of ‘genre’ should make a difference for some
technical features deployed in the data, such as, e.g., the quantity of visualmaterial
included. Then, becoming more concrete, we might postulate that our data comes
from three distinct genres and we check in our annotatedmultimodal data whether
this conditioning feature (genre) actually correlates in some way with the number
of photographs present. If our theory suggests that the number of photographs
should vary according to genre, then we should see this pattern in the data as well.
If we do not find such a pattern, then more refinement or alternative conjectures
are necessary. This is consequently a deliberately ‘theory-directed’ approach to
exploration.

In addition to wanting to know whether some conditioning factor makes a
difference, we are often interested in knowing more about that difference. For
example, rather than simply knowing that a change related to genre will make a
difference, wewant to say something about just what kind of difference follows from
that change — i.e., we might want to ascertain whether certain kinds of technical
features increase in frequency and others decrease, and so on. We see this as a
stronger notion of prediction that more directly relates conditioning factors to
observable consequences. The particular class of models supporting this kind of
exploration that we have selected to address here is that of so-called generalized
linear models. These models are now receiving increased application in a broad
variety of disciplines (Field et al. 2012; Winter 2020) but are still rarely seen in
multimodality research. The basis of this kind of modeling is deceptively simple
and involves a generalization of themathematical notion of ‘regression’. Regression
is when one looks to see if some set of values correlates with some other set of
values. Correlations and how to calculate them are described in all introductory
textbooks on statistics, but since our concern here is to show how this technique
naturally extends into very diverse areas of model-building that are not yet so
widely known in multimodality research, we set out the basic tenets briefly before
proceeding.

Correlation is concerned with describing co-variation: that is, if one thing
varies in a particular way, something else varies correspondingly. Two sets of
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values are then said to correlate positively if increasing values in one set (for
example, brightness of a photograph) go together with increases in values in the
other set (for example, duration of looking at the photograph). Alternatively, two
sets correlate negatively if an increase in one goes together with a decrease in the
other. Finally, two sets do not correlate if one cannot make any statement about
relative increases or decreases. There are, nowadays, many computational tools
that make the calculation of correlations straightforward and the general idea
can be readily extended to consider any number of sets of potentially co-varying
data. Considered more semiotically, finding correlations by regression works in
essence by deriving a re-description of the (sets of) data in simpler terms. If, for
example, we take our brightness values of images and the lengths of time spent
looking at each image, we can represent this on a graph where one axis reports
the brightness values and the other axis reports the duration lengths. Each point
in the graph then captures the pairing of brightness and duration for some given
image; such a collection of points is shown on the left-hand side of Figure 1. A far
simpler re-labelling of all these points is then given by calculating a regression line
as illustrated on the right-hand side of Figure 1.

A ‘linear’ regression line of this kind describes the relation between the two
sets of data by finding the line that passes ‘best’, i.e., closest, to all the data points.
In other words, this line collectively minimizes its distance to all the individual
points on the graph — and so can be uniquely calculated. The resulting line is then
a re-description of the data in that it can stand-in for the dataset as a whole: for
each brightness value (the position on the horizontal axis, or x-axis), it ‘predicts’ a
duration length (the position on the vertical axis, or y-axis, of the graph according
to the line). This can naturally succeed better with some data than with others. A
very good ‘fit’ would be when all the points lie on or close to the line and so the
predictions will be close to the actual values; a bad fit would be when the points
all lie a considerable distance away from the line.

The regression line is, moreover, formally a simpler re-description of the data
because straight lines can be uniquely characterized by saying where they cross
the vertical axis in a graph (called the ‘intercept’) and how steep they are (called
their ‘slope’). The entire set of values in our dataset and their combinations has
consequently been reduced to just two numbers: the intercept and the slope. In the
case shown in the figure, therefore, we can see that the regression line crosses the
vertical axis (i.e., the place where the horizontal value is zero) at 14.53. The slope
of the line was calculated to be 0.48, which means that for every 1 unit of change
along the horizontal (x) axis, there is an increase of 0.48 units on the vertical (y)
axis. Concretely, this means that if we move from the horizontal position x = 0
to the horizontal position x = 10, the value of y will increases from the intercept
(14.53) to 10 times the unit slope increase (i.e., 14.53 + 0.48 × 10) — which comes
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Fig. 1: On the left we see a random collection of points formed by pairs of values: one of each
pair on the horizontal axis, the other on the vertical axis; on the right we see the result of
calculating a regression line through these points. The equation shown is the mathematical
description of the calculated line: given a value of x, the equation gives the corresponding
value of y.

out as 19.33 as can readily be verified by looking up the value of y in the graph
when x is 10. Finally, in Peircean semiotic terms, the regression line is clearly iconic,
because knowing about the properties of the line tells us more about the data (see
Section 2). In this sense, the regression line is amodel of the data and the intercept
(14.53) and slope (0.48) give the coefficients of that model. Using this information,
we can predict values and, by virtue of the collected distances of points from the
line, measure the accuracy of those predictions: the smaller the collected distances,
the closer the points are to the line and so the more accurate the predictions.

Many computational tools are available that allow linear models to be calcu-
lated very easily. In this chapter we will use the programming language R through-
out (R Core Team 2016); all the graphs shown are also produced directly with R.
For the data shown in the figure, therefore, if we store the data in a dataset labelled
‘data_pairs’ and call the brightness values (the positions horizontally in the graph)
‘brightness’ and the duration values (the positions vertically on the graph) ‘dura-
tion’,² then we can use R’s model constructing function ‘glm’ (generalized linear
model) to produce the regression model shown on the right of Figure 1 by writing
the following:³

glm( formula = duration ~ brightness, data = data_pairs )

2 Simple instructions for how to do this are given in Bateman&Hiippala (2020) and the associated
website.
3 Although for this simple example we would normally just use a linear model and the function
‘lm’, we take ‘glm’ here to emphasize consistency across all our examples.
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This tells R to produce a model in which the brightness values (as indicated on the
right-hand side of the formula) are used to predict the respective duration values
(as indicated on the left-hand side). The details of the model R produces can be
examined by telling R to print out a summary, which in abbreviated form looks
approximately as follows:

Coefficients:

Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)

(Intercept) 14.5311 0.5025 28.062 < 2e-16 ***

brightness 0.4810 0.0563 7.876 1.52e-11 ***

The Estimate column gives the coefficients defining the model; here we find the
intercept (14.53) and the slope (0.48) just as described above; we return to the other
values below. Note that this procedure remains the same for any data that may have
been gathered: as long as there are two sets of corresponding values then R can
calculate a linear model. The question of whether it makes sense to consider those
values together remains a theoretical decision — that is, models should always be
pursued with theoretical motivations in mind.

Two final points now need to be added, both crucial to model building. First,
although the example examined here may seem to be relevant for a very limited
range of possible model-building scenarios, i.e., cases where there are two sets
of measurements to compare, we will see below how this method generalizes
naturally to take in a far broader range of modeling situations, including situations
that are qualitative in nature. And second, if the example above were an actual
empirical study in which we were interested in seeing if there was a relationship
between brightness and length of time spent looking at a photograph, it would
never be possible to look at ‘all’ photographs to see if the predicted relation always
holds. Empirical work of necessity concerns itself with samples, i.e., selections of
data, and so it is an important part of modeling to ascertain how likely it is that
some calculated model will generalize beyond the immediate cases examined.

The fact that we cannot examine all the cases of interest when constructing a
model means in particular that it becomes necessary to make some assumptions
concerning the data that we do not have. We can always calculate an exact, unique
regression line for any data that we have gathered, but this can of necessity only
be an approximation of the data that we do not have. Linear models then operate
by making some quite specific assumptions about the unseen data and, on the
basis of those assumptions, estimating both the intercept and slopes associated
with any contributing factors. This is why the column in the summary of the model
given above was called Estimate — that is, they are estimates not because the
calculation of the regression line is approximate — for any given set of data points
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there will be one and only one unique regression line as a result — but because, in
empirical research, the data we can collect is always incomplete. There may well
then be better regression lines that characterize the data more precisely when we
have information about how that data patterns more broadly.

The other values in the summary table above then offer a precise indication of
how confident we can be that the estimates offered will extend to further, unseen
data. This is, therefore, a very powerful methodological step. It is made possible by
considering just how varied the data that we do have is. If values in the observed
data are wildly varying, then it is more likely that further data we encounter will
also be wildly varying and so the estimates calculated may be considerably off the
mark. Conversely, if the values we have appear less variable, then our confidence in
the estimates increases. The column Pr(>|t|) then gives a probability calculation
for how likely it would be that the estimates for intercept and slope have no reliable
influence on prediction, given the variation already observed in the data. The
values in the column include ‘e’, for exponent, which is R’s way of writing very
large or very small numbers as multiples of powers of ten: that is, the expression
‘1.52e-11’ means 1.52×10−11, which is a very small value indeed.⁴ In the present
example, therefore, the probabilities that the estimates have no reliable influence
are both extremely low. This means that we can be correspondingly confident that
there is indeed a reliably predictive relationship between the two variables. The
stars in each row of the summary table give an additional graphic indication of
the degree of statistical significance involved (e.g., *** for at most 0.001, ** for at
most 0.01 and * for at most 0.05). The remaining columns of the table then offer
indications of just how much the estimates can be expected to vary, even though
they will be broadly reliable.

It is only possible to calculate such probabilities by making assumptions
concerning how the data is expected to pattern ‘overall’. Linear models assume
that the values for the intercept and slopes can be described with respect to what
in statistical terms is called the normal distribution. In a normal distribution,
the values follow a ‘bell curve’ frequently illustrated in statistics introductions
(Bateman & Hiippala 2020: 4-5). The assumption that the values estimated for
the intercept and slopes will be distributed normally makes certain calculations
for producing a linear model more straightforward, but at the obvious cost that
some particular data we examine may not fit. This will then be an additional
source of errors and uncertainty when using themodel for prediction. Nevertheless,
one good reason for adopting the assumption of a normal distribution is that
this is, technically, an assumption of ‘least commitment’ — that is, if we know

4 The value 1.52×10−11 = 0.0000000000152.
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nothing about the data and how it is expected to pattern, then assuming the normal
distribution is a way of expressing this lack of knowledge. Semiotically, it is the
modeling assumption that assumes the least and so is a good choice unless we
have more information to bring to bear, either from the collection of more data or
from theory.

4.2 Generalized Linear Models: From Correlations to
Differences

We now return to the point made above that the application of modeling of the
kind described above is far broader than might be apparent at first glance. We
noted that linear models make certain assumptions concerning the properties
of the models constructed, namely the assumption that the model coefficients
follow a normal distribution. In the far broader class of generalized linear models,
these assumptions are relaxed. Many other kinds of statistical distributions can be
considered when searching for a best model and this has immediate consequences
for the kinds of data that they can be applied to. R allows such models to be
calculated automatically, even when many factors are potentially involved. That
is, one can postulate the relevance of particular factors for an outcome and then
calculate both the best possible model relating those factors and the observed
outcomes and the degree to which that best possible model would indeed ‘predict’
the data.

The factors that can be considered when deriving linear models need not then
be restricted to numbers, such as those taken in the example above. As we shall
now see, they can equally easily be made to correspond to (i.e., to model) qual-
itative categories as well, such as genres, information statuses, camera angles
and distances, degrees of modality, attributions of power, and so on. Therefore,
although our discussion above of fitting lines to data points may sound ‘quantita-
tive’, it is essential to see that what is being described by such models is equally
construable as characterizations of patterns of change and difference. This kind of
model is of extremely broad application for all kinds of research questions and
constitutes a significant generalization beyond the simple numerical situation
illustrated in Figure 1. This makes generalized linear models a powerful tool for
empirical research questions at large (Cohen 1968). Reworking the quotation from
Hookway (2000: 102) in Section 2: a mathematical model of a semiotic system is
an iconic representation, because its use provides new information about that
semiotic system. This is precisely the role we now attribute to generalized linear
models.
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Given some annotated data and a collection of conditioning features, then,
the most basic question to be asked is whether the conditioning features actually
have any effect. That is, if one looks at units of analysis grouped under one of
the conditioning features and units of analysis grouped under another of the
conditioning features, do those units exhibit any differences? If one finds that
the same kinds of units are quite happy to occur under differing conditioning
features, then it is evident that one cannot use those conditioning features as a
meaningful characterization of the data with respect to those technical features
used for description. This does not, of course, rule out the possibility that other
descriptions of the data might show themselves to be sensitive to the conditioning
factors investigated, but until this is shown, it is wise to be cautious.

To illustrate, we will use an example from a richly annotated multimodal
corpus of 1000 primary school science diagrams (Hiippala et al. 2020). This corpus
describes diagrams at several levels of abstraction, including features of their
technical composition, visual genre, rhetorical organization, rhetorical complexity
(labelled ‘RST entropy’, which is calculated on the basis of the rhetorical relations
found to hold between the elements of each diagram and their diversity), andmore,
and so allowsmany issues of multimodal import to be explored. Here we show how
the formulation of a generalized linear model can be used to address the research
question of whether visual genres differ with respect to their rhetorical complexity.
This might then form part of a broader discussion concerning the realization of
visual genre and how it might be recognized in different contexts.

Considering the data, the visual genre labels are clearly qualitative categories,
while the rhetorical complexity value is a numerical measurement. This means
that for each observation in the qualitative visual genre category, we have a set
of complexity values. Our research question can therefore be made more precise
as an assessment of whether, and to what extent, visual genres may be reliably
associated with rhetorical complexity. Taking just two of the visual genres for the
purposes of discussion, ‘Network’ and ‘Table’, we can obtain an overview of the
data by plotting the complexity values for each diagram classified according to
each genre as shown in the left-hand graph in Figure 2. Each dot in this graph shows
the value of rhetorical complexity for a specific diagram. The dots are grouped
according to visual genre and so we have two vertical groupings, each grouping
containing the values for the corresponding diagram type.

Now, from this graph alone, it is unclear whether a difference between the
visual genres has been found or not. This is a typical situation in empirical research:
just obtaining a collection of results and visualizing them may not immediately
reveal patterns. A better impression can be gained by adding to the graph the
results of basic descriptive statistics, as shown in the middle graph in Figure 2.
This box plot visualization adds diagrammatic indications of median value and the
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Fig. 2: From data to correlation to difference: data extracted from the AI2D-RST corpus for 179
diagrams; left: raw data, middle: raw data with descriptive statistics visualizations; right: raw
data with regression line.

spread of the values: the taller the boxes, the more spread out the values are. Since
the two boxes are quite different in height and only overlap vertically to a limited
extent, this could well be indicative of a significant and reliable difference between
the complexity of the two diagram types. But, again, ideally we would need to
perform some statistical test that would either lend support to this impression or
show that we do not yet have evidence of a reliable difference after all.

As described for multimodality research more broadly in Bateman et al. (2017),
there are a considerable number of statistical tests available and which tests one
should select to show a difference depend on a variety of properties of the data.
Our goal here will be more specific, however. Following themethod set out by Field
et al. (2012), we can relate the example research question directly to the formation
of a generalized linear model simply by calculating a regression line for the data
exactly as was shown in Section 4.1. Just as before, we have in the present case a
collection of pairs of values that define points on a graph. The vertical axis values
are given by the rhetorical complexity values, while the horizontal axis values
are given by the visual genre categories. However, different to the previous case,
there are only two horizontal axis values that ‘make sense’, or are defined, one
for ‘Networks’ and one for ‘Tables’. Nevertheless, once we have a collection of
points on a graph, we can calculate regression lines exactly as before. In fact, we
could in principle generalize this to any number of qualitative categories; all that
is required is that the categories are mapped to distinct positions in the graph.

The result of performing a regression calculation for the two categories case is
shown on the right of Figure 2, where the line connecting the two vertical groups
of points represents the calculated regression line. The equation describing the
line is also shown as before: for this calculation it makes no difference that the
points were grouped together vertically rather than spread over the entire graph
as was the case in Figure 1: the line shown still minimizes the collective distance
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between the line and the points. Finally, the line, or rather its equation, also lets
us calculate a prediction of rhetorical complexity given a value for the visual genre
— even though there are now only two values along the horizontal axis defined as
meaningful: the value zero, set here to correspond to ‘networks’, and the value 1,
used for ‘tables’.

Generating this model in R is done in precisely the same way as before. With
the labels of the data points adapted accordingly we write:

glm( formula = RSTEntropy ∼ DiagramType, data = diagram_data )

This instructs R to construct amodel whose task it is to describe the relationship be-
tween the RSTEntropy (i.e., themeasure of rhetorical complexity) and DiagramType
(the visual genres) as given in the diagram data. When we ask R to summarize the
constructed model so that we can evaluate the results for our research question,
we obtain the following (abbreviated) output:

Coefficients:

Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)

(Intercept) 0.36330 0.03112 11.67 < 2e-16 ***

DiagramType.Table 0.18210 0.06010 3.03 0.00281 **

Just as above, this table reports the coefficients of the linear model, that is, the
numbers that define the regression line shown, and the respective values indicating
howconfidentwe should be that the result is reliable or not. As before, the Estimate
column tells us how to draw the regression line on the graph: the Intercept is
where the line crosses the zero value on the vertical axis, which in the current
example corresponds to the visual genre of ‘networks’, and the DiagramType.Table
tells us the slope of that line as indicated in Figure 2 (i.e., 0.1821). Now, since the
visual genre ‘network’ is associated with the value zero, this genre is used as the
reference value. Theprecisemeaning of the slope described for DiagramType.Table
is then that when moving from the reference genre (‘Network’ or zero) to the
identified genre (‘Table’ or 1), the slope is as given. Since the distance between the
visual genres is 1 unit, this slope means that the value of rhetorical complexity for
the ‘table’ visual genre is then predicted to be 0.3633 (the intercept) plus 0.1821 (i.e.,
the slope times the number of unitsmoved, i.e., 1). This value is 0.5454, which turns
out to be the average value of rhetorical complexity for the visual genre ‘tables’ in
the data — that is, the model predicts that the rhetorical complexity for tables will
be the average of the values it has seen in the data, which is quite a reasonable
assumption.

The question then remains as to whether this is a reliable, i.e., statistically
significant, difference between the two visual genres. The summary table above
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shows us that this is indeed the case. The column Pr(>|t|) gives the probability
that the observed change in the value for rhetorical complexity across the two
genres would have occurred under the assumption that the two groups exhibit
no difference in rhetorical complexity. In other words, this is the probability that
the range of values expected for the slope includes zero (i.e., there is no change
when going from one group to the other). In traditional statistics, this model
corresponds to what is called the ‘null hypothesis’, or the assumption that there is
no difference in the data to be observed. One then calculates how well this most
simple model would predict the data observed: that is, assuming that the model is
an accurate description of the data, how well does it do? The value calculated for
this probability for the slope is shown in the last row and column of the summary
table to be 0.00281. This probability is quite low (and less than the often assumed
cut-off point for statistical significance of 0.05), and so we can confidently reject
this possibility: it is not likely that the estimate of the slope when considering some
other sample of data instead of the present one will include the value zero, i.e., no
change between diagram types. Any model that predicts no difference would not
then be a good choice. This gives us the answer to our initial research question: on
the basis of the data we can state that there does appear to be a reliable difference
between the rhetorical complexity of the visual genres considered.

Linear models gain their wide applicability for predictive modeling by virtue
of their foundation in inherently generic statistical methods — methods which
are precisely geared towards detecting and interrogating patterns. Moreover, the
close relationship indicated between modeling and prediction allows seeing sta-
tistical tests from two complementary angles: indeed, any statistical test can in
fact be re-construed as a model. We can suggest this further by considering how
we might have answered our research question concerning visual genres using a
more traditional statistical test. Since we are dealing here with two qualitatively
defined groups of data (the visual genres) and a continuous value (the complexity),
the standard statistical test that would be used for ascertaining whether the two
groups are significantly different or not is the t-test (cf. e.g., Bateman et al. 2017:
178-184). When we run the t-test on the current data with any standard statistics
tool, we obtain a value for the probability of the data as observed occurring given
an assumption that there is no difference between groups (i.e., the null hypothesis).
If this probability is sufficiently low (again, usually less than 0.05), then we can
reject the assumption that there is no difference between the groups and come to
the conclusion that, in all likelihood, the two visual genres indeed differ in terms of
their rhetorical complexity. In fact, for the current data, running the t-test reports
an associated probability of this configuration occurring if the two groups were
the same of 0.00281. This is precisely the same value as was produced using the
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generalized linear model above, showing the close relationship between the two
approaches.

This is an important interim result because it begins to make clear how
constructing generalized linear models for data in fact renders many situations
amenable to a completely uniform treatment. Typically, when we change the
form of our data, moving from single variables to several variables, or from single
groups to several groups, we have to look for different statistical tests as well. This
is because traditional statistical tests are tightly defined to fit to very specific forms
of data. In contrast, the generalized linear model can be used for quite different
kinds and distributions of data. All that varies is the complexity of the predicting
formula and the kinds of statistical distributions allowed when fitting a model’s
coefficients, which can all be adapted quite simply by changing the information
we pass on to R’s glm function. To show this, in our final example we make our
generalized linear models more complex by introducing additional predictors to
the model. Whereas before we examined the potential relationship between two
variables (i.e., the RST complexity and the type of diagram), now we explore to
what extent the rhetorical complexity might also be influenced by the quantity of
text and graphical materials present in each diagram.

This rather complex situation is straightforwardly encoded by adding the
number of Text and Graphic elements in each diagram into our generalized linear
model formula as predictors of rhetorical complexity as follows:

glm( formula = RSTEntropy ∼ DiagramType + Text + Graphic, data =

diagram_data )

This instructs R to produce a model that considers to what extent the independent
variables DiagramType, Text and Graphicmay contribute separately to the predic-
tion of RSTEntropy. A summary of the model that R constructs yields the following
coefficients:

Coefficients:

Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)

(Intercept) 0.124155 0.058262 2.131 0.034486 *

DiagramType.Table 0.150264 0.060051 2.502 0.013257 *

Text 0.019794 0.005467 3.621 0.000384 ***

Graphic 0.008364 0.004920 1.700 0.090941 .

This table is to be read in precisely the same way as the table above; there are
simplymore coefficients listed because we are examining the contributions of more
potential predictors. This shows concretely how we can progressively increase the
complexity of our models while using the same overall modeling strategy.
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To interpret this table, we can begin as before by considering the contri-
bution of the type of diagram, which is given by the row of the table labelled
DiagramType.Table. Interestingly, the estimate for this predictor, i.e., the estimate
for the slope when moving from the visual genre of ‘Network’ to that of ‘Table’, is
now given as 0.15 — recall that above we obtained the value 0.18. This difference in
result is caused by the fact that our model now includes several further potential
predictors and these appear to be making their own contributions to predicting
values for rhetorical complexity. In other words, the work of prediction is now
being spread over the new predictors as well. Note that these new predictors have
not taken over all the work since the table shows that the diagram type still makes
a statistically significant contribution to rhetorical complexity. This is given by
the final value in the row, which is still sufficiently low (0.0133) as to reject the
hypothesis that the calculated slope might by chance include zero, i.e., that there
is no reliable contribution for diagram type.

The following row then shows us that there is an extremely significant effect
contributed by the Text predictor. Rhetorical complexity is therefore also associ-
ated with the quantity of text in a highly reliable fashion. This might well have
been expected, as more text gives more opportunities for rhetorical complexity, but
the results here allow us to turn this expectation into a reliable prediction. Further-
more, just how the quantity of text and the prediction of rhetorical complexity are
related is given by the number in the Estimate column. In contrast, the number of
Graphic elements does not reliably predict an increase in rhetorical complexity to
a statistically significant degree (the full stop next to the probability value indicates
a value between 0.05 and 0.1, which is not generally a level of significance that
would be considered reliable).

We have now shown how one can make models more complex, but this nat-
urally raises the question of just how complex we need to make our models. The
general rule is, as might be expected, that models should be as complex as nec-
essary but not more so. And here the form of modeling we have presented also
provides direct help. It is possible to calculate for each increase in complexity of
a model whether the performance of the more complex model is statistically sig-
nificantly better, i.e., does a better job at predicting values, than the less complex
model. If a more complex model does not deliver better results, then there is no
need to adopt it. Several techniques exist for comparing series of models that have
been made progressively more complex. When producing the models with the
R glm function above, for example, an additional value is reported that offers a
measure of the ‘goodness’ of the model produced: this is the Akaike Information
Criterion (AIC). The definition of this value need not concern us here — important
is only that ‘lower values are better’ when comparing models: i.e., the smaller the
AIC, the better the fit between model and data.
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The AIC value that R reports for our first example above involving just rhetori-
cal complexity and diagram type is 142.41. This tells us nothing in itself, but the
AIC reported for the more complex model that we have just interpreted, with the
quantities of text and of graphics included as well, is 123.67. This is less than the
previous value and so we know that the second, more complex model fits the data
better than the first model and so would be preferred. Crucially, however, adding
predictors does not always lead to an improvement. Thus, for example, if we were
to add a further predictor for our data, such as the number of arrows found in each
diagram analyzed, the new model generated tells us that diagram type and text
both help predict the rhetorical complexity as before, but graphics and the added
predictor of ‘arrows’ do not; we omit the generated table of coefficients here for
reasons of space as it looks precisely like the table above simply with another row.
Now, the AIC reported for this last, even more complex model is 124.74. This is
greater than the AIC reported for the previous model and so we know that making
the model more complex in this way is not warranted. At that point, therefore, we
could stop our modeling process knowing that, for the time being and until more
data or predictors become available, we have done the best we can.

In general, following such a method one can pursue model building quite
experimentally, progressively trying out (theoretically motivated) predictors and
only keeping them in a growing model when they actually make a difference to the
model’s performance. Expressing models in terms of generalized linear models
of the kind used here makes this process quite straightforward as we have seen.
For each model produced, one can also investigate interpretations of the model by
turning it ‘around’ and using it for prediction: that is, once we have a model, that
model can be used to predict outcomes given any combination of values for the
predictors, including combinations that did not occur in the dataset. This offers
yet another way of exploring the consequences of models and considering whether
they are also theoretically well-founded. In all cases, one is using properties of the
models to find out more about their object, i.e., the data being modeled, and so
are functioning as iconic signs just as argued above.

5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have discussed how the empirical foundations of multimodality
research can be strengthened by paying increased attention to the semiotic na-
ture of models and the growing range of techniques for formulating models and
evaluating them against data. All multimodal researchers who have taken the step
to work with larger bodies of material face the challenge of finding patterns in
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the observations they make of that material. This raises many substantial issues
in its own right and is one of the reasons why orienting towards a broader array
of potential methods is now crucial. Although it has long been suggested that
patterns in multimodal data may be revealed by visualization (cf. Manovich 2011;
O’Halloran et al. 2012; Caple et al. 2018), a more thorough semiotic grounding in
iconicity reveals that modeling is essential here too. Visualizations demand inter-
pretations and such interpretations are themselves models, albeit often implicit
ones. There is, therefore, much that needs to be done to improve the situation,
particularly for relating visualization and other more ‘bottom-up’ forms of data
processing to modeling — topics which space has precluded us from addressing
here. In general, however, it is unlikely that the complexity of interrelationships
at work in multimodal communication will be revealed without employing more
sophisticated techniques for finding patterns in data such as those this chapter
has begun to introduce and we hope that our discussion has shown how the role
of models in empirical research can be substantially extended. Model-building
should then, we believe, be a standard component of evaluating empirical results
from all kinds of multimodality studies.
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Barbara Tversky and Angela Kessell
Thinking in Action
Reprint

Abstract:When thought overwhelms the mind, the mind uses the body and the
world. Several studies reveal ways that people alone or together use gesture and
marks on paper to structure and augment their thought for comprehension, in-
ference, and discovery. The studies show that the mapping of thought to gesture
or the page is more direct than the arbitrary mapping to language and suggest
that these forms of visual/spatial/action representation are used to “translate”
language into mental representations. It is argued that actions in space create
patterns in the world that reflect abstractions, that the actions are incorporated
into gestures and the patterns into diagrams, a network that integrates gesture,
action, the designed world, and abstraction dubbed spraction.¹

Keywords: gesture, diagram, visual communication, design, thinking, action, lan-
guage

1 Thinking in Action

How does thinking happen? How does the mind talk to itself? One view is that the
language of thought is exactly that, language (narrow), and that language appeared
suddenly in human history to serve that function (see Chomsky in Gondry 2013; see
also Fitch et al. 2005). Yet, watching people think has become a common sight in
the era of cell phones and that spectacle suggests other ways that thinking happens.
What is fascinating, and often comic, are the gestures people make as they hold
their small rectangular blocks speaking into the air. Those gestures cannot be
intended for their remote addressees; rather they seem to serve speakers. Because
speakers lose fluency when prevented from gesturing, some have proposed that
gesturing for self helps speakers find words (e.g., Krauss et al. 2000; Rauscher
et al. 1996). However, we are finding, and will relate below, that people gesture

1 This chapter first appeared as Tversky, B. and Kessell, A. 2014. “Thinking in action” In: Pragmat-
ics & Cognition, 22.2, 206-223. It was published as part of a special issue on “Diagrammatic Reason-
ing”, edited by Fusaroli, R. and Tylén, K., published by John Benjamins, Amsterdam/Philadelphia.
We are grateful to both the authors and the publisher for granting us permission to reprint the
contribution in our volume, and to Barbara Tversky in particular for delivering an insightful
keynote lecture on the topic at BreMM19.

https://doi.org/10.1515/9783110725001-004
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in the absence of speaking, and that these gestures express thought, abstract
thought, structure thought, and augment thought. When given props, salt and
pepper shakers, silverware, pen and paper, people use the props for similar ends.
They use these cognitive tools, their bodies and props, to think and communicate,
not only for themselves and but also for others. This, along with findings of many
others (e.g., Donald 1991; Goldin-Meadow 2003;Hutchins 1995; Kirsh 1995; Norman
1993; Suchman 1987), is good evidence that people use their bodies and the world
to think.

Gestures and arrangements of props, sketches, and diagrams are all forms of
visual thought, of visual communication. They work, but they work differently
from language,more directly than language. Compare amap to a verbal description
of an environment. A map “maps”. It takes objects and spatial relations in a real
world and puts them on a virtual world, typically a page, preserving certain spatial
(and sometimes visual) properties like distance, size, and direction. Typicallymaps
omit certain information and exaggerate other information as well, depending on
their intended use (e.g., Tversky 2011). Language can represent an environment
but it does not preserve spatial properties directly. Gestures can create maps that
preserve spatial properties (e.g., Emmorey et al. 2000). Diagrams can map abstract
objects and relations to marks and spatial relations on a page, as in corporate
charts or decision trees. Even a shopping list, which seems to primarily serve to
off-load memory, is more effective if the items are listed in the order of navigating
the supermarket, that is, if the list is structured in a cognitively meaningful way.
Externalizing thought to a page has clear benefits for memory, thinking, inference,
and discovery (e.g., Tversky 2011). Here, we will explore some of the ways that
gestures can do the same, and to draw parallels between these forms of visual
thought and communication.

We begin by describing research in which participants alone in a room sponta-
neously gesture or sketch to support their thinking in a range of tasks, showing that
doing so enhances their thinking.We continue by describing similar phenomena in
social situations, illustrating that some of the ways themind talks to itself resemble
the ways that minds talk to each other, and suggesting, echoing Vygotsky (1962),
that communicating, with words, hands, or props, to one’s self can be viewed as
internalized social interactions. We argue that this form of thinking is both dis-
embodied and embodied: internalized perception, action, and interaction inside
the mind, reexternalized outside the mind. We show that gesture and sketch can
represent thought more directly than symbolic words, yet, like words, can abstract.
Then we show that gesture, sketch, and abstraction interact in a network, termed
spraction, that integrates actions in space, consequential patterns in space, and
abstraction.
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We begin by describing some experiments, primarily our own, and the phe-
nomena they elucidate. The first experiment is described in greater detail here
because the details do not appear elsewhere.

2 Gesturing and Sketching for Problem Solving

Problem solving is widely regarded as having two stages, understanding the prob-
lem, and finding a solution (e.g., Holyoak 1994; Newall et al. 1958). Understanding
a problem entails abstracting the essential elements and their relations, thereby
forming a mental representation or mental diagram of the problem (see Stjernfelt
2011 on Peirce; Tversky 2011). Solving a problem typically entails interacting with
the elements, that is, mental actions. Creating real diagrams can facilitate problem
solving, simple ones like multiplication and difficult ones like designing buildings
or understanding the interactions of tiny particles or heavenly bodies. The real
diagrams serve to reduce memory load by putting it into the world. However, good
diagrams also serve to structure a problem, to extract the essential information,
to omit the irrelevant, and to structure the relevant (e.g., Tversky 2011; Zhang &
Norman 1994). In multiplication, for example, this means not just putting down
the numbers to be multiplied which would off-load memory, but also lining up the
columns by 1’s, 10’s, 100’s, which structures the problem appropriately. Compare
Roman and Arabic numerals; both off-load memory, but performing arithmetic
operations is far easier with Arabic numerals Zhang & Norman (1994).

In the absence of paper, would problem solvers create virtual diagrams with
their hands to explain problem solutions, and perhaps even to solve them? Would
they use their hands as they use paper? In a pair of experiments, Kessell & Tversky
(2006) asked 44 Stanford undergraduates to solve and then explain six insight
problems. Half the participants had paper and pen and half did not. Participants
were alone in a room; a camera recorded the sessions. Theywere given fourminutes
to solve each problem. After they solved the problems, they turned to face the
camera to explain their solutions, correct or incorrect, so that someone else viewing
the video could understand the problem and its solution. Some problems, like
the well-known Radiation (Duncker 1945) and Two Strings (Maier 1931) problems
required keeping track of only 2–3 separate elements, a relatively small working
memory load, but two problems, Glasses and Ladder, required keeping track of
6 or more elements, a load likely to tax working memory. Our discussion will
concentrate on those problems. For Glasses, participants were told there were
three full and three empty glasses in a row; they were asked to change the array
to alternating empty and full glasses by moving a single glass. Most participants
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correctly solved the problem, with the insight of pouring the liquid from themiddle
glass of the row of full glasses into the middle glass of the row of empty glasses.
Ladder was a red herring: a ladder with 10 rungs separated by specific distances
hung from a boat with the water reaching the bottom rung, the tide was rising at
a specific rate, and the question was about the expected water level relative to
the ladder rungs after a specified time. Because boats float, the water level with
respect to the ladder did not change as the tide came in. However,most participants
neglected the fact that the boat floats and computed the rising level as if the boat
were attached to the bottom of the sea rather than floating. Representational
gestures, iconic and deictic, were coded, most by two coders with high agreement
(Cohen’s K = 0.90). Many gestures are both; e.g., for Glasses, many people pointed
to hypothetical glasses, a deictic gesture. However, the gestures were horizontally
arrayed, an iconic correspondence.

Surprisingly, a majority (62% for Glasses, 64% for Ladder) of participants with-
out paper gestured while they solved the problems, alone in the room, without
speaking. Very few gestured for the problems with few elements, a difference that
was significant (χ21s > 8.76; ps < .01). Similarly, those with pen and pencil
diagrammed Glasses and Ladder, but far fewer diagrammed the other problems
(χ21s > 5.35; ps < .05). Both the gestures and the diagrams abstracted the es-
sentials of the problems and represented their structure, the two sets of three
glasses arrayed horizontally or the 10 rungs of the vertical ladder. Gestures also
frequently enacted solutions, pouring for Glasses and counting rungs for Ladders.
Correspondingly, the diagrams included arrows for Glasses and numbers for Lad-
ders. Thus, both gestures and diagrams were used not only to off-load memory
but also to abstract and structure the problem, eliminating unnecessary features
of the described situation, such as the boat, but adding key features not in the
problem description, such as arrows. As noted, a large majority of participants
solved Glasses and failed Ladder. For Ladder, a majority correctly computed the
answer under the incorrect assumption that the boat was anchored to the ocean
floor. Interestingly, participants who gestured were more likely to solve Glasses
than those who didn’t gesture. For Ladder, those who gestured were more likely to
correctly compute the incorrect solution to Ladder than those who didn’t gesture.
These results did not quite reach significance because so few failed to solve Glasses
or to solve Ladder with the correct insight.

Gesturing while explaining was quite different. All the problems elicited ges-
tures from nearly everyone. The forms of the gestures for explanation were quite
similar to the forms of gestures for self, for example, points and pours for Glasses
and flat hands and counting for Ladder. However, there were more gestures in
explanations to others, and the sequence of gestures formed complete narratives,
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laying out the problems and enacting their solutions (as in Emmorey et al. 2000).
That is, in explanation, the gestures modeled the problem structure and solutions.

Importantly, the gestures expressed nuanced differences in meanings across
participants, despite similarities in words. For Glasses, some pointed at places,
suggesting locations; others made grasping gestures, suggesting movability. One
wonders if thosewhomakegrasping gestureswould solve theproblemmorequickly.
For Ladder, some made continuous gestures to indicate the rising tide and others
made discrete gestures at each imagined rung. The hands shifted meaning in
some cases, seamlessly. For example, in the two strings problem, first both hands
represented the two ropes hanging vertically, then they represented hands, picking
up the hammer and tying it to the end of one rope, then a single hand represented
the swinging action of the rope, and finally, the hands represented hands again,
tying the two ropes together.

Like the gestures, the sketches seemed to serve different roles in thinking and
in communicating. Here the sketches primarily served thinking. Only 32% of those
who had diagrammed Glasses and 21% of those who had diagrammed Ladder
used their sketches in their explanations, lifting them and turning them toward
the camera. Nearly all participants gestured in explaining nearly all the problems,
even when they had made diagrams, with about half the gestures on the diagrams
and half in the air.

Both gesturing and sketching for self went beyond externalizing memory.
They didn’t simply put the elements on paper to extend working memory. The
gesture and diagram arrays represented the structures of the problems and their
solutions, that is, the organization of the elements and the relations described
by the text, and the spatial/enactive forms of the solutions. The gestures and
sketches embodied participants’ understandings of the problems, extracted from
the text, but not the text per se. Both gestures and diagrams abstracted the problem
descriptions; that is, they included only the details important for representing
and solving the problems, leaving out the information irrelevant to the solution;
e.g., for Ladder, the ladder but not the boat. They also added information that
was key to solutions but not in the problem descriptions. That is, participants’
gestures and sketches selected information and reconfigured it to represent their
understandings of the problems. Consequently, those representations should affect
the search for solutions by directing the search. Altogether, it appears that creating
spatial-motor representations through gesturing or sketching helped to establish
mental representations and to facilitate finding solutions (correct or not).

Despite these similarities in the use and structure of gestures and sketches
in problem solving for self and in explanation for others, there were important
differences as well. Communicating with one’s self for problem solving, or for
anything, can be and is more telegraphic, as the self knows more, notably the
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surrounding context, details, and interconnections.We havemore common ground
with ourselves than with others. Communicating with others has to establish that
context and to present a complete and coherent explanation. Thus, communicators
used more gestures than problem solvers. There were also inevitably differences
between gesture and diagram, but discussion of that will come later.

3 Gesturing for Understanding and Remembering

The problem solving study suggested that gestures for self help solving problems,
but more evidence is needed to establish that gesturing can help one’s own think-
ing. Describing space to others elicits copious gesturing, even in the blind (e.g.,
Iverson 1999). If describing space to others elicits gestures, perhaps learning spa-
tial environments would elicit gestures for self. To this end, we adapted spatial
descriptions from previous work Taylor & Tversky (1992). The descriptions were
from either route or survey perspective. Route perspectives take imagined travel-
ers on tours of the environment, describing landmarks relative to the travelers’
embedded point of view, using right, left, front, and back. Survey perspectives
take an overview perspective and describe landmarks relative to each other, using
north, south, east, and west. In this experiment, 48 participants alone in a room
studied four spatial descriptions to prepare to answer later true-false questions
(Jamalian et al. 2013). Half the descriptions were of small (4 landmarks) environ-
ments and half of large environments (8 landmarks), half from each perspective.
Similarly, half the true-false questions were from each perspective, irrespective of
the read perspective. Some questions were taken verbatim from one of the texts
and others required inferences from the information in the text. As in previous
research, memory performance was good but not perfect. Read perspective made
no difference in performance, but accuracy was higher for verbatim rather than
inference statements.

Surprisingly, about 70% of participants spontaneously gestured at study for
at least one description, and most of those also gestured when they answered
questions. Gesturing helped. Those who gestured at learning or at test performed
considerably better than those who did not gesture. Furthermore, those who ges-
tured on some but not all of the descriptions or questions performed better on the
descriptions or questions for which they gestured. Gesturing was self-determined,
so an experiment allowing or not allowing gesture is in progress.

As before, the gestures appeared to structure memory over and above off-
loading memory. The rate of gesturing did not depend on size of environment; it
was the same for small environments, likely to be within workingmemory capacity,
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and for large environments, which likely exceeded working memory capacity Al-
though the descriptions were full of rich visual information, participants gestures
overwhelmingly represented only the spatial structure of the environments. They
represented paths with line-like gestures of diverse forms and the locations of land-
marks with point-like gestures, analogous to spontaneously produced sketchmaps,
which consist primarily of dot or blob like marks for landmarks or intersections
and lines for paths (Tversky & Lee 1999). The same gestures were often repeated,
as if to emphasize, to stamp into memory, analogous to overdrawing.

Other researchers have found similar results, that participants’ gestures appear
to represent thought and to facilitate it, for mental rotation (Chu & Kita 2008;
Schwartz & Black 1996; Wexler et al. 1998; Wohlschläger &Wohlschläger 1998), for
counting (Carlson et al. 2007), for math and more (Goldin-Meadow 2003; Goldin-
Meadow et al. 2009; Hoeststetter & Alibali 2008).

In our experiments, participants rarely looked at their hands, only brief glances
now and then. This strongly suggests that the gestures created spatial/action rep-
resentations rather than visual ones, and that the facilitation was spatial/action
rather than visual. Think of locating the X key on a typewriter, or reaching for the
light switch in the dark. Think of skilled musicians, playing exquisitely, looking at
the score. Think of navigation and action in the blind. What is remarkable in the
studies described is that participants used actions of their hands to represent infor-
mation that is not experienced by their hands, that is, the knowledge is represented
in the actions of the hands.

4 Sketching for Discovery in Design and Art

We have established that people spontaneously gesture and sketch to comprehend,
remember, and think, that their gestures and sketches represent the structure of
thought, not the words they have heard or read, and appear to aid thinking. The
cases we just considered are cases that require focusing thought to a single clear
uncluttered interpretation, the solution to a problem, the structure of an environ-
ment. There are other cases as diverse as design, innovation, art, and data analysis
where thought begins and often remains inchoate, emergent, unclear, ambigu-
ous, and where these qualities are desirable, as they allow for interpretation and
reinterpretation, for seeing alternatives, for avoiding fixation. Schon has famously
described designers as having conversations with their sketches (Schon 1983).

Design.We studied the conversation designers have with their sketches in
expert and novice architects (Suwa & Tversky 1996, 2003; Suwa et al. 2001; Tversky
& Suwa 2009). In the first project, experienced and newly-minted architects were
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asked to design a museum, with certain constraints. They were videotaped as they
designed, and afterwards, viewed the videos with the experimenter, explaining
why they drew each mark, what they were thinking. Notably, the architects make
discoveries in their own sketches. That is, they drew a set of marks for one reason,
but on inspection, saw new and unintended aspects in their own sketches. The
experienced architectsmademore discoveries in their own sketches than thenovice
architects. Especially for the experienced architects, the new discoveries led to
positive cycles, new sketches of new ideas, andmore new discoveries. What’s more,
the experienced architects made more conceptual inferences than novices, who
made primarily perceptual inferences. A perceptual inference could bemore or less
read from the sketch, for example, seeing a pattern in the array of buildings, and
then using that pattern as a motif. A conceptual inference required information
not in the sketch, for example, seeing how traffic would flow or how lighting would
change over the seasons. Ambiguity allowed the reconfigurations that supported
reinterpretations, and knowledge and experience allowed for richer ones.

We developed a simpler task that allowed seeing reinterpretation in action
(Suwa & Tversky 2003). In several experiments, designers, architects, and ordi-
nary people were shown ambiguous sketches repeatedly and asked to come up
with a new interpretation each time they saw the sketch. Architects and designers
came up with more interpretations than ordinary people. Those producing more
interpretations reported reconfiguring the elements of the sketches to do so. Again,
ambiguity allowed reconfiguring. An experienced architect facile at new interpre-
tations in the previous study reported the same. We found that people facile at
detecting small geometric figures in large complex ones (Embedded Figures) were
better at the task, as were people facile finding remote associates, and that these
abilities, one perceptual, one conceptual, were independent. We proposed that
the process of finding new interpretations in ambiguous sketches is one of Con-
structive Perception, the active use of perception in the service of innovation. Thus,
the conversations people have with their sketches can be nurtured and trained.
Interestingly, when architects are asked to design blindfolded, they make copious
gestures (Bilda & Gero 2006).

Art. A similar conversation occurs between artists and their sketches, even
when the sketches are an end in themselves rather than a representation of some-
thing to be constructed. Kantrowitz (2014) adopted Suwa and Tversky’s method-
ology in her study of 8 experienced artists for whom sketching is a major part of
their practice. Although most of them begin with a vague plan, after starting, they
look at their sketches to see how to continue. As one said, “I want the work to tell
me what it wants (p. 136).” Others observed that drawing allows them to enter and
explore a new world, even “intentionally getting lost (p. 106).” They point to the
emergence of configurations from features. One said, “I see a form emerging from
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the sort of more random marks” and later, “It’s almost as if the form has appeared
on its own (p. 148).” Significantly, here and in other research on drawing, artists
find it distracting to talk while they draw. One observed, “the hand tells the eye
where to go and the eye tells the handwhen to stop (p. 114).” That is, the dialogue is
visual/spatial/action/; it is between the eye and the hand and the sketch. It surely
involves the mind, but it is not mediated by words; they seem to interfere.

5 Gestures and Sketches for Others

We have described many ways that people use forms of visual/spatial/action com-
munication to talk with themselves. There are by now a multitude of studies show-
ing that people use gesture, body language, sketches, artifacts, arrangements of
the world in their comunications with themselves and with others, several de-
scribed in other papers in this issue (for more, see Clark 1996; Goldin-Meadow
2003; Hutchins 1995; Kendon 2004; Kirsh 1995; McNeill 1992, 2005; Norman 1993).
Here, we briefly describe another of our own, exploring how gesture, diagram,
and language are integrated in collaborations (Heiser et al. 2004). Thirty pairs of
Stanford students were given a map of campus after a hypothetical earthquake,
showing roads blocked and number of wounded at various points. Their task was
to find the best route to collect as many wounded as possible as quickly as possible,
and draw the route on another sheet of paper. There was more than one good
solution, and most dyads finished the task in less than 25 minutes. Half the pairs,
the remote dyads, were separated by a shower curtain; each had a copy of the
original map, but they had to negotiate the rescue route only using speech. After
negotiating and agreeing on a route, each of the pair drew a map of the rescue
route. The other pairs were co-present. The co-present dyads shared the original
map, and drew a single rescue map.

The conversation of the co-present groupwas conducted primarily as a gestural
narration on the given map. Participants looked at the gestures on the map, not
at each other. The set of gestures was small, primarily points for locations, for
example, of turns or of places where wounded were grouped, lines for paths, and
whole hand swipes for regions. We have already seen gesture points for places
and lines for links in the experiment in memory for described environments. Here,
the gestures represented concepts that were conceived as 0, 1, or 2 dimensional,
points, lines, and sweeps for regions (cf. Talmy 1983: 200). Interestingly, many of
the remote pairs gestured on their maps when listening to their partner’s suggested
route, following the route with their fingers on the map, to understand that route.
In the co-present dyads, participants’ gesturing on the maps took turns, in tandem
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with the speech, and the current speaker controlled both. Sometimes you could see
the listener’s hand at the edge ofmap,waiting eagerly to get in. As the collaboration
progressed, their gestures were entrained and abbreviated. The co-present dyads
were more collaborative than the remote dyads, they hadmore equal contributions,
took turnsmore often, andworked on the same task at the same time. They reported
being happier with the experience on a number of measures. Significantly, despite
reaching agreement, the routes produced by the remote pairs differed 30% of the
time! Participants thought they had agreed when they hadn’t. That is, the spoken
language was not sufficient to clarify and disambiguate the routes. Gestures on
diagrams, with each other and with words, more easily clarify and disambiguate. It
is clear that the gestures contributed to the joint problem solving, that the gestures
extracted the essential information from the maps and structured it into proposed
routes. It is notable that the gestures on the maps are similar to the gestures that
were used to create spatial/action representations in the absence of a map. The
same gesture vocabulary was used, points for places, lines for paths. Thus, there
are striking parallels in communication with self and communication with others.

6 How Do Gesture and Sketches Help Thought?

It is clear that people spontaneously gesture and sketch to talk to themselves,
to think actively and productively, to comprehend, structure, remember, draw
inferences, and make discoveries. They use the same media in talking with others.
In fact, it seems that a critical role for gestures and sketches is to translate words
and sentences into thought. The implication is that the words and sentences can
need translation, that they are not always sufficient for thinking. As noted, the
structure of language and the structure of visual forms of communication differ.
Words come one after another in a more or less linear order; that order is governed
for themost part by syntax andpragmatics. The arrangement ofwords only partially
corresponds to the arrangements of the worlds the words describe. Notably, events
are often, though by no means always, described in the order they occur. Order
is a weak form of structure, not sufficient to correspond to the complex 2- or 3-
dimensional structures that marks on a page or gestures in the air can represent
(but see Netz 1999)). Comprehension requires creating mental models, not just
of content that is inherently spatial, but also content that is abstract, including
discourse (e.g., Kintsch 1996), science and engineering systems (e.g., Gentner
& Stevens 1983), and logical arguments (Johnson-Laird 1983). Externalizing, or
reexternalizing, mental models in corresponding gestures and diagrams appears
to help the formation of mental representations. Thus, representing many ideas in
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a visual/action/spatial medium is more direct and natural than representing them
in a purely symbolic medium such as language. How does this medium work?

Creating a mental model or a mental representation entails selecting and orga-
nizing key information from the external world and mapping that to an internal
representation. That is, some information is included and some discarded. It typi-
cally entails adding Information from previous knowledge. Mental representations
or models are key to comprehension, which in turn is key to reasoning, to going
beyond the information given (Bruner 1957). The core of such representations is the
elements, abstract or concrete, and the relations among them, abstract or concrete;
the relations form a skeleton or framework for the elements. This conception seems
similar to Peirce’s diagram as explicated in (Stjernfelt 2011); under that analysis,
a diagram is a concept useful for reasoning. In cognitive science, education, and
computer science, that concept is split into amental representation in themind and
external representation as arrangements in the world, props on a table, diagrams
on a page, or gestures on a virtual page.

Not surprisingly, as both are created by minds, representations on the page
bear some (structural) similarities (Shepard’s (1984) isomorphisms) to mental rep-
resentations (of course there are many differences as well). On the page, elements
can be represented richly as depictions (cf. Kosslyn 1996; Shepard 1984) or min-
imally as labels or dots. Relations among elements can be represented spatially
in a range of ways, by distance, grouping, ordering, place on page, by adding
simple geometric forms that carry meaning, notably, lines, boxes, circles, and
arrows. Many of these uses have been established empirically, in particular, in
experiments that show that production of meanings match comprehension of the
same meanings, a research program that can be regarded as empirical semiotics.
In diagrams, for example, across a range of content, lines are comprehended and
produced as relations (Kessell & Tversky 2011; Tversky & Lee 1999; Zacks & Tver-
sky 1999), arrows as asymmetric relations (Heiser & Tversky 2006), and boxes as
containers or sets (Kessell & Tversky 2011; Zacks & Tversky 1999).

The same visual/action/spatial forms that are drawn on the page are “drawn”
in the air in gesture to represent the same meanings (e.g., Tversky et al. 2009). In
gesture, elements can be established by using points or fists or tilts of the head
or the eyes to point or by depictive gestures, sometimes accompanied by names.
Relations among elements can be established by proximity of hands or head nods
that refer to the elements, by lines, boxes, circles, and arrows conveyed by the
hands. For Glasses, the glasses were often indicated by two groups of three points
each, and they were grouped by proximity in space or time or both into those that
were empty and those that were full. The action of pouring was typically indicated
by a curved arrow “drawn” by a finger in the air or by pen on the page from the
middle of the group of full glasses to the middle of the group of empty ones. For the
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environments, the locations of landmarks were indicated by points, and the paths
between them by lines made by fingers or “chops” made by the side of the hand,
like dots or blobs for locations and lines for paths in maps. Points or dots and
lines by pen or finger form the backbone for networks, and networks can represent
an enormous range of ideas and the relations among them. These simple forms,
dots, lines, swipes, frames, arrows, and more, whether drawn or gestured, carry
general meanings that are specified in context. Themeanings are shared, produced
by some and comprehended the same way by others (e.g., Tversky et al. 2000).
They constitute a rudimentary vocabulary, a small set of semantic elements, often
domain-specific, that can be combined to represent and convey the characteristics,
relations, structure, behavior, and action of a large range of concepts.

Of course gesture and sketching differ in important ways. Gestures are actions,
and fleeting. Sketches are static, and stable. “Sketch” here stands for marks on a
page but also arrangements of props in the world. Sketches can be readily reexam-
ined and revised, an advantage, especially for inference, discovery, design, and
creativity. Gestures are fleeting, so although they are used to create representations,
those representationsmust be kept inmind. Because sketches are static, conveying
action and change in sketches and diagrams can be challenging. Inferring action,
change, behavior, process, and causality from sketches can be difficult, especially
for novices. Arrows help, but can be ambiguous (Heiser and Tversky, 2006). An-
imations, because they often do not segment action into natural units, because
they show but do not explain, and because they are typically too complex and fast
to grasp, rarely help (e.g., Tversky 2011; Tversky et al. 2002). Because gestures are
actions, they seem to be especially good at conveying action (e.g., Cartmill et al.
2010; Jamalian & Tversky 2012; Kang et al. 2012). However, although gestures are
often actions in form, they do not affect things in the world; they affect things in
mind. They are not actions in and of themselves, rather, they are representations
of mental or physical actions. Because they do not affect things in the world, their
communicative intent can be readily discerned. Gesture and sketch are intrinsically
related, sometimes even interchangeable; sketches are created by actions of the
hands, and the actions that make marks on the page are referred to as gestures in
the communities that study sketching. Gesture and sketching are often integrated
in communication, complementing and supplementing one another. In explaining
complex systems to others, people use gesture, diagram, and sketch (Engle 1998;
Kang et al. 2015). They use gestures on sketches to refer to particular entities or
parts of entities, they use gesture to “animate” diagrams by depicting actions or
changes, they use gestures to create virtual diagrams, and then gesture on the
virtual diagrams in the same ways that they gesture on actual diagrams (Kang
et al. 2015). Thus, both sketches and gesture can establish representations and
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convey actions, but sketches have an advantage for representations and gestures
for action.

Representations can be created in themind aswell as in theworld. Importantly,
we have seen that creating representations in the world helps to create them in the
mind. Representations can also be created by language, but the relations between
language and the represented world are arbitrary, and the relations between visual
communication and the represented world are not. This is not to discount the
role of language; on the contrary, it highlights the enormous power of language to
create meaning. Canonical face-to-face communication is a harmonious blend of
multi-media: language, gesture, intonation, props, and the world, complementing
and supplementing each other to create meaning (e.g., Clark 1996). Here, we have
shown that thinking, communicating with one’s self, is often the same.

7 Where Does Thinking Come From?

The contents of thought have been regarded as internalized perceptions (e.g.,
Shepard 1984) and the actions of thought as internalized actions (cf. Bruner 1966;
Vygotsky 1962), a view mirrored in the ways we talk about thinking. Among other
things, we collect, sort, arrange, and discard our thoughts and ideas. The claim that
actions of thought are like actions of the body receives support from accumulating
brain research showing activation in motor or premotor cortices from diverse
mental actions, for example, putting into memory, mental rotation, and counting
(e.g., Andres et al. 2007; Braver et al. 1997; Eisenegger et al. 2007; Ganis et al. 2000;
Kansaku et al. 2007; Manoach et al. 1997). That the contents of thought and actions
of thought are internalized encourages mental bricolage, allowing the mind to
decompose them and recompose them, to create new contents of thought and new
actions on thought from parts of old ones. Examples of this are numerous, from
the everyday creativity that allows us to replace a missing button with a safety pin
to the educated creativity underlying inventing new theories and new elements.

If the contents of thought, mental representations, are at least in part inter-
nalized perceptions and the actions of thought are at least in part internalized
actions, then reexternalizing thought as sketches and gestures should augment
thinking by extending the mind. Evidence abounds that reexternalizing the con-
tents of thought as arrangements of things in the world helps not only thought
but memory and performance as well; paper and pencil, or its equivalents, for
navigation, math, design, operating or assembling equipment, understanding or
discovery in science, and more. Evidence that and how thinking is augmented by
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reexternalizing the thinking as gestures, as actions in but not on the world, has
been slower to recognize and to accumulate.

8 Spraction: Integrating Space, Action, and
Abstraction

As has been seen, both gesture and sketch can be used quite directly to represent
information, concrete and abstract by mapping elements and relations of the in-
formation to marks in space and relations in space, on paper or in air. Gestures
are typically distinguished from actions: gestures are actions that affect or create
meaning whereas actions affect or create things in the world. Yet, they are intrinsi-
cally intertwined, as actions create sketches that affect or create meaning. Actions
arrange things in the world that affect or create meaning. That is, gestures and
sketches design thought. The world designed by human actions, of guests around a
dinner table, of books on shelves, of buildings and streets in cities affect and create
meaning. Those actions that arrange things in space, that design space, form regu-
lar patterns in space, and those patterns create meaning. Lines linking buildings
on streets and seats in auditoria, boxes enclosing families in buildings and clothing
in drawers, orders in bookshelves, hierarchies in piles of small and large plates
and bowls in cupboards, one-to-one correspondences in table settings, repetitions
and symmetries in buildings, repetitions in routines in time. These organizations
signify: they instantiate and represent relations and orders and dimensions and
categories and hierarchies of categories and symmetries and repetitions and one-
to-one correspondences. These patterns, created by actions, form good Gestalts,
and catch the eye. Because they are highly organized, they are likely to be inter-
preted as designed, not given in the natural world. Because they are viewed as
designed, they invite interpreting the intentions and abstractions underlying the
design. The actions that design them, actions on real objects, putting, collecting,
lifting, sliding, inserting, piling, pushing, pulling, and more, are incorporated into
gestures that represent mental actions, actions on objects of thought. The patterns
created by actions in space, lines, boxes, repetitions, symmetries, and more, are
incorporated into diagrams that representmyriad organizations and relations. That
is, the actions get coopted as gestures and the patterns get coopted into diagrams
that represent the abstractions, creating an interlinked and interacting cycle of
action, space, and abstraction, gesture, sketch, and meaning, that can be entered
anywhere and has been dubbed “spraction” Tversky (2011). The designed world is
replete with meaning.
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Ralph Ewerth, Christian Otto, and Eric Müller-Budack
Computational Approaches for the
Interpretation of Image-Text Relations

Abstract: In this paper, we present approaches that automatically estimate seman-
tic relations between textual and (pictorial) visual information. We consider the
interpretation of these relations as one of the key elements for empirical research
on multimodal information. From a computational perspective, it is difficult to
automatically “comprehend” the meaning of multimodal information and to in-
terpret cross-modal semantic relations. One reason is that already the automatic
understanding and interpretation of a single source of information (e.g., text, im-
age, or audio) is difficult — and it is even more difficult to model and understand
the interplay of two different modalities. While the complex interplay of visual
and textual information has been investigated in communication sciences and
linguistics for years, they have been rarely considered from a computer science
perspective. To this end, we review the few currently existing approaches to au-
tomatically recognize semantic cross-modal relations. In previous work, we have
suggested tomodel image-text relations along threemain dimensions: cross-modal
mutual information, semantic correlation, and the status relation. Using these
dimensions, we characterized a set of eight image-text classes and showed their
relations to existing taxonomies. Moreover, we have shown how the cross-modal
mutual information can be further differentiated in order to measure image-text
consistency in news at the entity level of persons, locations, and scene context.
Experimental results demonstrate the feasibility of the approaches.

Keywords:multimodal semiotic analysis, semantic image-text classes, deep learn-
ing,multimodal news analytics,multimodal information retrieval, computer vision

1 Introduction

Multimodal communication is omnipresent (Bateman et al. 2017) and it helps con-
vey information to recipients more effectively and efficiently, 1.) in various domains
and genres, such as education, science, entertainment, news, and information,
and 2.) in different types of media like newspapers, graphic novels, textbooks,
television, video. When used jointly, two modalities normally yield additional
information or even a new level of meaning. In many situations, a certain modality
allows us to convey information in a way that is sometimes impossible when using
another modality. For instance, it is not possible to exactly denote the date of birth

https://doi.org/10.1515/9783110725001-005
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Fig. 1: An example of an image-text pair that illustrates the interplay between text and image
content (pby https://pixabay.com/service/license/).

in an image without using any textual information; on the other hand, it is not pos-
sible to exactly describe a human face or a plant’s shape using textual information
(without using an image or mathematical formulas) in a way such that a reader
could exactly (re-)draw this face or plant (Henning & Ewerth 2017, 2018). In sum-
mary, information from different modalities is typically not completely identical,
but especially their combination enables more effective communication (Bateman
et al. 2017). This important property of multimodal information, or its inherent
‘dissonance’, is also present in multimedia content, e.g. between spoken text and
scene content in videos.

The complex interplay of image and text, e.g., aspects of interdependence,
consistency, or dissonance, has been researched in linguistics and communication
sciences for quite some time; an overview is presented by Bateman (2014). One
key to understand multimodal information is offered by semantic cross-modal
references and relations. Such relations can exist on different semantic levels and
in many forms: between image and text, video and speech, video and sound, etc.
To date, no computational approaches exist that can interpret the interplay of
multimodal information as given, for example, in the advertisement depicted in
Figure 1.

Smeulders et al. (2000) defined the ‘semantic gap’ as “the lack of coincidence
between the information that one can extract from the visual data and the inter-
pretation that the same data have for a user in a given situation”, and identified
this gap as one of the key challenges in image and multimedia retrieval research.
Twenty years ago, the challenge was that information extraction from images was
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Fig. 2: An example of an image-text pair that requires historical and contextual knowledge.
Without this knowledge it is not possible to interpret the photo as a key visual for Gorbachev’s
famous quote denoted below the image. (Rendering based on: https://www.welt.de/politik/20-
jahre-mauerfall/article4872216/Als-Honecker-vor-20-Jahren-zuruecktreten-musste.html, last
accessed: 07 December 2020.)

limited to low-level features by means of color, texture, and shape. Thus, multime-
dia and computer vision approaches aimed to solve the (perceptual) problem of
object and scene recognition, considering visual concepts as semantic, high-level
features. In fact, impressive progress has been reported for tasks such as object
and visual concept recognition (Krizhevsky et al. 2012; He et al. 2016) or image
captioning (Karpathy & Li 2015; Anderson et al. 2018) in recent years. However,
these approaches aim to describe visual content focusing on objects, persons, etc.,
but lack capabilities of human scene interpretation going beyond the visible scene
content, i.e., interpreting gestures, symbols, and other contextual information.

From a computational perspective, we identified a related issue as the ‘informa-
tion gap’ between text and image data (Henning & Ewerth 2017, 2018). We argued
that computer vision approaches work on a descriptive level, and thus often pro-
vide only superficial information and lack interpretation capabilities. Particularly,
this is also the case for multimodal data. In this regard, neither the semantic nor
the information gap have been closed by multimedia research yet, particularly not
for multimodal data. For instance, to date no computational approaches exist that
can interpret the image-text pair in Figure 2 in a historical context.

In this paper, we present two computational approaches that we have de-
veloped in previous work to classify and quantify image-text relations. The first
approach defines a number of computable dimensions that capture different types
of relations between image and text: cross-modal mutual information, semantic
correlation, and the status relation. In Section 3, we describe these dimensions
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and show how meaningful image-text classes can be derived from them (Otto et al.
2019b, 2020). Further, we report experimental results for (automatic) classification
using a deep learning approach. While the image-text dimensions are rather gen-
eral, we differentiate the concept of cross-modal mutual information for the news
domain in Section 4 (Müller-Budack et al. 2020). We briefly describe an approach
to estimate the consistency between textual information and photo content in
news articles. Experimental results demonstrate that the system can distinguish
between correct and tampered cross-modal relations. This system is suitable to
support empirical studies on large news corpora, or support users and journalists
to find hints for false news.

2 Literature Review and Theoretical Background

2.1 Pattern Recognition for Vision and Language

We briefly review related work from computer science that focuses on visual in-
formation in images or on text information. In this context, many research efforts
have addressed the automatic description of content. Machine learning (ML) and
deep learning have contributed considerably to progress in related computer vision
tasks, such as object recognition in images (Krizhevsky et al. 2012; Huang et al.
2017; Zoph et al. 2018), face recognition (Taigman et al. 2014; Schroff et al. 2015;
Ding & Tao 2018; Deng et al. 2019), or geolocation estimation of photos (Weyand
et al. 2016; Müller-Budack et al. 2018). Due to advances in neural networks (He
et al. 2016; Vaswani et al. 2017; Kato et al. 2015), ever larger public datasets (Deng
et al. 2009; Lin et al. 2014a; Benenson et al. 2019; Zhou et al. 2018a), and the
development of better computing resources, current approaches can even achieve
human-like performance in some tasks (Ewerth et al. 2017). Similar achievements
can be reported for speech recognition (Chorowski et al. 2015; Amodei et al. 2016)
and text analysis using models like Word2Vec (Mikolov et al. 2013) and BERT (Bidi-
rectional Encoder Representations from Transformers) (Devlin et al. 2019). Deep
learning has entailed substantial progress also in automatic image captioning. Fol-
lowing an encoder-decoder scheme, state-of-the-art approaches translate image
features encoded with convolutional neural networks (CNNs) through language
models that are based on recurrent neural networks (RNN) to descriptions, mainly
using attention mechanisms (Vinyals et al. 2015; Xu et al. 2015; Anderson et al.
2018). However, these approaches are specialized for a single modality and mainly
focus on the description of visual content rather than on interpretation.
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Approaches for the analysis of multimodal information have also focused on
recognizing or describing content, as the comprehensive survey on multimodal
machine learning of Baltrusaitis et al. (2019) reveals. The survey summarizes the
following tasks as typical multimodal analysis applications: audiovisual speech
recognition (e.g., Ngiam et al. 2011; Afouras et al. 2018), event detection in videos
(e.g., Lan et al. 2014), audiovisual emotion recognition (e.g., Kahou et al. 2016),
media description (e.g., for images Karpathy & Li 2015; Anderson et al. 2018 or for
video Zhou et al. 2018b; Aafaq et al. 2019), video summarization (e.g., Zhang et al.
2018a), and cross-modal retrieval (e.g., Zhen et al. 2019).

2.2 Linguistics and Communication Sciences

One direction of research in recent decades has dealt with the assignment of image-
text pairs to distinct image-text classes. In pioneering work, Barthes (1977) discuss
the respective roles and functions of text and images. He proposes a first taxonomy,
introducing different types of (hierarchical) status relations between themodalities.
If status is unequal, the classes Illustration and Anchorage are distinguished, oth-
erwise their relation is denoted as Relay. Martinec & Salway (2005) extend Barthes’
taxonomy and further divide the image-text combinations of equal rank into a
Complementary and Independent class, indicating that the information content
is either intertwined or equivalent in both modalities. They combine the taxon-
omy with the logico-semantics relations of Halliday & Matthiessen (2013), which
were originally developed to characterize combinations of grammatical clauses.
Martinec and Salway revised these grammatical categories to capture the specific
logical relationships between text and image regardless of their status. In a very
different tradition, McCloud (1993) focuses on comic books, whose characteristic
is that image and text typically do not share information by means of depicted or
mentioned concepts, albeit they have a strong semantic connection. He further
denotes this relationship as Interdependent and argues that “pictures and words
go hand in hand to convey an idea that neither could convey alone”. Other authors
mention the case of negative correlations between the mentioned or visually de-
picted concepts (for instance, Nöth 1995 and van Leeuwen 2005), denoting them
as Contradiction or Contrast, respectively. Van Leeuwen states that they can be
used intentionally, e.g., in magazine advertisements by choosing opposite colors
or other formal features to draw attention to certain objects.
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2.3 Computer Science Perspectives on Image-Text Relations

Although the semantic gap was recognized in the field of computer science and
multimedia already twenty years ago (Smeulders et al. 2000), relations between
image and text have been typically investigated at the level of image descriptions,
neglecting (human-like) interpretation and deeper meanings of visual or multi-
modal information. We have suggested two metrics to characterize image-text
relations: cross-modal mutual information and semantic correlation (Henning &
Ewerth 2017, 2018), whose definitions will be described in detail in the next section.
To the best of our knowledge, this has been one of the first attempts tomodel image-
text relations in a more differentiated manner. Technically, an autoencoder with
multimodal embeddings was proposed to learn these relations. The autoencoder
consists of an encoder-decoder architecture, and its goal is to reduce the usually
high-dimensional input data (e.g., 90000 input neurons for a 300x300 pixel im-
age, in addition to text) to a compact, low-dimensional representation (around
2000) that disregards redundant, uninteresting parts of the input data. While the
encoder part transforms the input data to a low-dimensional representation, the
decoder part learns to reconstruct the original input, i.e., it is forced to ‘remember’
only the salient parts of image and text. Since training does not require human
annotations and learning is based on comparing input and output instead, this
method can be used in a pre-training step when only a limited amount of labeled
data is available to train the actual classifier.

Quite recently, there have also been other approaches that address image-text
relations in a more differentiated manner. Zhang et al. (2018b) investigate image-
text relations in advertisements and distinguish, for instance, between equivalent
parallel and non-equivalent parallel information transfer. This work is further
extended by Ye et al. (2019) in the ADVISE (Ads Visual Semantic Embedding)
model, which interprets the rhetoric of visual advertisements using cross-modal
embeddings and image embeddings for symbol regions. However, they do not
regard previous work, e.g., from the field of linguistics: instead of discussing
existing definitions (see Section 3) they define their own set of relations. Kruk et al.
(2019), on the other hand, utilize the relation taxonomy of Marsh &White (2003)
to model the author’s intent in combining text and image in Instagram posts. Two
kinds of image-text relations are suggested: the contextual relation between the
literal meanings of the image and caption, and the semiotic relationship between
the image and the caption.
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3 Computable Image-Text Classes

In this section, we describe our computational model for image-text relations
that consists of three dimensions. The model extends our initial set of the two
dimensions cross-modal mutual information (CMI) and semantic correlation (SC)
(Henning& Ewerth 2017, 2018) with the status relation (STAT), which is described in
Section 3.1. Using these three dimensions, we can derive a set of computable image-
text classes (Section 3.2; Otto et al. 2019b,a). The three image-text dimensions
eventually yield eight image-text classes, which are partially compliant to classes
in existing taxonomies: in particular, Anchorage, Complementary, Illustration,
Interdependent, and Uncorrelated. Further, there are three classes for contrasting
or contradicting (cross-modal) information: Bad Anchorage, Contrasting, and Bad
Illustration.

As a point of departure, Martinec and Salway’s taxonomy yields the classes
Illustration, Anchorage, Complementary, and Independent. We disregard the class
Independent since it is very uncommon that both modalities describe exactly the
same information. We introduce the class Interdependent suggested by McCloud
(1993), which in contrast to Complementary consists of image-text pairs where the
intended meaning cannot be gathered from either text or image exclusively. While
several categorizations do not consider negative semantic correlations at all, Nöth
(1995), van Leeuwen (2005) and Henning & Ewerth (2017) consider this aspect as
well. We believe that it is important to consider negative correlations, for instance,
in order to identify less useful multimodal information, contradictions, mistakes,
etc. Consequently, the classes Contrasting, Bad Illustration, and Bad Anchorage
provide the negative counterparts for Complementary, Illustration, and Anchorage,
respectively. Finally, we consider the case when text and image are uncorrelated.

While one objective of our work is to derive meaningful, distinctive, and com-
prehensible image-text classes, another contribution is their systematic charac-
terization. For this purpose, the metrics cross-modal mutual information (CMI)
and semantic correlation (SC) (Henning & Ewerth 2017, 2018) are not sufficient to
model a wide range of image-text classes. It is apparent that the status relation,
originally introduced by Barthes (1977), has been adopted by the majority of tax-
onomies established in the past (e.g., (e.g., Martinec & Salway 2005; Unsworth
2007), suggesting that this relation is essential to describe an image-text pair. As
characterized by Barthes, the status relation describes how two modalities can
hierarchically relate to one another reflecting their relative importance. Either the
text supports the image (Anchorage), or the image supports the text (Illustration),
or both modalities contribute equally to the overall meaning (e.g., Complemen-
tary). This encouraged us to extend the two-dimensional feature space of CMI and
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SC with the status relation (STAT). In the next section, we provide definitions for
the three metrics and subsequently infer a categorization of semantic image-text
classes from them. The goal is to reformulate and clarify the interrelations between
visual and textual content in order to make them applicable for computational
approaches.

3.1 Dimensions of Image-Text Relations

Concepts and Entities
The following definitions are related to concepts and entities in images and text.
Generally, many concepts and entities can be found in images ranging from the
main focus of interest (e.g., a person, a certain object, a location) to barely visible or
background details (e.g., a leaf of grass, a bird in the sky). Normally, themeaning of
an image is related to the main objects in the foreground. When assessing relevant
information in images, it is reasonable to regard these concepts and entities, which,
however, adds a certain level of subjectivity in some cases. But most of the time
the important entities can be determined.

Cross-Modal Mutual Information (CMI)
Depending on the (fraction of) mutual presence of concepts and entities in both
image and text, the cross-modal mutual information ranges from 0 (no overlap of
depicted concepts) to 1 (concepts in image and text overlap entirely), or mathe-
matically CMI ∈ [0, 1]. It is important to point out that CMI ignores any deeper
semantic meaning, in contrast to semantic correlation. If, for example, a small man
with a blue shirt is shown in the image, while the text talks about a tall man with a
red sweater, the CMI would still be positive due to the mutual concept ‘man’. But
since the description is confusing and hinders interpretation of the multimodal
information, the semantic correlation (SC, see below) of this image-text pair would
be negative. Image-text pairs with high CMI can be found in image captioning
datasets, for instance. The images and their corresponding captions often have a
descriptive nature, which is why they have explicit representations in both modali-
ties. In contrast, news articles or advertisements often have a loose connection to
their associated images through mutual entities or concepts.

Semantic Correlation (SC)
The interpretation of the semantic correlation of image and text can range from
coherent (SC = 1), over uncorrelated (SC = 0) to contradictory (SC = −1). This
refers to concepts, descriptions and interpretation of symbols, metaphors, as well
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as to their relations to one another. Typically, an interpretation requires contextual
information, knowledge, or experience and it cannot be derived exclusively from
the entities in the text and the objects depicted in the image. The range of possible
values is [−1, 1], where a negative value indicates that the co-occurrence of an
image and a text is contradicting and disturbs the comprehension of the multi-
modal content. This is the case if a text refers to an object in an image and cannot
be found there, or has different attributes as described in the text. An observer
might notice a contradiction and ask herself ‘Do image and text belong together at
all, or were they placed jointly by mistake?’. Conversely, a positive score suggests
that both modalities share a semantic context or interpretation. The third possible
option is that there is no semantic correlation between entities in the image and
the text, yielding SC = 0.

Status Relation (STAT)
As introduced by Barthes (1977), status describes the hierarchical relation between
an image and text with respect to their relative importance. Either the image is
‘subordinate to the text’ (STAT = T), implying an exchangeable image which plays
the minor role in conveying the overall message of the image-text pair, or the
text is ‘subordinate to the image’ (STAT = I), usually characterizing text with
additional information (e.g., a caption) for an image that is the center of attention.
An equal status (STAT = 0) describes the situationwhere image and text are equally
important to convey the overall message. Images which are ‘subordinate to text’
(class Illustration) ‘elucidate’ or ‘realize’ the text. This is the case if a text describes a
general concept and the associated image shows a specific example of that concept.
Examples for the class Illustration can be found in textbooks and encyclopedias.
Conversely, in the class Anchorage the text is ‘subordinate to the image’. This is
the case if the text answers the question ‘What can be seen in this image?’. It
is common that (implicit and explicit) direct references to objects in the image
can be found and the readers are informed what they are looking at. This type of
image-text pair can be found in newspapers or scientific documents, but also in
image captioning data sets. The third possible state of a status relation is ‘equal’,
which describes an image-text pair where both modalities contribute individually
to the conveyed information or either part contains some details that the other
one does not. According to Barthes (1977), this class describes the situation where
the information depicted in either modality is part of a more general message and
together they elucidate information on a higher level that neither could do alone.
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3.2 Defining Classes of Image-Text Relations

Fig. 3: Our categorization of image-text relations. Discarded subtrees or leaves are marked by
an X for clarity; no hierarchical relations are implied.

In this section, we show how the combination of our three metrics can be mapped
to distinctive image-text classes (see also Figure 3). For this purpose, we simplify
the data value space for each dimension. The level of semantic correlation can
be represented by the interval [−1, 1]. In our first proposal for CMI and SC, we
suggested five (ordinal) levels of CMI and SC (Henning & Ewerth 2017, 2018). Here,
we omit these intermediate levels since the general idea of positive, negative, and
uncorrelated image-text pairs is sufficient for the task of assigning image-text pairs
to distinct classes. Therefore, the possible states of semantic correlation (SC) are:
SC ∈ {−1, 0, 1}. For a similar reason, finer levels for CMI are omitted, resulting in
two possible states for CMI ∈ {0, 1}, which correspond to no overlap and overlap.
Possible states of status relations are STAT ∈ {T, 0, I}: image subordinate to text
(STAT = T), equal status (STAT = 0), and text subordinate to image (STAT = I). If
approached naively, there are then 2 × 3 × 3 = 18 possible combinations of SC,
CMI, and STAT. A closer inspection reveals that (only) eight of these classes match
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with existing taxonomies in communication sciences, however. The remaining ten
classes can be discarded since they cannot occur in practice or do not make sense.
The reasoning behind this is given below after we have defined the eight classes
that form the categorization.

Uncorrelated (CMI = 0, SC = 0, STAT = 0)
This class contains image-text pairs that do not belong together in an obvious
way. They neither share entities and concepts nor is there an interpretation for a
semantic correlation (e.g., see Figure 4, left).

Complementary (CMI = 1, SC = 1, STAT = 0)
The class Complementary comprises the classic interplay between visual and tex-
tual information, i.e., both modalities share information but also provide informa-
tion that the other one does not. Neither of them is dependent on the other and
their status relation is equal. It is important to note that the amount of information
is not necessarily the same in both modalities. The most significant factor is that
an observer is still able to understand the key information provided by either of
the modalities alone (Figure 4, right). The definitions of the next two classes clarify
this further.

Interdependent (CMI = 0, SC = 1, STAT = 0)
This class includes image-text pairs that do not share entities or concepts bymeans
of mutual information, but are related by a semantic context. As a result, their com-
bination conveys a new meaning or interpretation which neither of the modalities
could have achieved on its own. Such image-text pairs are prevalent in adver-
tisements where companies combine eye-catching images with funny slogans
supported by metaphors or puns, and without actually naming their product (Fig-
ure 4, middle). Another genre that relies heavily on these interdependent examples
are comics or graphic novels, where speech bubbles and accompanying drawings
are used to tell a story. Interdependent information is also prevalent in movies and
TV material.

Anchorage (CMI = 1, SC = 1, STAT = I)
In contrast, the Anchorage class is an image description that acts as a supplement
for an image. Barthes states that the role of the text in this class is to fix the inter-
pretation of the visual information as intended by the author of the image-text
pair (Barthes (1977)). It answers the question ‘What is it?’ in a more or less detailed
manner. This is often necessary since the possible meanings or interpretations of
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Fig. 4: Examples of the Uncorrelated (left), Interdependent (middle) and Complementary (right)
classes. All imagespby https://pixabay.com/service/license/.

an image can noticeably vary and the caption is provided to pinpoint the author’s
intention. Therefore, anAnchorage can be a simple image caption, but also a longer
text that elucidates the hidden meaning of a painting. It is similar to Complemen-
tary, but the main difference is that in Anchorage the text is subordinate to image
(see Figure 5).

Illustration (CMI = 1, SC = 1, STAT = T )
The class Illustration contains image-text pairs where the visual information is sub-
ordinate to the text and has therefore a lower status. An instance of this class could
be, for example, a text that describes a general concept and the accompanying
image depicts a specific example (Figure 5). A distinctive feature of this class is that
the image may be replaced by a very different image without rendering the constel-
lation invalid. If the text is a definition of the term ‘mammal’, for example, it does
not matter if the image shows an elephant, a mouse, or a dolphin. Each of these
examples would be valid in this scenario. In general, the text is not dependent on
the image to provide the intended information.

3.3 Impossible Image-Text Relations

Contrasting (CMI = 1, SC = −1, STAT = 0)
Bad Illustration (CMI = 1, SC = −1, STAT = T )
Bad Anchorage (CMI = 1, SC = −1, STAT = I)
These three classes are the counterparts to Complementary, Illustration, and An-
chorage: they share their primary features, but have a negative SC (see Figure 6).
In other words, the transfer of knowledge is impaired due to inconsistencies or
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Fig. 5: Examples for Anchorage (left) and Illustration (right) classes. All imagespby https:
//pixabay.com/service/license/.

Fig. 6: Examples for the Contrasting (left), Bad Illustration (middle), and Bad Anchorage (right)
classes. All imagesp by https://pixabay.com/service/license/.

contradictions when jointly viewing image and text (Henning & Ewerth 2017). In
contrast to uncorrelated image-text pairs, these classes share information and obvi-
ously they belong together in a certain way, but particular details or characteristics
are contradicting. For instance, a Bad Illustration pair could consist of a textual
description of a bird, whosemost prominent feature is its colorful plumage, but the
bird in the image is actually a grey pigeon. This can be confusing and an observer
might be unsure if she is looking at the right image. Similarly, contradicting textual
counterparts exist for each of these classes. In Section 3.4, we describe how we
generate training samples for these classes.

The eight classes described above form the categorization as shown in Figure
3. The following ten combinations of metrics were discarded, since they do not
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yield meaningful image-text pairs.

Cases A: CMI = 0, SC = −1, STAT = T, 0, I
These three classes cannot exist: If the shared information is zero, then there is
nothing that can contradict. As soon as a textual description relates to a visual
concept in the image, there is cross-modal mutual information and so CMI > 0.

Cases B: CMI = 0, SC = 0, STAT = T, I
The metric combination CMI = 0, SC = 0, STAT = 0 describes the class Uncorre-
lated of image-text pairs which are neither in contextual nor visual relation to one
another. Since it is not intuitive that a text is subordinate to an uncorrelated image
or vice versa, these two classes are discarded.

Cases C: CMI = 0, SC = 1, STAT = T, I
Image-text pairs in the class Interdependent (CMI = 0, SC = 1, STAT = 0) are
characterized by the fact, that, even though they do not share any information,
they still complement each other by conveying additional or new meaning. Due
to the nature of this class, a subordination of one modality to the other is not
plausible: Neither of the conditions for the states image subordinate to text and text
subordinate to image can be fulfilled due to lack of shared concepts and entities.
Therefore, these two classes are discarded.

Cases D: CMI = 1, SC = 0, STAT = T, 0, I
As soon as there is an overlap of essential depicted concepts there has to be a
minimum of semantic overlap. We consider entities as essential if they contribute
to the overall information or meaning of the image-text pair. This excludes trivial
background information such as the type of hat a person wears in an audience
behind a politician giving a speech. The semantic correlation can be minor, but it
would still correspond to SC = 1 according to the definition above. Therefore, the
combination CMI = 1, SC = 0 and the involved possible combinations of STAT are
discarded.

3.4 Datasets

In order to successfully train a CNN-basedmachine learningmodel, a large number
of annotated training examples is required to improve the likelihood of the model
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to generalize for a certain task (e.g., the Russakovsky et al. 2015 dataset for concept
classification). If not enough training examples are provided, the model might
only memorize the few given examples and their solutions rather than learn what
their similarities and distinct features are. Therefore, we utilized several datasets
available on theWeb that are related to image-text classes. For example, classes like
Complementary or Anchorage are available from several sources and can therefore
be scraped from websites utilizing automatic web crawling techniques. Other
classes, like Uncorrelated, do not naturally occur on theWeb, but can be generated
with little effort. But classes like Contrasting or Bad Anchorage are rare. While
they do exist and it is desirable to detect these image-text pairs as well, there is no
abundant source of such examples that could be used to train a robust classifier.

Only a few datasets are publicly available that contain images and correspond-
ing text in form of cohesive sentences, i.e., not simply based on tags and keywords.
Two examples are the image captioning dataset MSCOCO (Lin et al. 2014b) and
the Visual Storytelling dataset VIST (Huang et al. 2016). A large number of exam-
ples can be easily taken from these datasets, namely for the classes Uncorrelated,
Complementary, and Anchorage. Specifically, the underlying hierarchy of MSCOCO
is exploited to ensure that two randomly picked examples are not semantically
related to one another; we then join the caption of one sample with the image
of the other one to form Uncorrelated samples. In this way, we gathered 60000
Uncorrelated training samples.

The VIST dataset has three types of captions for their five-image-stories. The
first one ‘Desc-in-Isolation’ resembles the generic image-caption dataset and can
be used to generate examples for the class Anchorage. These short descriptions
are similar to MSCOCO captions, but slightly longer, so we decided to use them.
Around 62000 examples were generated this way. The pairs represent this class
well, since they include textual descriptions of the visually depicted concepts
without any low-level visual concepts or added interpretations. The second type of
VIST captions ‘Story-in-Sequence’ is used to create Complementary samples by
concatenating the five captions of a story and pairing them randomly with one of
the images of the same story. Using this procedure, we generated 33088 examples.

While there are certainly many more possible constellations of complementary
content from a variety of sources, the various types of stories of this dataset already
offer a solid basis. The same argumentation holds for the Interdependent class.
We had tomanually annotate a set of about 1007 entries of Hussain et al.’s Internet
Advertisements data set (Hussain et al. 2017) to generate these image-text pairs.
While they exhibit the right type of image-text relations, the accompanying slogans
(in the image) are not annotated separately and optical character recognition did
not achieve high accuracy due to ornate fonts, etc. Furthermore, some image-text
pairs had to be removed, since some slogans specifically mention the product
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name. This contradicts the condition that there is no overlap between depicted
concepts and textual description, i.e., CMI = 0.

The Illustration class was established by combining one random image for
each concept of the ImageNet dataset Russakovsky et al. (2015) with the summary
of the corresponding article of the English Wikipedia, in case it existed. This nicely
fits the nature of the class since theWikipedia summary often provides a definition
including a short overview of a concept. An image of the ImageNet class with the
same name as the article should be a replaceable example image of that concept.

The three remaining classes Contrasting, Bad Illustration and Bad Anchor-
age occur rarely, as mentioned before, and are hard to crawl automatically. There-
fore, it is not possible to automatically crawl a sufficient quantity of samples, since
there is no abundant source of image-text combinations that intentionally con-
tradict one another. To circumvent this problem, we explored transforming the
respective positive counterparts by replacing 530 keywords¹ (adjectives, direc-
tional words, colors) by antonyms and opposites in the textual description of the
positive examples tomake them less comprehensible. For instance, ‘tall man stand-
ing in front of a green car’ was transformed into a ‘small woman standing behind
a red car’. While this does not absolutely break the semantic connection between
image and text, it surely describes certain attributes incorrectly and so impairs
the accurate understanding and subsequently justifies the label of SC = −1. This
strategy allowed us to transform a substantial number of the ‘positive’ image-text
pairs into their negative counterparts.

Finally, for all classes we truncated the text if it exceeded 10 sentences. The
reason is thatwewanted to avoid the network associating certain image-text classes
with specific text lengths, since this will not always be the case for samples outside
our training data. For example, the abstracts gathered from Wikipedia were on
average much longer than the image captions from the MSCOCO dataset.
In total, the final dataset consists of 224856 image-text pairs. Table 1 gives an
overview of the data distribution sorted by class. The imbalanced nature of the
distribution (up to 1 : 62), which is caused by the challenges gathering the respec-
tive samples, is reduced to around 1 : 16 when looking at the dataset from the
perspective of the three metrics in Table 2. In our experiments, we evaluate both
the class label and the metric label.

1 http://www.myenglishpages.com/site_php_files/vocabulary-lesson-opposites.php., last ac-
cessed: 11/23/2017
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Tab. 1: Distribution of class labels in the generated dataset.

Class Num. of Samples

Uncorrelated 60000
Interdependent 1007
Complementary 33088
Illustration 5447
Anchorage 62637
Contrasting 31368
Bad Illustration 4099
Bad Anchorage 27210

Tab. 2: Distribution of metric labels in the generated dataset.

Class Num. of Samples

STAT T 125463
STAT 0 9546
STAT I 89847
SC -1 62677
SC 0 60000
SC 1 102179
CMI 0 61007
CMI 1 163849

3.5 Experimental Setup and Results

The dataset was split into a training set and a manually verified test set to ensure
high-quality labels. It initially contained 800 image-text pairs, where for each
of the eight classes 100 examples were taken out of the automatically crawled
and augmented data. The remaining 239307 examples were used to train four
different models with the Python Deep Learning Library TensorFlow (Abadi et al.
2016): three models for a ‘cascade’ classifier and one for the ‘classic’ approach. The
cascade approach consists of three classifiers for the dimensions CMI, SC, and STAT
(Section 3.2), whereas in the ‘classic’ approach the neural network directly outputs
the image-text class (one of eight). The details are described in the corresponding
paper (Otto et al. 2020).

To assure highly accurate ground-truth data for our test set, we asked three
persons of our group (one of thema co-author) tomanually annotate the800 image-
text pairs. Each annotator received an instruction document that contained short
definitions of the three metrics (Section 3.1), the categorization in Figure 3, and one
example per image-text class (similar to Figures 4-6). The quality of a dataset can
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Tab. 3: Comparison of the automatically generated labels with the annotations of the three
volunteers (i.e., ground-truth data) and the resulting number of samples per class in the test
set.

Class Uncorr. Interdep. Compl. Illustration

Precision 98.7% 96.3% 88.0% 80.7%
Recall 69.2% 97.6% 83.8% 83.7%
F1-Score 81.3% 97.0% 85.9% 82.2%
#Samples 149 100 106 95

Class Anchorage Contrasting Bad Illu. Bad Anch.

Precision 87.3% 78.3% 69.0% 87.0%
Recall 90.3% 89.0% 98.6% 91.9%
F1-Score 88.8% 83.3% 81.2% 89.4%
#Samples 95 87 71 95

be evaluated by computing the inter-coder agreement, measuring how much the
annotators agreed on the labeling of the samples. We utilized Krippendorff’s alpha
(Krippendorff (1970)) which yielded a value of α = 0.847 (across all annotators,
samples, and classes). A class label was assigned to a sample, if the majority of
annotators agreed on it. Besides the eight image-text classes, the annotators could
also mark a sample as Unsure to denote that an assignment was not possible. If
Unsurewas the majority of votes, the sample was not considered for the test set.
This only applied for two pairs, which reduced the size of the final test set to 798.

Comparing the human labels with the labels from crawled image-text pairs, i.e.,
based on theWeb resource, allows us to evaluate the quality of the data acquisition
process. Thereforewe computed howwell the automatic labelsmatched the human
ground-truth labels (Table 3). The low recall for the class Uncorrelated indicates
that there were uncorrelated samples in the other data sources that we exploited.
The Bad Illustration class has the lowest precision and was mostly confused with
Illustration andUncorrelated (cf. Table 4), that is the human annotators considered
the automatically ‘augmented’ samples either as still valid or uncorrelated.

The results for predicting image-text classes using both the ‘classic approach’
(Table 4) and the ‘cascade approach’ (Table 5) are presented in confusionmatrices in
terms of precision and recall. For a better comparison, Figure 7 shows the individual
performance for each image-text class. The accuracy of the classifiers for CMI, SC,
and STAT ranges from 83.8% (STAT) over 84.6% (SC) to 90.3% (CMI), while the
two classification variations for the image-text classes achieved an accuracy of
74.3% (cascade) and 80.8% (classic). An advantage of the cascade approach is
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Tab. 6: Performance of the single metric classifiers.

- CMI 0 CMI 1 SC 0 SC 1 SC -1 STAT 0 STAT T STAT I

Precision 87.7% 91.4% 81.8% 84.2% 86.6% 82.5% 82.2% 92.8%
Recall 80.3% 94.9% 90.5% 64.4% 88.4% 90.5% 100.0% 54.2%
F1-Score 83.9% 93.1% 85.9% 73.0% 87.5% 86.3% 90.2% 68.4%

the prediction of the ‘impossible’ combinations — as argued above — of CMI, SC,
and STAT. In this regard, the low number of (false) predictions for the ‘undefined’
image-text class supports our arguments. The lower performance of the cascade
approach is mainly related to the lower recall for the classes Anchorage and Bad
Anchorage, which itself is caused by the low recall for predicting the status class
text is subordinate to image. Overall, the classic approach clearly outperforms the
cascade approach by 6.1% in terms of accuracy.

Fig. 7: Results for both classifiers.

4 Differentiating Cross-Modal Mutual Information
in Multimodal News

We have further improved our model with a more fine-grained and differentiated
model for cross-modal information. In this regard, we have suggested a system
that automatically measures the consistency between pairs of image and text
in news (Müller-Budack et al. 2020). The verification of consistency is realized
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through measures of cross-modal similarities for different entity types (persons,
locations, and events) and a more general context. For a given image-text pair, we
extract named entities from the text using named entity linking. Subsequently,
we automatically download reference images from the Web, e.g., using image
search engines like Bing or Google. These images serve as an input for the visual
verification of the entities to the accompanying news image.

Visual features are obtained by appropriate state-of-the-art computer vision
approaches, which are used in conjunctionwithmeasures of cross-modal similarity
to quantify the cross-modal consistency. The following measures are suggested:
Cross-modal Person Similarity (CMPS) and Cross-modal Event Similarity (CMES)
Cross-modal Location Similarity (CMLS) and Cross-modal Context Similarity (CMCS).

We explain the approach for the task of Cross-modal Person Similarity, as
illustrated in Figure 8. Given an image-text pair, we extract the entities from the text.
Then, we gather a maximum of k example images using image search engines such
as Google or Bing for each person p ∈ P that was extracted from the named entity
linking. Since these images can contain noise, i.e., showing other or additional
persons, a filtering step is necessary. Thus, feature vectors are extracted for each
face detected in the images. Since images that depict the same persons should
have similar feature vectors, we first aim to assign them to groups (also called
clusters). We assume that the majority cluster, i.e., the cluster with the maximum
number of entries, most likely contains images that depict the person who was
queried in the Web search and thus represent the named entity in the text. In
more detail, all features are compared with each other using a metric such as the
cosine similarity. Let F1 and F2 be two different feature vectors, then the cosine
similarity scos(F1, F2) is defined as:

scos(F1, F2) = (
F1 ⋅ F2
‖F1‖⋅‖F2‖

) (1)

The similarities among all feature comparisons are used to perform a hierarchical
clustering that assigns images to the same cluster as long as their feature simi-
larity is larger than a minimal similarity threshold τP. We calculate the mean of
all feature vectors in the majority cluster to create a reference vector F̂p for the
person p. Finally, the feature vectors FV of all faces v ∈ V in the news image are
compared to the reference vectors F̂P of each person p ∈ P mentioned in the text.
Several options are available to calculate an overall Cross-modal Person Similar-
ity (CMPS) such as themean, n%-quantile, or themax of all comparisons. However,
as mentioned above, usually the text contains more entities than the image and
already a single correlation can theoretically ensure credibility. Thus, we define
the Cross-modal Person Similarity (CMPS) as the maximum similarity among all
comparisons according to Equation 2, since the mean or quantile would require
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the presence of several or all entities mentioned in the text.

CMPS = max
v∈V,p∈P
(scos(Fv , F̂p)) = max

v∈V,p∈P
(

Fv ⋅ F̂p
‖Fv‖⋅‖F̂p‖

) (2)

This automatic system aims to support human assessors with measures of cross-
modal entity consistency. In contrast to previous work, the system is completely
unsupervised and does not rely on any predefined reference or training data. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first system applicable to real-world news articles
by tackling several news-specific challenges such as the excessive length of news
documents, entity diversity, and noisy reference (training) images downloaded
from the Web that do not depict the target entity (e.g., images downloaded for
Barack Obamamight show additional or other persons). The applications are man-
ifold, ranging from a retrieval system for news with low or high cross-modal coher-
ence to an exploration tool that reveals the relations between image and text. The
feasibility of our approach has been demonstrated on a novel large-scale dataset
for cross-modal consistency verification that is derived from BreakingNews (Ramisa
et al. 2018). The dataset contains real-world news articles in English and covers
different topics and domains. The entities are manipulated with more sophisti-
cated strategies than in previous work in order to obtain challenging datasets. The
experiments show that our adaptive approach allows us to measure cross-modal
consistency for arbitrary image-text pairs in news, without the need for any labeled
training data.

Further details about the approach and experimental results are described in
the corresponding paper (Müller-Budack et al. 2020). Source code and datasets
are publicly available².

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented computational approaches to model and au-
tomatically predict image-text relations and classes. For this purpose, we have
introduced the dimensions (metrics) of cross-modal mutual information, semantic
correlation, and the status relation. These dimensions allowed us to derive eight
meaningful classes of image-text relations, which have been set in relation to
existing taxonomies in the literature, particularly by Martinec & Salway (2005);
McCloud (1993); Barthes (1977). We have also shown how to acquire training data
for (deep) machine learning models. Additionally, we presented an overview of

2 https://github.com/TIBHannover/cross-modal_entity_consistency.
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a second approach, which allows us to measure different aspects of cross-modal
mutual information for multimodal news in more detail, particularly with regard
to cross-modal consistency. The aspects comprise (cross-modal) person similarity,
location similarity, event similarity, and context similarity. Experimental results
demonstrated the feasibility of both approaches.

Both approaches contribute to bridging the semantic gap. On the one hand, the
definition of the metrics cross-modal mutual information, semantic correlation, and
the status relation provides a differentiated computational model for the complex
interplay of image and text. On the other hand, the second approach offers a
differentiated perspective on different kinds of cross-modal mutual information,
while suggestingmetrics to measure cross-modal similarity for specific entity types.
In future work, we plan to extend the latter approach also for the dimension of
semantic correlation. Furthermore, the adaptation of our models to videos is an
interesting direction of future research.
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Andreas Rothenhöfer
“I can’t see why you’re laughing”:
Multimodal Analysis of Emotionalized
Political Debate
Squaring Multimodal Coherence, Body Reference and Facial
Biometrics

Abstract: This case study focuses on various stages in which a sequence of interac-
tion on TV is received on Twitter and subsequently co-constructed and reframed
in a polarized way. In a mixed-methods approach, a biometric facial expression
analysis has been applied in combination with established pragmatic approaches
to reassess the issues at stake.

Keywords: language and emotion, social media, facial expression analysis, bio-
metrics, multimodal interaction

1 Introduction: Novel Approaches to Analyzing
Socially Co-Constructed Public Behavior

With the advancement of streaming, commenting, and sharing techniques that
allow for an easyquotationof audio-visual content inmicrobloggingplatforms such
as Twitter or Instagram, public attention to politicians’ embodied micro behavior
has surged. Divisive and emotionalized TV debates, such as panel discussions on
Brexit, are rich in expressive co-verbal and nonverbal interactions. This case study
focuses on various stages in which a particular multimodal sequence of interaction
on TV is socially received on Twitter and subsequently co-constructed and re-
framed in a polarized way. In order to help objectify the heart of the controversy
and to explore novel approaches to analyzing, reconstructing, and evaluating the
controversial sequence of events, a biometric facial expression analysis software
(iMOTIONS biometric platform with Affectiva facial expressions analysis) has been
applied in combination with established pragmatic approaches, so as to attempt a
triangulation of qualitative pragmatic and quantitative biometric methods.

https://doi.org/10.1515/9783110725001-006
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2 Wrong Words or Wrong Looks?

The media controversy was initiated by a remark made on the BBC’s Andrew Marr
Show on 13 October 2019¹. In a remote interview setting, a life-size image of the
UK’s Home secretary Priti Patel is displayed on amonitor, while the host, facing the
monitor, is sitting with his back to the camera so that the audience can observe the
interviewee’s immediate facial reactions to his questions. In the course of events,
Patel became embroiled in a debate about displaying an allegedly inappropriate
smile or smirk while Marr was reading out dire warnings about Brexit-related
risks. Marr, on the other hand, became criticized for reprimanding Patel’s ‘natural’
behavior in an inappropriate way, which later even caused the BBC to release an
official apology on his behalf. Here is a verbal transcript of the interview passage
in question, including lines by talk show host Andrew Marr (AM) and Priti Patel
(PP):
AM (08:05)The government’s own modelling suggests that this FTA would result

in a lower growth of 6.7%. Is that something that you’re prepared to accept as
a price worth paying?

PP (08:16)Well, I don’t accept that, and you know, I don’t know which data you’re
quoting.

AM (08:20)It’s your own government’s figures.
PP (08:21)— and there’s been a range — well, Andrew, there’s been a range of

information that has been put out in the media over recent weeks and months,
much of which, I should say, is out of date. And . . .

AM (08:31)Okay, let’s, lets . . .
PP (08:31). . . as someone — that sits — someone who sits . . .
AM (08:32). . . let’s move away from the government then . . .
PP (08:32). . . on the Cabinet committee every single day, where we’re looking at

the preparations for Britain post-Brexit, preparing for a no deal as well, you
know, we have every confidence in our economy, in our businesses, but also
in terms of future prospects post-Brexit.

AM (08:48)Ok, let’s let’s hear from those businesses directly then, because a whole
bunch of them — and I’ll read them out — the Society for Motor Manufactur-
ers and Traders, the people that make and sell cars; the Chemical Industries

1 The talkshow transcript is available at http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/shared/bsp/hi/pdfs/13101903.
pdf, last accessed: 01 May 2020. The BBC’s version has been rearranged in the above quotation
block to better match the actual sequencing of overlapping turns in the video interview. The video
is available in an unoffical recording at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ToRDRibXVOc, last
accessed: 01 May 2020.
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Association; the Food and Drink Federation; the Association of the British
Pharmaceutical Industry, and the Aerospace Trade Industry body, a lot of peo-
plewho are actually at the forefront of trying tomake this country earn its place
in the world, sent a letter to the government, which I will now read out part of
to you. And they’ve said that this proposal: “is a serious risk to manufacturing
competitiveness and will result in huge new costs and disruption to UK firms.”

. . . (09:26)— I can’t see why you’re laughing.—

.. . (09:27)“It’s got the potential to risk consumer and food safety and confidence,
access to overseas markets for UK exporters and vital future investment in
innovation in this country.” That is a really serious challenge to this plan, is it
not?

PP (09:40)Well, this is why the government has been working assiduously — with
business as well I should say — across a range of sectors when it comes to
planning for our exit from the European Union.

3 (Re-)Framing the Evidence on Twitter
Centre of the ensuing Twitter debate is the sequence of Patel’s facial expressions
preceding Marr’s rebuke (“I can’t see why you’re laughing”) and Marr’s response
to her behavior. Public attention is drawn to this ephemeral situation by Marr’s
explicit referencing and denoting Patel’s facial expression as “laughing” in (9:26).
Moreover, by using an authoritarian and evaluative construction I can’t see why
you’re XV-ing that indicates (or stages) moral indignation and seems typical for
a hierarchical situation such as a head teacher telling off a pupil, Marr attempts
to tighten the tone of the interview. This unusually emotionalized interaction
and verbal highlighting of Patel’s nonverbal behavior helps prepare the ground
for turning the situation into a viral subject of political memefication and media
discourse.

In the further sequence of events, image processing, social sharing, and com-
menting functions on Twitter allow the situation to be constantly reframed in line
with either of two narratives along the Brexit divide. For one, journalist@PeterSte-
fanovi2 posts a video clip of the interview (see Figure 1; @PeterStefanovi2 2019).
His slightly partial stance is subtly indicated by categorizing Patel’s behavior as
factually smirking (a category negatively connoted but situationally possibly less
offensive than the more obtrusive and intentionally controllable notion of laugh-
ing) and by qualifying the industries’ warnings as ‘dire’. In Example (1), another
user,@Iancoll94354676, then retweets@PeterStefanovi2’s original post as a quote,
using “smirking” attributively, while reinforcing both the urgency of the economic
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situation and expressing his strong condemnation of Patel in an emotionalizing
slur.

Fig. 1: Original tweet by@PeterStefanovi2 (2019).

(1)@Iancoll94354676Marr to the smirking Patel about the very real threat to
people’s livelihoods, “I can’t see why you’re laughing” Patel is a vile excuse
for a human being with no redeeming features (@Iancoll94354676 2019).

By creating a selective permanent manifestation of a dynamic and ephemeral
situation, multimodal social media can shift the focus of attention to aspects of a
situation that would otherwise not have been readily accessible for commenting
or deemed worthy of public debate. Often these impressions can be classified in
the tradition of Ekman as “micro expressions”, as “facial expressions that occur
within a fraction of a second” that are analysed as “involuntary emotional leakage
that exposes a person’s true emotion” (Ekman 2020).

On the side of Patel’s critics and political opponents, the narrative of economic
devastation, Marr’s legitimate indignation, and Patel’s allegedly deliberate or cold-
hearted and habitual displays of haughtiness prevail (see Examples (2)–(4)). On the
other side of the divide, the appropriateness of Marr’s intervention, derogatorily
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classified as a rant, as well as@PeterStefanovi2’s selection or creation of evidence
(“edited for maximum effect”) is challenged (see Examples (5)–(6)). This stance
is followed by further discussions on whether the category of rant is adequately
ascribed to Marr (see Examples (8)–(9)).

(2)@OilyBee I only ever see her smirking. What a piece of work (@OilyBee
2019)
(3)@JohnABrereton I noticed you only showedMarr’s rant and not Patel’s reply.
Edited for maximum effect, well done Peter, a true EU bigot (@JohnABrereton
2019a)
(4) @FrankDoran9 I don’t think it’s smirking ’ more likely to be rictus
(@FrankDoran9 2019)
(5) @WebMcnally Where was the rant? Seriously, learn what words mean
before you use them (@WebMcnally 2019)
(6)@JohnABrereton Yes, you definitely should (@JohnABrereton 2019b)
(7)@fski31 She always looks like she’s just punched a cat and got away with it
(@fski31 2019)
(8)@DamCou A BBC journalist saying “I can’t see why you’re laughing” to
someone who isn’t laughing is plain sinister. Even if she had been, I don’t
give a toss about how politicians *feel* about things — especially speculative
“projections”. I want to knowwhat they’re going to DO about them (@DamCou
2019)
(9)@MrLukeGeorge Andrew Marr tells Priti Patel “I can’t see why you’re laugh-
ing”//Except she wasn’t! (@MrLukeGeorge 2019)

Users@DamCou and@MrLukeGeorge eventually reopen the evidence and select
another still image of Patel, depicting a slightly different, more controlled and
serious appearing micro-expression, with the corners of her mouth moved further
down (see Examples (8)–(9)) while user@AuntieSin repeats@DamCou’s frame
snapshot and combines it with yet another choice of frame snapshot, thereby
contrasting two micro expressions with more and less raised corners of the mouth
(see Figure 2). The user suggests that the “smirking” of Patel correlates with the
expression “from the bit before he reads the list of businesses to the point where
he tells her “I can’t see why you’re laughing”, thereby indicating that it was only
Marr’s rebuke that eventually caused Patel to straighten her expression to the
appearance captured by@DamCou.
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Fig. 2: Tweet by@AuntieSin (2019) including contrasting snapshots.

4 Sequential Perception and Categorization:
Hermeneutic vs. Biometric Approaches

Our previous discussion highlights a number of empirical and methodological
challenges. Not only is the moral interpretation of events subject to divergent
partial perceptions and therefore fiercely contested, but also the choice of visual
evidence and the meaning of descriptive concepts. It is, however, striking, to
what extent participants are ready to support their stance by providing visual
evidence. Snapshots taken from dynamic sequences, e.g., a transitional still image
of a person’s volatile communicative, adaptor or facial expression behavior (cf.
Ricci Bitti 2014), can be deliberately selected out of a variety of contradictory film
frames so as to create a particular effect in line with the creator’s own narrative. In
our current context, one further challenge may be the exact conceptual meaning
of smirk as a less prototypical and often evaluatively applied expression for a
kind of smile. In many cases, attributions of untrustworthiness, affectedness or
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dishonesty are associated with the attribution of the verb. The Oxford English
Dictionary does not provide any physiological features, but gives rather evaluative,
mostly derogatory features and defines smirk as a subcategory to the generic term
of smile:

smirk, v. intransitive. To smile; in later use, to smile in an affected, self-satisfied, or silly
manner; to simper. (OED Online 2020b)
smirk, n. An affected or simpering smile; a silly, conceited, smiling look. (OED Online 2020a)

While there is little objectivity in morally evaluating human behavior, dynamic
visual information can be captured and objectified with the help of automated
detection tools. To what extent can biometric analysis tools replicate or support ei-
ther of the two aforementioned narratives? Is there a correlation between behavior
displayed by the interviewer and the interviewee? While Ekman’s Facial Action
Coding System (FACS) was a milestone in behavioral psychology as it provided
a descriptive taxonomy of emotional expressions based on a system of universal
facial action units, modern machine-learned biometric platforms can detect and
process visual information very efficiently. However, the semantics of verbal de-
scriptors may differ from what we find in general purpose dictionaries. Here, a
smirk is technically defined predominantly in terms of its facial asymmetry:

Asymmetric facial expressions, such as a smirk, are strong emotional signals indicating
valence as well as discrete emotion states such as contempt, doubt, and defiance. Yet, the
automated detection of asymmetric facial action units has been largely ignored to date. We
present the first automated system for detecting spontaneous asymmetric lip movements as
people watched online video commercials. Many of these expressions were subtle, fleeting,
and co-occurred with head movements [. . . ]. (Senechal et al. 2013: 1)

Accordingly, in a blog by artificial intelligence software developer Affectiva ded-
icated to explaining the processes of emotion detection, mapping, and emotion
metrics applied in their biometric software (Affectiva Blog 2017), the (prototypi-
cal) features of a smirk as opposed to a smile are illustrated in terms of their lip
(a)symmetry (see Figure 3).²

Certain facial expression features are predictors for positive or negative emo-
tion valence. Valence or hedonic tone is a descriptive dimension of an emotional
state associated with a positively or negatively evaluated perception of an event,
an object or situation (Frijda 1986: 207). It can therefore be an indication of a

2 In similar terms, the current Unicode Emoji standard lists a symbol classified as Unicode Emoji
No. 38 (U+1F60F) with an asymmetric, one-sided smile. It is comprised in the official Emoji table
which assigns visual representations of Emojis with further descriptions.
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Fig. 3: Technical definitions of ‘smile’ and ‘smirk’ as presupposed in automated analysis (cf.
Affectiva Blog 2017).

person’s perceived quality of interpersonal interaction, its topic, or the quality of a
particular (temporary or habitual) relationship between interactants.

Tab. 1: Valence predictors implemented in Affectiva Mapping; (cf. Affectiva Blog 2017).

INCREASE POSITIVE
LIKELIHOOD

INCREASE NEGATIVE
LIKELIHOOD

smile inner brow raise
cheek raise brow furrow

nose wrinkle
upper lip raise
lip corner depressor
chin raise
lip press
lip suck
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Tab. 2: Relationship between facial expressions and emotions predictors as implemented in
Affectiva Blog (2017).

EMOTION INCREASE LIKELIHOOD DECREASE LIKELIHOOD

JOY smile brow raise
brow furrow

ANGER brow furrow inner brow raise
lid tighten brow raise
eye widen smile
chin raise
mouth open
lip suck

DISGUST nose wrinkle lip suck
upper lip raise smile

CONTEMPT brow furrow + smirk smile

5 Multimodal Data Analysis and Interpretation

Let us now revisit the arguments of the contested Twitter-debate. The two contra-
dictory perceptions of the interaction between Marr and Patel can be summarized
as follows:
– Position 1: Marr inappropriately/condescendingly criticizes Patel’s natural

behavior with staged indignation in order to bring the politician out of her
shell and to portray himself as a hard questioner.

– Position 2: Patel shows clear expressions of contempt and arrogance towards
some very relevant, existential citizens’ concerns raised by Marr and is there-
fore reprimanded for good reason.

While a biometric micro-analysis of the contested sequence of interaction can-
not predict the audience’s sympathies and whose performance they may more
likely perceive as credible or plausible, it can help reconstruct and distinguish
(causal) behavioral interaction chains in the dynamic foreground of events from
the underlying general mood or attitude as a static background. With regard to the
positions mentioned above, it may be crucial to determine, whether the biometric
analysis will support the impression of a more positive smile (which may point
towards cooperative friendly attitudes) or a smirk (that could be interpreted as an
indication of non-cooperative and haughty contempt on Patel’s part). Furthermore,
anger or contempt may occur in a justifiable reaction to preceding face-threatening
behavior by the interviewer, or it may be measured as some kind of underlying
background attitude. The earlier case may be interpreted as unprofessional thin-
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skinnedness, but not as a general negative or haughty attitude towards interviewer,
interview or topic. Here Marr’s rebuke may be blamed for an uneasy reaction on
the interviewee’s part. As Marr’s face is not recorded by the camera, an interpre-
tation of his potentially face-threatening behavior can only be inferred from the
(para)verbal data of the interviewer’s questions and remarks. A mixed methods
approach comprises the following automated (1-3) and manual/hermeneutic (4-7)
stages:
1. Automated detection of human faces (+ manual selection of a singular face

box if necessary)
2. Quantitative Stage 1: biometric detection of facial landmark positions and

relations within a face an their dynamics over a timeline (translated into facial
expression measures)

3. Machine-learned combination of muscular action units into emotive gestalt
bundles (translated into emotion measures) (all emotion assignments are
probabilistic predications based on the co-occurrence of certain facial action
features

4. Transcription/alignment of speech with facial action/emotion biometrics
5. Interpretation of interviewer’s utterances as speech acts
6. Focus on situations of likely emotional significance (either in speech or image

data)
7. Interpretation of speaker’s/addressee’s behavior as potential factors in an emo-

tional interaction chain (emotional (dis-)agreement, face threatening behavior,
etc.)

First (see Stages 1-3), a postproduction analysis of Patel’s facial behavior was
conducted for the contested monologic interview turn starting from the passage
where Marr reads out a letter of business leaders and reprimands Patel for laugh-
ing. The analysis uses the iMOTIONS®Biometric Research Platform with an Af-
fectiva®Facial Expression Analysis Engine.³ The output diagram (see Figure 5)
shows several biometric ‘signal’ tiers on a timeline. A first biometric analysis of
the video-clip showed pronounced dynamics in a number of available signal tiers
(derived by Affectiva from facial expression landmarks) that were therefore in-
cluded: (1) dimpler, (2) lip press, (3) lip corner depressor and (4) lip pucker, (5)
dimpler. Also the expressive bundles of (5) smile and (6) smirk and the emotion
categories of (7) contempt, (8) disgust, (9) joy, and (10) anger have been included

3 iMotions is an integrated platform solution for biometric behavioral research, used in various
academic and commercial fields. It can combine different biometric sensors (EEG, GSR, eye
tracking, automatic facial expression recognition).
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Fig. 4: Hermeneutic circle of interpretation applied to the sequential correlation of facial expres-
sion data and speech data.

in the analysis. The reason for selecting the aforementioned signal features is that
they either correlate with behavior (e.g., smile, smirk) or attitudes ascribed to Patel
in social media discourse, e.g., haughtiness/ridicule vs. cooperative friendliness
or with the likely emotional reaction to an ascribed face-threatening behavior by
Marr (anger, contempt, doubt, defiance). Each signal output provided by Affectiva
is autofocused in a bespoke scale related to the relevant movement range of a
particular set of action units.

Just before the culmination in Marr’s contested rebuke, there are several in-
stances of stronger smiling displayed by Patel (27:560-35:433). These are accompa-
nied by displays of disgust and contempt. Marr’s strong rebuke (“I can’t see why
you’re laughing!”, 37:097-36:874) correlates with a delayed tightening of Patel’s lip
press action – which is most probably an intuitive impulse to better control her
facial expression (and to avoid uncontrolled "derailment") and indicates a disrup-
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Fig. 5: Face recording image (iMOTIONS 8.1 with Affectiva®Facial Expression Analysis Engine)
with automated signal tiers and manual speech annotation.
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tion of her perceived situational comfort (negative valence predictor, see Table 1).
It correlates with an immediate decline of joy, a temporary increase in signaling of
contempt and a moderate display of anger. Marr uses his face-threatening rebuke
to alert Patel to his message and to provoke a more engaged reaction while he
appears absorbed in the letter only a few seconds earlier. For the same reason,
his intervention seems incoherent with his previous behavior, surprising, and by
contrast rather harsh.

Our observations seem to prove both aforementioned social media positions
partly right: There are indications of temporary derogatory smiling that were obvi-
ously registered by Marr and may be interpreted as the trigger for his intervention.
However, such subtle signs of socially acceptable displays of smugness should
be deliberately ignored by a professional interviewer. It would have been more
advisable to lure the interlocutor out of her supposedly unempathetic façade with
precisely targeted critical questions than to rise above her with face-threatening
moral addresses that seem to backfire with parts of the audience and will thereby
fail to hold the Home Secretary to account.

With regard to some of the initial ascriptions and assumptions in social media,
the present analysis can deepen and objectify observations and show likely inter-
dependencies between verbal and nonverbal interactions. Interviewer and intervie-
wee certainly do not appear to find themselves in a casual relaxed environment. The
situation is tense, not only due to policy challenges or complications and opposing
public opinions. Also their professional roles and expectations (concerning party
loyalty or journalistic impartiality) increase the complexity of interactions. Micro-
expressions as analyzed can provide interesting insights into subtle displays of
inconsistency, authenticity, emotion, and temporary thin-skinned or unconscious
losses of control in an overwhelmingly professionally controlled media setting.
As a next step, including details on intonation and syllable stress, as well as the
interviewer’s own facial expressions, may contribute to an even more nuanced
picture.

Themixed-methods approach relies on a correlation of quantitative data based
on Patel’s facial behavior with qualitative data (i.e., the manually correlated tran-
script of Marr’s speech) as well as an annotation of speech act categories that
may be interpreted as triggering an emotional reaction on Patel’s side. Patel’s
expressions are interpreted as potential responses to the verbal and paraverbal
stimuli originating in Marr’s speech. Therefore verbal and facial information have
to be organized along the same timeline.⁴ The biometric video analysis has been

4 iMotions’ integrated export function allows for annotated images of the face-recording aswell as
the export of quantitative data in spreadsheets. Relevant human faces are automatically detected,
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manually annotated with Marr’s questions in phrasal utterance blocks of approx.
2–3 min each.

Table 1 combines each sequence of the interviewer’s utterance with the afore-
mentioned quantitative signal data and aligns the initial time stamp of each utter-
ance with the hearer’s simultaneous facial signals.⁵ The video has been analyzed
processing every single video frame of 30fps. In order to ease qualitative compari-
son between significant parameters, all signals have been converted from absolute
metric values to relative percentage values in line with the bespoke autofocus
scales provided by the software for graph tiers (see Figure 5). Taking into account
the linear quality of speech and the hearer’s perceptive and cognitive processing
lag, a potential facial reaction can be expected most likely towards the end of the
segment or towards the beginning of the next segment. Furthermore, in the col-
umn ‘speech act/cooperationmarker’ generic pragmatic categories of illocutionary
forces or conversational maxims have been annotated that seem likely to cause or
trigger a reaction or interaction from the hearer.

Between 03:500-2:2047⁶ there are pronounced instances of dimpler and lip
press action that may indicate characteristic reaction chains. While the dimpler
seems less specific to valence prediction (see Table 1), lip press action is associated
with an increased likelihood of negative valence (see Table 1). While the behavior
bundle that is defined as smile is regularly measured before Marr’s rebuke (08:293;
12:595; 27:560) and almost stops appearing afterwards (except for one instance
around 46:898), a smirk (in line with the previously discussed technical definition
of ‘asymmetric smile’) is not significantly displayed.⁷ The strongest indications of
smile can be observed following Marr’s metapragmatic announcement of reading

traced, and marked with a white ‘facebox’ and facial landmark indicators which can be seen
around and inside Patel’s face in the recorded image. The red cursor line symbolizes the position
of the face-recording at the time represented in the image, whereas the signals are displayed in
tier graphs along the timeline. The verbal sequences aligned with the automatically detected
facial signals have been annotated by hand, using an integrated annotation function. Its content
cannot be displayed in the exported image; it was therefore manually mounted into the image
and roughly aligned with the annotation blocks in vertical position (see Figure 5).
5 Due to the organization of all available visual data along a processing frame rate of 30fps,
the beginning of each utterance block has been aligned with the measured data of the closest
matching video frame. As the illustrative spreadsheet in Table 1 does not cover all measured
frames but specifically focusses on those related to utterance blocks, the measuring points cannot
represent exact measures of extrema or points of inflection as displayed more adequately in the
tier graphs in Figure 5.
6 All numbers in the following section refer to the utterance starting time indicated in the first
column of Table 1.
7 It seems obvious that layman’s everyday concepts of ‘smirk’ that were so dominant in Twitter
discourse do diverge from the technical definitions applied above.
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out the letter (08:293). Here, smiling may be explained as a cooperative or phatic
signal of attentiveness or readiness and thereby be explained by quite the opposite
of what Marr suggests with his rebuke. The dimpler as a more controlled indication
of joy or amusement is particularly noticeable during the long and gravely read
out litany of business and trade associations (03:500-02:204). As Patel’s facial
behavior does not mirror or show any resonance of Marr’s gravitas, a certain
cognitive or evaluative dissonance seems obvious. She may in fact not agree with
Marr’s aggravated tone or message. She may also be slightly absent-minded.

6 Conclusion

In political discourse, social emotionality and embodied perceptions are (co-)-
constructed in an interactive, multimedial, and multimodal way and thereby fulfill
central discourse functions. Themultimodal structure of communication platforms
such as Twitter can account for a conscious selection, manifestation, framing, and
distribution of ephemeral aspects of “off the record" face-to-face communication,
such as facial micro expressions, that are involved in a multi-stage selection, refer-
encing, and interpretation process. Perceptions and interpretations of discourse
visuals are turned into memes as relatable artifacts that are often constructed
in a politically motivated, interest-driven way. The social meaning of verbal and
nonverbal signs depends on a complex combination of semi-autonomous semiotic
systems that should be analyzed from various vantage points.

Biometric analysis tools can support or contradict certain intuitions or percep-
tions in public discourse. Complex sequential correlations or causal dependencies
in interactants’ behavior can be traced and categorized and thereby contribute to a
deeper and better informedmultimodal interaction analysis. As things stand, espe-
cially in combination with qualitative approaches, the reliability of state-of-the-art
tools like the one applied in the case study seem a valuable addition and data
source for better informed and more holistic approaches to human interaction.

Our mixed-methods case study on Priti Patel’s interaction with Andrew Marr
was a novel attempt to combine selective emotionalized discourse adaptations
and recontextualizations of media interaction with a close analysis of biomet-
ric and communicative data of the same event. Political framing of a person”s
public interaction behavior in multimodal discourse representations can be com-
plemented, challenged, and partly objectified by means of a systematic sequential
facial expression and communication analysis. Causal interaction chains can
only be determined by close analysis of verbal and nonverbal behavioral turns of
all participants. Despite obvious remaining limitations of the existing tools and
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approaches, the method seems promising and should be further pursued and
expanded.
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Christian Mosbæk Johannessen, Mads Lomholt Tvede, Kristoffer
Claussen Boesen, and Tuomo Hiippala
A Corpus-Based Approach to Color, Shape,
and Typography in Logos

Abstract: In this chapter our aim is to develop a corpus-based procedure for empir-
ical studies of style in corporate logos. We present a data-driven corpus study of
n=50 logos, 25 each from the oil industry and non-governmental environmental or-
ganizations (NGOs), in order to see if we can pick up significant differences in style
between the two groups. We use a quantitative operationalization of distinctive
features of color, shape, and typography, and measure how these are distributed
in the logos. We then use principal component analysis to understand how these
distinctive feature variables interact in each group. Our results show a subtle but
statistically robust difference between oil company andNGO logos. For example, oil
company icotypes tend to prefer straight and angular shapes and more saturated
colors, NGO icotypes prefer curves and more subdued colors. Although our study
does not warrant too much speculation about the values and ideologies underpin-
ning these choices of visual style in the logos, we do find them sufficiently robust
to justify a qualitative follow-up study seeking to connect our findings with the
common notion that “brands are people” and so with social values of, for example,
nature versus culture, with aesthetics of softness versus hardness, ideologies of
altruism versus commercialism, to name a few.

Keywords: logo, corpus, graphic design, typography, principal component analysis

1 Introduction

This chapter presents an exploratory, data-driven corpus study of color, shape,
and typography in the kind of thing we commonly refer to as a logo, the simple
“multimodal ensemble” (following Jewitt 2013: 254–255) of verbal, typographic,
and pictorial elements used by a company, organization or individual for purposes
of identification and branding. A systematic review of everything that has been
written about logos is beyond the scope of the chapter and difficult to achieve
because many professional practices including graphic design (e.g., Adams et al.
2006; Airey 2015; Mollerup 1997), marketing (e.g., Bishop 2001; Llorente-Barroso &
Garciaa-Garcia 2015), branding (e.g., Heilbrunn 1997, 2001), and intellectual prop-
erty law (e.g., Beebe 2004), all share an interest in logos and each have developed
their own terminology: marks, trademarks, signatures, word marks, device marks.

https://doi.org/10.1515/9783110725001-007
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Semiotic treatments of logos as artefacts tends to be conceptual (Johannessen
2011; Skaggs 2017, 2018), discussing empirical examples mostly as illustrations
of conceptual points, or qualitative single case studies (Cowin & Matusitz 2011;
Johannessen 2016; Aiello 2017), or comparisons of just a few logos (Scott 1993;
Johannessen 2017).

We think that logos ought to receive more attention in multimodality studies.
They are a good example of a structurally simple multimodal ensemble the study
of which would be very informative, but which is nevertheless often taken as
a given in multimodal studies of higher-order phenomena such as text-image
relations, multimodal discourse structure, etc. of which they are often a part. And
because logos are, at least on casual inspection, quite simple, we can hope to
achieve good descriptive exhaustiveness of very low-level structural features, and
so learn something about multimodal artifacts beyond the study of logos. Yet, to
our knowledge, no corpus-based, quantitative studies of logos exist.

2 Theoretical Background

2.1 Style as a Dimension of Semiotic Analysis

It is commonly accepted among logo designers that the best logos are simple and
striking, an idea that has been emphasized again and again by several of the most
influential architects, designers, and graphic designers in history. Quotes like Mies
van der Rohe’s “Less is More” and Louis Danziger’s “If you can’t explain the idea
in one sentence over the telephone, it won’t work” abound in graphic design books
and blogs. Whether visual parsimony in fact makes a logo better remains an open
question, but it seems to be a matter of accepted wisdom among graphic designers
that “[...] simplicity also makes your design easier to recognize, so it stands a
greater chance of achieving a timeless, enduring quality” (Airey 2015: 23).

The result of this preference for simplicity in both concept and execution is that
logos have a very narrow informational “bandwidth” understood as differences
that canmake differences. They cannot denote¹ very elaborate or detailed concepts.
Instead, they are apt for conveyingwhat designers call the “look and feel” of ahost’s

1 Hjemlslev’s classical semiotic concepts of denotation and connotation are useful here. De-
notation has been glossed by logo semiotician Steven Skaggs (2017: 256) as “The direct—often
coded—convergent referent in the semantic register”. He glosses its counterpart, connotation, as
“The associative and allusive referents in the semantic register”.
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brand, the connotative potential thatmakes a logo “immediately recognizable [and]
expresses a point of view” (Wheeler 2013: 148).

In this chapter, we think of look and feel in terms of visual style. Bateman
et al. (2019: 8) assert that the empirical support for concepts of visual style is
underdeveloped, and our work should be seen as part of an effort to understand it
better. Our study is conceptually framed by Theo van Leeuwen’s (2005a) discussion
of style in Introducing Social Semiotics, which he begins with this gloss of the term
from the Concise Oxford Dictionary: “[Style is] a manner of writing, speaking, or
doing, especially as contrasted with the matter to be expressed or thing done”.
In these terms, we emphasize ‘manner of expression’ by looking only at formal
variables of shape, color, and typography, and de-emphasize everything to do with
the ‘matter expressed’ by those forms.

Van Leeuwen approaches style from three different perspectives, all of which
have an individual-centric scope: (1) The idiosyncratic mannerisms that belong to
the individual, and which can be both consciously performative or entirely outside
conscious control, (2) the social style that marks social allegiance or solidarity, and
(3) lifestyle, which is poised somewhere between individual and social styles and is,
above all, an expression of consumer identity. We would add that style, insofar as
style expresses identity, is not only an individual endeavor. Guided by themetaphor
that “brands are people” (Koller 2009: 45), organizations express identities too.
And not only does an organization express its individual identity much in the same
way as a person can express “lifestyle” through a “composite of connotations”
(van Leeuwen 2005a: 146), organizations can express something akin to “social
style”, an allegiance to an industry or business sector, as well. It is this latter
phenomenon which guides our study. Insofar as logos are more apt for specifying
a connotational, stylistic look and feel than they are for denotative content, and
insofar as organizations cluster according to the kind of business sector they are
in, our goal is to find out whether we can operationalize the analysis of logos, in
terms of their shape, color, and typography, in a way that could empirically address
otherwise impressionistic claims that logos from different industries have different
looks and feels.

2.2 Distinctive Features of Graphics

The term graphics is commonly used to refer to a very broad range of visual com-
munication phenomena ranging from computer games and computer-generated
images to lino cuts.We restrict our use of the term to denote a family of hapto-visual
materialities, or “canvases” (Bateman 2008: 16), that share the affordance of divid-
ing a surface into binary figure-ground regions with very distinct demarcations.
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This basic feature of graphics harks back to the material affordances of early relief
and intaglio print-making (in both of which material is carved, cut, corroded, etc.
from a print matrix to yield areas that are either intact or not). Even today such
a binary structuring of a two-dimensional space into figure and ground is a key
principle in vector graphics applications such as Adobe Illustrator and FontLab,
which use vector paths to demarcate the envelope of a figure from the ground. This
family of canvases is used in expressive forms including, among others, writing,
typography, cartography, the line art used in diagrams, pictograms, signage, app
icons, to name a few. An effort to outline their formal commonalities has been
made by Andreas Stötzner (2003) under the headline of “Signography”.

Because logos are designed with simplicity of both form and content in mind,
we suggest that our operationalization must begin with the most basic, formal
levels of distinctions in the graphic canvases. This is important in order to avoid any
circularity in our reasoning. We are attempting an operationalization of material
properties of graphic canvases without any prior assumptions about how they
might be perceived or make meaning (whether denotative or connotative). Only
then canwebegin to seehowone industrymaydeploy color, shape, and typography
in order to set itself visually apart from other industries.

There have been several attempts to describe graphic form in a way that makes
it amenable to analysis, most notably in French cartographer and information
designer, Jacques Bertin’s (1983) Semiology of Graphics. Bertin (1983: 42–43) boils
what he calls “the graphic system” down to eight variables a designer has to work
with. In addition to the two planar dimensions, they are: (1) size, (2) value (similar
to “brightness” in Photoshop’s HSB-model of color, which describes a given color
by its ‘hue’, ‘saturation’, and ‘brightness’), (3) texture, (4) color, (5) orientation,
and (6) shape. A similar intuition seems to guide some of the work undertaken
by Gunther Kress and Theo van Leeuwen’s “distinctive feature” approach to color
(2002) and Johannessen’s approach to graphic shape (2016). Because it has been so
emphatically argued that typography is a rich resource for brand identity expres-
sion (Hyndman 2016), we have included elements from van Leeuwen’s distinctive
feature approach to typography (2005b; 2006) in our framework as well.

2.2.1 Distinctive Features of Color

In their article exploring color as a semiotic mode in its own right, Kress and van
Leeuwen distinguish two types of affordance in color, “two sources for making
meaning with color” (Kress & van Leeuwen 2002: 355). One is the association, or,
in keeping with our own use of these concepts, the connotations of “look and
feel”. The other is the color’s distinctive features (Kress & van Leeuwen 2002: 355)
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(inspired by Jakobson and Halle’s distinctive feature phonology). They describe
these as a range of formal parameters including the color’s (1) hue (its position on
a color wheel going through the visible spectrum from red to violet), (2) saturation
(a scale from maximally saturated to gray), (3) value (a scale of brightness from
white to black), (4) modulation (a scale from flat, unmodulated color to highly
modulated showing many shades and tints of the same hue), (5) differentiation
(a scale from monochromatic to multicolored with many hues), (6) purity (a scale
from “pure” primary colors to “hybrid” secondary or tertiary colors).

2.2.2 Distinctive Features of Shape

Drawing inspiration from Kress and van Leeuwen’s work on distinctive features,
Johannessen (2016) has made an attempt at operationalizing shape characteristics
of graphic canvases. He enumerates (1) straightness (the choice between straight
and un-straight), (2) bend (the choice between angles and curves) and (3) direc-
tion (the choice between concave and convex), but stresses that a fractal-derived
approach to these features of shape (that curves can be embedded in curves) is
necessary in order to fully describe shape.

2.2.3 Distinctive Features of Typography

Finally, following his work with Gunther Kress on distinctive features of color,
Theo van Leeuwen (2005b) has added his distinctive feature perspective to an
already considerable body of literature on typography (see e.g., Gill 1988; Reimar &
Birkvig 2003; Baines & Haslam 2005; Lupton 2014), attempting to boil typography
down to a range of parameters on which, he argues, we can begin to discuss how
typography canmakemeaning. These parameters are: (1) weight (the relative width
of the strokes in letters), (2) expansion (the width of letterforms relative to their
height), (3) slope (the angle of letters relative to their baseline), (4) curvature (the
overall shape of letterforms in terms of angularity or smoothness), (5) connectivity
(the connectedness of strokes in and between letterforms), (6) orientation (the
height of letterforms relative to their width), and (7) regularity (the evenness of
distribution of any structural feature).
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3 Framework and Analytical Procedure

3.1 Logotypes and Icotypes

At its most general level of description, inspired by marketing semiotician Benoit
Heilbrunn (1997: 177), our framework distinguishes two different kinds of elements,
logotypes and icotypes, that can be combined into a logo. A logotype consists
of symbols from writing systems, including numerals, and expresses what in
trademark law is commonly referred to as a “word mark”; the proper name of the
legal entity which is the logo’s host. An icotype can consist of any graphic sign,
but is usually a stylized depiction of some sort, and is referred to in trademark law
as a “device mark”. The far left of Figure 1 illustrates how a fictional logo for a host
called “Ogol” can be broken into an icotype and a logotype.

3.2 Shape Analysis

The first step in our analysis of the shape of each logo is to determine the number
of distinct bounded regions (or areas) in its logotype and icotype (insofar as they
are both present). This step is illustrated in the middle of Figure 1. Our approach to
shape does not regard the building blocks of letters in a logotype as lines or strokes
(as in the analysis of typography described in Section 3.4) but as two-dimensional
regions. As a consequence, the so-called “counters”, the negative shapes inside
the loops of letters such as ‘o’ and ‘g’ in the Ogol logo are also considered to
be individual regions as illustrated in Figure 1. In the example of the Ogol logo,
there are 7 regions in the icotype and 5 in the logotype. To be clear, the analysis
operationalizes certain material properties of space and shape in graphic canvases
at a purely formal level. It does not model how we in fact perceive a logo (for
example, we perceive the Ogol icotype as three overlapping, transparent shapes
fanned out around a hole, not 7 individual graphic regions), nor how it could be
said to be meaningful.

Our analysis of shape only looks at instances of ‘straight’, ‘angle’, and ‘curve’,
as we assumed these to be more telling of visual style than whether a shape feature
was ‘convex’ or ‘concave’. Thus, the second step is to count all instances of three
types of shape — straights, angles, and curves — for all regions in the icotype and
logotype. The approach is inspired by how shapes are described in vector graphics
and is illustrated on the right in Figure 1. We count an occurrence of straight,
angle or curve where we would expect them in a Bezier-based vector description
of that shape. The actual annotation is done by importing a bitmap image of the
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Fig. 1: Illustration of the principle behind breaking an icotype and logotype into distinct graphic
regions and analyzing these in terms of shape instances.

logo into Adobe Photoshop and using the “count tool” to keep track of shape
feature occurrences (see Figure 5). It should be noted that, whereas annotating
occurrences of straight and angle is fairly straightforward, curves are harder to
distinguish, especially in cases where one curve transitions smoothly into another²
In the fictional Ogol icotype there are 49 instances of shape-defining nodes, 7 on
average per region. 0% of these are straight, 36.7% are angles and the majority,
63.3%, are curves. In the logotype there are 58 instances of shape features, 11.6 on
average per region, 24.1% straight, 25.9% angles, and 50% curves.

This approach enables us to quantify how shape features are distributed in
the logo. A key metric is the shape density; basically a count of instances of shape
features. The Ogol icotype has a density of 49, the logotype 58. In itself, this says
very little. However, if we average densities over regions, we arrive at a potentially
much more interesting number, the density per region (which we will refer to as
‘D/r’ in what follows): sum of densities

regions . This characterizes the overall distribution of
shape features in the logo far more usefully. The Ogol icotype has a D/r of 7.0, the
logotype 11.6.

D/r is potentially interesting because, as illustrated by Figure 2, the visual style
of a logo can come across as clean or grainy depending on how many instances of
shape features each region contains.

2 Ideally, we would have collected vector files of the 50 logos in order to draw on the vector nodes
used in their rendering to make such distinctions. In practice it has not been possible to obtain
vector files of all the logos, and we have chosen to work from available bitmap images instead and
accept that, in coding adjacent curves, we had to rely on our judgment to tell where one curve
ended and the next began.
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Fig. 2: Illustration of the different look and feel of the Ogol icotype in the original (left) and with
a zig-zag filter, 30 ridges per line segment, applied in Illustrator (right) to increase the density
per region (D/r). Note that, at one level, the regions retain their leafy shapes. But on a lower,
embedded level, they take on a grainier look and feel. The material ability of graphic canvases
to embed shape within shape (within shape) suggests a fractal, self-similar organization of
shape characteristics.

Our approach also enables us to quantify the proportion of straights, angles, and
curves to the total number of shape features, shape type

density , of an icotype or logotype
(we refer to these metrics as S/D, A/D, and C/D). In the Ogol logo, for example, the
majority of shape features are of the curve type (63.3% in the icotype, 50% in the
logotype). We express these proportions as values between 0 and 1.

3.3 Color Analysis

As we stated in the introduction, this study is exploratory and data-driven. In its
course, we have decided to exclude some of the distinctive features presented in
Section 2. Our analysis of color only looked at ‘hue’, ‘saturation’, and ‘value’ (and
not ‘modulation’, ‘differentiation’, and ‘purity’) because these are conveniently
operationalized using Photoshop’s “eyedropper tool” and the “HSB” model of
color (which stands for hue, saturation, brightness). The software expresses hue
on a range from 0–360∘ (as a position on a color wheel with bright red at 0∘, or 12
o’clock if it were a clock dial). Saturation and brightness, however, are expressed
by Photoshop on a scale from 0% to 100%.

Our analysis of color is deliberately kept very simple. We import a bitmap
image of each logo into Adobe Photoshop and use the eyedropper tool to measure
the HSB values for each region in the icotype and logotype as illustrated by Figure
3. This enables us to average the values for color saturation and color brightness
over each icotype and logotype. The Ogol icotype is of fairly low color saturation:
only 27.7% on average. This translates to colors that are bled out, grey-ish and
subdued as opposed to vibrant. It is, however, also fairly bright: 74% on average
(as opposed to the darker logotype, which is only 47%). Note that regions, which
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we take to be transparent, such as the loops in the letters ‘o’ and ‘g’ in Ogol, are
not included in the analysis.

Fig. 3: Illustration of the principle used to arrive at the average color saturation and brightness
of each icotype and logotype. For each distinctly colored region a measure of hue, saturation,
and brightness is taken. We then average over saturation and brightness for icotypes and
logotypes respectively. Note that enveloped regions that are ‘white’ are treated as negative
shapes (when the background is also white), and so transparent, or colorless. Examples are the
‘hole’ in the icotype’s leaf shapes and the ‘holes’ in the logotype’s letters.

Because there is no meaningful way to take an average over the hue values, we
have excluded this measurement from our study. In future studies, however, we
may choose to group observed hue values in, for example, 45∘ intervals, in order to
compare the proportions of colors in different intervals across industries. Further-
more, the two samples show only little variation in hue but significant variation in
saturation and brightness, which makes these features more interesting for our
comparison.

3.4 Typographical Analysis

Icotypes are predominantly pictorial and logotypes are predominantly verbal and
typographic. Even if one sometimes bleeds into the other, they are different can-
vases. The same material may serve as a base for both and their shape and color
can be analyzed according to the same procedure, but they are not identical in all
respects. As a result, the fundamental units of our operationalization of typography
of logotypes are those common in the type industry: letters and strokes (recall that
in Section 3.2 on ‘shape’, we regarded them as regions).
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Although we cannot rule out the possibility of type occurring as an integrated
part of the icotype in some logos, we choose only to apply the typographic analysis
on the logotype. In operationalizing van Leeuwen’s distinctive features of typog-
raphy, we have taken a few liberties. The ‘curvature’ of letterforms is captured in
our analysis of shape, so it is not treated here. Also, we have fused van Leeuwen’s
‘expansion’ and ‘orientation’ under the label ‘expansion’.We found the two features
to be redundant: expansion can be described as the width of letterforms relative to
their height, and orientation is the reverse, that is, height relative to width. Finally,
we disregarded the feature ‘regularity’. Regularity can be operationalized with
respect to any feature of visual structure, not only of typography, and we simply
have not come up with a clever way of capturing it. Maybe, in future studies, one
could apply measures of entropy in pixel distributions of bitmap images (e.g., Silva
et al. 2016).

The first step in our typographical analysis is determining the number of letters
(and also spaces between letters) as well as the number of strokes those letters are
made up of. The second step is to import a bitmap of the logo into Adobe Illustrator
and use the “measure tool” to measure lengths and angles as illustrated in Figure
4.

Fig. 4: Illustration of the measures taken of each logotype in order to analyze distinctive fea-
tures of typography.

3.4.1 Weight

In order to measure the weight of letters, we have adapted Johannessen’s (2011:
244) “weight scale rating” (WSR) to express weight as a value between 0 and 1 by
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relating stroke width to stroke length (and because stroke lengths vary, we use
x-height as a proxy³ for stroke length). 0 denotes zero width (a one-dimensional
Euclidian line segment) and 1 denotes a stroke that is as broad as the typography’s
x-height (values above 1 are possible but uncommon – they express strokes that
are broader than the x-height).

For each stroke in each letter, two measures are taken, one for its widest and
one for its narrowest point. These are related to the x-height of the typography and
then averaged in order to arrive at the WSR for the stroke.

(widest stroke width
x−height + narrowest stroke width

x−height )

number of measures (1)

As illustrated in the middle top in Figure 4, the widest point of the stroke in ‘o’
is 17 pixels, the narrowest is 12 pixels. The x-height of the typeface is 46 pixels.
Thus, the WSR of the heaviest section of the stroke in ‘o’ is 0.37 and 0.26 for the
lightest section. The average WSR for the letter ‘o’ is 0.32. In our analysis of the
entire logotype, we average WSR over all strokes in all letters in the logotype.

3.4.2 Expansion

In order to determine the relative width of letters in relation to their height, we
measure the width of all letters and relate them to the x-height (or cap height in
case of all caps): letter widthx−height . The ‘o’ of Ogol is 53 pixels wide and the x-height, again,
is 46 pixels. Thus, the expansion measure is 1.15. Measures above 1 means letters
are broader than they are wide as in the Ogol logotype. Again, we average over all
letters in the logotype.

3 This is to normalize a number of inequalities in our dataset: (1) Strokes are of unequal length,
(2) logos are of unequal proportions, and (3) the bitmap images that serve as data are of unequal
resolution. Therefore, we relate width measures to a constant that reasonably captures the scale
of the logotype in a way that can be compared across all logos. We are aware that this lowers
the external validity of our methodology by introducing a dependency on writing systems with
an x-height and ascender/descender-like structure but, because all logotypes in the dataset are
written in Latin letters, this does not harm the internal validity of the present study. However, in
the interest of the scalability of the methodology, future research should attempt to overcome this
bias.
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3.4.3 Slope

In order to determine the slope of letters, a measure of the angle between a letter
stem (or an approximation thereof) and the logotype’s baseline ismade. The output
fromAdobe Illustrator is formatted in degrees. 90∘means that letters have no slope.
90–180∘ means that letters lean to the left, 0–90∘ means they lean to the right. We
average the slope of all letters over the number of letters in the logotype. In the
Ogol logotype, the average slope is 81.0.

3.4.4 Connectivity

Finally, in order to operationalize connectivity, the number of letter connections
is related to the number of spaces between letters: letter connections

letter shapes . The Ogol logo-
type has 3 letter spaces. Of these, two are connected. The logotype’s connectivity
measure is 0.66.

3.5 Principal Component Analysis (PCA)

Applying the analytical framework introduced above provides 14 measurements
that describe the shape, color, and typography of each logo in the corpus as sum-
marized in Table 1. These measurements constitute the variables whose values
reflect stylistic choices in logo design. However, comparing differences between
individual variables is not likely to reveal distinctive stylistic preferences between
oil industry and NGO logos, because they capture specific aspects of logos, which
are assumed to form a tightly-integrated multimodal ensemble, as described in
Section 2.

To understand how the 14 variables interact with each other, we therefore
used Principal Component Analysis (PCA). PCA is a well-understood statistical
method for multivariate analysis and dimensionality reduction (see e.g., Hervea &
Williams 2010). Multivariate analysis, which seeks to describe the relation between
multiple variables, has been productively applied in linguistics, perhaps most
famously in the seminal work of Biber (1988), who used multivariate analysis
to relate grammatical features to particular linguistic registers. Dimensionality
reduction, in turn, refers to the process of reducing the number of variables (or
‘dimensions’ of variation) while preserving as much of the information contained
in the original variables as possible.

PCA examines to what extent variables can be grouped by virtue of exhibiting
similar patterns of variation so that they can be replaced by new variables, known
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Tab. 1: Summary of the 14 variables measured for each logo.

Shape variables

D/r icotype The density of the icotype (count of shapes instances) averaged over count
of regions in the icotype

S/D icotype The proportion of straight shape features to the density in the icotype
A/D icotype The proportion of angular shape features to the density in the icotype
C/D icotype The proportion of curved shape features to the density in the icotype
D/r logotype Thedensity of the logotype (count of shapes instances) averagedover count

of regions in the logotype
S/D logotype The proportion of straight shape features to the density in the logotype
A/D logotype The proportion of angular shape features to the density in the logotype
C/D logotype The proportion of curved shape features to the density in the logotype

Color variables

saturation The average saturation of all colors in the logo
brightness The average brightness of all colors in the logo

Typographic
variables

weight The average WSR for all strokes in the logotype
expansion The average expansion for all letters in the logotype
slope The average slope of all letters in the logotype
connectivity The proportion of connected spaces between letters to the total number of

letter spaces in the logotype

as principal components. However, the principal components can never cover
all the variation in the original data due to lower dimensionality, which leads to
reduced capacity for explaining variation in the original data. For this reason, PCA
analyses typically report how much of the original variation is explained by the
principal components.

What makes PCA a particularly useful method is its ability to condense in-
formation while maintaining a mapping between the original variables and the
principal components derived from them. This allows establishing howmuch each
original variable contributes to each principal component. Each principal compo-
nent can be thus interpreted in terms of the original measurements and related
back to the analytical framework. In the field of multimodality research, PCA has
been recently applied in a diachronic study of page layout in comics by Bateman
et al. (2019), who use PCA to reduce 52 variables describing page layout to just
five principal components, a much more manageable number of variables that
nevertheless cover 61%of variation in the original data. An analysis of the principal
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components revealed temporal changes in the page layout along dimensions that
would not have been discernible otherwise.

By condensing information about the original variables, the principal com-
ponents can be seen as establishing the dimensions of variation in the corpus.
As Bateman et al. (2019: 10) observe, comparing these dimensions against each
other enables taking a topological perspective on variation. Previous accounts of
linguistic genre have found such a perspective particularly useful, because from
this perspective, the data may show differences and similarities along distinct
dimensions of variation (cf. Lemke 1999). We consider this particularly beneficial
for studying style in NGO and oil industry logos, which are likely to exhibit certain
similarities by virtue of being logos, but also differences due to their respective
domains.

We used the Python 3.8 programming language to perform PCA, using the
implementation in the scikit-learn 0.23.2 library (Pedregosa et al. 2011). To pre-
process the data, we used the NumPy 1.19.1 (Harris et al. 2020) and pandas 1.1.0
(McKinney 2010) libraries and performed statistical testing using the SciPy 1.5.2
library (Virtanen et al. 2020). The results were visualized using thematplotlib 3.3.1
(Hunter 2007) and seaborn 0.10.1 libraries.

4 Data Description

As noted above, the study is based on 50 logos, 25 each from the oil industry and
non-governmental environmental organizations. The data collection began as a
qualitative case study of a single, now decommissioned, logo for one Irish fuel and
retail company called Topaz (Johannessen 2016) and grew from there: first as a
comparisonwith other Irish fuel and retail brands in order to see if the original logo
was typical of the forecourt and convenience retail business, then as a comparison
between the downstream (consumer-facing) fuel and retail sector and the upstream
(industry-facing) oil industry to see if the oil industry at large had a distinctive look
and feel. Finally, the study evolved into a comparison of logos from the oil sectors
and environmental NGO sectors.

The 25 oil company logos were selected according to the following criteria: 10
companies were taken from a list of the highest grossing fuel and convenience
retail companies in Ireland in 2015 and 15 were taken from a Forbes list of the
25 highest grossing upstream oil companies in the World. The 25 environmental
NGO logos were picked from an alphabetized list on Wikipedia. The list was found
through a Google search on the search phrase “non-governmental organizations”.
25 entries were chosen by selecting every second logo on the list. Although there
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was no geographical rationale behind the sampling strategy, future research in
the area might include such parameters as a possibly interesting dimension of
variation. The full selection can be found in Table 3 in the appendix.

Figure 5 shows a small extract from of our data, three oil company logos
(for Rosneft, PetroChina, and Royal Dutch Shell) and three environmental NGOs
(Friends of The Earth, African Wildlife Foundation, and International Analog
Forestry Network). The pictures were taken during the shape analysis phase, which
was performedwith the count tool in Photoshop. The original images of the 50 logos
in the corpus, the measurements provided by applying our analytical framework
and the code needed to reproduce the results reported below are available at:
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3987747

5 Results

In order to explore possible generic differences in style between NGO and oil indus-
try logos, we wanted to remove logos with rare stylistic features from the corpus.
To achieve this, we applied a procedure known as z-score standardization to the
measurements for each original variable. This procedure standardizes the values
for each variable to have a mean value of zero and a standard deviation of one.
As Bateman & Hiippala (2020: 4–5) explain, standard deviation measures how
much a given value deviates from the mean value of a variable. The resulting Z-
scores, which correspond to standard deviations, can be compared to a normal
distribution to determine how far a value lies from the mean value for the given
variable.

Normally distributed values form a bell-shaped curve which has useful prop-
erties for filtering the data for rare features: we know that for each normalized
variable (out of the 14 in total), roughly 68% of the values are within one standard
deviation on either side of the mean, that is, between values −1 and +1 (Bateman
& Hiippala 2020: 4–5). We also know that 99.9% of values in a normal distribution
fall within four standard deviations on either side of the mean. Conversely, the
probability of finding a value below −4 or above +4 in a normal distribution is
0.01% or extremely rare. To remove logos with rare stylistic features, we excluded
a logo if any of its variables had a value below −4 or above +4. A total of five such
logos were removed from the corpus, retaining 22 logos for the oil industry and 23
for NGOs.

We then applied PCA to the standardized variables to reduce the number
of dimensions from 14 to just five. The five principal components derived from
the 14 variables cover 76.4% of the variation in the original data (see Figure 6).
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Fig. 5: Illustration of a selection of the data. In the left column are three oil company logos for
Rosneft, PetroChina, and Royal Dutch Shell. In the right column are three environmental NGO
logos for Friends of the Earth, African Wildlife Foundation, and International Analog Forestry
Network. Pictures were taken during the shape analysis, which used the count tool in Adobe
Photoshop.
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Fig. 6: Percentage of variation explained by the five principal components (total variation
covered: 76.4%).

Tab. 2: Correlations between the original variables and principal components. The top-3 pos-
itive and negative correlates for each principal component are marked in bold and cursive,
respectively.

PC1 PC2 PC3 PC4 PC5

D/r icotype -0.394 -0.235 0.194 0.775 -0.472
S/D icotype 0.736 0.439 -0.033 0.022 -0.422
A/D icotype 0.698 -0.301 -0.092 0.181 0.132
C/D icotype -0.865 -0.09 0.018 0.046 0.199
D/r logotype 0.047 -0.03 0.016 0.105 -0.014
S/D logotype 0.193 -0.319 0.077 0.167 0.24
A/D logotype 0.29 -0.707 0.108 -0.034 -0.025
C/D logotype -0.32 0.696 -0.122 -0.067 -0.113
saturation 0.161 0.113 -0.809 0.313 0.014
brightness -0.186 -0.185 -0.725 0.076 0.096
weight 0.193 0.485 0.372 0.487 0.409
expansion -0.279 -0.223 -0.057 -0.098 -0.251
slope -0.013 -0.034 0.016 -0.008 -0.048
connectivity -0.015 0.123 -0.12 0.253 0.236

The first principal component covers the most variation, because PCA seeks to
maximize information about variation in each principal component while also
avoiding correlations between principal components so that they do not increase
or decrease together, but rather capture complementary aspects of variation in the
original data. In other words, PCA attempts to describe variation in the original
data as best as it can, while preserving as much information about variation as
possible within a lower number of variables, that is, the principal components.

As explained in Section 3.5, each principal component can be mapped back
to the original variables. This is achieved by examining the correlations between
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the original variables and the principal components. This is shown in Table 2,
which shows how the original variables (rows) correlate with the five principal
components (columns). These values, which run from −1 for negative correlation
to +1 for positive correlation, while 0 indicates no correlation. For instance, we
can observe that the first principal component PC1 is positively correlated with
the proportion of straight shapes (S/D: 0.736) and angles (A/D: 0.698) in icotypes.
These values are used as weights to determine how much each original variable
contributes to the principal component in question when calculating its value.

Bateman et al. (2019: 11) call for attention to the fact that the principal compo-
nents are simply amathematical ‘best fit’ without regard to their possiblemeanings.
Interpreting what each principal componentmeans in the light of the annotation
framework and the measurements made requires an additional step of analysis.
We therefore summarize the positive and negative contributions of each original
variable to the newly derived five principal components below:
– PC1 is positively correlated with straight and angular shapes in the icotype. It

is negatively correlated with the density and proportion of curved shapes in
the icotype, and to a lesser degree with the expansion of letters of the logotype.

– PC2 is positively correlated with curved shapes and the weight of strokes in
the logotype, and negatively correlated with straight and angular shapes in
the logotype, and to some extent with angular shapes in the icotype as well.

– PC3 is negatively correlatedwith saturation and brightness, and to some extent
positively correlated with logotype weight.

– PC4 is strongly associated with the density of the icotype and to a lesser degree
with the weight of the logotype and saturation.

– PC5 is negatively correlatedwith the density of the icotype and their proportion
of straight shapes, as well as the expansion of the logotype. There is a slight
positive correlation with the weight of the logotype and their proportion of
straight shapes.

As pointed out in Section 3.5, these principal components establish the dimensions
of variation in the corpus of logos, which may be observed from a topological
perspective to identify similarities and dissimilarities between them. One way
to examine the data from a topological perspective is to plot the dimensions of
variation against each other for visual exploration, in order to generate hypothe-
ses for statistical testing (O’Halloran et al. 2018: 20). Alternatively, the resulting
visualizations may be considered as models, whose properties allow generating
new knowledge about the phenomena under analysis (see Bateman & Hiippala,
this volume).

To this end, Figure 7 plots the first principal component (PC1) on the horizontal
axis against the other four principal components (PC2–5) on the vertical axis. In
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each plot, the colored dots represent individual logos, whereas the oval shapes
stand for confidence ellipses, which are introduced in the caption of Figure 7. Note
that the only purpose of coloring the dots is to distinguish between logos from
NGOs (orange) and oil companies (blue) in Figure 7.Whether a given logo belongs to
an NGO or an oil company is not used when calculating the principal components:
any groupings observed emerge from the data and are not imposed by possible
preconceptions about differences between the logos.

PC1 shows that oil industry logos prefer straight and angular shapes for the
icotype, as indicated by their tendency to appear on the right-hand side of the
plot (M=0.57, SD=1.32). NGO logos, in turn, favor curved shapes in the icotype, as
reflected by their orientation towards the left (M=-0.55, SD=1.54). Here the extreme
examples include the Friends of the Earth NGO logo at (-2.9, 3) and the Rosneft oil
company logo at (3.4, 0.6) (for examples of actual logos, see the top row in Figure 5).
Because a visual inspection shows considerable overlap between the two samples
in the middle region, the possible difference must be evaluated statistically: the
difference between oil industry and NGO logos along PC1 was found to be statis-
tically significant with a nearly large effect size (Mann-Whitney U=152.0, p=0.01;
Cohen’s d=0.73).⁴

For PC2, which is plotted against PC1 in the top-left hand corner of Figure 7, the
plot reveals that oil industry logotypes seem to be characterized by curved shapes
and weight, as indicated by the positive values and a smaller, upward leaning
confidence ellipse (M=0.14, SD=1.06). These features are also characteristic of two
NGO logos in the top-left corner of the plot. Generally, NGO logos show greater
variation, as indicated by the larger confidence ellipse (M=-0.14, SD=1.52), but
appear to prefer straight and angular shapes for the logotype, as reflected by their
negative values for PC2. However, this difference is not statistically significant at
p < 0.05 (Mann-Whitney U=190.0, p=0.078; Cohen’s d=0.44).

Along the dimension of variation represented by PC3, which is strongly nega-
tively correlated with saturation and brightness, shown on the top-right hand side
of Figure 7, the oil industry logos show greater variation (M=-0.26, SD=1.38), but
are generally characterized by bright and saturated colors. These features seem
to be less prominent for NGO logos (M=0.25, SD=0.94), which suggest that they
prefer darker and non-saturated colors. The difference along PC3 is statistically
significant with a medium effect size (Mann-Whitney U=165.0, p=0.02; Cohen’s
d=0.62).

4 We used the Mann-Whitney U test for significance testing, because the samples are not normally
distributed. For more information, see Bateman & Hiippala (2020: 8–10).
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Fig. 7: Plotting the principal components against each other. The area covered by each oval-
shaped confidence ellipse corresponds to two standard deviations from the mean value, which
covers 95% of the data in a normal distribution. If the analysis were re-run a number of times,
the mean value for a given logo type would fall within its confidence ellipse with 95% probabil-
ity. The size of a confidence ellipse, in turn, is an indication of how much the samples deviate
from their mean value.

PC4 and PC5, which are plotted against PC1 in the lower part of Figure 7, account
for 11% and 8% of the variation, respectively. For PC4, which is positively corre-
lated with icotype density, logotype weight and saturation, the samples show a
statistically significant difference with a large effect size (Mann-Whitney U=138.0,
p=< 0.01; Cohen’s d=0.845). Comparing the original measurements captured by
PC4 revealed that the difference results from saturation (U=118.5, p=< 0.01; d=1.02),
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not logotype weight (U=247.0, p=0.45; d=0.04) nor icotype density (U=191.0, p=0.08;
d=0.43). The difference along PC5 was not statistically significant at Mann-Whitney
U=252.0, p=0.5; Cohen’s d=0.007.

Fig. 8: Kernel density estimations for the principal components.

While the confidence ellipses in Figure 7 help to establish how each sample varies
and along which dimensions, they cannot reveal whether logos are more likely
to occur within a given region of the plot. To investigate how individual logos
are distributed over particular regions, Figure 8 applies kernel density estimation
(KDE) to the principal components. KDE estimates the likelihood of finding a logo
of a given type within a particular region of the plot. This likelihood is measured
using a probability density function, whose values aremapped to particular shades
by the bars on the right-hand side. Note that the lowest interval at the bottom of
the scale is not colored to make the regions with higher probability stand out in
the plot.

Figure 8 reveals that along the dimension of variation represented by PC2
in the top left-hand corner, the NGO logos form two distinct regions. Whereas
most NGO logos are likely to be found in the middle region, the upper group is
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consistent enough to form its own cluster. The upper group, which is characterized
byweighted and curved shapes in the logotype, may represent a trend that diverges
from the majority of NGO logos. Whether this represents an emergent trend or the
sample is too small to bridge the gap between these two groups would warrant
further research.

What is notable across all plots in Figure 8 is that the regions associated with
the highest probability densities for both oil and NGO logos are close to each other.
These regions are likely to capture the common features of logos, that is, shapes
and colors that allow us to recognize these artifacts as logos in the first place. It is
also worth noting that oil industry logos along PC4 and PC5 seem to exhibit less
variation than their NGO counterparts, as reflected by their smaller area and higher
values for probability density function. In other words, the oil industry logos are
less flexible in terms of their choices pertaining to shape and color.

Finally, we now summarize the main findings in Figures 7 and 8 separately
for both oil industry and NGO logos. For the oil industry logos, the results suggest
that:
– Oil industry logos prefer straight and angular shapes in the icotype (PC1).
– Oil industry logos favor curved shapes and weighted strokes in the logotype

(PC2).
– Oil industry logos prefer bright and saturated colors (PC3).
– Oil industry logos are less varied.

For the NGO logos, the results suggest the following:
– NGO logos prefer curved shapes for icotypes (PC1).
– NGO logos favor straight and angular shapes and lighter strokes in the logotype

(PC2).
– NGO logos prefer darker and non-saturated colors (PC3).
– NGO logos are more varied.

6 General Discussion

Our study shows that the logos of oil companies and environmental NGOs are
subtly but reliably different. We have found statistically significant differences
on PC1 (associated with shape distributions in the icotype), PC3 (associated with
color), and PC4 (associated with the weight of the logotype, the density of the
icotype and color saturation). Therefore, on the gloss of style we introduced in
Section 2, which highlights “manner of expression” over “matter expressed”, we
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argue that we have indeed observed an interesting difference between the look of
oil company and environmental NGO logos. Because the two groups of logos are
associated with different industrial sectors, one for profit, the other non-profit, the
study lends empirical weight to our initial idea: That the logos in organizations’
visual identities express something akin to van Leeuwen’s notion of “social style”.
This could in this case be understood as expressions of social allegiance to an
industry or business sector.

We have designed the study to emphasize “manner of expression” by looking
only at formal variables of shape, color, and typography, and to de-emphasize
everything to do with the “matter expressed” by those forms. Our study says noth-
ing about preferences in the two groups for, for example, icotypes that are fairly
abstract or specify animals and plants, or about logotypes with preferences for
shorter or longer host names. Whether the formal difference we have observed in
fact amounts to a difference in people’s experience of “look and feel” of these logos
remains an open question, which we would have to pursue within a framework
of phenomenology or reception analysis. However, experimental findings already
make us expect that such differences will in fact be experienced differently. In a
2015 study of crossmodal⁵ affective correspondences in the relationship between
typeface and taste (Velasco et al. 2015) the authors found participants to strongly as-
sociate round shapes in typefaces with sweetness (and liking) and angular shapes
with bitter, salty and sour (and dislike). The authors conclude that “it is possible
to hypothesize that those who associate curved typefaces with more positively
valenced emotions will be more likely to associate them with sweetness, a taste
that is known for its positive hedonic effect on humans” (2015: 8). Although we
have looked at graphics in a very different context, we would also expect to see
differences in experience arising from differences in form.

Many things in the world are built of graphic shape, color, and typography.
The analytical and annotational framework used in this explorative and data
driven study is generic enough to equally describe logos, smart watch interfaces
and public signage. Readers may find it a weakness of the study that the logos
in the two groups cluster so closely around the same probability density regions.
However, we find the statistical significance of the differences we have found to be
very encouraging. Had we chosen to compare with logos for martial arts studios,
street wear brands, or toy companies it seems very possible that we would have
found even more significant differences.

5 Velasco et al. are experimental psychologists and use the term modality to refer to sensory
modalities.
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Weassume that, in order to satisfy people’s expectations forwhat a logo should
look like in order to distinguish it from a road sign or smart watch interface, certain
criteria must be met. Maybe the fact that so many of the logos in our two samples
cluster around the same probability density regions is a result of the way their
designers seek to balance the simplicity, which the graphic design profession
holds in such high regard, with the need for distinctive brand identity (smart
watch interfaces are more complex and road signs are less distinctive). They cluster
together because they look like logos. If such an assertionholds, it is interesting that
there is greater overall variability in the NGO sub-sample than in the oil sub-sample
(as indicated by the size of the 95% confidence ellipses). We can only speculate
why, but possibly grass roots organizations operate under budget constraints that
cause them to use logosmade bymore amateur designers with less of an instinctive
feel for what is called for in order to build strong branding.

We are very aware that our analytical scheme (even if it has in fact produced
a robust difference between the two groups) is not yet developed to a grain that
would suffice to capture more subtle aspects of the look of many middle-of-the-
road logos. We have not looked at spatial distribution of regions, shapes, and
colors. For example, a simple proportion between curvature and angularity says
nothing about the regularity of shape. A regionmade up of 100 identical and evenly
spaced curves looks considerably different than one made up of a 100 unevenly
spaced and different curves. Similarly, it does not account for the relative salience
of shape features. A square with smooth corners will look like an uneven circle if
the curves have a big enough radius. Such features are very likely to factor into
people’s experience of shape – but making them operationally viable for manual
annotation is a challenge we have yet to overcome.

The waywe have framed this argument does not warrant toomuch speculation
about the values and ideologies that regulate the oil industry and environmental
altruism respectively. We do, however, find that our results are sufficiently robust
to justify a qualitative follow-up study of consumers’ and designers’ receptions or
experiences seeking to connect our findings with the common notion that “brands
are people” and so with social values of, e.g., nature vs. culture, with aesthetics
of softness vs. hardness, with ideologies of humanism vs. corporatism, to name a
few.
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Appendix: Overview of Logos

Tab. 3: Alphabetical overview by industry of the fifty logos in the sample. The six logos shown
in Figure 5 are marked in cursive.

Oil logos Environmental NGO logos

Abu Dhabi National Oil 350.org
Applegreen Arab Forum for Environment and Development
ASDA African Wildlife Foundation
Atlantic Petroleum American Forests
Chevron Analog Forestry Network
Eesti Energia Biodiversity International
Eni Center for Development and Strategy
Gazprom Climate Action Network
GreatGas Conservation International
Iranian Oil Deep Green Resistance
Kuwait Petroleum Corporation Earth Day Network
Maxol Environmental Defense Fund
Morris Oil Foundation for Environmental Education
National Iranian Oil Company Frankfurt Zoological Society
OMV Friends of the Earth
Pemex Forest Stewardship Council
PetroChina Global Witness
Petronas Green Actors of West Africa
Quatar Petroleum Greenpeace
Rosneft Ideas for Us
Royal Dutch Shell International Rivers
Solo International Union for Conservation of Nature
Star Mountain Wilderness International
Tesco Oceana
Top Pragya
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Hartmut Stöckl
Pixel Surgery and the Doctored Image
The Rhetorical Potential of Visual Compositing in Print
Advertising

Abstract: Based on a corpus of 232 print advertisements, the chapter studies the
function of the composited, i.e., computer-generated, image (CGI) for the construc-
tion of multimodal arguments. Corpus annotation first captures design operations
as manipulations or configurations of visual structure. This forms the basis for an
enquiry into the images’ rhetorical potentials, that is their function for facilitating
multimodal argumentation. Rhetorical potential is supplemented by annotating
for argument type and relational propositions in the text-image relations. Besides
producing an empirically verified, rhetorically motivated typology of print-CGI
in advertising, the study also illustrates prominent and potent ways of building
multimodal arguments through text-image relations.

Keywords: composited CGI, text-image relations, multimodal argumentation, de-
sign operation, rhetorical potential, relational proposition

1 Introduction: Motivating the Research

Graphic design for the advertising industry has always been at the forefront of
innovations and keeps spearheading the implementation of new technologies.
When, in the 1980s, computer-generated imagery (CGI) started to be used in film-
making, it was soon adopted by advertisers in commercials, and all it took for CGI
to be transferred to the making of static visual ad-images was increased computing
powers and decreasing costs. Such images — which have loosely been called
doctored imagery and also go by such labels as ‘digital imaging/art’ (Lürzer’s
International Archive 2013/2014: 12–14) or ‘photo-compositing’ (Bühler et al. 2017:
76–95) — form the focal point of departure for the multimodal research presented
here. They establish an image type that seemingly presents photographic reality but
actually contains all kinds of strategic designmanipulations concerning individual
visual image elements (VIEs), visual styles, pictorial logic, and rhetorical intent.

Recording current trends in avantgarde advertising and graphic design bench-
marks, Lürzer’s Archive acknowledged the move towards digital art by publishing
a first collection of 200 Best Digital Artists Worldwide in 2013. The editors referred
to the contents as “print CGI [. . . ], [a] hybrid form of imaging, which blurs the

https://doi.org/10.1515/9783110725001-008
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borders between photography and illustration” (Lürzer’s International Archive
2013/2014: 11). Aware of the difficulties in defining this novel image type, they went
on to stipulate that “photos that looked like they were photos, and illustrations
that looked as if they had been done using analogue technology were not what we
wanted to show in this book” (Lürzer’s International Archive 2013/2014: 11). In this
sense, digital art is not the same as merely digitally retouching a photograph, it
rather refers to “a new realistic aesthetic which is not photography” and is mainly
enabled by “creating images from 3D-programs” (Lürzer’s International Archive
2019/2020: 8–11). The main argument that is made about print CGI is that it “has a
lot more flexibility to support more varied ideas” (Lürzer’s International Archive
2019/2020: 8–11), and that it has led or is leading to “the explosion of new ideas”
(Lürzer’s International Archive 2013/2014: 12–14).

This claim about a novel image-making freedom sparked my multimodal inter-
ests and provoked three basic questions that led my research design:
1. Based on a sufficiently large corpus of such CGI-ad-images, how do we ascer-

tain the design operations, i.e., the kinds of manipulations of visual structure,
style, and content that underlie distinct types of digital art? Can a classification
system or some kind of typology be derived from these empirical enquiries into
underlying design operations that could prove useful in ordering a seemingly
diverse and varied image terrain?

2. With such a typology of design operations in place, how do we determine the
rhetorical potential of each class or group of visual manipulations? Rhetorical
potential is to be understood here as the suitability or powers of an image
to play a functional role in supporting a multimodal argumentation, i.e., a
text-image relation calculated to express some entrenched and convention-
alized pattern of argumentation, such as exemplifying, comparing, or causal
conclusions, etc.

3. Assuming text and image link in specific ways to facilitate a persuasive argu-
ment, how do we make statements about the relational propositions that each
type of design operation promotes? In other words, how do text and image
interrelate in order to fabricate a logical-semantic relation between the contents
expressed visually and verbally? Here it would be worth exploring questions
of the relative status of text and image and the kinds of inter-semiotic cohesion
deployed in order to make relational propositions and arguments work.
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2 Theoretical Background

The present study connects to and feeds back into essentially three broad, inter-
connected areas of enquiry: pictorial theory with an eye to image classification,
visual rhetoric, and multimodal argumentation. I will set these out very briefly
here and show how advertising is an ideal testing ground for the general questions
raised in these fields of study.

2.1 Pictorial Theory

Digital art or print-CGI poses interesting and practically relevant questions for
image classification. In theories of visual communication (cf. Müller & Geise 2015:
211–217) and in pictorial theory (cf. Stöckl 2004: 115–126), it is a well-established
idea that images can be classified in manifold ways, e.g., in terms of their content,
depictional/referential strategies, medial/material and technological properties,
or rhetorical techniques, etc. Such typological endeavors are not purely theory-
oriented, they also become relevant in the practice of archiving visual/multimodal
material as, for instance, in the advertising industry. Lürzer’s Archives, for one,
have been confronted with issues of how to sort the selected digital art (cf. Lürzer’s
International Archive 2013/2014, 2019/2020) into meaningful categories so that
readers can search for them. They opted for a mixed-categories approach, which
adopts the following criteria:
1. content (e.g., animals, landscape, fashion, people, work)
2. product type (e.g., automotive, food/drink, industrial, transportation)
3. relation to reality (e.g., fantasy worlds)
4. formal/structural/material aspects (e.g., character design, typography, still life,

objects)

Other options for classification would be content alone (cf. Müller & Geise 2015:
211) or assumed pictorial functions in a given genre (for advertising cf. Stöckl
2009: 14). The rationale adopted in the present study is to base the typology on
what I decided to call design operations, i.e., more or less clearly discernible ways
of manipulating or structuring visual image elements and entire images — such
as combining, substituting, juxtaposing or modeling — that are facilitated by
digital image-making technologies. Visual image elements correspond to any easily
recognizable pictorial gestalt that clearly refers to an object, situation, or action.
In this fashion, material-technological properties of digital art are put centre-stage
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and form the point of departure for observations on rhetoric, multimodal texture,
and argumentative structure.

This rationale acknowledges the notion that digital imagery is a new medium
different from traditional (and retouched) photography and manual illustration,
which engenders specific ways of meaning-making and has its distinct multimodal
and rhetorical potentials. There is, in the advertising profession, a clear awareness
of the typical affordances of andpragmatic differences between largely un-doctored
photography and digital image-making. This reflects in a knowledge about which
image type is suitable for which visual content or persuasive idea. Lifestyle, fash-
ion, and food, for instance, largely necessitate un-doctored photography, whereas
print-CGI is primarily suited for fictitious content or referents that are hard to find
or get to and impossible to model in traditional ways, but also for interiors and
visual metaphor (cf. Lürzer’s International Archive 2013/2014: 12–14). Generally,
digital art raises interesting semiotic issues of reference, i.e., the relation between
the signs used and the objects they refer to. This relation could also be termed ‘de-
pictional mode’ of an image (Stöckl 2004: 115–116) and would allow such plausible
and common distinctions between denotational, fictitious, and non-denotational
images (Scholz 1998), but also between illusionary, exemplifying, or allegorical
images. From my corpus observations, three quite distinct ‘depictional modes’ are
common:
1. Recognizable fiction: Images present fictitious worlds, which may be possible

and impossible illusionary scenarios that can only be realized thanks to CGI.
2. Seeming reality: Images present a seamless recreation of reality in order to

insinuate indexical photography, which often seems hyper-real.
3. Emulated pictorial/media-styles: Images imitate the material feel of media

other than photography (e.g., postcard, packaging), irrespective of the ob-
jects/referents shown.

‘Seamlessness’ appears to be an interesting concept in relation to print CGI, which
entails that the design operations are maximally invisible to the naked, untrained
eye so that the image — while being the result of many fragments in various stages
of production — seems a holistic entity. For the collation of a corpus of digital
advertising art (see Section 3 below), seamlessness poses problems that can only
be overcome by informed scrutiny, enquiries with the makers, and production info
provided in the archives.
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2.2 Visual Rhetoric

Despite understandablemisgivings about rhetoric for not “lend[ing] itself to precise
descriptions” (Bateman 2014: 132), rhetorical accounts of visual communication
have been quite prolific and have proved fruitful for multimodal approaches (cf.
Bateman 2014: 119–136). Although not limited to it (cf. Stöckl 2014a), such ap-
proaches have focused mainly on a transposition of rhetorical figures to the image
or to text-image combinations and their classification (e.g., Gaede 1981; Durand
1987; McQuarrie & Mick 1996; Phillips & McQuarrie 2004). In these endeavors,
the notion of ‘rhetorical figure’ has been conceived of as a deviant and therefore
salient configuration of formal and content elements (i.e., propositions). Devia-
tion in turn provokes an involvement of the recipient that is higher than usual, as
norm-based expectations are being disappointed. It is, therefore, plausible that
scholars have been adamant to distinguish degrees of deviance which they sought
to connect with cognitive activation, recognizability, and ease of understanding
(cf. e.g., McQuarrie & Philipps 2005).

Any genre-based account, however, will have to acknowledge that rhetorical
figures may perhaps more suitably be seen as conventionalized cognitive strategies
which come in useful to fulfill persuasive and argumentative functions required in a
given type of communication. This is the view I endorse here, following Bateman’s
general notion that “the delimitation of just what is a rhetorical device and what is
not is essentially a functional one” (Bateman 2014: 122). In visual rhetorical studies,
functionality has been interpreted differently, as the recognition of rhetorical
deviance (Durand 1987), as salience or ease of recognition (McQuarrie &Mick 1996;
Phillips & McQuarrie 2004), as audience effects (McQuarrie & Philipps 2005; van
Mulken et al. 2005), or as specific communicative functions (Gaede 1981). In relation
to a product-analytical study of advertisements, which need to substantiate a claim,
it seems useful to define the function of rhetorical operations as their rhetorical
potential (see Section 2.3) for argumentation or persuasive usefulness.

The approach in the present study does not work with established rhetorical
figures as such, but rather with what classifications have termed ‘rhetorical op-
erations’ (see Durand (1987: 295) and McQuarrie & Mick (1996: 426)) or ‘visual
structure’ (Phillips &McQuarrie 2004). In this fashion, I focus on the one rhetorical
criterion that deals with manipulations of graphic-semiotic material, i.e., visual
elements that can be configured in the space of a digitally manipulated image. By
singling these out, I hope to avoid the pitfalls of delineating concrete rhetorical
figures, which are notoriously hard to ascribe to visual images or text-image com-
binations. This way, I also steer clear of an unnecessary complexity and reserve
the issue of text-image relations or multimodal rhetoric for a treatment of the more
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general, coherence-oriented relational propositions (Mann & Thompson 1986; see
Section 4.4).

2.3 Multimodal Argumentation

The genre of advertising is clearly of the argumentative type, which means it must
— in whatever semiotic mode-combination or medium —make a claim about the
product or brand in question and substantiate it by positive appraisal. McQuarrie
& Philipps (2005: 7–9) state that indirect claims have become far more prominent
since the 1990s and that images and rhetorical figures play a major role in con-
struing them. Overall, approaches to multimodal argumentation in advertising
seek to determine whether, to what extent, and exactly how images are instrumen-
tal in building arguments and which place rhetorical figures have in visual and
multimodal argumentation.

Generally, studies of multimodal argumentation have gained much ground
recently (Tseronis & Forceville 2017; Tseronis & Pollaroli 2018; van Eemeren &
Garssen 2012). They have both addressed foundational issues as well as applica-
tions to diverse genres and media. Bateman (2018: 295) claims that “arguments
can indeed be pursued multimodally” and makes two points that are relevant to
the present study: First, it is discourse structures elaborated in a given mode that
contribute to and construct arguments, not modes per se or media as such (Bate-
man 2018: 302). In this sense, both images and text can contribute propositional
content that may enter into argument construction. Second, each semiotic mode
brings its own specific affordances to bear on the argument (Bateman 2018: 302–
303), resulting in essentially reciprocal mode elaboration. Images, in this respect,
are usually seen to substantiate verbal claims, but could also perform different
semiotic and rhetorical work. Kjeldsen (2012: 251–252) generally describes images
as affording ‘thick interpretation’, i.e., pictorial meanings are multiple and varied;
they are only tied down in context and will, in acts of inference, generate a number
of recipient-specific weak or strong implicatures (cf. Forceville 2014).

Two essential questions can be raised about text-image argumentation: What
is the relative status of the semiotic modes, and what is the role of rhetorical op-
erations or figures in constructing the argument and giving it persuasive force?
Regarding the first question, even though in print advertising, images are percep-
tually dominant and rhetorically potent, they need not necessarily have a higher
relative status. According tomy corpus observations, images are hardly ever ‘visual
flags’ (Roque 2012: 281) merely attracting attention to and illustrating a verbal
argument. Mostly, they rather have equal status and jointly (cf. joint argument
Roque 2012: 283–284) construe a multimodal argument. Regarding the second
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question, I support the view (Kjeldsen 2012: 243–244) that rhetorical operations
generally facilitate multimodal argument construction. Operating either in text or
image or in both, rhetorical figures help recipients recognize discourse elements
crucial to the argument and suggest familiar ways in which text-image relations
may be read.

As suggested in Section 2.2, the present study adopts the rationale that rhetor-
ical operations in the computer-generated/-manipulated image open up specific
potentials for argumentation and enable various types of arguments as defined in
rhetoric (Janich 2013: 131–136; Lehn 2011: 164–183).

3 Material and Method

The rationale of the present study, then, is to empirically determine the types
of rhetorical operations (here labelled ‘design operations’), which are typically
deployed in the computer-generated advertising image, and systematize these in
a typology. In order to gauge the genre-specific functions of these design opera-
tions, I look at their potential for constructing multimodal arguments. In other
words, I inspect the formal-graphic manipulations for what they offer to a cognitive
pattern that can sustain a multimodally construed argument. This includes scruti-
nizing the types of arguments constructed and studying the relational propositions
established between image and text.

3.1 Corpus

The first task the present study faced was to collate a suitable corpus that would
assemble topical cases of digital art or composited images in the print advertising
genre. To sample relevant data, I opted for Lürzer’s Archive because its editors
collect particularly ingenious and graphically outstanding work of the advertising
industry worldwide. While this source does not provide any indications of which
specific media the ads were published in, it clearly represents global high-quality,
often award-winning advertising, which covers the whole breadth of potential
target audiences and product types (altogether 32 categories). The corpus used in
the present study consists of a sampling of all ads in volumes 1–6 of 2019, yielding
a total of 564 texts. These were subdivided into four groups designating material-
technological types of image-making or graphic production: doctored images,
un-doctored images, illustrations, and type only. The latter group will be ignored
here as it does not feature images as such.
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It is useful at this point to add some ideas about how the three image types
differ and what their potential uses are in the advertising genre:
1. Un-doctored images are traditional photographs of people, objects and scenar-

ios, but they may also be x-ray, MRI or other types of ‘technical’ pictures gener-
ated by image-making technologies. The semiotic essence of the un-doctored
image is indexicality and iconicity, i.e., a more or less faithful representation of
reality in all its physical detail. In advertising, such images prove the existence
of entities of the surrounding world; they engage in showing their essence or
optical beauty and, for this purpose, often employ simple retouching.

2. Illustrations set great store by visible materiality on the graphic surface, that
is, they exhibit various styles of sketching, drawing, painting, etc. Illustration
may tend towards a strong indexicality when its aim is to seem like a faithful
depiction of visible reality, or it may aim to create fiction by giving real or
imaginary scenarios the feel of the fabricated. Most useful to advertisers is
illustration’s ability to evoke associations with recognizable graphic styles that
indicate social values and orientations that favorably connect with audiences
and products.

3. Doctored images involve a large variety of more or less conspicuous manipu-
lations of image elements and graphic form that have strong repercussions
on pictorial content and function. Rather than offer truly indexical or photo-
graphic depictions, they aim to arrange visual image elements so as to activate
viewers’ reasoning and inferencing powers, which are to work out the rele-
vance of the image in the verbal and argumentative context.

Owing to the seamlessness of the graphic surfaces as discussed above, it was not
always easy to sort images into either the doctored or the un-doctored type. When
in doubt, essentially two criteria were applied: First, the archivers’ annotation (see
Figure 1) helped determine whether a digital artist was involved in production;
second, obvious cases of merely retouched images for enhanced beauty and appeal
were ignored, but cases of obvious digital manipulation not annotated by the
editors were included.

The distribution of the image types in the sampled corpus (see Figure 2) shows
that with 41%, the doctored image is in the lead, testifying to the fact that digitally
manipulated imagery is fast becoming the technological standard. Classic photog-
raphy, however is also surprisingly well represented in the corpus with 33%. This
demonstrates the stronghold that the indexical, ‘documentary’ photo still has as a
means of depicting fragments of ‘reality’ in advertising. Illustration, which may
be manual or computer-generated, scores 21%, which is perhaps an unexpectedly
low proportion considering that many target groups or product types would favor
it due to its evocative qualities. The 5% of ads that do not use images at all but
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Fig. 1: Annotation scheme used by Lürzer’s Archive, containing the ‘magic wand’-icon for digital
artist.

employ type only prove the observation that current commercial persuasion thrives
on very short copy that links with striking imagery, often producing intentionally
‘en-riddled’ communiqués (cf. Stöckl 2017).

Fig. 2: Breakdown of material-technological image types in the corpus.

3.2 Annotation and Approach

The present study is based on the collection of doctored images as described
above, that is research was conducted on a total of 232 advertisements representing
24 product categories. These have all been captured from the archive and been
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annotated according to the scheme shown in Table 1. Beyond brand and source, the
code-system for identifying the ads— e.g., volkswagen_automobile_argentina_la_2-
19_19— records the product category (automobile) and the country of production
and distribution (Argentina). These criteria may prove useful for quantifying digital
design operations in relation to product- and region-specific advertising cultures,
a direction not pursued here.

Each advertisement was carefully annotated following the scheme. As the
annotation does not capture perceptible formal features but zooms in on content-
based and discourse-oriented criteria, it naturally involves individual interpre-
tations by the annotator. I have painstakingly strived for consistency based on
establishing analogue cases, and worked over the samples in the corpus multiple
times. While I generally trust in the constancy of my classification throughout the
corpus, I did have second thoughts about potential uses of multiple annotation,
which could have more adequately addressed possible combinations of design
operations, rhetorical potentials, and relational propositions. Generally, I found
the dimensions and criteria of the annotation easily applicable throughout the
corpus and they may, however, have to be adapted for a more large-scale effort.

The present chapter excludes such annotation criteria, such as text length,
number of cohesive ties between text and image elements, and complexity and
semantic basis of ties, all of which are suited to determining the relative status of
text and image, and the exact nature of inter-semiotic coherence. These questions
cannot be addressed here for reasons of space. Essentially, three steps have been
taken to answer the three research questions outlined in Section 1:
1. Qualitatively, the method seeks to ascertain which design operations occur in

the corpus and how these can be organized in a taxonomy. Quantitatively, the
enquiry draws up a distribution of the design operations in the corpus, which
could be indicative of their functional significance in advertising ranging from
central to peripheral. Generally, the question answered here concerns the
types of manipulations in visual structure.

2. The study further asks which rhetorical potentials a design operation has, that
is which cognitive-semantic effect derives from the digital manipulation of
the graphic material. Such effects occupy an intermediate position between
understanding the image and understanding its role in the persuasive argu-
ment. Does a given design operation preferably promote a certain rhetorical
potential? This question regards the general function a manipulation of visual
structure has for how an image is understood in relation to its accompanying
copy.

3. As digital design operations ultimately facilitate argument construction, the
study asks which conventional forms of argumentation design operations feed
into.Relational propositions are also established for eachdata set as these build
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the basis for multimodal argument construction and shape its specific nature.
The question posed here ultimately concerns the kind of logical-semantic
relation that image and text enter into for persuasive purposes.

Before cumulative results are presented and interpreted in the light of multimodal
commercial argumentation, let us now look at an example in order to capture the
descriptive power of the annotation and gauge the assumed interrelations between
the elements posited.

Fig. 3: Sea Shepherd—Ogilvy, Frankfurt/Main (sea shepherd conservation
society_social_germany_la_1-19_102; Lürzer’s Archive 1/2019: 102; 1.1907).

The image of the social/environmental ad shown in Figure 3 displays the design
operation ‘combine’, as it intermixes two image elements (fish/plastic bottle) to
form a hybrid but unified entity. I labelled the specific sub-type (group) of design
operation instantiated here ‘morph’ because in contrast to ‘texture’ or ‘illude’ (see
Table 1), the essence of the digital manipulation is to produce an unequivocally
recognizable, seamless sign neither based on a merger of surface textures nor on
a deliberate optical illusion. Such artful fusion of visual image-elements offers
a specific potential for argumentation by suggesting some logical-semantic con-
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Tab. 1: Code book for annotation of the corpus. VIE = visual image element.

Annotation Criteria and Codes Explanations

A — design operation (class) basic manipulations/configurations of visual structure

1 — combine intermix two or more VIEs to create a hybrid/unified entity/sign
2 — add/substitute modify image by manipulating or exchanging individual VIEs

3 — juxtapose place side by side VIEs of different nature for composite image
4 — configure type fashion type to create VIEs or pictorial qualities central to ad

5 —model 3-D-generate an image presenting a scenario or semantic frame

B — design operation (group) specific manipulations/configurations of visual structure

1 — combine >> a) morph fuse two VIEs into a single gestalt by morphing them
1 — combine >> b) texture superimpose texture of one VIE over another
1 — combine >> c) illude merge VIEs so as to create an optical illusion

2 — add/substitute >> a) corrupt distort VIEs into another one or to unusual/divergent shapes
2 — add/substitute >> b) repeat reduplicate VIEs to create multiple exemplars

2 — add/substitute >> c) add insert VIEs to substitute others or extend them

3 — juxtapose >> a) collage montage different image-making materials to produce an image
3 — juxtapose >> b) join link two different image types in one digital piece of visual art

3 — juxtapose >> c) relate connect two different kinds of pictorial logic (e.g., photo + chart)

4 — configure type >> a) pictorialize arrange type so as to compose VIEs or an entire image
4 — configure type >> b) overlay superimpose writing over certain VIEs

4 — configure type >> c) associate design type so it acquires evocative associative qualities

5 —model >> a) fiction generate/arrange 3-D-modelled VIEs into fictitious scenario
5 —model >> b) real generate/arrange 3-D-modelled VIEs into seemingly real scenario

C — rhetorical potential function of manipulation for facilitating multimodal argumentation

1 — highlight make a VIE perceptually salient that is crucial in the argument
2 — connect bring two semantic frames into logical/associative contact

3 — demonstrate illustrate/explain a product’s/service’s workings
4 — intensify reinforce the intention/impact of a communicative act
5 — contrast compare two entities in terms of similarities/differences

D — argument type conventionalized rhetorical form of the argument (see Section 4.3)

1 — example image provides illustrative/evidential example of claim in text
2 — contiguity text and image are related through associative/causal logic

3 — comparison text and image show likenesses or contrasts

E — relational proposition rhetorical structure in the text-image relation (see Section 4.4)

1 — elaboration text specifies/elaborates image or vice versa in various ways
2 — evidence image provides visual evidence for textual claim

3 — justification image justifies the appropriateness/acceptability of speech act
4 —motivation image motivates recipient to comply with directive speech act
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nection between the combined signs in terms of contiguity, similarity/analogy,
or comparison. This idea of logical or associative connections established by the
merger of image elements is labelled ‘connect’ (see Table 1). In our case, against the
backdrop of our world knowledge, the hybridity of the visual gestalt fish cum bottle
must be read as fish eating plastic and turning into plastic. Exactly this visual idea
is taken up and developed by the claim You eat what they eat, echoing the saying
You are what you eat by allusion. When we now attend to multimodal argument
construction, it seems obvious that the morphed image serves as an ‘example’
(see Table 1) of the general verbal claim, both in terms of the fish representing
oceans and the bottle being an item of plastic trash. Finally, text (Plastic trash is
flooding our oceans) and image can be seen as setting up the relational proposition
of ‘evidence’ (see Table 1), as the image provides visual proof of an inexplicit claim
implied by You eat what they eat.

The example demonstrates that the method of corpus annotation employed
here dissects a holistic product of multimodal communication into assumed units
in a process of multimodal argumentation. Fixing design operation, rhetorical po-
tential, form of argument, and relational proposition in a larger number of samples
clearly allows patterns of multimodal arguments to be discerned.

4 Results and Discussion

What follows is essentially a breakdown of the most prominent design operations
(classes and groups) and their rhetorical potentials as well as a survey of common
argument types and relational propositions (see Table 2). Relative frequencies are
understood here as indications of prototypical and functionally effective image
design and multimodal argumentation strategies in advertising. Where possible, I
seek correlations between design operations and their assumed rhetorical poten-
tials; these are frequent cooccurrences of such categories. Overall, I attempt an
interpretation of the quantitative data along the lines of potential usefulness to
the genre and its argumentative tasks.

4.1 Design Operations

With almost 34.9%, the modification and exchange of VIEs (add/substitute) is the
most widely applied design operation. While reduplicating (repeat) and inserting
(add) VIEs are traditional photoshop operations, distorting (corrupt) the shapes
of VIEs seems technologically more demanding and, therefore, not surprisingly,
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Tab. 2: Breakdown of design operations, rhetorical potentials, argument types and relational
propositions in the corpus. AbsF = absolute frequencies; RelF = relative frequencies.

A — Design Operations
(class)

AbsF RelF B — Design Operations
(group)

AbsF RelF

1 — combine 41 17.7%
1amorph 23 56.1%
1b texture 5 12.2%
1c illude 13 31.7%

2 — add/substitute 81 34.9%
2a corrupt 34 42.0%
2b repeat 15 18.5%
2c add 32 40.0%

3 — juxtapose 41 17.7%
3a collage 5 12.2%
3b join 30 73.2%
3c relate 6 14.6%

4 —model 54 23.3% 4a fiction 28 51.9%
4b real 26 48.1%

5 — configure 15 6.5%
5a pictorialize 6 40.0%
5b overlay 8 53.3%
5c associate 1 6.7%

C — Rhetorical Potential AbsF RelF

connect 59 25.4%
contrast 21 9.1%
demonstrate 61 26.3%
highlight 71 30.6%
intensify 20 8.6%

D — Argument Type AbsF RelF

comparison 53 22.8%
contiguity 94 40.5%
example 85 36.6%

E — Relational Proposition AbsF RelF

elaboration 102 44.0%
evidence 80 34.5%
justification 5 2.2%
motivation 45 19.4%

is the leading sub-type within the add/substitute operation (42.0%). A trend to-
wards complex and creatively challenging design operations is corroborated by
the fact that 3D-image generation comes second (23.3%). It is in the modelling of
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images from scratch in order to engineer semantic frames or scenarios that digital
art shows its true potential. Virtually any argumentatively useful image can be
created through 3D-models. Interestingly, fictitious (51.9%) and real (48.1%) visual
scenarios are almost evenly distributed in the corpus.

Models generally hold strong visual appeals and enjoy a considerable propo-
sitional and argumentative flexibility, while their seamlessness is maximal and
their hyper-realness facilitates tremendous ideational freedom. The two design
operations combine and juxtapose are on par (almost 20% each) and constitute the
third most frequent type of image manipulation. They share a similar intention in
bringing together disparate and semantically incongruous, but ultimately relatable
entities. While combining aims to create unified, largely seamless visual entities,
juxtaposing seeks to make the linking of heterogeneous materials, image types, or
logics salient. Within the first class,morphing (56.1%) clearly proves to be the most
dominant group of design operation, entailing the fusing of two VIEs into a single
gestalt or supra-sign (see Figure 3).

One may hypothesize that such morphed images necessitate compara-
tively high levels of cognitive involvement, as do deliberate optical illusions
(illude/31.7%). With both, playfulness and creative scope are at their best. Juxta-
positions of different image types (join/73.2%), e.g., b/w or colour photography,
painting, x-ray, etc., prove most significant in the corpus, which may simply be due
to the comparative ease with which such operations may be applied. Juxtaposing
differing materials (collage/12.2%) and logics (relate/14.6%) appears to be much
harder. While the argumentative usefulness of combining lies in pointing out
likeness or logical relatedness, juxtaposing often initiates comparison that leads
to the identification of semantic differences.

Finally, while being relatively infrequent in the overall data, configurations of
print (configure/6.5%) are interesting to look at in detail and demonstrate the not
altogether negligible impact typography may have on argumentative text-image
relations (Stöckl 2014b). Two groups of configuring operations seem to particularly
support multimodal argumentation: First, overlay (53.3%) strategically places writ-
ing on VIEs to emphasize or modify its propositional content; second, pictorialize
(40.0%) arranges type so that it transmutes into VIEs or an entire image. The latter
is creatively and technologically very demanding and very likely creates high levels
of attention and appeal.

4.2 Rhetorical Potentials

When we survey rhetorical potentials, our focus shifts to the function of design
operations as manipulations of visual structure for facilitating multimodal argu-
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mentation. Altogether five potentials have been distinguished and three of them
seem relatively more significant in the corpus than the two remaining ones. With
30.6%, highlighting is themost dominant rhetorical potential, which entailsmaking
a VIE perceptually salient that is crucial to the argument to be constructed. The de-
sign operation that most strongly facilitates highlighting is clearly add/substitute,
as here individual VIEs are the object of manipulation and anything added, sub-
stituted, repeated or formally corrupted is likely to stand out. So, for instance, a
recruitment ad for the fire brigade (atlanta fire rescue foundation_social_usa_la_1-
19_108) highlights the diversity of fire extinguishers by repeating this VIE in six
different colors. The argument constructed multimodally that staff may/should
be as diverse as fires (Fires are indiscriminate. So are we.) thrives on the design
operation add/substitute — repeat and its highlighting function. Other design
operations may also promote the rhetorical potential of highlighting: Juxtapos-
ing does so by making the contrast between image materials, types, and logics
salient; configuring print may direct perceptual attention to the pictorial qualities
of writing.

The two rhetorical potentials demonstrate (26.3%) and connect (25.4%) are the
secondmost significant in the corpus. The first illustrates or explains the quality or
workings of a product and thus seems at the heart of commercial argumentation.
The latter brings two semantic frames/elements into logical or associative contact
in order to support an argument. While the rhetorical function of demonstration
correlates most strongly with the design operation model, connect is often realized
by the design operation combine. For instance, an ad for a specially tuned high-
performance GT car (mercedes_automobile_china_la_4-19_15; see Figure 4) shows
the plausible interrelation between model and demonstrate. It uses a 3-D model
that provides a scenario of a fantasy creaturemotherly caring for its off-spring. This
digital art demonstrates the claim the beast is now family friendly, with reference
to the product quality 4 doors and a visual allusion perhaps to The Gremlins. An ad
for a beauty clinic (afine estética_services_brazil_la_2-19_79) offering cryolipolysis,
i.e., fat-freeze weight loss, by comparison, instantiates the coupling of combine and
connect. Here, the image superimposes the texture of one VIE (ice) over another (a
burger) and thus connects two semantic frames (freezing and eating) to prepare
the visual ground for the (counter-)claim that fat-freezing works (They say cold
makes us fat, we proved them wrong).

Finally, two minor rhetorical potentials of design operations in the corpus
turned out to be contrast (9.1%) and intensify (8.6). They both correlate with the
design operation juxtapose, which for its link to contrast is obvious as comparison
requires the placement of two VIEs in close proximity or combination. The con-
nection between intensify and juxtapose is less straightforward. Mostly, in these
cases, the impact of a verbal claim or a directive speech act (recommendation,
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Fig. 4:Mercedes— BBDO, Shanghai (mercedes_automobile_china_la_4-19_15; Lürzer’s Archive
4/2019: 15; 4.1921).

call for action) is reinforced by digital art that supports an implicit comparison
and serves as evidence for the claim or motivation for the directive (see relational
propositions, Section 4.4). An ad for mortadella (frisa_food_brazil_la_2-19_38)
serves as a typical example: the direct-address claim Frisa is the size of your hunger
is supported by a composite image which juxtaposes product photography (the
sausage) and mural-style illustration (the fictitious character eating the meat) to
prove the extraordinary size of the sausage and emphasize the direct address.
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4.3 Argument Types

It is common in rhetorical theory to distinguish different types or forms of argu-
ments (Lehn 2011; Janich 2013: 131–136). These essentially represent more or less
distinct patterns of configuring claims, premises, and conclusions into an argu-
mentative structure. I have extended this view by regarding them asmultimodal on
principal, i.e., images and their elements will contribute to the overall argument.
While their delineation may not be watertight and subdivisions are possible, three
broad types of arguments have been found to be central in the corpus: contiguity
(40.5%), example (36.6%), and comparison (22.8%). As no correlations between
these argument types and design operations have been explored yet, I must as-
sume so far that all three of them are typical of advertising as a genre. This, in turn,
means that their distribution is perhaps ad-specific but not necessarily connected
to the various uses of digital art.

First, contiguity-based arguments employ an associative or essentially causal
logic to connect textual and image elements. For example, an animal protection
ad (freeland_social_thailand_la_5-19_86) shows a bleeding deer hanging from
the outside wall of a posh apartment building and relates this to the claim the
truth behind the wall. In order to construct the multimodal argument, metonymic
relations (body on the outside for antlers on the inside; apartment for people living
in it) and causal relations (hunting for trophies kills animals) need to be estab-
lished. Second, example-based arguments use digital art to construe an illustrative,
specific evidence for general claims made in the text. So, for instance, a watch
ad (everlast_accessories_brazil_la_5-19_13) specifies and illustrates the claim For
those who don’t waste timewith shallowwater by showing the tentacle of an octopus
in the water wearing the watch. Finally, comparison-based arguments involve text
and VIEs in the construction of all kinds of differences and similarities. An ad pro-
moting powerful batteries (nanfu_house_china_la_4-19_70), for instance, employs
a realistic 3-D model of two sumo wrestlers in order to metaphorically compare
electrical to physical power. In summary, it can safely be said that contiguity is
largely based on metonymic and causal text-image relations, examples presup-
pose some general-specific relation, and comparison is supported by analogical,
contrastive, and metaphorical text-image relations.

4.4 Relational Propositions

In an attempt to capture themultimodal workings of commercial arguments, rhetor-
ical structure theory (Mann & Thompson 1988) generally proves helpful because it
models discourse as relations between propositional parts of text. If we allow for
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images as essential propositional elements in a multimodal discourse structure (cf.
Bateman 2014: 213–220), we can start to set up relational propositions between lin-
guistically and pictorially realized content. From the catalogue of relations (Mann
& Thompson 1986), four featured in the corpus to varying degrees — all of them
can be shown to be crucial to the kinds of multimodal arguments to be developed
in advertisements.

With 44.0%, the relational proposition elaboration turns out to be the most
vital in the corpus. It is at work, for instance, in a health-food restaurant ad (sana
sana_food_costa rica_la_1-19_57, see Figure 5) that shows a celery morphed into an
x-ray image of bones and uses the text: A celery has the calcium that your bones
need. Sana Sana. Food heals. Here, the text elaborates the image by establishing an
associative or even causal connection between celery/greens (containing calcium)
and hard/healthy bones. The centrality of elaboration in the corpus can be ex-
plained in two ways: First, apparently, the propositions relayed through digital art
require explanation by verbal contextualization and second, elaboration is a very
versatile and consequently underspecified relational proposition that contains five
subtypes under the rubric of a general-specific relation (Mann & Thompson 1986:
63–64). The directionality appears to be mainly text elaborating an image, but the
reverse also occurs in the corpus when there is little text and a potent image.

The relational proposition evidence is the second most frequent in the cor-
pus (34.5%). Here, an image provides visual evidence for a textual claim as in
a banking ad (banque_richelieu_banking_france_la_2-19_23) that visualizes the
claim Banque Richelieu. The spirit of adventure since 1624 by showing a high-speed
train in glass tubes racing through the sylvan landscape of a baroque painting.
Fictitious or real 3-D-modeled scenarios would seem to be particularly useful in
providing striking visual evidence, but other design operations can be equally
useful in realizing this strongly ad-typical relational proposition, as the evidence
function generally relies on the indexicality and iconicity of images. Regarding
argument types, evidence could plausibly have a strong correlation with examples.
Whether the evidence provided in the image is realistic and trustworthy is clearly
less relevant than the creativity, seamlessness, and freshness of the digital art that
goes into this relational proposition. Reversals in the directionality of text and
image seem counterintuitive for the claim-evidence relation.

Represented with 19.4%,motivation covers multimodal arguments where an
image is to motivate a recipient to comply with a directive speech act, which may
be either a recommendation (Have a break, have a Kitkat) or a warning (Don’t text
and drive). A Kitkat-ad (kitkat_food_greece_la_2-19_33), for instance, motivates
the famous imperative slogan by showing a diving board shaped like a Kitkat
bar in an outdoor swimming pool. Here, the visual motivation depicts an ideal
or desirable situation that the product fits in or facilitates. On the other hand,
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Fig. 5: Sana Sana Restaurant — Gitanos, San Jose (sana sana_food_costa rica_la_1-19_57;
Lürzer’s Archive 1/2019: 57; 1.1910).

warnings can be motivated by showing contexts of danger or dilemma, which
the advertised product/service promises to eliminate or alleviate. For instance,
a banking ad (jordan_commercial_bank_banking_jordan_la_2-19_22) illustrates
the warning Don’t blow your money away on rent by a 3-D-modeled image of a
house literally dissolving into bits of rubble and dust blown away by a storm. The
samples demonstrate that motivation is at home both in commercial and social
advertising; its essence lies in giving the recipient an argumentative incentive for
future ad-compliant action.

Finally, with only 2.2%, justification appears to be a negligible relational
proposition, where an image serves to legitimize the appropriateness of the very
speech act that is addressed to the recipient as if immediate interaction was
possible in a mass-mediated context. So, for instance, a pasta-sauce ad (rao’s
homemade_food_usa_la_2-19_36) asks the insistent question What homemade
sorcery is this??? and justifies it by an elaborate juxtaposition of photography and
drawing (cf. the pun on sorcery/sauce, which also refers to the image-type). Speech
acts that require especial justification would seem to be all kinds of impositions or
apologies for inappropriate address and content.
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5 Summary and Conclusion

The present study has yielded a number of tenable results that would merit further
investigation. First of all, a workable and empirically verified taxonomy of design
operations was established as a system of classes and groups that designatemanip-
ulations of visual structure, style, and content. The prominence of 3-D-modeling
and combining of VIEs in the corpus points to the specific creative scope that
print-CGI offers and indicates that, indeed, the new medium is increasing the
flexibility and freedom of image-making. Whether truly new ideas for commercial
argumentation are emerging owing to the rhetorical potential of print-CGI would
need further enquiry. However, the data suggests that it is especially fictitious
models, the morphing of visual signs and optical illusions whose seamlessness
creates new visual and argumentative options. The most pervasive rhetorical po-
tentials, i.e., the functions the design operations fulfill in facilitating multimodal
argumentation, appear to be the highlighting of VIE that are crucial for argument
construction and visually explaining the workings of a product/service. These
and other rhetorical potentials for creating a semantic-cognitive effect of the vi-
sual in multimodal argumentation translate into three basic types of arguments:
metonymically and causally based contiguity, examples that specify a general
claim, and comparisons that rely on analogy, contrast or metaphor. Finally, an
examination of the multimodal relational propositions at work in commercial
argumentation suggests elaboration, visual evidence, and motivation as the most
potent discourse patterns, whose directionality or text-image centricity varies.

The method employed may both be appreciated for its powers and scrutinized
for its limitations. It deliberately avoids working with established rhetorical figures
because these are overcomplex, fuzzy, and hard to handle in analysis. Instead,
digitally performed manipulations of graphic material are observed and classi-
fied in order to relate them to their potential function in types of arguments and
types of multimodal discourse relations. This approach circles in on the nature of
multimodal argumentation from a number of partly overlapping but essentially
complementary angles. Its analytical categories aim at making prominent multi-
modal, discursive, and argumentative patterns visible in the data. However, it is a
natural drawback of this analytical method that it backgrounds the complex and
multifarious ways in which contextually relevant interpretations of multimodal
advertisements are construed. Forceville (2020: 80–95) rightly points out that mul-
timodal communication can only be adequately explained as an act of creating
relevance through multiple pragmatic procedures and cognitive operations, such
as, for instance, explicatures/implicatures and metaphor/metonymy.
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The annotated corpus offers scope for further related explorations. First, signifi-
cant correlations between the analytical categories, e.g., betweendesignoperations
and rhetorical potentials or between arguments types and relational propositions,
could be examined. This would lead to a more holistic interpretation of the data
and help attain a less atomistic view of multimodal argumentation that could
demonstrate the co-dependency of the parameters involved. Most importantly,
using such annotation criteria as the number of ties between VIEs and linguistic
expressions plus the nature of their inter-semiotic sense relations, we could de-
scribe the relative status of text and image and their logical-semantic relations
in detail. Also, typical patterns of argumentation could be charted in relation to
product type or advertising cultures. Finally, in order to improve the statistical
robustness of the study and its results, the appropriateness of its method could
be enhanced by multiple independent annotators and by establishing their inter-
annotator agreement as well as by all kinds of validity-testing (cf. the criteria and
tests suggested by Bateman & Hiippala (2020: 3, 8–16)).
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Jiaping Kang and Zhanhao Jiang
Multimodal Discourse Analysis Based on the
GeMModel
A Case Study of Environment Protection Posters

Abstract: Multimodal research is naturally interdisciplinary, allowing research
studied from different disciplines and theoretical perspectives. The main challenge
is the lack of empirical research with large corpora, especially when applied to
visuo-verbal discourse. This chapter takes the GeM (Genre and Multimodality)
model as the theoretical framework to analyze environment protection posters
from China and the USA. The data set consists of ten posters, with five posters in
each sub-corpus, from governmental agencies and organizations. The GeM model
adopts XML (eXtensible Markup Language) to annotate the rhetorical structure of
the posters, and uses GeM-Tools to conduct the research. The research analyzes
the semiotic resources (language, images, and layout) participating in meaning
generation to investigate how modes construct meaning together, and to clarify
the typical features and relations between language and images of environment
protection posters as multimodal discourses. Through an empirical research, the
chapter undertakes a contrastive analysis of characteristics in semiotic resources
of Chinese and American environment protection posters, conducts statistical
tests to examine the significance of the differences, and explores the reasons for
differences from a cross-cultural perspective.

Keywords:multimodal discourse analysis, GeM model, RST, environment protec-
tion posters

1 Introduction

Since the 1970s, multimodal discourse analysis has been conducted from several
perspectives, including social semiotics, cognitive linguistics, interaction analysis,
conversational analysis and pragmatics. However, there are still many limitations
in the theoretical construction and researchmethods ofmultimodal discourse anal-
ysis. The main challenge is a lack of empirical research based on sufficiently large
corpora (Bateman et al. 2017), especially when applied to visual-verbal discourse.

The Genre and Multimodality (GeM) model (Bateman 2008), as the first frame-
work within linguistics for a multi-level description and analysis of multimodal
visually-organized static documents/artifacts, provides an effective tool for anno-
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tating print media discourses. This framework has mainly been used in the study
of XML-based (eXtensible Markup Language) multimodal corpora built for spoken
language. Only few scholars have investigated corpora of graphic artefacts. Three
cases of XML-based multimodal corpora using the GeM-scheme are mentioned
here. Thomas (2009) conducted a study of localization on the basis of a corpus
of 24 product packaging from the UK and Taiwan. Hiippala (2014) studied the
interaction of multiple semiotic resources of annotated 58 double-paged tourist
brochures of Helsinki published between 1967 and 2008. Zhang (2018) used the
GeM framework to compare a total of 60 public health posters of New York and
Hong Kong.

The research reported here will take the GeM model as theoretical framework
to analyze environment protection posters from China and America. This model
adopts XML to annotate the rhetorical structure of posters and uses the GeM-
Tools (Hiippala 2015b) to conduct the research. The research analyzes the semiotic
resources (language, images, and layout) participating in meaning generation
to investigate how modes construct meaning together and to clarify the typical
features of the genre of environment protection posters as multimodal discourse.
Through this empirical research, the chapter undertakes a contrastive analysis
of characteristics in semiotic resources of Chinese and American environment
protection posters, conducts statistical tests to examine the significance of the
differences, and explores possible reasons for differences from a cross-cultural
perspective.

2 Theoretical Framework

2.1 The Genre and Multimodality (GeM) Model

The GeMmodel treats multimodal documents as multi-layered artifacts. It provides
an annotation scheme with four main analytical layers: the base layer, the layout
layer, the rhetorical layer, and the navigation layer. The base layer carries the
forms that appear regardless of their modes of expression and acts as the starting
point for analysis. It provides a list of Recognized Base Units (RBUs), which can
be referenced in the subsequent analytical layers (Bateman 2008: 111). The base
layer explicitly identifies all the base units that are to be treated as atomic for
the purposes of analysis and labelling. Sentences, photos, captions, list items
and forms in other semiotic resources are all usually identified as base units. The
layout layer describes the hierarchical visual clustering of the identified base
units, their layout positioning, and their typographic or graphic features. The
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layout layer consists of three subcomponents: the layout structure itself, which
describes the hierarchical visual structure holding over layout units; the area
model, which describes the relative placement of layout units; and realization
information, which describes the typographic and graphic characteristics of layout
units. The rhetorical layer describes the rhetorical relations between content
elements on a page by using a revised version of Rhetorical Structure Theory
(Taboada & Mann 2006) extended to cover visual elements in order to analyze
text-image relationships. The navigation layer describes navigational structures
by defining pointers, entries, and indices which facilitate the use of the document.
Navigation elements can be realized by both verbal and visual elements, such as
page numbers or arrows. Overall, it is worth mentioning that the analytical layers
arenot limited to thosementionedabove; analysts canaddmore if needed.Hiippala
(2017) provides an overview of annotation layers and visualizes the analytical
process in applying the GeM model to support empirical research on page-based
documents as shown in Figure 1.

2.2 Rhetorical Structure Theory

2.2.1 A Brief Introduction

Rhetorical Structure Theory (hereafter RST) is a theory of text organization, which
was originally developed by Mann & Thompson (1987, 1988). RST aims to explain
the coherence of text by describing the relations holding between its components
(text spans); minimal spans are called units (Mann & Matthiessen 1991: 233). RST
defines a basic set of 24 rhetorical relations (21 nucleus-satellite relations and
3 multinuclear relations) at the beginning, which was expanded later as it is in
principle open-ended. Based on the relations listed on the RST website developed
by Taboada and Mann (http://www.sfu.ca/rst/), more relations from other schol-
ars (Matthiessen 2002, 2014; Matthiessen & Teruya 2015; Zhang 2018) are added
to the list. 25 nucleus-satellite relations include antithesis, background, circum-
stance, concession, condition, elaboration, enablement, evaluation, evidence,
interpretation, justify, motivation, otherwise, purpose, restatement, solutionhood,
summary, cause, result, preparation, means, manner, unconditional, unless, and
projection. Eight multinuclear relations include addition, conjunction, contrast,
joint, list, sequence, multinuclear restatement, and multinuclear projection. The
nucleus-satellite scheme is referred to as asymmetric and the multinuclear as
symmetric.
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2.2.2 Multimodal RST

RST is not sufficient to describe multimodal documents, so relations have been
added to deal with both verbal and graphical elements. Bateman discusses the
move to multimodal RST and also highlights several problems related to GeM RST.
The first problem lies in the spatial relations of segments inmultimodal documents,
in contrast to the sequentiality of text segments conventional RST builds on. In
order to solve this problem, Bateman (2008: 158) proposes that RST relations are
restricted to pairs of document parts adjacent to each other in any direction (cf.
left, right, upper, and lower neighboring segments). A second problem relates to
the nuclearity assignments between verbal and visual segments in multimodal
documents. In order to avoid arbitrary assignments of nuclearity in image-text
relations, Multinuclear restatement relations andmultinuclear Projection relations
are employed (Bateman 2008: 159). A third challenge is related to the fact that one
segment may serve more than one purpose in a single document and therefore
stands in an RST relation to more than one document-part at a time. In RST, spans
may not be reused, but an image can be reused inmore than one role in a rhetorical
organization. In order to solve the problem, we maintain “the tree-like hierarchical
organization of the RST analysis by specifying and refining just what it means for
elements to be the ‘same’ or not” (Bateman 2008: 159). Finally, one further problem
concerns the adopted minimal unit of analysis in multimodal rhetorical analysis.
In order to account for subnuclear elaboration relations that would have been
expressed by clauses of “being” or “possession”, the GeMmodel adds five intra-
clausal relations based on Halliday & Matthiessen (2013: 210–248) and Bateman
(2008: 162) to extend its analytical reach, that is, identification, class-ascription,
property-ascription, possession, and location.

RST has been widely used for a variety of research fields, “ranging from lin-
guistic text interpretation to computational applications in language production
and automatic analysis” (Bateman & Delin 2006). In the present study, RST is
used to make the rhetorical relations of different semiotic resources explicit, and
analyze how language and images work individually and work together to generate
meaning in Chinese and American environment protection posters.
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3 Building the Multimodal Corpus

3.1 Data Collection

The corpus analyzedhere consists of ten environment protection posters, shortened
as CEPP, as shown in Figure 2, which were collected from March 2019 to August
2019. The ten environment protection posters are sampled in equal numbers from
China and America, CEPP-CN and CEPP-US respectively, with five posters in each
sub-corpus. The data is collected from governmental agencies and organizations in
China and America, including the social media channels (e.g., Facebook, Twitter).
Table 1 lists the data sources and the number of environment protection posters
collected from those sources. In order to make the corpus more representative,
we adopted both systematic sampling and random sampling selection methods
(Bateman et al. 2017). First, the corpus was systematically organized by topics; the
posters on the same/similar topic are marked with the same Arabic numerals, as
shown in Figure 2. Second, posters sampled for the same/similar environment topic
were randomly selected. According to the Ministry of Ecology and Environment
(MEE) ¹ and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)², air, water, green living,
waste, and biodiversity are among the top ten environmental issues. The CEPP
corpus in the present research is collected by covering the above topics, including
Green commuting, Energy saving, Water resource management, Recycling and
Biodiversity.

3.2 Multimodal Corpus Annotation

3.2.1 GeM Annotation Scheme

The GeM annotation scheme uses the eXtensible Markup Language (XML) for
organizing the annotation as described in Bateman (2008) and Hiippala (2015a).
As a markup language, XML uses tags to annotate and defines a set of rules for
encoding documents. The tags of XML are not pre-given, which allows researchers

1 Ministry of Ecology and Environment (MEE) implemented the central committee’s guidelines,
policies and arrangements on ecological environmental protection, and upheld and strengthened
the party’s centralized and unified leadership over ecological environmental protection in China.
https://www.mee.gov.cn/.
2 Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is an independent administrative agency which is
responsible for protecting the natural environment and human health from environmental hazards
in America. https://www.epa.gov/.
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Tab. 1: Data sources and numbers of the environment protection posters.

CEPP Source Number

CEPP-CN(5)
Ministry of Ecology and Environment of the PRC(MEE) 1
Center for Environmental Education and Communications
of MEE

1

Ministry of Water Resources of the PRC 1

CEPP-US(5)
United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 3
Energy Star 1
EPA & National Waste & Recycling Association & Solid
Waste Association of North America (SWANA)

1

Fig. 2: Collage of ten environment protection posters.

to define their own. In the multi-layered annotation process, different sets of XML
tags, defined according to schemes, are employed to annotate different layers.
According to Henschel’s (2003) GeM annotation manual, the base units, layout
units and basic RST units are marked by <unit>, <layout-unit> and <segment>
tags, respectively. Each individual analytical unit is given a unique identifier. For
instance, the prefix ‘u-’ in u-01.01 indicates that it is an identifier of the base
layer. As the annotation for each analytical layer is stored in its own file, file names
should be distinguished from each other amongmultiple files. The labeling scheme
adopted in this chapter is presented in Table 2.
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Tab. 2: Tags, identifiers, and file names of each layer.

Analytical layer Tag Identifier File name

Base layer <unit> u-01.01, u-01.02. . . US-base-1.xml
Layout layer <layout-unit> layout-unit id US-lay-1.xml

RST layer
<segment> s-01.01, s-01.02. . .

US-rst-1.xml<span> span-01.01,
span-01.02. . .

<multi-span> span-01.01,
span-01.02. . .

Navigation layer <pointer> p-01.01, p-01.02. . . US-nav-1.xml
<entry> e-01.01, e-01.02. . .

Since navigation devices are seldom used in the present study, the following de-
scription will focus on the annotation of three layers: the base layer, layout layer,
and rhetorical layer. In order to specify each element, different XML attributes are
employed. The attribute id carries a unique identifying symbol used to distinguish
each base unit, layout unit and RST unit. The attribute xref refers to the base units
which belong to a layout unit or an RST unit. In addition, posters as multimodal
artefacts consist of both verbal and visual elements. For units consisting of verbal
elements, <unit>, <layout-unit> and <segment> tags are used. For photographs
and other graphic elements, the attribute alt is employed in the annotation so as
to describe the content of the visual elements. Here are some examples:

<unit id="u-01.03''> Green Your Commute</unit>

<layout-unit id="lay-01.03" xref="u-01.03''> Green Your Commute

</layout-unit>

<segment id="s-01.01" xref="u-01.03"/>

<unit id="u-02.05" alt="Image: Half a tungsten bulb"/>

<segment id="s-02.04" xref="u-02.05" alt="Image: Half a tungsten

bulb"/>

<layout-unit id="lay-02.03" xref="u-02.05" alt="Image: Half a

tungsten bulb"/>

The XML annotation of rhetorical structure is specified by the analysis of rhetorical
relations. The three categories of relations mentioned above, that is, nucleus-
satellite relations, multinuclear relations, and intra-clausal relations, are marked
as span, multi-span, and mini-span respectively. Annotation examples are as
follows:

<span id="span-04.01" nucleus="s-04.01" satellites="span-04.02"
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relation="solutionhood"/>

<multi-span id="span-04.05" nuclei="span-04.06 span-04.07 span-04.08"

relation="joint"/>

<mini-span id="span-04.06" attribute="s-04.40" attribute="s-04.41"

relation="class-ascription"/>

A specific example of annotating the multimodal corpus is discussed in Section
3.3.

3.2.2 The GeM-Tools

The GeM-Tools are a set of computational tools developed by Hiippala (2015a).
They afford the annotation of multimodal corpora drawing on the GeM model³;
they furthermore allow for visualizing the annotations made. The GeM-Tools are
written in Python, run as Jupyter notebooks⁴ and use GraphViz⁵ for visualizations.
Python, as a computer programming language, is a script language which contains
features of interpretability, compilation, interactivity, and object-orientedness. The
Jupyter Notebooks used here are intended for “visualizing discourse structures
in multimodal documents, as described using Rhetorical Structure Theory and
annotated using scheme proposed in the Genre and Multimodality model” (Hiip-
pala 2015a). GraphViz is a software used for the visualization of annotations. After
annotating the three layers based on the GeM annotation scheme and storing the
description into XML files, we use the GeM-Tools to display the XML data.

The GeM-Tools include three Jupyter notebooks which are intended to visu-
alize (1) rhetorical structures, (2) layout structures, and (3) rhetorical and layout
structures. If we want to visualize each of the above three structures, we need to
run the specific categories of XML files. For instance, if we want to visualize the
rhetorical structure, we open Jupyter notebooks, select the target item, and run the
‘visualize_rst.ipynb file’ in GeM-Tools. In order to obtain the graph of the rhetorical
structure, we need valid XML files for both base and RST layers. The content was
retrieved from the base layer before extracting the rhetorical relations between
the content, as defined in the RST annotation. As a next step, the base and RST
files need to be named before parsing/running them. The layout structure, and
rhetorical and layout structure are visualized in a similar way. The XML file for the

3 Visit http://www.purl.org/net/gem to find more about the GeM project.
4 Jupyter notebooks is free and available at http://jupyter.org/.
5 As GraphViz does not support Chinese by default, one needs to specify the font before the image
output to avoid displaying unreadable codes. GraphViz is available at: http://www.graphviz.org/.
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layout layer can visualize the layout structure. Similarly, if we run the XML files
for the base, RST and layout layers together, we obtain a combined graph of the
rhetorical and layout structure.

3.3 Annotating the Multimodal Corpus

3.3.1 Identifying Base Units

The first step of multimodal corpus annotation according to the original GeM
scheme is to identify the base units since they constitute the smallest ’building
blocks’ or units on which other analytical layers draw. These minimal elements
“serve as the common denominator for interpretative and textual elements as well
as for layout elements” in the analysis of multimodal artefacts (Bateman 2008: 110).
Basically, base units should not be larger than units described in other analytical
layers.

Tab. 3: Recognized Base Units in Environment Protection Posters in CEPP.

Recognized Base Units in CEPP

sentences headlines images
icons logos/emblems signs/symbols
list/sequence items list/sequence labels emphasized text
QR codes hashtags footnote label
publication/code numbers publication/printing time links to websites
– photographs, illustrations, cartoons, drawings, diagrams, charts, maps, etc. (without
caption)

– captions of photographs, illustrations, cartoons, drawings, diagrams, charts, maps, etc.
– carrier-attribute: bubble, water drop, callout, text label, circles/pies, puzzle pieces, etc.
– text in photographs, illustrations, cartoons, drawings, charts, maps, etc., and carriers
– sentence fragments initiating a list
– footnotes (without footnote label)
– horizontal/vertical lines (solid, dotted, dashed) as delimiter between items
– lines which emphasize text (e.g., underline)
– lines which connect other units
– some punctuation marks such as highlighted question marks, exclamation marks, etc.
– copyright symbols, registered trademark symbols
– highlighted markers, arrows, etc.

The principleswe need to follow are relative atomicity and objectivity. The principle
of atomicity allows us to treat all text elements, even a single word as a base unit.
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In order to avoid an explosion of base units, however, single words are usually
not defined as minimal elements in most research (Zhang 2018). Generally, we
intend to identify base units from the perspective of function, genre, and specific
research objectives. In the GeM model as applied here, we consequently regard
orthographic sentences as the minimal linguistic unit during analysis. As for the
principle of objectivity, this requires the analyst to label all the basic elements
precisely and comprehensively, without combining any basic units prematurely.
For multimodal artifacts, the base units are open and non-exhaustive. Based on
the base unit identification by Bateman (2008: 111) and Zhang (2018: 147), we list
the adopted base units for environment protection posters used in my research in
Table 3.

3.3.2 The GeM Base

After identifying the base units, we give an example here of a complete XML an-
notation of environment protection posters. We take the “Green Your Commute”
poster as example because its simple design offers a good start for discussing the
GeM annotation process. As shown in Figure 3, we first identify the base units
of the poster US-1, label them and annotate the base layer. In the decomposing
process, altogether 13 base units were obtained; they are given in Table 4. As it is
labelled and annotated, six visual elements (logos⁶ and illustrations) and seven
verbal elements form the basic constitutes of the poster.

Table 4 gives all base units, distinguishing verbal units (non-bold) from visual
units (bold): an EPA logo (u-01.01) is at the top left of the poster, and a hashtag
(u-01.02) at the top right. A title (u-01.03), captions relating to four means of trans-
portation (u-01.05, u-01.07, u-01.09, u-01.11) with their corresponding illustrations
(u-01.04, u-01.06, u-01.08, u-01.10), and the results (u-01.12) of greening one’s com-
mute occupy the central part of the poster. At the bottom is a link to the institution’s
website (u-01.13), which enables readers to access more information.

6 Although both verbal and visual elements are included in a logo, we still regard it as a single
united visual unit for the purposes of the current analysis (but see, for example, Johannessen et
al., this volume, for analyses of logos themselves).
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Fig. 3: Example of labelling the base units.

Tab. 4: Labelling the base units of US-1.

label unit

u-01.01 Logo: EPA
u-01.02 Hashtag: #EarthDay
u-01.03 Green Your Commute
u-01.04 Illustration: A person walking
u-01.05 Walk
u-01.06 Illustration: A Carpool
u-01.07 Carpool
u-01.08 Illustration: A person riding a bike
u-01.09 Bike
u-01.10 Illustration: A train
u-01.11 Public Transportation
u-01.12 Save money, get exercise, help the environment.
u-01.13 www.epa.gov/earthday
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Based on the GeM annotation scheme and the GeM-Tools discussed above, the
complete XML annotation of the base layer of US-1 is then written as follows,
including the alt attributes to remind the analysts of its content:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<gemBase>

<unit id="u-01.01" alt="Logo: EPA"/>

<unit id="u-01.02" alt="Hashtag: \#EarthDay"/>

<unit id="u-01.03"> Green Your Commute</unit>

<unit id="u-01.04" alt="Illustration: A person walking"/>

<unit id="u-01.05"> Walk</unit>

<unit id="u-01.06" alt="Illustration: A Carpool"/>

<unit id="u-01.07"> Carpool</unit>

<unit id="u-01.08" alt="Illustration: A person riding a bike"/>

<unit id="u-01.09">Bike</unit>

<unit id="u-01.10" alt="Illustration: A train"/>

<unit id="u-01.11"> Public Transportation</unit>

<unit id="u-01.12"> Save money, get exercise, help the environment. </unit>

<unit id="u-01.13"> www.epa.gov/earthday</unit>

</gemBase>

3.3.3 The Layout Structure

As explained above, the layout base consists of three parts: layout segmentation,
realization information, and layout organization (the areamodel). Each layout unit
specified in the layout segmentation necessarily has a visual realization. The GeM
annotation scheme of the layout base is mainly suitable for grid-based documents.
The layout structure of the environment protection posters is not the main focus
of the present study, and we thus estimate the hierarchical structure of the poster
in the GeM framework. The graphical representation of the corresponding layout
structure of poster US-1 is shown in Figure 4. From the hierarchical organization of
the graph, we can see that the poster can be divided into five parts: the header, the
headline, the body, the result and the website, with the header containing a logo
and a hashtag and the body containing four pairs of image and caption.
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Fig. 4: A graph of the layout structure of the poster US-1.

3.3.4 The Rhetorical Structure

In order to illustrate the analyses of the rhetorical structure of environment protec-
tion posters, we draw again on the US-1 poster. As the logo of EPA is not marked as
an RST segment, US-1 has altogether twelve RST segments including the hashtag
(s-01.01), the title (s-01.02), the four parallel images and captions part (from s-01.03
to s-01.10), the result sentence part (s-01.11), and the link (s-01.12). All RST segments
are marked as <segment>, so these segments can be recognized by the GeM-Tools.
The tag <span> is used for asymmetric relations, whereas <multi-span> is used for
symmetric relations with two nuclei. The multinuclear relation and intra-clausal
relations are marked as <multi-span> and <mini-span> respectively. To make this
clear, the XML annotation for the rhetorical layer of US-1 is also presented below. Af-
ter the segmentation, all twelve RST segments form four spans and fivemulti-spans.
Out of five multi-spans, four instantiate the relation of Multinuclear Restatement
and the other one instantiates the relation of Joint. The four spans are nucleus-
satellite relations. Based on the labeled “id”, “xref” and “alt”, it can be identified
which segment forms a particular relation, and how they relate to the base level,
that is, which base units form a respective segment. Afterwards, the specified
verbal and visual elements of the base units can be identified. One multi-span or
span may become the nuclei or nucleus and satellites of another multi-span or
span, which leads to a hierarchical or recursive rhetorical organization.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<gemRst>

<segmentation>

<segment id="s-01.01" xref="u-01.02" alt="Hashtag: \#EarthDay"/>

<segment id="s-01.02" xref="u-01.03"> Green Your Commute</segment>
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<segment id="s-01.03" xref="u-01.04" alt="Illustration: A person

walking"/>

<segment id="s-01.04" xref="u-01.05"> Walk</segment>

<segment id="s-01.05" xref="u-01.06" alt="Illustration: A Carpool"/>

<segment id="s-01.06" xref="u-01.07"> Carpool</segment>

<segment id="s-01.07" xref="u-01.08" alt="Illustration: A person

riding a bike"/>

<segment id="s-01.08" xref="u-01.09"> Bike</segment>

<segment id="s-01.09" xref="u-01.10" alt="Illustration: A train"/>

<segment id="s-01.10" xref="u-01.11"> Public Transportation</segment>

<segment id="s-01.11" xref="u-01.12"> Save money, get exercise,

help the environment. </segment>

<segment id="s-01.12" xref="u-01.13"> www.epa.gov/earthday</segment>

</segmentation>

<rst-structure>

<span id="span-01.01" nucleus="s-01.01" satellites="span-01.03"

relation="enablement"/>

<span id="span-01.02" nucleus="s-01.12" satellites="span-01.03"

relation="enablement"/>

<span id="span-01.03" nucleus="s-01.11" satellites="span-01.04"

relation="result"/>

<span id="span-01.04" nucleus="s-01.02" satellites="span-01.05"

relation="solutionhood"/>

<multi-span id="span-01.05" nuclei="span-01.06 span-01.07 span-01.08

span-01.09" relation="joint"/>

<multi-span id="span-01.06" nuclei="s-01.09 s-01.10"

relation="multinuclear restatement"/>

<multi-span id="span-01.07" nuclei="s-01.07 s-01.08"

relation="multinuclear restatement"/>

<multi-span id="span-01.08" nuclei="s-01.05 s-01.06"

relation="multinuclear restatement"/>

<multi-span id="span-01.09" nuclei="s-01.03 s-01.04"

relation="multinuclear restatement"/>

</rst-structure>

</gemRst>

Based on the valid XML files of both base and rhetorical layers of the poster US-1,
the GeM-Tools (Hiippala 2015a) are then be able to visualize the rhetorical structure
of the poster. The hierarchical structure of the rhetorical relations for the poster
US-1 is shown in Figure 5. The body segment of the poster US-1 is the four means of
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transportation, which jointly function as solutions to green a commute. Therefore,
the relation that holds between the title “Green Your Commute” and the joint four
transportation means is Solutionhood. As for the four means of transportation,
the relation between the four verbal texts and their corresponding visual images is
Multinuclear restatement. All the solutions for greening one’s commute lead to the
result of “Save money, get exercise and help the environment”. The hashtag and
the link of the website are two ways to enable the public to obtain more relevant
information and so are classified rhetorically as Enablement.

4 Analyzing the Multimodal Corpus

4.1 Analyzing Texts and Images

Table 5 presents us with a general picture of the number of base units, verbal units,
and visual units realized in each poster in the corpus. As for the total number
of base units, American posters (118) contain a slightly higher number of units,
compared to the Chinese posters (99). The distribution of verbal and visual units
in each sub-corpus is very similar: In CEPP-CN, the percentage of verbal and visual
units is nearly even (verbal: 49.50%; visual: 50.50%). In CEPP-US, there are slightly
more visual units than verbal ones (verbal: 47.46%; visual: 52.54%). It becomes
apparent, as well, that poster CN-5 differs from the other posters in that the verbal
and visual units are highly unequal in number. This poster will thus be discussed
further below.

Tab. 5: Base units, verbal units, and visual units in each poster.

Base
units

Verbal Visual Base
units

Verbal Visual

CN1 14 6 8 US1 13 7 6
CN2 10 7 3 US2 9 3 6
CN3 33 23 10 US3 19 11 8
CN4 24 11 13 US4 50 20 30
CN5 18 2 16 US5 27 15 12
Total 99 49 50 Total 118 56 62
% 100% 49.50% 50.50% % 100% 47.46% 52.54%
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4.2 Basic Statistics of Rhetorical Relations

In this section, we focus on the rhetorical relations used in the environment protec-
tion posters. All types and numbers of the three categories of rhetorical relations,
namely, nucleus-satellite relations, multinuclear relations and intra-clausal rela-
tions, are shown respectively in Table 6, Table 7, and Table 8.

4.2.1 Nucleus-Satellite Relations

Table 6 presents twelvemononuclear relations used in the present corpus and their
frequency of occurrence. Nearly half of the total number of the rhetorical relations,
including Elaboration, Enablement, Motivation, Circumstance, and Result, occurs
in both of the sub-corpora. However, relations of Manner, Background, and Pur-
pose, and relations of Solutionhood, Interpretation, and Unconditional appear
only in CEPP-CN and CEPP-US respectively. For the two sub-corpora, Elaboration
is found to be the most frequent relation. This finding thus mirrors similar results
from other studies. Elaboration is frequently used in many other genres, such as
tourist brochures (Hiippala 2015a: 150) and public health posters (Zhang 2018: 177).
In the present corpus, Elaboration takes up nearly half of the total amount among
all the relations used in CEPP-CN. Through this comparative analysis, we find
Chinese environment protection posters appear to attach importance to the expla-
nation and background information of the poster since Elaboration, Circumstance,
and Background relations are frequently used, whereas the American environment
protection posters stress actually performing the action or taking measures as
Elaboration, Enablement, and Solutionhood are frequently employed. By Fisher’s
Exact Test, there is a significant difference between the uses of rhetorical relations
in the CEPP-CN and CEPP-US posters for the values in Table 6 (P=0.001159).

4.2.2 Multinuclear Relations

The data in Table 7 shows six multinuclear relations in the corpus. It is evident that
the relation Multinuclear restatement occurs most frequently in CEPP-US with the
number of CEPP-US almost seven times asmany as in CEPP-CN. For posters in CEPP-
US, the occurrence of the Multinuclear restatements relation is related to image-
text relations, which concern images and texts restating each other specifically
(e.g., “Image of a person walking” and “Walk” in US-1). As for posters in CEPP-CN,
Multinuclear restatements occur only in relation to different languages. Both the
relation between the Chinese texts and their corresponding English translations
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Tab. 6: Nucleus-satellite relations in CEPP.

Nucleus-satellite relations CEPP-
CN

CEPP-
US

Total

Elaboration 13 8 21
Enablement 1 5 6
Motivation 1 2 3
Circumstance 4 1 5
Result 2 2 4
Manner 4 0 4
Background 3 0 3
Purpose 3 0 3
Solutionhood 0 5 5
Interpretation 0 3 3
Unconditional 0 1 1
Total 31 27 58

Tab. 7:Multinuclear relations in CEPP.

Multinuclear relations CEPP-
CN

CEPP-
US

Total

Multinuclear Restatement 3 26 29
Joint 7 5 13
Contrast 1 0 1
List 0 2 2
Addition 0 3 3
Total 11 36 47

(e.g., “绿色生活” and “Green Life” in CN-2) and the relation between Chinese
characters and their corresponding Chinese pinyin (e.g., “第二十二届世界水日”
and “DI-ERSHI’ER JIE SHIJIE SHUIRI” in CN-3) are Multinuclear restatements. The
Joint relation has numerous occurrences in the CEPP-CN sub-corpus, amounting
to more than half of the multinuclear relations. Chinese environment protection
posters prefer to generatemeaning byweaving images or images and texts together,
whichmakes the Joint relation appear frequently. The rhetorical relation of Contrast
appears only in CEPP-CN, and rhetorical relation of Addition only appear in CEPP-
US. Again, by Fisher’s Exact Test, there is a significant difference between CEPP-CN
and CEPP-US posters for the values in Table 7 (P=0.008905).
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Tab. 8: Intra-clausal relations in CEPP.

Intra-clausal relation CEPP-
CN

CEPP-
US

Total

Identification 0 10 10

4.2.3 Intra-Clausal Relations

Intra-clausal relations are provided in Table 8. Only one type of intra-clausal
relation is found in the present corpus, which appears in US-4. The relation of
Identification is used ten times in the recycling poster, which lists ten kinds of
goods (US-4). The relation between the identifier label number and the identified
image is Identification. The rhetorical relations holding between all the ten labeled
illustrations and the correspondent verbal texts are all Multinuclear restatement
relations.

4.3 Rhetorical Relations and Rhetorical Structures

Rhetorical relations include relations holding between textual segments and other
semiotic resources. Table 9 presents the occurrences of Elaboration and Multinu-
clear restatement between texts and text-image. Elaboration occurs between verbal
segments as well as verbal and visual segments. The theme as the nucleus and the
content of theme “Live a green life” as the satellite instantiates the Elaboration
relation holding between two verbal segments, as shown in Figure 6(a). Figure 6(b)
shows the relation of Elaboration holding between verbal and visual segments,
as “Choose public transportation” is the nucleus and different means of public
transportation is the satellite. Multinuclear restatements in CEPP-CN (3) are pro-
duced solely between textual elements, which is reflected in two languages (e.g.,
CN-2) or two forms of one language (Chinese characters and pinyin) (e.g., CN-3). 26
occurrences of Multinuclear restatement in CEPP-US appear solely between text
and image, as there are many cases in which captions are always presented with
their corresponding visual displays to restate the information (e.g., US-1 & US-4 &
US-5).

In environment protection posters, texts and images can be used separately as
well as together to generate meaning and facilitate understanding. The rhetorical
relations of List and Contrast in CN-5 and CN-2 respectively show how images work
efficiently to make meaning. In CN-5, twelve paper cut animals are listed in a circle
in a fixed order to form the Chinese zodiac, so the relation between the twelve paper
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Tab. 9: Occurrences of elaboration and multinuclear restatement.

Rhetorical relations Types CEPP-
CN

CEPP-
US

Elaboration texts 2 0
text-
image

11 8

Multinuclear restatement texts 3 0
text-
image

0 26

cut images are classified rhetorically as List, as shown in Figure 6(c)⁷. In CN-2, the
two visual segments, half a tungsten bulb and half a spiral-shaped energy-saving
bulb, are comparable, which forms a Contrast relation, as shown in Figure 6(d).

Fig. 6: Examples of rhetorical structures in CEPP.

7 An abbreviated version is used in order to make the graph clearer.
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5 Cross-Cultural Comparison

There are already many studies on how language and other meaning-making
resources are culturally situated (Bowcher 2012) and how different semiotic re-
sources are analyzed in broader contexts of culture (Bateman&Delin 2003; Thomas
2009; Kong 2013; O’Halloran 2014; Nekić 2015; Hiippala 2015b; Zhang 2018). Cross-
cultural multimodal comparison studies include research on multimodal polite-
ness (Idemaru et al. 2019), encoding and decoding of emotional speech (Li 2015),
gestures (Kendon 2004; Caridakis et al. 2012; Urakami 2014), and speech and
gestures (Aboudan & Beattie 1996; Gogate et al. 2015; Lin 2017), and so on. This
study examines the Chinese and American environment protection posters, com-
pares and contrasts the design of the documents from the two countries to support
possible explorations of their cultural differences; two illustrative areas of such
comparison are now presented.

5.1 Variation in Language and Typography

One obvious difference between Chinese and American environment protection
posters analyzed is that the former are bilingual, while the latter are predominately
monolingual. Table 10 shows that for Chinese posters, there are three categories:
Chinese characters only, Chinese characters with pinyin, and Chinese and English
bilingual version; while for the present corpus of American environment protection
posters, only an English version is employed. Typography plays an important role
in studies involvingmultimodal comparison across languages. Chinese and English
belong to different writing systems, the former is logographic, while the latter is
alphabetic. In the present study, vertical layout is much more common in Chinese
characters (CN-3). For English, if the text is set vertically without changing the
orientation of letters, it is often considered “inherently anti-typographic” (Kane
2002: 73).

5.2 Cross-Cultural Meaning-Making

In Chinese environment protection posters, images are joint together to convey
meaning. For instance, in CN-5, the twelve paper cut animals are listed to represent
the twelve Chinese zodiac signs and stand for all the species in the world. If we
unite the twelve paper cut animals in a circle and the pair of scissors in the middle
as a whole, a clock-shaped image is created, which symbolizes the reduced species
with the passage of time. In addition, the homophonic pun strategy is employed
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Tab. 10: Language version of the environment protection posters.

Language version Number of
posters

Total
posters

CEPP-CN
Chinese character 1

5Chinese character
and pinyin

1

Chinese character
and English

3

CEPP-US English 5 5

in CN-5. Specifically, the pronunciation of the first character of “剪刀” (scissors) in
Chinese is “jian”, which has the same sound as the pronunciation of the Chinese
character “减” (reduced). Therefore, “剪少的生命” means the shortened lifespan
or the reduced lives of the animals. American environment protection posters tend
to demonstrate the Motivation in the posters directly. For example, in US-5, the
rhetorical relation of Multinuclear restatement is used repeatedly between texts
and images to present the endangered animals explicitly. Then it clearly calls for
action from the public: “The world’s threatened animals need you to remember!”.

6 Discussion and Conclusion

The present study has explored how semiotic resources (languages and images)
work together to generate meaning in environment protection posters. We summa-
rize the main findings from the following three perspectives.

First of all, images are often used to restate the meaning of the verbal language.
A visual image can re-express themeaning of a text, or a text line can be regarded as
a caption to illustrate or interpret what the image presents. For instance, the texts in
US-1 and the images near the texts restate the samemessages. Similarly, the images
and their associated names or titles placed near the images are re-expressions of
each other.

Second, images are often used to elaborate the information presented through
verbal language in order to get a better understanding of the poster. For example,
in poster CN-1, the specific means of public transportation the images present (by
train, by bus, and so on) are exemplifications of means of public transportation,
which elaborates the title of the poster “Choices of Public Transportation”. In the
same way, in the recycling poster US-4, a visual viewing screen exemplifies the
information made by the verbal text “Electronics”.
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Third, the American environment protection posters examined build on the
rhetorical relations of Enablement and Solutionhood. Specifically, in the present
corpus of CEPP-US, practical actions and measures are presented on how to pro-
tect the environment. For instance, according to three different situations, three
correspondent methods are listed in poster US-3 to prevent the polluted runoff.
Taking the recycling poster US-4 again as an example, the solutions are presented
from three parts (Top 10 in the bin, ‘Also recyclable’ and the link of the website) in
order to answer the question of the title “What can I recycle?”.

To sum up, there are similarities and differences in the two sub-corpora CEPP-
CN and CEPP-US at different levels. However, the corpora in the present study
consist of just ten environment protection posters, a limited number including
only environmental posters, not involving posters in other fields. A large number
of randomly sampled posters need to be analyzed and compared by means of
statistical analyses. Therefore, in future work we will try to expand the corpus
and do further comparative studies to analyze the language, image, layout, and
rhetorical relations participating in meaning making to generate effective environ-
ment protection posters and educate the public more generally. The possibility and
applicability of this research paradigm for the analysis of other subjects and genre
materials will be explored in the future as well, but we believe the discussion in
the present chapter has already indicated beneficial directions and methods for
these research goals.
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Conventions in How Korean Films Mean
A Pilot Testing ‘Segmented Film Discourse Representation
Structures’

Abstract: The concept of ‘conventions’ in how meaning is made has become an
implicit part of a dogma that surrounds South Korean films (K-film) popularized
through the Korean Wave. However, the nature and content of any conventions
discussed is only addressed vaguely and mostly in terms of narrative rather than
film form. It also lacks much of the theoretical background and appropriate ter-
minology needed to situate conventionalized usages within other relevant fields
of film and communication research (e.g., multimodal film analysis, semiotics,
semantics, pragmatics). In this chapter, we present a pilot study whose aim is to
evaluate whether ‘Segmented Film Discourse Representation Structures’ (SFDRS)
— a formally specified notion of film discourse — can help to identify conventions
in meaning-making processes in K-films in a reliable fashion. This framework
has not previously been employed for analyzing conventions, although it has
been suggested. We focus our analysis specifically on the ‘final goodbye between
parent/guardian and child’ event, extracted from films selected for their similar
narrative and production criteria. By transferring film extracts to SFDRS and com-
paring the resulting representations across films, it was possible to identify certain
reoccurring patterns in their configurations. We suggest that these stand as good
candidates for conventions among these films. Further, patterns were found strictly
within the boundary lines of meaning types at every level of discourse, support-
ing the validity of the patterns found being conventions in types of meaning and
suggesting that these conventions may well be found in similar events in further
films. Thus, the results of this study demonstrate that conventions benefit from
more empirically-supported testing, and that SFDRS is a means of doing so.

Keywords: film language convention, Korean film, empiricalmultimodal film analy-
sis, Segmented Film Discourse Representation Structures, Korean socio-pragmatic
communication

1 Motivation

Conventions in film are essentially reoccurring ways of expressing particular kinds
of meaning that establish themselves in a community of use. Such conventions

https://doi.org/10.1515/9783110725001-010
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may involve anything from sharing single elements to groups of films coming to
exhibit similar structures overall. For instance, if we consider events in film narra-
tive to constitute types of meaning, then such meanings could be a ‘final goodbye’
between characters, the act of ‘revenge’, ‘shopping’, a person ‘starting the day’,
or two people ‘falling in love’. Each of these events has a clearly distinguishable
purpose and, in general, relatively well demarcated boundaries. They also com-
monly exhibit internal structure, constructed from a series of shorter happenings.
Although narrative can be constructed in a multitude of ways, one can assume that
the components that are employed and their logical organization will generally
support comprehension. For instance, if a scene in a film is intended to show
a person ‘starting the day’, then activities associated with this event (such as a
person getting out of bed, taking a shower, and then eating breakfast) would need
to be presented in such a way that recipients can construct an appropriate order of
occurrence of events. One of themeans of bringing about support for interpretation
is precisely by the adoption of conventionalized associations between forms and
intended kinds of meanings that audiences familiar with the conventions can
recognize.

Similarly, ‘getting out of bed’, ‘taking a shower’, and ‘eating breakfast’ will also
be composed at even finer levels of discourse by elements associated with those
activities rather than others. For instance, ‘eating breakfast’ might include camera
shots of the food, a person eating, drinking coffee, and reading a newspaper at
the breakfast table, whereas ‘taking a shower’ might include shots of steam, water
pouring from the shower head, and a person with bubbles in their hair. When
aspects of these configurations are repeated in multiple films with the same types
of meaning they are good evidence that conventionalized forms of expression are
being employed. Filmic presentations of events then might become increasingly
schematic because film-makers can rely on audiences filling the gaps by drawing
on the meanings conventionally signaled. Particular shots and sequences of shots
can then come to stand in for complex embedding narrative situations.

The term ‘convention’ can be found in many discussions that concern how
meaning is made in film, including literature dedicated to contemporary South
Korean film (K-film) popularized through the Korean Wave. However, the nature
and content of any conventions discussed is only addressed vaguely and mostly in
terms of narrative rather than film form. This then lacks much of the theoretical
background and appropriate terminology that would be needed to situate conven-
tionalized usages within other relevant fields of film and communication research
(e.g., multimodal film analysis, semiotics, semantics, pragmatics). This situation
notwithstanding, conventions have already become an implicit part of a K-film
dogmadespite the absence of clear definitions, focused and thorough investigation,
and empirical analysis. In this chapter, we present a pilot study whose aim is to
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explore whether a formally specified notion of film discourse can help identify
conventions in meaning-making processes in K-films in a reliable fashion.

To do this, we draw specifically on ‘Segmented Film Discourse Representation
Structures’ (SFDRS) (Wildfeuer 2014) as a semantic tool for the formal description
of howmeaning is constructed multimodally in film. This framework has not previ-
ously been employed for analyzing conventions, although this possibility has been
suggested (Wildfeuer 2014: 182).We develop this further here. SFDRS is the result of
systematically describing how meaning is made logically in film. This approach to
description makes the specific use of filmic resources and their interactions at finer
and higher grained levels of discourse accessible within single overarching ‘filmic
discourse structures’. These structures can be compared across film instances so
that reoccurring patterns may be taken as indications of conventions at work. On
this basis, therefore, SFDRS has the potential to be used to build empirically upon
the limited descriptions provided for conventions in K-film so far.

Although there is a vast range of K-films to explore, we select for the purposes
of our pilot study a small corpus of filmswith some readily recognizable reoccurring
events; this corpus will be presented in Section 3.1. In particular, each film contains
the narrative event of a ‘final goodbye between a parent/guardian and child’ and
we extract the filmic construction of this event for focused analysis. In Section 3.2
we explain the process of transferring a filmically expressed narrative event to an
SFDRS description using examples extracted from our analysis. Here we build on
the examples of transference given in Wildfeuer’s original model of SFDRS (2014),
extending the process further to divide higher and finer levels of discourse granu-
larity more clearly by decomposing main activities (hereafter ‘higher activities’)
into lower-level units of meaning. This achieves a clear separation of three levels
of meaning-making processes — higher activities that compose the narrative event,
segments of meaning that compose the higher activities, and the composition by
which the meaning of each segment is inferred. Each of these levels of discourse
provides a separate opportunity to compare samples and identify corresponding
conventions. In Section 3.3 we consequently explain howwe compare the instances
of discourse structures captured in this way. In Section 4 we provide a specific
description of the SFDRS of the narrative events described in Section 3.1 and, in
Section 5 discuss our results. Finally, in Section 6 we discuss factors that affected
the identification of conventions and propose future developments for SFDRS so
as to capture meanings in K-film that are particularly embedded in Korean culture.

We argue that SFDRS and the development we pursue here will prove particu-
larly important for future methodologies developed specifically for understanding
K-film. In South Korea (Korea), verbal/non-verbal modes are used to indicate social
hierarchy (according to age and rank, and potentially class and gender), interper-
sonal relations (e.g., intimacy and respect), mood and emotions, style, perspective,
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and attitude. In Korea socio-pragmatic meanings effect the forms and functions
in every single sentence (Kiaer 2019) and, likewise, are mirrored in non-verbal
utterances such as hand gestures, eye contact, posture, and traditions like bow-
ing. Engaging with meaning-making of this kind has been suggested to demand
a “much more fine-grained, formal framework to adequately capture the multi-
dimensional, subjective, and socio-pragmatically sensitivemeanings” (Kiaer 2020).
Although we will not discuss these Korean socio-pragmatic meanings in this study,
SFDRS was selected keeping in mind precisely the critical future developments
necessary for understanding the complex interactional dynamics of K-film and
beyond.

2 Theoretical Background

While meaning is a popular subject in film studies, it is rarely addressed formally
to the extent that particular patterns of inference in interpretation can be followed.
This is even more the case in K-film studies, where the discussion of narrative
styles and the techniques employed by certain genres or regions of film remains
overwhelmingly informal. There are, nevertheless, many discussions of conven-
tions in K-film. Yecies & Shim (2015), for example, discuss narrative conventions
in Korean melodramas. Ok (2009: 38) discusses a shift in the discourse of Korean
national cinema to accommodate “Hollywood conventions” in narrative structure
and spectacle and also “generic conventions” that were employed in genre films.
Choe (2009) discusses the difference in conventions between Old Boy (2003) and
the Bollywood remake Zinda (2006), explaining how conventions in violence and
spectacle differ rather than film language as a whole. Choi (2010: 34, 40) describes
conventions in K-film during the pre-KoreanWave period as sometimes “loose” and
“inconsistent” and explains that the adoption of Hollywood conventions resulted
in “tighter narratives, eliminating the episodic narratives previously characterizing
Korean cinema”. And, finally, Kim (2006) links the hybridization and Hollywood-
ization of conventions to viewer comprehension stating that:

familiar stories based on collective memory, current cultural values and sentiments are
enough for national audiences to interpret the Korean blockbuster as their own national
cinema, to feel more attached towards it, and to share a certain level of emotions with
other nationals in relation to it notwithstanding the fact that the typical Korean blockbuster
contains a number of externally imported elements such as styles, spectacle dominating
format, and so on. (Kim 2006: 6)
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There have also been numerous appeals to notions of ‘logic’ in discussions of
conventions in K-film and since some of the earliest writings. Primarily, this occurs
through use of the term ‘coherence’, a term used in the same sense as it is defined
by the Oxford English Dictionary (2020) to refer to conventions being ‘logical and
consistent” . In one of the first essays written on K-film in English, Willemen (2002)
recognizes the problematic meaning-making processes in films before the boom
of international popularity at the end of the 1990s that marks the beginning of
the Korean Wave (Dal 2016). In particular, he refers to the films of the 1970s and
1980s, and in doing so unintentionally describes periodical conventions in how
meaning is made. Willemen describes these conventions as a problem in which
“spatial relations in a scene operate differently, with the narrator and the viewer
being inscribed into a scene in ways that the dominant Euro-American conventions
of realist cinema were designed to displace”. He further states that “assumptions
underpinning Western cinema’s notion of spatial and psychological coherence do
not apply” to K-films (Willemen 2002: 7).

Another area of K-film study that can be linked to reoccurring patterns of
meaning and processes of comprehension has explored the connections between
changes in conventions and the increase of international popularity. They do this
by referring to the employment of new ways of communicating that could be made
sense of by wider audiences. For example, Han (2011: 64) discusses the language
of Korean national cinema and the development of the Korean blockbuster via the
language of Hollywood cinema. Also, Smith (2013: 188–189) refers to “universal or
familiar styles” and “generic elements” being employed in certain genres and their
potential role in the increase of K-films popularity at international film festivals.

The longevity of these ‘logical’ conventions in K-film is clearly indicative of the
need both for a logical approach for their analysis and an appropriate empirical
underpinning for reliable results. Former studies have not generally applied any
logical terminology, however, and have similarly made little appeal to empirical
methods. In the approach taken in this chapter, we seek in contrast to draw on ex-
plicit accounts of the logical organization of filmic discourse when analyzing films
and narrative elements from the perspective of their role in forming conventions.

Logical approaches to understanding how meaning is made and understood
in film on film’s terms have been advocated increasingly in recent years. Bateman
& Schmidt (2012), for example, propose one thorough foundation for empirical
film analysis. They incorporate multimodal theories with accounts that include
discourse semantics in order to build methodologies that seek to identify the
concrete details of film responsible for constructing discourse, but do not explicitly
address convention. One approach that has explored conventions from a logical
perspective is that of Cumming et al. (2017). This study takes a semantic perspective
on a pair of conventions governing spatial relations between viewpoints. They
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argue that the semantic view provides the correct account of the means by which
films express their content, and that in order to explain regularities of interpretation
among viewers the semantic perspective is necessary. In conclusion they state
that semantic explanations of conventions are “at least viable, by defusing the
threat of counterexample, and even plausible, by contextualizing them within
the broader framework of coherence relations” (Cumming et al. 2017: 27). And
finally, as remarked above, Wildfeuer (2014) provides a framework developed from
a dynamic semantic theory of discourse precisely for the systematic examination
of film interpretation from a logical perspective. This framework was developed to
provide a detailed description of how recipient’s meaning-making processes are
guided by coherence and structure in film’s text.

We consider a logical orientation for exploring conventions to be particularly
promising. This provides a ‘textual’ perspective on film analysis inwhich the search
for explanations of how meaning in film is constructed and comprehended takes
centre stage (Morey Hawkins 2018). Considerations of film ‘as text’ have a long
history (cf. Bentley 1995) and the explicit adoption of a linguistically-motivated
notion of discourse takes this considerably further. Crucial here is a perspective in
which film is recognized in its ability to ‘fulfil communicative purposes that are
in many ways analogous to those achieved by sequences of linguistic elements”
(Bateman &Wildfeuer 2014: 180). If we consider film in such linguistic terms, then
what is really being talked about when the term ‘convention’ is used (in its many
facets) is the more systematic side of ‘film language’. In this respect, as Kim (2006:
7) argues, conventions “feed into the ways in which an audience responds to and
interprets a film”. The extensive planning conducted in film production — from
production design, art direction, and editing to scripted and directed dialogue and
behavior — is under this view employed to lead viewers dynamically to realizations
at certain moments. Viewers’ comprehension of this purposeful manipulation is
strongly supported by conventionalized communicative strategies, which we aim
here to uncover.

3 Method

As indicated above, our primary method for uncovering conventions will be to an-
alyze selected film extracts in terms of their logical composition using Wildfeuer’s
(2014) SFDRS framework. SFDRS was developed for film from a dynamic semantic
framework called ‘Segmented Discourse Representation Theory’ (SDRT) (Asher
& Lascarides 2003), in which the interaction between discourse coherence and
discourse interpretation is drawn in a logically precise manner called ‘Segmented
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Discourse Representation Structures’ (SDRS). SDRT is a theory from the field of
linguistics that builds upon DRT (Kamp & Reyle 1993; Kamp 1981) — “the most
established model developed in the context of dynamic semantics” (Wildfeuer
2014: 39). It does so by enhancing the logical forms of discourse with rhetorical
relations whose truth conditional effects contribute meaning beyond what is lit-
erally being said. It is this characteristic that also makes SDRT adaptable for the
analysis of meaning in film because meaning is often implied rather than being
made explicit. Likewise, it is this characteristic that makes SFDRS a promising ap-
proach for analyzing meaning specifically in K-film, since non-Korean researchers,
particularly those of Anglophone and other Western European origins, run a con-
siderable risk of misunderstanding the meaning-making processes involved due to
the unfamiliar systems of socio-pragmatic meaning-making that are active (Kiaer
et al. 2020; Kiaer 2020, 2019). Our goal in this section is to explain how the films
of our sample were selected and subsequently to show how those segments were
analyzed and transferred to SFDRS descriptions. We then set out the means by
which the resulting SFDRS descriptions were compared in order to find patterns of
reoccurrence that might stand as conventions.

3.1 Sample

The films selected as sources for the extracts that we analyze are listed in Table 1. In
the table we show in addition the criteria that were employed for the selection. The
aimof these criteriawas to select filmextractswith similar narrative andproduction
criteria. Narrative criteria included: type of narrative event, the temporal position of
the event in the film, characters involved, and genre. Production criteria included:
release date, period of film production, and films were all Korean. Additionally,
two of the films were chosen because they have the same director. The purpose of
this was to explore conventions on a directorial microscale.

Despite the overlap in events and narrative types exhibited by the three films,
they are each quite distinct in their storylines as well. The first and second films are
taken from Park Chan-Wook’s revenge trilogy. Old Boy (Romanisation: Oldeuboi,
hangeul:올드보이), the second in the trilogy, tells the story of Dae-su, a degen-
erate failure who is unlawfully imprisoned in a cell for 15 years. After his release
he meets and falls in love with a young woman named Mi-do, who turns out to
be his daughter. Dae-su undergoes hypnosis in order to forget that Mi-do is his
daughter and prevent either of them from ever having to deal with the conse-
quences of knowing the truth. The scene extracted for analysis is then the final
scene, in which a metaphorical final goodbye between Dae-su and his daughter
is realised. Sympathy for Lady Vengeance (Romanisation: Chinjeolhan Geumjassi
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Tab. 1: An overview of samples and the narrative and production criteria for which they were
selected.

Criteria Old Boy (2003) Sympathy for Lady
Vengeance (2005)

The Man from
Nowhere (2010)

Narrative event
type

Goodbye between
parent and child

Goodbye between
parent and child

Goodbye between
guardian and child

Event position Final scene Final scene Final scene
Protagonists in
event

Parent and child Parent and child Guardian and child

Time of extract 01:55:15–01:57:31
(when shot fades out
before title credits)

01:47:23–01:51:32
(when shot cuts to
title credits)

01:52:06–01:54:48
(when shot fades out
before title credits)

Director Park Chan-wook Park Chan-wook Lee Jeong-beom
Genre Revenge genre Revenge genre Revenge genre
Release year/
film period

2003/Korean Wave
period

2005/Korean Wave
period

2010/Korean Wave
period

‘Kind-hearted Geumja’, hangeul:친절한금자씨) is the third film in the trilogy
and tells the story of the woman Geum-ja who is also released from prison after a
mistaken imprisonment. The extracted scene, again the final scene of the film, sees
Geum-ja and her long-estranged daughter, Jenny, reunited to say goodbye before
Jenny returns to her adoptive parents. The third and final film selected is The Man
from Nowhere (Romanisation: Ajeossi ‘Mister’, hangeul:아저씨) directed by Lee
Jeong-beom. This film tells the story of Tae-sik, a mysterious man who embarks
on a bloody rampage when a neglected child who has befriended him, So-mi, is
kidnapped by an organ trafficking drug ring. In the scene selected for analysis,
Tae-sik and So-mi say their final goodbye before Tae-sik is arrested.

3.2 From Film to SFDRS

The process of transferring film to its SFDRS description can be divided into two
stages. Wewill use examples from the process of transferring the ‘goodbye between
parent and child’ event in Old Boy (2003) to SFDRS to demonstrate this.

In the first stage, film extracts are segmented. Current psychological research
has shown segmentation to play a “critical role” in understanding in which “ob-
servers segment ongoing activity into meaningful events” (cf. Zacks et al. 2010).
We employ segmentation for analytic purposes and, in general, one would aim for
segmentations that would align with empirical studies of event segmentation as
well. For current purposes, however, we approach this by first seeking narrative
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events with clear start and end points. In the current case, this role is served by the
‘goodbye between parent/guardian and child’ event. Demarcated events are then
transcribed according to their temporal and spatial parts, again following Zacks
et al. (2010: 1). For instance, a person arrives at a location, then meets another
person, and then says something to that person. Each shift from one activity to
another creates another temporal part and together they form the entire event.
Zacks et al. (2010) define spatial parts as including the people and objects that
form what is being observed, for example, a marketplace could be broken down
into stalls, foods, and people. Commonly, when analyzing the finer grain levels
of discourse, which largely concern spatial parts, shifts in spatiality are therefore
more prevalent, while, at the higher level of discourse, shifts tend to be temporal
going from one activity to another. The segmentation is then refined by transfer-
ring the rough transcription to ‘logical forms’. These forms follow the general
conventions for dynamic semantics of the formal tradition extended by Wildfeuer
to include the formal, logical description of meaningful multimodal interactions.
An example of a logical form from a ‘meeting’ event is shown in Table 2. The seg-
ments constituting the narrative event are represented by logical forms grouped
within the standard box notation format in order to capture discourse segments
and hierarchical relationships between discourse segments.

Tab. 2: The logical form employed in the analysis.

Hπ1 = meet

eπ1a = arrive
[v]Mi-do (a)
[v] Enters shot (a.1)
[a]Mi-do: “What’s going on” (a.2)
[v] Dae-su (b)

a, a.1, a.2, b |∼ arrive (eπ1a )

Following Wildfeuer (2014), the lower part of the box shown in the figure lists the
various referents in the event, labelled alphabetically and also marked with [v] for
visual or [a] for audio. In addition, we include numerical labels in the presentation
of the logical form alongside the alphabetical ones to indicate the characters to
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which particular referents belong. This development was employed as an organiza-
tionalmeasure because of the numerous types of visual and audio that can often be
found within single segments. The bottom line of the box includes a statement of
defeasibility; the labels showwhich referents are required in inferring themeaning.
For example, in Table 2, the eventuality defeasibly inferred (as indicated by the
defeasible eventuality symbol |∼ over the referents labelled ‘a, a.1, a.2, b’ is ‘arrive’,
which is itself labelled ‘eπ1a ’ to indicate the segment’s position in the discourse.
eπ1a = arrive is then used as a title in the middle section of the logical form.

Since discourse within the formal discourse representation framework is con-
sidered to exhibit a hierarchical organization, this information must also be an-
chored into the discourse structure. Consequently, we articulated the presentation
of the logical form further to specify the unit of discourse to which some logical
form belongs within the larger narrative event under analysis. This allows us to
explicitly represent how lower grain levels of discourse construct higher grain
levels of discourse in order to achieve a broader picture of any conventions in
meaning-making processes being employed. This therefore increases our opportu-
nities to identify conventions. The introduction of a higher activity in an SFDRS
is reflected in the outer box within which the logical form sits in Table 2. In the
outer box, the higher activity label Hπ1 is used to show that eπ1a = arrive is to be
considered a part of the construction of the larger unit of discourse Hπ1 = meet.
We will see further examples and show how this is used below and particularly in
section 4.

Stage two of the transcription process is concerned with the construction of
hierarchical discourse structures by which each subsequent discourse segment is
added dynamically into the growing discourse structure for the entire unit being
analyzed. Discourse segments are added by examining which discourse relations
apply. Discourse relations impose several logical constraints, both defeasible and
non-defeasible, and these constraints must hold over the logical forms present in
the discourse in order for the corresponding relations to be considered applicable.
Thus, by inferring the various relations that hold between logical forms, a dis-
course’s structure is created. The discourse relations relevant for film are defined
by Wildfeuer (2014: 59) as follows: 1) Narration relation, 2) Contrast relation, 3)
Parallel relation, 4) Background relation, 5) Result relation, 6) Explanation relation,
and 7)Elaboration relation. As an example, for the discourse relation ofNarration to
apply, the logical segments involved must directly follow one another in sequence
and their events must not overlap temporally. If the second discourse segment
instead specifies further information about the first so that there is temporal over-
lap, then the Narrative relation cannot apply. In this case an Elaboration discourse
relation would better account for the temporal consequence of information in one
segment explaining more about something in the segment before it.
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We can see this with respect to the current example segments in the analysis
shown in Table 3 where, on the left-hand-side in Hπ1 , eπ1a = arrive overlaps
temporally with eπ1b = join. The camera perspective switches from a birds-eye
view upon a figure entering the camera frame to a close-up that reveals thatMi-do is
joining Dae-su. We thus conclude that Elaboration is the most appropriate relation
holding between the arrival and the joining events as shown in the figure. On the
other hand, on the righthand side of the figure in Hπ2 , there are strict temporal
sequences between ‘comfort’, ‘see’, ‘say’, and ‘look’ (eπ2a -eπ2d ) and so theNarration
relation wins in each case.

It is also possible for two or more discourse relations to hold of the same
discourse segments. This is because “coherence is not a yes/no matter but can vary
in quality” (Asher & Lascarides 2007: 12) as is explained in Asher & Lascarides’s
(2003) principle of Maximising Discourse Coherence (MDC). In such cases, the
strongest discourse relation must be determined by checking all the conditions
given in the definitions of those relations. Further details are given in Wildfeuer
(2014).

Tab. 3: A formal description of the SFDRS of the higher activitiesMeet and Conversation in the
Goodbye between parent and child event from Old Boy.

π0 = goodbye between parent and child

π0:

π1 = Hπ1

π1:

π1a , π1b = eπ1a , eπ1b

π1a , π1b

Elaboration(π1a , π1b)

π2 = Hπ2

π2:

π2a , π2b , π2c , π2d , π2e =
eπ2a , eπ2b , eπ2c , eπ2d , eπ2e

π2a , π2b Narration(π2a , π2b)
π2b , π2c Narration(π2b , π2c)
π2c , π2d Narration(π2c , π2d)
π2d , π2e Elaboration(π2d , π2e)

π1 , π2 Narration(π1 , π2)

Once discourse relations have been applied between the logical forms, the SFDRS
can be drawn to describe the complete discourse structure of the film extract. To-
gether, logical forms and the SFDRS diagram provide descriptions of finer and
higher grained levels of discoursewithin a single, uniform representation.Whereas
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Wildfeuer’s SFDRS representation was designed to capture logical relations de-
scribing the structure of segment eventualities composing a film extract, our rep-
resentation articulates the presentation of the SFDRS further by also specifying
the structure of the higher activities that are formed by some of these segment
eventualities. This is also shown in Table 3, where a Narration relation that holds
between the last segment of π1 (eπ1b ) and the first segment of π2 (eπ2a ) to constitute
the overarching ‘goodbye between parent and child’ event labelled π0. Thus, in
the SFDRS used in this study, higher grain activities that form a narrative event are
described at the highest grain level of discourse, the segment eventualities that
form the higher activities are described at the mid-grain level, and the multimodal
interactions used to infer segment eventualities are described at the lowest grain
level.

3.3 Comparative Analysis

After the narrative events of the three film extracts have been transferred to SFDRS,
the three derived representations can be used for precise comparison. Firstly,
referents in the formula of defeasible eventualities of the same and (in limited
cases) associated segment eventualities belonging to the same higher activities are
compared for similarities. Secondly, segment eventuality types and their structure
(order and discourse relations holding between similar segment eventuality types)
within higher activity types are compared for similarities. And lastly, higher activity
types and their structure (order and discourse relations holding between similar
higher activity types) within their respective ‘goodbye between parent/guardian
and child’ events are compared for similarities. Reoccurring configurations have
been recorded during each comparison and the results compared between every
two film extracts and then between all three film extracts, to find out how many
configurations were repeated in two and then in all three films.

For the purposes of this pilot study, conventions were deemed to be repeated
configurations in events at the levels of discourse specified above, including similar
higher activity types, segment eventuality types, composition used to infer segment
eventualities, and discourse relations. Conventions were sought in both single and
multiple phenomena occurring simultaneously. Discourse relations patterns were
not considered conventions unless found in a continuous sequence or occurring
simultaneously with a convention in a segment eventuality or the composition
used to infer its eventuality. The reason for this is that in many cases the same
discourse relations might be expected to occur simply by virtue of the structure
of film as a narrative medium as such. These relations then form the structure
in every film. One example of a similar pattern found spread across a segment
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eventuality type, composition of segment eventuality, and discourse structure that
can be found in the comparison of Old Boy and Sympathy for Lady Vengeance is
illustrated in Figure 1.

Fig. 1: Graphical representation of higher activities Meet in Old Boy and Sympathy for Lady
Vengeance. We use color coding to demonstrate the patterns found through the process of
comparing SFDRS. Similarities found in comparison of eventuality types that form the higher
activity (red), the formulae of their defeasible eventualities (blue), and the discourse relation
structure of segments (yellow) can be seen here. Further, similarity in higher activities and their
order and in the order of segment eventualities is also visible according to the labelling.

4 Data Description

In this section, the SFDRS of the ‘goodbye between parent/guardian and child’
events from Old Boy, Sympathy for Lady Vengeance, and The Man from Nowhere
will be presented graphically in diagrams developed by this study to accommodate
higher activities (see Figures 2 and 3). Due to thenumber of segments in each extract
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and the number of resources described within each logical form, the description
of the compositions used to infer segment eventualities will only be considered
when appropriate in the results section below.

Fig. 2: A graphical representation of the SFDRS of the ‘goodbye between parent/guardian and
child’ events extracted from Old Boy (upper) and The Man from Nowhere (lower).
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Fig. 3: A graphical representation of the SFDRS of the ‘goodbye between parent and child’ event
extracted from Sympathy for Lady Vengeance.

5 Results

As can be seen in Figures 2 and 3, similar structures and content were found in
all three film extracts at high, mid, and fine-grain levels of discourse. The most
significant pattern found in all three filmextracts is visibly apparent in the structure
of information at the higher level of discourse. The types and quantity of higher
activity were the same: Meet, Conversation, Embrace, and Emotion. There are
no higher activity types in any of the SFDRS that do not exist in all three events.
The order is also similar. There is only one difference in the order of the two final
higher activities in Sympathy for Lady Vengeance, in which Emotion is followed by
Embrace instead of Embrace followed by Emotion as is the case in Old Boy and The
Man from Nowhere. However, one might argue that the order is in fact the same in
Sympathy for Lady Vengeance since, in the scene, there is actually a continuation
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of emotion that extends from Emotion into Embrace. These similarities in type and
order suggest a convention in the high-grain level of construction of the ‘goodbye
between parent/guardian and child event’.

The contents of respective higher activity types were also found to be similar,
and likewise suggest that there are conventions in the construction of respective
higher activity types. This was emphasized by the lack of overlapping patterns
in the content of Emotion and Embrace when compared between Sympathy for
Lady Vengeance and either of the other two film extracts. Patterns in the contents
of higher activities were found to be precisely confined within the boundaries of
their own higher activity types regardless of the difference in order. For instance,
the higher activities of Emotion in distinct films always shared patterns in their
composition while Emotion and Embrace did not. This was consistent with what
was found throughout the analysis: repeated configurations generally occur in
the construction of similar types of narrative information at high, mid, and fine-
grain levels of discourse. This is particularly noteworthy given the fact that the
possibilities for constructing these events filmically are actually considerably more
varied.

A larger number of patterns were found at fine- and mid-grain levels of dis-
course when comparing one film extract to another rather than by comparing all
three film extracts at once. For instance, in comparison of Old Boy and Sympathy
for Lady Vengeance, segment eventualities and the configurations used to infer
them were similar overall. So much so in fact, that in Old Boy, which has fewer
segments than Sympathy for Lady Vengeance, only two segments did not share a
pattern in segment eventuality type and, in one of these cases, a pattern was still
found in the composition used to infer it due to the segments having associated
content. Although there were more segments in the extract from Sympathy for Lady
Vengeance than in the extract from Old Boy, higher activities Meet and Embrace
had the same quantity of segments respectively. The most significant pattern was
found in the higher activities Meet. These also had the same types of segment
eventuality, were in the same order, andwere linked by the same discourse relation
structure with no divergences from the shared pattern in either extract. Further-
more, patterns found in discourse relations were structural in every case, in that
they occurred simultaneously with patterns in segment eventuality type and the
compositions by which they were inferred.

In comparison of Old Boy and The Man from Nowhere, patterns were found at
the mid-grain level in segment eventuality types in the higher activities Conver-
sation, Embrace, and Emotion. The order of segment eventualities also shared a
pattern in Embrace. It is, however, important to take account of the difference in
the size of the segmentation in The Man from Nowhere compared to Old Boy, which
inevitably resulted in larger sections of divergence from patterns in The Man from
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Nowhere. The most evident patterns found were between Embrace higher activities
and Emotion higher activities respectively. A structural pattern was found between
Embrace higher activities in segment eventuality types and in the composition
used to infer them, and the discourse relations holding among them. This pattern
spanned this entire higher activity in Old Boy without a single divergence. Sim-
ilarly, in the Emotion higher activity in Old Boy there was a pattern in segment
eventuality types and the composition used for their inference that spanned the
entire higher activity — although, in this case, without an accompanying pattern
in discourse relations. In comparison of Sympathy for Lady Vengeance and The
Man from Nowhere, patterns were found at the mid-grain level both in segment
eventuality types in Conversation, Embrace, and Emotion, and in their order. The
most evident pattern found was in the higher activity Conversation, in which struc-
tural patterns were found that included patterns in segment eventuality types,
the compositions used to infer them, and the discourse relations holding between
them. In fact, the similarities found in Conversation were so extensive that in The
Man from Nowhere eleven out of twelve segments shared a pattern with those in
Sympathy for Lady Vengeance. The majority of these segments had patterns at
the fine-grain level of discourse, and segments had a similar discourse relation
structure throughout.

6 Discussion

The number of conventions that could be identified using SFDRS appear to be
dependent upon the following factors, each of which should be taken into account
in future analysis:
1. The granularity of the discourse— At the higher level of discourse, conven-

tions were almost entirely the same in structure and content (see Table 4).
However, a larger number of differences were found at the mid-grain level of
discourse in the segment eventuality types that compose higher activities, and
an even larger amount again found at the fine-grain level of discourse in the
composition used to infer segment eventualities

2. Contextual similarity — In The Man from Nowhere the main characters of
the guardian and the child do not travel to meet each other, as the parent and
child do in the other two films. Instead, they have already met and travelled
together to the location where they say their final goodbye. They purchase
items at a shop, prepare the child’s bag, and then the camera takes the viewer
outside of the shop where the two characters have grouped, and stand paused
before one another. This is briefly followed by shots of the police waiting in
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Tab. 4: The convention found at the high-grain level of discourse. The structure and content
were almost the same in all three film extracts.

Films Higher activity type and order

Old Boy Meet Conversation Embrace Emotion
Sympathy for Lady
Vengeance

Meet Conversation Emotion Embrace

The Man from Nowhere Meet Conversation Embrace Emotion

the background and the shopkeeper watching from a distance before the cam-
era returns to the guardian and child once again and their final interaction
commences. This back-and-forth technique clearly establishes the new sur-
roundings of the two characters and in so doing separates the preparation for
the goodbye from the goodbye itself. This results in the Meet higher activity
being subtly different fromMeet higher activities in the other two film extracts,
and subsequently having enough associated content for a pattern to be found
in the inference of the defeasible eventuality but not in the segment eventual-
ity type. This can be seen in the figures in Section 4 in segment eventualities
Join (Old Boy and Sympathy for Lady Vengeance) and the segment eventuality
Ready (The Man from Nowhere). In contrast, in Old Boy and Sympathy for Lady
Vengeance there is a repeated pattern in segment eventuality types, the com-
positions used to infer them, and the discourse relations throughout higher
activities Meet.
Greater numbers of patterns were also found in comparisons of two rather
than three film extracts, which is also potentially due to contextual similarity
since the larger the number of film extracts, the greater the variation there will
be between the contexts of narrative events overall. For example, a pattern
was found in eventuality type in all three films once per higher activity. Also,
there were a total of twelve patterns found in the composition used to infer
segment eventualities of the same or associated type when comparing all three
films (see Table 5). While in the comparison of just a single higher activity,
Conversation, in Sympathy for Lady Vengeance and The Man from Nowhere
eleven patterns were found in the composition of the same and associated
segment eventuality types. Furthermore, on only one occasion did all three
films share a pattern in discourse relation; this occurred in the transition from
higher activity Meet into higher activity Conversation.

3. The quantity of segmentation — Patterns consumed a significantly larger
proportion of Old Boy’s SFDRS and were more structural than in the other film
extracts which had more segments.
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Tab. 5: Total patterns identified in comparison of the composition used to infer same and
assocated eventuality types in all three film extracts.

Segment eventuality type Old Boy Sympathy for Lady
Vengeance

The Man from
Nowhere

Join (1b)/Join (1b)/Ready
(1a)

child stands be-
fore parent

child is revealed
holding parent
who kneels before
them

child stands
(rear view) with
guardian visible
partially behind
her

Say (2c)/Say (2g)/Say (2e) child speaks to
parent

parent speaks to
child

child speaks to
parent

Hug (3a)/Hug (4b)/Hug (3h) child hugs parent child hugs parent child hugs
guardian

Mixed emotion (4a)/Mixed
emotion (4e)/Mixed emo-
tion (4a)

Parent cries,
smiles, and has
tense expression

Parent cries,
smiles, and has
tense expression

Guardian cries,
smiles, and has
tense expression

4. Sample criteria — Conventions between Old Boy and Sympathy for Lady
Vengeance, which have the closest production criteria, were the greatest over-
all. Tables 6 and 7 highlight the similarity of their structures and content at
high, mid, and fine-grain levels of discourse.

Tab. 6: Old Boy and Sympathy for Lady Vengeance were the only two film extracts found to
have the same discourse relation structures between higher activities, despite the reverse
positioning of higher activities Embrace and Emotion.

Film Between higher activities Discourse relation

Old Boy Meet – Conversation Narration
Conversation – Embrace Narration
Embrace – Emotion Result

Sympathy for Lady Vengeance Meet – Conversation Narration
Conversation – Emotion Narration
Emotion – Embrace Result

The SFDRS produced by this study was consistent in describing what can be con-
sidered broadly shared cultural meanings. By this we refer to meanings that people
will in all likelihood be able to understand regardless of differences in language
or culture. For example, ‘say’, ‘look’, ‘offer’, and ‘hug’ are all happenings which
are likely to be widely understood. However, the socio-pragmatic communication
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Tab. 7: In comparison of Sympathy for Lady Vengeance and Old Boy, clear parallels in structure
and content were found in their composition at high, mid, and fine-grain levels of discourse.
Italics signify patterns found in the composition used to infer segment eventualities but not in
the segment eventuality type, while non-italics signify patterns found in both.

Location of segment eventuality Old Boy Sympathy for Lady
Vengeance

Meet Arrive (1a), Join (1b) Arrive (1a), Join (1b)
Conversation Comfort (2a), See (2b), Say (2c),

Seeing (2e)
Comfort (2a), See (2d),
Say (2g), Offer (2e)

Embrace Hug (3a) Hug (4b)
Emotion Mixed emotion (4a) Mixed emotion (3e)

that takes place through Korean language and behavior were not yet singled out
in this analysis. For this the predicates used to construct SFDRS would need to
be systematically extended to cover the eventualities at work. In order to utilize
SFDRS to its full potential in K-film analysis, therefore, it would benefit from the
development of such a systematic process accounting for Korean social reasoning
and how this manifests meaningfully in Korean language and behavior. The aim
of this would be to enable researchers, whether they be Korean or non-Korean, to
consistently recognize and label the logical forms and interactions between Korean
language elements and behavior that give rise to socio-pragmatic meanings in
K-film. Subsequently, K-film studies would benefit from both the formal, compre-
hensive description, provided by SFDRS, and a long-awaited contextualization of
the meaning systems of Korean culture and language.

7 Conclusion

The aim of this study was to evaluate whether SFDRS could be utilized to find
conventions in how meaning is constructed in K-film, focusing specifically on
the ‘final goodbye between parent/guardian and child’ event. By transferring film
extracts to SFDRS and comparing the resulting representations across films, it
was possible to identify certain reoccurring patterns in their configurations. We
suggest that these then stand as good candidates for conventions among these
films. Patterns found strictly within the boundary lines of meaning types at every
level of discourse supports the validity of the patterns found being conventions in
types of meaning and suggests that these conventions may well be found when
similar events are considered in further films.
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While empirical work requires considerable effort to execute, the results of
this study demonstrate that conventions benefit from more empirically-supported
testing. The advantages of an empirical approach are that in contrast to single qual-
itative analyses, it is possible to identify clear, detailed patterns in the construction
of meaning in multiple films that can then be subjected to larger scale evaluation
with respect to further films as corresponding analyses become available. Further,
as we demonstrated in Section 6, insights on the factors that affect identification
of conventions can be gained through empirical analyses of this kind, thereby
moving us towards a deeper understanding of how conventions work in film.
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Dušan Stamenković and Janina Wildfeuer
An Empirical Multimodal Approach to
Open-World Video Games
A Case Study of Grand Theft Auto V

Abstract: This chapter presents results of an empirical case study based on anno-
tating an open-world video game and creating datasets in order to describe the
semiotic elements of this video game at work. Following the procedure of identify-
ing elements and semiotic modes on canvases of real-time video games presented
in Bateman et al. (2017b), it provides a semiotic inventory of Grand Theft Auto V
(Rockstar North 2013) so as to allow a systematic empirical analysis of the ways in
which various semiotic elements are employed in the game’s main story missions.
This analysis of the combinations of multimodal elements across gameplay stages
shows the diversity of features that structure our experience of the game and guide
us within the open world. In particular, it shows mission-related and gameplay-
related instructions as well as the specific result that many of these instructions
last until the very end of the game. Along with several other findings, this reveals
some new facets of complex mainstream game design.

Keywords: video games, semiotic elements, canvas, instructions, gameplay

1 Introduction and Motivation

Video games as dynamic, interactive audio-visual media are one of the most com-
plex multimodal artifacts with constantly evolving new technologies and designs.
Combining an immense range of semiotic elements such as moving images, colors,
music, language, animation, interactive control elements, etc., various patterns
of meaning construction are continually and simultaneously at work on several
levels. A challenging question for the empirical analysis of these artifacts is thus
the comprehensive identification of all these elements, patterns, and levels both
within individual video games as well as within a specific game genre.

This chapter takes this challenge of addressing the immense range of meaning-
making elements as its starting point and aims at a systematic and empirically-
grounded analysis of the semiotic elements of Grand Theft Auto V (Rockstar North
2013) in its main story missions. Our focus explicitly lies on all kinds of semiotic
elements available in the game. Here, we deliberately refrain from defining and
analyzing these elements as semiotic modes, since the identification of semiotic

https://doi.org/10.1515/9783110725001-011
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modes in general, and in video games specifically,will need further empirical exam-
ination on the basis of existing theoretical foundations and systematic definitions
(cf. e.g., Bateman 2016).

The Grand Theft Auto video game series started in 1997 when events of the
game’s story were presented in a simple top-down perspective. From 2001 on, a far
more realistic third-person perspective (sometimes shifting to a first-person view)
became its standard. Over two decades of development, different technological
changes and possibilities modified not only the game’s appearance, but also its
mechanics and overall gameplay, while keeping its popularity.

In our current discussion, we will focus on the series’ latest instalment, Grand
Theft Auto V, in which a player takes on the role of a criminal conducting different
jobs for various contractors. The game is an action-adventure game developed
by Rockstar North and released by Rockstar Games in 2013. Players can switch
between three main protagonists (Michael de Santa, Trevor Philips, and Franklin
Clinton) and freely explore an open world set within the fictional state of San
Andreas, which is very similar to the Southern California region. Although the
opengameworld lets players roam freely, the game’s and its story’s progress depend
on completing various missions as well as a set of side activities. These missions
are linear scenarios with predefined objectives and they are allocated to individual
characters of the story in a certain order. Some missions can therefore only be
unlocked after certain other missions are completed.

The game is dynamically designed and often driven by regular shootings. Side
activities such as scuba diving, tennis, darts, golf, triathlon, and BASE jumping¹
all have their own rules and structures and are multimodally specific, e.g., through
the use of specific colors, sounds, scenery, etc. Game players can usemelee attacks,
various firearms and different types of explosives to fight enemies, and can run,
jump, swim, or use vehicles to navigate the world. The range of vehicles a player
can control is very broad and it starts with cars and motorcycles, includes different
types of vans, industrial, emergency and military vehicles, and ends with boats,
helicopters, and airplanes. There are also heist missions in which the player will
need skilled AI-controlled accomplices, providing help in tasks such as computer
hacking and driving. One prominent interface element are ‘wanted stars’ displayed
on a meter which appears in the upper right corner of the main canvas and shows
the current wanted level, which, in turn, indicates the strength of the police force
that chases the controlled protagonist (ranging from zero to five). There is also an
extensive list of the so-called collectibles in the game, which includes spaceship

1 The acronym BASE stands for building, antenna, span, and earth — objects from which one can
jump.
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and submarine parts, stunt jump locations, hidden packages, letter scraps, etc. All
this adds to the overall complexity of the game.

With our focus on a single game, the analysis presented in this chapter should
be understood as an illustrative case study that gives insights into the diversity
and complexity of one typical instance from the genre of action-adventure open-
world video games. Like other video games belonging to this and related genres,
GTA V combines two different ways of presenting the player with a challenge —
emergence and progression, as defined by Jesper Juul (2002). The former refers
to simple rules combining and leading to variation, whereas the latter involves
serially introduced challenges. The main story missions are related to different
job-givers, and although there is a limited freedom in choosing the order in which
one will take various jobs, there is an overall stability of the story line.

Within its genre, Grand Theft Auto V stands out as the third-best-selling video
game of all time with over 120 million copies sold worldwide, according to Tassi
(2020). One reason for this could be the immensely rich open-world design which
invokes a degree of ergodic² work by the players, partly stirred by the depiction of
the real world in the game (see Rambush & Susi 2008). This depiction contains
aspects that (at least) temporarily give a linear or limiting structure to the world’s
freedom by means of both visual and auditory elements that appear over the usual
gameworld contents.

With the superimposed aim of identifying and categorizing all these elements
systematically, the first result of our study is a semiotic inventory of GTA V. In a
second step, this inventory allows us to analyze (1) frequencies of various elements
in the gameplaymissions of this game, (2) patterns of their occurrence, aswell as (3)
correlations among them (i.e., their co-occurrence). With these, we are then, on the
one hand, able to consider in further detail how the semiotic elements occur across
the course of the game or,more specifically, in the dynamic unfolding of the various
missions. On the other hand, these calculations build a basis for interpreting
specific functions of the elements and their correlations, i.e., instructing the player,
maintaining the game flow, checking if the annotated elements are likely to co-
occur, etc. This reveals insights in how the open world of the game is constrained
for the sake of providing a structured and ludic notion of progress.

2 With ‘ergodic’ the authors refer to the work of Espen Aarseth, who describes situations in and
with media, in which a certain commitment is demanded from the readers, viewers or players,
etc., which then ‘expands’ the respective medium accordingly and thus also influences the type of
communicative situation. This means that players in a video game take on the role of extracting
meaning from the game or through the game, thereby changing the organization or content of the
game (see also Aarseth 1997).
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The wide scope of our analysis builds on well-developed and robust analyti-
cal frameworks evolving from the cooperation of game studies and multimodal
semiotics. We explain the theoretical background for such frameworks in further
detail in the following section and describe the resulting method and analytical
framework in Section 3. On this basis, in Section 4, we identify game missions for
which we extract and explore the semiotic elements and their combinations. By
tracking the ways in which different semiotic elements are combined throughout
the main story missions, the results reveal the complexity of the seemingly smooth
gameplay and present different ways in which different elements can guide the
players and provide a structured notion of progress in an open world.

Overall, the aimed inventory captures the particular richness of the GTA V
world on various levels of description that demonstrate a systematic way of ap-
proaching video games within this particular genre. Furthermore, this case study
may set an example for larger examinations of video games within the same genre
and across different genres.

2 Literature Review and Theoretical Background

Our study is situated within the interdisciplinary context of game studies on the
one hand and multimodal video game analysis on the other. While the latter is still
a relatively new field and systematic and empirical analyses are just beginning to
establish themselves, the former has experienced more substantial developments
mostly as part of the broader field of cultural studies, but also, for example, inmore
focused studies of video game discourse (cf. e.g., Paul 2012; Aarseth 2014; Bell
et al. 2014; Gee 2014; Ensslin 2015; Toh 2015; Ensslin & Balteiro 2019). Multimodal
approaches to video games have so far been quite rare, and at the same time quite
different from one another (see Hawreliak 2018; Toh 2018).

Empirical analyses have played a rather minor role within this broad field and
larger corpus-based studies are still scarce. As we outline in Stamenković et al.
(2017: 13), an empirically oriented analysis of games should engage with two of
their key components, (1) the game structure and game mechanics, as well as (2)
the gameworld and game semiotics, as described by Espen Aarseth, who sees them
as part of the empirical object in game studies (alongwith the gameplay as the third
component). As Aarseth (2014: 488–490) points out, these two components of the
game object realize the processes of gameplay in their connection with and inter-
relation to the player while they are actively (re-)configuring and (re-)negotiating
the meanings of the game during the act of play. Whereas our former work in
Stamenković et al. (2017) mainly focuses on the interaction and interpretation by
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the player and examines the discursive structures of the dynamically unfolding
video game discourse, in this study we concentrate more on the explicit semiotic
level in the analysis of the gameworld and the missions available in GTA V. These
accounts complement each other by adding further empirical details to the overall
approach of systematically analysing the processes of meaning construction in
video games.

For the empirical analysis of the semiotics of the gameworld, we take the
notion of interface as discussed in the context of digital and game studies as an
important starting point (see Bolter & Grusin 2000; Bolter & Gromala 2003), mainly
following the proposal by Kristine Jørgensen (2012, 2013). According to her view,
the video game interface should not be limited to the heads-up display (HUD) and
traditional WIMP (windows, icons, menus, pointer) features which have become
part of the communicative toolset belonging to the realm of video gaming. Instead,
the interface also includes other signifying elements found in the gameworld
itself, such as color schemes, animations, specific objects, drawings, and different
interactive elements that facilitate ludic activities. This expanded view of interfaces
positions gameworlds as information systems of multimodal signification which
are experienced and interpreted by the players in relation to the broader context
of the ludic activity. In discussing the roles of emergence and progression, Juul
(2002) notes that even in an open rule-based system, some events can still be
determined, and this can be a property of the game system— some games will lead
to a set of conclusions, no matter what is done, but there might be variations in
these conclusions at the same time. Still, in GTA V, the players do actively delimit
gameplay trajectories in the portrayed world interface.

Jørgensen’s description of gameworlds as virtual environments includes sev-
eral layers of signification, dubbed iconic, emphasized, integrated, overlaid, and
metaphorical, each of which needs to be tackled in an adequate gameworld analy-
sis. Such an approach allows us to deal more easily with the usual demands a game
interface brings with it (cf. Bogost 2015: 72). Elements that can be overlaid onto the
gameworld and that can become part of the interface or the interaction between the
game and the player include auditory, visual, textual, spatial, and haptic elements,
each of which has its own specificities when it comes to signification. Jørgensen’s
description is therefore an important point of contact for multimodal analyses, as
we show in the following.

A somewhat similar, but also broader level of description is taken by Bateman
et al. (2017b), who see video games as multimodal artifacts that are generally em-
bedded into larger communicative situations. In their classification of multimodal
artifacts and performances (see Bateman et al. 2017b: chap. 3.3.2), they classify
video games as mutable and ergodic.
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To analyze different communicative situations, including video games, in de-
tail, Bateman et al. propose seeing the different dimensions of such situations as
canvases carrying meaningful regularities (Bateman et al. 2017b: 101). A canvas is
a site of semiotic activity, i.e., the place where meaning is constructed, for example
through the interaction of spatially and temporally arranged units on the screen,
through the interaction of these units with a player, or in the oral interaction of a
player with another player. Both the screen and the respective interaction struc-
tures can be regarded as canvases on which and for which the different semiotic
elements are then examined. By choosing different canvases and sub-canvases
for the analysis, the complexity of the communicative situation, which may also
include other communicative situations, can be systematically addressed. In the
following section, we show how our own approach adopts this systematic analysis
for the empirical study of GTA V.

3 Method, Data, and Framework

Bringing together the notions and concepts introduced in the previous section,
the methodological approach employed in the analysis of GTA V mainly aims at
analysing the game as a form of communication by pulling apart the communica-
tive situations involved in playing this game.

As explained above, an important part of GTA V’s gameplay is processed in its
main story missions which build the starting point of our analysis. These missions
can typically be started by moving the controlled character into an area designated
by a letter on amini-map placed in the bottom left corner of themain canvas, which
we will refer to as the map. The missions are ended by the mission passed/failed
screen and with this, they represent linear elements of the overall game that can
be captured quite systematically. In total, there are 80 missions that comprise the
main storyline of the game. Whereas we can hardly expect that two game players
will conduct any mission identically, the semiotic possibilities that get exploited
in these missions from the beginning to the end are similar in each instance of
gameplay. This allows us to identify the elements occurring in the missions in a
systematic and consistent way.

In our study, we focus entirely on these missions and their processing in our
own gameplay as well as that of skilled players whose recorded gameplay can be
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found on YouTube.³ Our corpus for the study thus gathers information concerning
each of the 80 main story missions available in the game. We transcoded these
missions and annotated their specific elements in three stages: (1) the first part
of data description happened during the period in which we ourselves played the
game, (2) the second part was done while we were watching the recording of our
gameplay sessions, while (3) the third stage included watching the videos of other
playerswhoplayed the same storymissions. Therefore, ourmission annotations are
based on two instances of gameplay of each mission, while our own instance was
‘watched’ twice. Each mission and the elements of each mission were described in
an Excel table by two raters (the authors) whoworked together in thewhole process
of data collection and annotation. This close collaboration is the reason why we
forego the calculation of inter-rater reliability at this stage. The descriptions from
all three stageswere compared and on this basis, decisions for the final entries were
made. Each mission is consequently presented in our coding chart (see below) as a
table row containing the annotated elements, where the options for the elements
were sometimes binary and sometimes had more than two possibilities.

For each mission, we then followed the general approach by Bateman et al.
(2017b: chap. 7) and decomposed the communicative situation of playing a GTA
V mission into several canvases. This analysis involves the following sequential
steps, taken directly from Bateman et al. (2017b: 230) and adjusted for our current
purposes:
– identify canvases within video game screens as the main building blocks of

communication with the player;
– identify the semiotic elements operating in and on these canvases;
– classify those elements into categories delineated as firmly as possible;
– build an inventory of semiotic elements.

The results of this analysis and the inventory are reported in detail in Section
4.1. On the basis of the resulting inventory, we then conducted a statistical data
analysis directed towards investigating:
– the frequencies of different semiotic elements in the annotated missions;
– the patterns of occurrence of these elements;
– the correlations existing among these elements.

3 See channels and users such as GTA Series Videos (https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UCuWcjpKbIDAbZfHoru1toFg), ThirstyHyena (https://www.youtube.com/user/ThirstyHyena), or
Willzyyy (https://www.youtube.com/user/Willzyyy)
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With these calculations, we sought to better evaluate the importance of each anno-
tated element and see which elements in which combinations regularly influence
the gameplay and guide and constrain the players’ progress. As noted above, the
various elements all have their own particularities in the process of meaning con-
struction. In order to be able to describe this meaning construction in more detail
in a later step of the analysis, a first step is to see when, where, and in which
combinations the elements occur.

We first checked the total number of occurrences of the tracked elements
within all main story missions of the game (i.e., checked in how many out of 80
missions each annotated element appears). Since these missions are subsequently
related to each other sequentially, we then checked, in a second step, the pattern
of occurrence of each of the elements along the progression of the main story
missions, i.e., from the first mission (1) to the last mission (80) and until we covered
all missions that comprise the main storyline. The pattern of occurrence along the
storyline reveals in how many and which of the analyzed missions each element
appears (or does not appear) and thus gives insight into the regularities of use of
certain elements. This is also an important aspect for any subsequent consideration
of elements in terms of semiotic modes — see, for example, Bateman (2016) — and
again lets us say more about decisions of the game-makers to provide instructions
and establish the game dynamics.

Finally, in the third step, we examined whether there were associations among
the occurrences of the tracked elements. We did this by comparing their respective
occurrences across all missions and by measuring the associations for all tracked
elements pairwise. Thus, each tracked element was treated as a binary variable,
taking values (Y/N) for each of the 80 missions. To measure their associations,
we took the list of 80 occurrence observations for each element and the list of
80 occurrence observations for another element and calculated the correspond-
ing Pearson correlation value between the two lists, repeating this for all pairs of
tracked elements. The Pearson correlation was selected for comparing the tracked
element occurrences because, when used with binary data, it is equivalent to the
Phi coefficient (or a mean square contingency coefficient), which is a measure of
association between two binary variables. We then calculated statistical signifi-
cance values for each association measured, correcting for multiple significance
testing using Holm’s (1979) method. The results of this analysis and the evaluation
are reported and discussed in detail in Section 4.2. By these means, we hoped
to see in more detail which elements are usually combined in missions and how
their combination might influence the experience and interpretation of the game.
While these relationships also need to be analyzed qualitatively, for example with
regard to the discourse relations holding between them, our focus here was on the
quantitative calculation of their combinations.
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4 Results

We first report the results of our multimodal analysis in Section 4.1, while the
results of the statistical evaluation are given in Section 4.2. The coding chart in
Table 4 serves as a partial overview of our database in which the results of the
first part of the analysis are represented and with which we then conducted the
statistical analysis and evaluation in the second part. Due to reasons of space,
the table shows the coding for the first 15 missions of all 80 annotated and coded
missions. As stated in Section 3, the final entries, i.e., rows with combinations
of annotated elements for all 80 missions, are based on a three-stage annotation
procedure. The entire table has 80 rows, one for eachmission type, and 12 columns,
one for each tracked element. Some of the semiotic elements we identified in these
and the other missions were binary (i.e., some of them were present within one
mission, and some are absent, which is noted by a simple yes/no opposition).
In some cases, however, there are additional possibilities that required a more
complex annotation (e.g., different types of cutscenes, different ways of phone
usage, and different kinds of off-phone messaging). Our treatment of these when
calculating the associations measures is described below.

As the first row of Table 4 shows, we identified several canvases which we will
describe and discuss in further detail and with regard to the elements they contain
in the following section.

4.1 Multimodal Analysis of Canvases and Elements

Following Bateman et al.’s (2017b) approach to the selection of potentially rel-
evant canvases in a communicative situation, we identified, in the first step of
our multimodal analysis, for all 80 missions the following canvases: the main
canvas/gameworld canvas; the map canvas; the mobile phone canvas (which
appears when the phone is used for calls or short text messages); the canvas of
off-phone messages (on the main canvas, sometimes directly imposed on the main
screen); and the sound canvas. All of these canvases are “space[s] of possibilities
for perception and action” or slices through the overall space of the mission as
the communicative situation (Bateman et al. 2017b: 214). Since all canvases other
than the main canvas are available only in relation to the main canvas, they are
basically subcanvases to this main canvas.

Figure 1 shows a screenshot of the main canvas (0) with one of the main
characters in the center. Also visible are the map canvas in the bottom left (1)
and the phone canvas (2), that can be turned on or off in the bottom right corner.
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Fig. 1: Grand Theft Auto V ’s main canvas (0), Map canvas (1), phone canvas (2) and highlighted
areas (3) in the gameworld.© 2013 Rockstar Games

Furthermore, an example of a highlighted area in the gameworld is given (3). For
each of these canvases, we identified the typical semiotic elements used on and in
these canvases. We present both the canvases and their specific elements in the
following list:
– the main canvas/gameworld canvas:

cutscenes (short or extended);
highlighted areas;
mission-related text (including color-coded elements);
gameplay-related text (including graphs, mostly referring to commands
on the device one uses to control the game).

All of these elements affect the gameplay. Furthermore, themain canvas has the
ability to switch to more specific gameworld environments such as a computer
desktop screen, phone camera, television, traffic control system, etc.

– the map canvas:
usual map urban topography;
gameplay-affecting elements: paths and designated landmarks.

– the mobile phone canvas:
symbols and written text for calls and text messages.

– off-phone messages on the main canvas:
written text for off-phone messages.
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– the sound canvas:
diegetic sounds coming from the depicted environment, including spoken
verbal directions;
non-diegetic cues (beeps and clicks) and
phone sounds.

The map and the mobile phone can also be seen as belonging to the game’s user
interface, but seem more prominent and complex than elements such as the notifi-
cation of wanted stars, ammunition information, weapon and character switches,
so we decided to analyze them more closely. As highlighted by Bateman et al.
(2017b: 374), the sound canvas “makes a different contribution to the game than,
for instance, allocating yet another part of the screen to a 2D subcanvas [and it]
provides access to spoken language” and other auditory cues, which we see as
important semiotic elements that need to be added to the inventory.

The game also contains other canvases that could be analyzed in further detail,
such as a large map and a contact list, but their use within the main story missions
did not seem to be frequent enough to make them part of the coded elements
for this case study. As our focus in the current approach lies on the main story
missions, we also excluded elements such as the alternations of the main canvas
caused by different gamemodes (e.g., switching to the golf-playing or tennis mode)
and top-down flashes (linked to the possibility of switching among characters).

With our focus on the inventory of all semiotic elements available in the game,
wedidnot pursue any furthermultimodal analyseswith these canvases. However, it
would for example be possible to zoom in on themain canvas and analyze discourse
relations between the graphical elements and the text (either mission-related or
gameplay-related) or to take the mobile phone canvas into further consideration
andexamine the specificmultimodal interaction in andof the textmessages created
on this canvas. We give further examples of multimodal analyses of this kind in
Stamenković et al. (2017) and Wildfeuer & Stamenković (2020).

4.2 Statistical Evaluation

For the second part of our analysis, we performed, in total, three procedures to
analyze the collected data. Two of these procedures were based on the frequencies
of annotated elements, i.e., their occurrences in all missions and across all mis-
sions, and one was based on correlations among the annotated elements (pointing
towards their co-occurrences in missions). For these analytic purposes, the anno-
tation chart was converted into a binary table denoting the presence or absence of
all annotated elements (except for those that occurred in every mission, i.e., the
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mission-related text and the map landmarks). Therefore, all elements marked with
“Yes”, “Yes (ext)”, “Comp. Desk.” and alike were converted into a “1”, while “No”
and “-” became a “0”.

For the first step in the analysis, we examined the total number of occurrences
of the tracked elements within all GTA V’s main story missions. In this case, we
mostly treated these occurrences in a binary manner: they either occurred or did
not occur within one mission yielding a maximum possible count of 80 for each
element. The result, as shown in Figure 2, gives the number of missions in which
we see or hear a particular element on a particular canvas.

Fig. 2: The frequency of occurrence of tracked elements within all main story missions.

We can, for example, see that map landmarks (on the map canvas) and mission-
related text or instructions (on the main canvas) are present in every main story
mission in the game, whereas gameplay-related text (on the main canvas), map
paths (on the map canvas), non-diegetic cues, and verbal directions (on the sound
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canvas) occur in over 60 of them. Off-phone messages and other additional func-
tions of the phone occur less often, in under 30 of themissions, although the phone
is to be heard on the sound canvas in 50 missions.

It also became visible that mission-related text co-occurs with map landmarks.
Since the former frequently contains color-coded elements, there is often a cohesive
link between the elements based on this color coding: for instance, if the player is
instructed to “follow Lamar”, and the name “Lamar” is written in blue, there is
likely to be a blue dot on the map that stands for the character that needs to be
followed.

As the second step in our analysis, the pattern of occurrence of each of the
elements present in Figure 2 was checked along the progression of the main story
missions from the first (1) to the last one (80). Not all of them provide significant
information, but some of these patterns did represent notable findings. The first
of them is related to the occurrence of gameplay-related text on the main canvas
screen: this text is not necessarily bound to the story, it rather provides instruc-
tions for the game player concerning how to play the game. It therefore includes
references to controls (along with small graphs denoting particular buttons) and
guides the player how to use these controls. Instances of gameplay-related text
would be “Press ⟨button⟩ to toggle focus on Lamar while driving” or “Use your
sniper rifle’s thermal scope to locate other snipers”. The pattern of the occurrence
of gameplay-related text throughout all main story missions is given in Figure 3.

Fig. 3: The occurrence of gameplay-related text throughout all main story missions.

What we can notice here is that gameplay-related instructions appear in the initial
part of the game, which is quite understandable. Although 30 consecutivemissions
with instructions might appear to be too many, it is reasonable to expect that the
game user will be getting acquainted with the game mechanics and control within
this period. However, it can also be noticed from this pattern that gameplay-related
instructions actually keep appearing up to and including the very last mission.

A further result that is similarly based on tracking the occurrence of elements
throughout all main story missions is related to those instances in which the whole
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main canvas switched to show something else. This includes a computer desktop
screen, TV show, crane controller, helicopter camera, traffic control system, etc.
Some of these switches were probably created to increase the feeling of being
situated within an environment which resembles typical real-life situations and to
improve the game dynamics.Within this category, we also included those instances
in which the sniper rifle view or the car tuning view need to be used in order to
complete themission (optional uses in othermissions are not counted). The pattern
of occurrence of the main canvas switch is presented in Figure 4.

Fig. 4: The occurrence of switching the main canvas for a different one throughout all main
story missions.

What is noticeable within the presented pattern is the fact that within the first 15
missions, there is only one main canvas switch, while later on they become more
frequent, with sporadic stretches of missions without any main canvas switches.
The reason for their absence from the initial missions is likely that this is again the
period of getting accustomed to the gameplay. Occurrences become more frequent
later on and it can be hypothesized that this is done in order to prevent gameplay
monotony.

The pattern of this kind represents the next frequency of sounds portraying
phone conversations frommission 1 to mission 80. The pattern presented in Figure
5 captures every mission where we hear at least one phone conversation of any
length, regardless of whether we see the phone canvas or not (although these two
elements will most frequently be correlated with each other). What becomes visible
in this graph is the difference in the first and the second half of the game with
regard to the number of consecutive missions in which characters communicate
using the mobile phone. In the first part of the game, these instances are less
frequent and less consistent, whereas in the second part there are longer stretches
of missions with phone conversations. A proper interpretation of this result would
definitely need to take into consideration narrative aspects of the game that explain
the use of the phone with regard to the unfolding storyline or a specific character
in the game.
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Fig. 5: The occurrence of phone conversation sounds throughout all main story missions.

The last occurrence pattern presented here is given in Figure 6. This gives us an
insight related to where within the 80 analyzed missions we found cutscenes.
Cutscenes are short filmic elements that happen before or after the mission game-
play itself, that precede the mission action, but also which emerge in the middle of
a mission. For the purpose of achieving a consistent graph, we decided to include
both the shorter and the longer cutscenes.

Fig. 6: The occurrence of cutscenes throughout all main story missions.

The pattern indicates that cutscenes are very frequent and tend to appear in a
similar rhythm throughout the game, i.e., they are used in several sequences of
missions (e.g., from mission 1 to 12, from mission 14 to mission 27, or from mission
50 to 63). However, at two points in the middle of the storyline (missions 33–34
and 42–43), we can see that the game makers left room for missions that have
no cutscenes, which, as an effect, speeds up the dynamics of the game in these
situations. At the beginning and in the end they are relatively constant, whereas
the biggest gap can be noticed close to the game’s finale (missions 71–75), when
we encounter a series of vigorous missions that are not interrupted by cutscenes.
The remaining occurrence tracks did not reveal patterns providing interpretable
insights.

Finally, as the third step of our statistical evaluation, we present the relevant
results of evaluating correlations (using Pearson’s correlation coefficient as de-
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scribed above) existing among all elements presented in Figure 2, except for those
which we found in every mission (this makes them ineligible for a correlation test).
We present these results in Table 4.2.

As there have not been too many pairs with significant correlation levels after
being corrected (7 in total), we are going to discuss the associations between
elements that can be sensibly related to each other. For instance, there is a reason
to check for correlations between the text and certain sound types, but at the same
time, we cannot find a valid reason to look for correlations (or lack of correlations)
between cutscenes with highlighted areas or the main canvas switch on the one
hand and off-phone messages on the other.

Some of the co-occurrence patterns were expected and even obvious. For in-
stance, the appearance of the phone canvas correlated strongly with the sound
of the phone and using the phone’s additional functions. However, some of them
were not intuitively obvious. The strong correlation existing between seeing the
gameplay-related text on the main canvas and hearing non-diegetic sounds in-
dicates that there will be an auditory warning whenever there is such text given
on the screen, which is likely to catch the player’s attention. The non-diegetic
sounds resemble ‘incoming message’ beeps one would hear on their mobile phone
or laptop, but they are not generated by any of the devices we encounter in the
game, which is why we have classified them as non-diegetic in the first place.

Another significant correlation is the one existing between paths on the map
canvas and the highlighted areas in ‘the real world’ (see Figure 1), which is likely
to be bound to driving to particular locations that are marked for the sake of
facilitating orientation. Off-phone messaging correlates with using the phone’s
additional functions, which means that although in some part of the mission the
textual message is presented directly on the main canvas, the phone itself can be
identified as a subcanvas due to its specific elements as identified above.

5 Discussion & Conclusion

The analytical approach we used in the present study combines elements of game
studies and multimodal semiotics. We applied this combination to the case study
of GTA V as an example of an open-world video game. The data collection and
coding were performed in a way that allowed an analysis that could, to a certain
degree, reveal the complexity of the apparently smooth gameplay and present
diverse ways in which the open world in GTA V can be subject to guidance and
structured in order to give the player a sense of progress.
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For instance, the results of analyzing the frequency of the various elements
in the annotated missions lets us conclude that the seemingly smooth gameplay
is in fact guided in a number of ways in order to provide a structured notion of
progress —which appears essential in the world of mainstream video games where
smoothness of this sort is desired. As pointed out in Section 4.2, several of the
identified semiotic elements can be found in all or a large proportion of all main
storymissions (see Figure 2). In particular, the frequency of occurrence of gameplay-
related text supports our hypothesis that the player is clearly and comprehensively
guided through the game in spite of the open world and the range of possibilities
existing in it. By being confronted with a large amount of text, the game user is
exposed to a persistent ‘user manual’ throughout the game and is asked to learn
how to play the game until the end of the main storyline (and perhaps even after
that, as other missions also have their own challenges).

Various cutscenes (occurring before or within 60 missions) similarly provide
scaffolding elements bound to the story and therefore also serve as a further source
of guiding the player in the open world. Likewise, the use of paths on the map
canvas that correlate with highlighted areas in the real world serve to facilitate
orientation and to support the understanding of the gameplay. These findingsmost
probably reflect the fact that the game design stresses the game’s complexity and
its plethora of possibilities. In such an open world, abundant in things one can do,
the player is likely to need permanent instruction.

In addition to the frequent use of verbal-visual text and other visual elements
such as map details and colored highlights, we were also able to show particular
correlations of these verbal elements with auditory elements. For instance, we
identified a strong correlation of gameplay-related text with non-diegetic sounds
indicating a warning (see Section 4.2). This cross-modal, or intersemiotic, construc-
tion adds to the complexway of guiding the player andmaintaining themultimodal
game flow.

While these findings reveal some decisions of the game-makers with regard to
providing instructions and establishing the game dynamics, the analysis has at the
same time shown some probable limitations of our approach. In fact, the overall
number of possible conclusions we could make by analyzing the data turned out
to be lower than expected (especially when compared to the amount of data we
had and also in relation to the time-consuming work of retrieving and manually
annotating all of them). This might indicate that a more fine-grained annotation
system could be applied, and/or that some elements that have been excluded
should have been included (e.g., the ‘obligatory’ wanted stars on the main canvas
would be the next candidate for addition). Another limitation lies in the need to
add another analytical layer in order to be able to analyze some of the patterns of
occurrence and some of the correlations with a strong link to the game’s narrative.
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It therefore seems promising to combine this quantitative approach to a more
qualitatively oriented analysis of the story’s narrative.

The idea of building a semiotic inventory for an individual game is clearly a
strong basis for such an analysis and a combination with more abstract interpreta-
tion levels. The annotation layers for our current study could then also be imported
into a larger multilevel annotation scheme, as has been suggested (mainly with
regard to the page layout of comic book pages) in Bateman et al. (2017a). For now,
our approach provides a substantial basis for further explorations of both indi-
vidual game specificities within or across genres as well as comparative analyses
of several elements in similarly and multimodally complex media. A diachronic
study based on the same approach and applied to the whole Grand Theft Auto
game series could also provide valuable results.
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